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PREFACE

This edition, called Junior Algebra, is a modification of the

new and enlarged eighth edition of 1907, of Elementary Algebra,

by Messrs. Hall and Knight, and has been specially adapted for

Canadian Schools. One feature of the present edition is the large

number of easy examples on the Theory of Quadratic Equations.

In view of the importance of the Graphic Method a chapter

giving a very simple and continuous treatment of the subject has

been placed at the end of the book. Teachers who wish to intro-

duce graphs at an earlier stage will find suggestions at the begin-

ning of Chapter XXXV., as to the best way to proceed. In graphi-

cal work it is most important that squared paper should be used,

good in quality and accurately ruled to inches and tenths of an

inch. Experience shows that anything on a smaller scale (such as

"millimetre paper") is practically worthless in the hands of be-

ginners.

As the subject of ratio and proportion is begun at an earlier

stage in Geometry than formerly, it has been thought wise to give

a brief treatment of this subject so that the Algebraic method may
supplement the Geometrical. All names such as "duplicate,"

"subduplicate," etc., have been excluded. As ratio is closely

related to fractions, chapter XXXIV. could be read, if thought

desirable, immediately after the study of fractions.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR A FIEST COURSE.

In the first thirty chapters an asterisk has been placed before

all articles and examples which may conveniently be omitted

in a first course. Notes are occasionally given suggesting

the most suitable place for a section which may have to be

postponed.

For those who wish to defer to a later stage all the rules

dependent on 'Long' Multiplication and Division, so as to

reach Quadratic Equations earlier, the following detailed

course is recommended.

Chap. I. Arts. 1-11, 13-15. [Omit Art. 12, Examples I. c]

Chap. II. -V. Arts. 16-40. [Omit all the rest of Chap. V,,

except Art. 44.]

Chap. VI. Arts. 46-50. [Omit Arts. 51-55.]

Chaps. VII. -XIII. Arts. 56-107. In connection with Chap.

XIII. Arts. 311 -.318 on Easy Graphs may be read.

Chaps. XIV., XV. Arts. 108-113. [Omit Arts. 114, 115.]

Chap. XVI. Arts. 116-118a. [Omit Arts. 119-124.]

Chap. XVII. Arts. 125-136. [Omit Arts. 1.3fiA-]37.]

Chap. XVIII. Arts. 138, 139. [Omit Arts. 140-148.]

Chap. XIX. [Omit Arts. 152, 153.]

Chap. XX. [Omit Arts. 159-163.]

Chap. XXI. [Omit Arts. 171, 172.]

CuAP. XXII. Arts. 173-179. [Omit Arts. 180-185.]

[Chaps. XXIII., XXIV. may be taken later.]

Chap. XXV. Quadratic Equations. In connection with this

chapter Arts. 325-334 may be read.

From this point the omitted sections must be taken at the

discretion of the Teacher.
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ALGEBRA.

CHAPTER I.

Definitions. Substitutions.

i. Algebra treats of rjuautities as in Arithmetic, but with

greater geuerality ; for while the quantities used in arithmetical

processes are denoted by figures which have one single definite

value, algebraical quantities are denoted by symbols which may
have any value we choose to assign to them.

Tlie symbols employed are letters, usually those of our own
alphabet ; and, though there is no restriction as to the numerical

values a symbol may represent, it is understood that in the same
piece of work it keeps the same value throughout. Thus, when
we say " let a = 1,'' we do not mean that a must have the value 1

always, but only in the particular example we are considering.

Moreover, we may operate with symbols without assigning to

them any particular numerical value at all ; indeed it is with
such operations that Algebra is chiefly concerned.

We begin with the definitions of Algebra, premising that the

symbols +, — , x, -^, =, will have the same meanings as in

Arithmetic. Also for the present it will be assumed that all

the algebraical symbols employed denote integral numbers.

2. An algebraical expression is a collection of symbols

;

it may consist of one or more terms, which are separated from
each other by the sicrns + and -. Tlius la + bh — ^c-x+ iy is

an expression consisting of five terms.

Note. When no sign precedes a term the sign + is imderstood.

E. A. A 6
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3. Expressions are either simple or compound. A simple

expression consists of one term, as ba. A compound expression

consists of two or more terms. Compound expressions may be
further distintruished. Thus an expression of two terras, as

3a-2/>, is called a binomial expression ; one of three terms, as

2a-.36 + c, a trinomial; one of more than three terms a multi-
nomial. Simple expressions are also spoken of as monomials.

4. When two or more quantities are multiplied together the
result is called the product. One important difference between
the notatiun of Arithmetic and Algebra should be here remarked.
In Arithmetic the product of 2 and 3 is written 2 x .3, whereas
in Algebra the product of a and b may be written in any of

the forms ax 6, a.b, or ah. Tlie form ah is the most usual.

Thus, if a= 2, 6= 3, the product «6=ax6 = 2x3= 6; but in

Arithmetic 23 means "twenty-three," or 2 x 10+ 3.

5. Each of the quantities multiplie<l together to form a pro-

duct is called a factor of tlie product. Thus 5, a, 6, are the

factors of the product bah.

6. When one of the factois of an expression is a numerical
quantity, it is called the coefficient of the remaining factors.

Thus, in the expression bab, 5 is the coefficient. But the. word
coefficient is also used in a wider sense, and it is sometimes
convenient to consider any factor, or factors, of a product as

the coefficient of the remaining factors. Thus, in the product
Qahc, da may be ap])ropriately called the coefficient of he. A
coefficient which is not merely numerical is sometimes called a
literal coefficient.

Note. When the coefficient is unity it is usually omitted. Thus
we do not write la, but simply a.

7. If a quantity be multiplied by itself any number of times,

the j)roduct is called a power of that quantity, and is expressed
by writing the number of factors to the right of the quantity
and above it. Thus

a X a is called the second power of a, and is written a^ ;

ay. a xa third power of a, a^
;

and so en.

The number which ex))resses the power of any quantity is

called its index or exponent. Thus 2, 5, 7 are respectively

the indices of a''^, a-\ a'.

Note, a- is usually read "a squared"; a' is read "a cubed";
a* is read " a to the fourth " ; and so on.

When the index is unity it is omitted. Thus we do not write

a\ but simply a. Tlius <{, la, a*, la' all have the same meaning.
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8. The beginner must be caretul to distiuguish between
coefficient and hidex.

Example. 1. What is the difiference in meaning between 3a and a'?

By 3a we mean the product of the quantities 3 and a.

By a? we mean the third power of a ; that is, the product of the
quantities a, a, a.

Thus, if a = 4,

3(i=3xa=3x4= ]2;

a^= a xax a — 4 x 4x 4= 64.

Example 2. Jib = 5, distinguish between 46- and 2b*.

Here 46-^4x6x6 =4x5x5 = 100;

whereas 26*=

2

x6x6x6x6=2x5x5x5x5= 1250.

Example 3. If a= 4, a:= 1, find the value of 5x".

Here 5a:"'= 5 x a;x x x x xa:= 5 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 =5.

Note. The beginner should observe that every power of 1 is 1.

9. In arithmetical multiplication the order in which the

factors of a product are written is immaterial. For instance

3x4 means 4 sets of 3 units, and 4x3 means 3 sets of 4 units
;

in each case we have 12 units in all. Thus

3x4 = 4x3.
In a similar way,

3x4x5=4x3x5=4x5x3;

and it is easy to see that the same principle holds for the

product of any number of arithmetical quantities.

In like manner in Algebra ab and ba each denote the jjroduct

of the two quantities represented by the letters a and 6, and
have therefore the same value. Again, the expressions abc,

acb, bac, bca, cab, cba have the same value, each denoting the
product of the three quantities a, b, c. It is immaterial in

what order the factors of a product are written ; it is usual,

however, to arrange them in alphabetical order.

Fractional coefficients which are greater than unity are usually

kept in the form of improper fractions.

13
Example. If a= 6, a; =7, z= 5, find the value of ttAXz.

Here -aa;2=r^x6 x 7 x5= 273.
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EXAMPLES I. a.

If a= 7, 6= 2, c=l, x= b, 3/= 3, find the value of

1. 14a;. 2. 01?. 3. 3aa;. 4. a^ 5. 5hy

6. ft'. 7. 362. g 2xa. 9. 6c*. 10. 4y3,

11. Tel 12. 96*. 13. Shcy. 14. 7y''. 15. Sz^.

If a= 8, i= .5, c = 4, .r=l,y= 3, find the value of

16. Qxy. 17. 86^ 18. 3ar>. 19. a:«. 20. 7y*.

21. c. 22. 6». 23. y". 24. a:*. 25. y''.

26. ay. 27. 6^. 28. a<^. 29. c». 30. 66a:y

If a= 5, 6= 1, c=6, .r=4, find the vahie of

31. tx3. 32. iV«^- 33. 3^ 34. 2<'. 35. 8».

36. 1'. 37. -j^o^a:. 38. ^ft'-a;. 39. %<?. 40. ~
10. When several different quantities are multiplied together

a notation siTuiiar to tliat of Art. 7 is adopted. Thus aahhbbcddd
is written a-¥cd^. And conversely la^cd'^ has the same meaning
as Ixaxaxaxcxdxd.

Example 1. If x — 5, y= 3, find the value of 4a;'y^.

ix-y^= 4 X 5- X 3**

=4x25x27

=2700.

Example 2. If a=4, 6=9, a:=6, find the value of o^'
86a:-_8x9x6-_ 8x9x36
27fr'~ 27x^43"" 27x64

11. If one factor of a product is equal to 0, the whole product
must V)e equal to 0, whatever vohics the ot/ter /actors may have.

A factor is usually called a zero factor.

For instance, if .r= then nW'xii^ contains a zero factor.

Tlierefore ab'^rj/'^^O when .r=0, whatever be the values of a, 6, y.

Again, if o= o, then <?= Vi
; therefore a6'^c^=0, whatever values

a and h may have.

Note. Every power of Is 0.
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EXAMPLES I. b.

If a= 7, 6= 2, c=0, .r=5, 3/= 3, find the value of

1. Aax\ 2. a?h. 3. Si^y. 4, .3a;y2.

5. |62a;. 6. |6V- 7. |a:y^. 8. ah.

9. a^cy. 10. 8x3y. H. ^V"^^^- 12. |a:^i/^

If a = 2, 6=3, c=l, jo = 0, ^= 4, r= 6, find the value of

17. Sa^t". 18. #?'a'-. 19. ?—

.

20. Srt'C.

21. ?^. 22. 3''2». 23. '2^a^ 2i. c"})".

%. S- 26. 2^.'. 27. ^. 28. %64r" 32 g"^ r*

[T^Ae articles and examples marked with an asterisk may be post-

poned and taken in connection loith Chap, xvi.]

*12. Definition. The square root of any proposed expres-

sion is that quantity whose square, or second power, is equal to the

Sfiven expi'ession. Thus the square root of 81 is 9, because 9^= 81.

The square root of a is denoted by l/a, or more simply >^/a.

Similarly the cube, fourth, fifth, etc., root of any expression
is that quantity whose third, fourth, fifth, etc., power is equal to

the given expression.

The roots are denoted by the symbols y/, ^, ^, etc.

Examples. 4/27 = 3; because 3='= 27. 4/32= 2 ; because 2^= 32.

The symbol sj is sometimes called the radical sign.

Example 1. Find the value of 5^(6a^6*c), when a = 3, 6 = 1, c = 8,

5s/(6a%*c) = 5 X ^(6 X .33 X 14 X 8) = 5 X ^(6 X 27 X 8)

= 5x^1296= 5x36 = 180.

Example 2. Find the value of Jf^Y when a= 9, 6 = 3. x=5.

^//«'^'\_ ^//9x3*\_ ^If 9x81 \

^J\Sx')~^|\8x5^)-^J[sxl25)
_ •'//9x9x9\_ 9^

""V \ iooo y~io'
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14. By Art. 1 1 any term which contains a zero factor is itself

zero, and may be called a zero term.

Example 1. If a= 2, 6= 0, x= 5, w= 3, find the value of

5a^ - aJP' + Ix^y + 2,hxy.

Thtf expression = (5x23)-0 + (2x52x3) +
=40 + 150=190.

Note. The two zero terms do not affect the result.

Exam-pit 2. Find the value of \j? - a?y + lahx - %y^, when

a = 5, 6 = 0, a;= 7, y= l-

3a;2-aV + 7ate-|2/3= |. 72-52. l+0-|. P

Example 3. Find the values of the expression t?- lOx + 21 when
X has the values 0, 2, 3, 7, 8.

Here the following arrangement will be found convenient.

X
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EXAMPLES I. d.

If a= 2, 6 = 3, c= l, c/=0, find tlie nuineiical value of

1.
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EXAMPLES I. e.

1. When X has the values 0, 3, 6, 8, 10 find the values of

2. Find the values of 3 + 2a;+— when x has the values 0, 1,2, 3, 4.
4

3. Shew that y" - l5y + 56 is if y = 7, and also if y=8. What
is its value when y=10?

4. Find the values of the expression vKTi + Tn + ^a; whe^i x has
the values 2, 6, 8, 10. ^^ ^'^

5. Shew by substituting 10 for a and 3 for b that the two ex-

pressions

4:{a-b) + 3{a + b), 5(a + b) + 2(a-3h)
are equal.

Test the equality also when a= 6, b— 0.

6. Shew that x^ - 6a;^ + llx - 6 is for each of the values x=l, 2,

3. What is its value when a;= 10?

7. Shew that the expression x^ - 13x^ + 44a; is equal to 32 when
a;=l, 4, or 8.

8. Shew that x^+ lOx is equal to Ix'^ for each of the values a:= 0,

2, 5. Which of the expressions is the greater, and by how much,
when a:=6?

9. By substituting 3 for x and 2 for y shew that the expressions

6xi^ + 7x'^y ^y^ and (2x + y) (3x - y) {x + y)
are equal.

10. Find the value of 4x^ + 4x - 3 when x=2, and when x=^.

11. When x=5, shew that 4x^ + 4tx-3 is equal to 9 (a;+ 8).

12. Shew that 6x^-\\x'^ + 3x is equal to when x=^, and when
«c=|^. Find its value in the form of a decimal when x=-y^.

Examples for Revision. {Oral.)

1. What do you understand by 63 and by 6 . 3 ?

2. What is meant by A5xy and 4. 5xy1 If a; =4, y= 5, give the
arithmetical value of each.

3. Which is the greater 245 or 2 . 4 . 5, and by how much ?

4. Give the product of t and u in three ways.
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5. If 5 boys have p marV^les each, express algebraically how
many they have in all. If p — 2') what is the number ?

6. It X cakes are to be shared equally among 6 boys, expressr

algebraically how many each will have. If x= 42 what is the

number ?

7. If 54 books are divided equally among c boys, express each

boy's share algebraically. What is the arithmetical value if c= 6 ?

8. What is the difference between " twice 3 " and " 3 squared " ?

9. Give the expression for " thrice d," also that for the " cube of

d." Give the arithmetical values if d = 2.

10, Distinguish between "four times z" and "x to the fourth."

Give the respective values when x= 3.

11, The quantity c is to be multiplied by the quantity x. How
is this expressed ? Give the product if c= 7 and x=3.

12, If X factors, each equal to c, are to be multiplied together,

express this algebraically. What is the value if x— 3 and the factor

c = ll

13, Tlie quantities a, h, c are to be added together. Express this

algebraically. What is the answer ifa = 5, 6 = 7, c=ll?

14. The quantity r is to be taken from the quantity s. Give the

algebraical expression that denotes this. What is the answer if

r= 27 and.s = 41?

15. A boy starts playing with x marbles and wins y. Express
the number he then has. If x = 25 and y — 9, what number has he?

16, The same boy plays with his increased number and loses z.

Express the number he then has. If 2=17, how many has he left?

17, A farmer takes /sheep to market and sells jr of them. How
many has he left? What is the remainder ii/—&l and g— 481

18. Another farmer takes k sheep to market and returns with I of

them. How many has he sold? If ^'= 75, and ^= 32, what is the
number he has sold ?

19, Give the sum and product of the three quantities a,b,c; and
if a= 5, 6= 7, c= 6, give the arithmetical value of each.

20, if I walk y miles per hour for y hours, what is the algebraical
expression for the length of my walk ? If y= 4, what is the answer}



CHAPTER II.

Negative Quantities. Addition of Like Terms.

16. In the preceding examples the sum of the terms to be
subtracted has never been gx'eater than tlie sum of the terms to

be added ; that is to say, every operation has been capable of

being worked by Arithmetic. But in an example that reduces
to a result such as 4 - 9 the subtraction cannot be arithmetically

performed, yet as an algebraical result such an expression can
be explained ; and, moreover, a subtractive term may stand
alone and its meaning be quite plain.

17. Algebraical quantities which are preceded by the sign +
are said to be positive ; those to which the sign — is prefixed

are said to be negative. When no sign is prefixed the + sign

is to be understood. These signs are frequently used to denote
a qualitji possessed by the quantities to which they are attached,

as explained in the following illustrations :

(i.) Suppose a trader gains $100 and then loses $70, the result

of his trading is a gain of |30, that is +$100- $70= +$30 ;

and the +$30 denotes that he is $30 better ott' than when he
began.

But if he had first gained $70 and then lost $70, the loss

would exactly balance the gain, that is +$70-$70= $0. Thus
he would be in the same position as when he began.

If, however, he had first gained $70 and then lost $100,
the result of his trading would be a loss of $30, that is

+ $70 -$100= -$30, and the -$30 denotes that he is $30
worse off than when he began, or that he now has a debt of $30.

Thus we see that the —$30 denotes a quantity equal in

magnitude, hut opposite in character to the +$30.

(ii.) Again, suppose a man to row 60 yards up a stream, and
then to drift down with the current for 40 yards, his position

relative to the starting point would be +60 yards -40 yards
= +20 yards, the +20 yards denoting the distance he was vp
stream from his starting point.
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If he had rowed 40 yards up stream and then drifted down
60 yards, his position relative to tlie starting jioiiit would he
+ 40 yards -60 yaids= -20 yards, the -20 yards denoting the
distance he was down stream fi-oni his starting point.

Thus we see that —20 yards denotes a distance equal in

magnitude, hut opposite in direction to that denoted by +20
yards.

(iii.) On a Centigrade thermometer 15°C. means 15° above
the freezing point, and -15" C. denotes 15° below freezing
point.

From the above examples it will be understood that +5, for

example, will denote a quantity greater than by 5 units,

whereas —5 will denote a quantity that is less than by 5

units, the two quantities being of the same ahs'Aute value but
of opposite character.

EXAMPLES II. a.

1. A trader gains .$20, loses 11 42, and thou gains; ^10. Express

algebraically the result of liis three transactions.

2. Two cricket counties play 16 matches ; one wins 10 and loses

6, and the other wins 7 and loses 9. Express the two results,

allowing a gain of one point for a win and a loss of one point for a

defeat.

3. In the night a Centigrade thermometer falls to - 6", and in

the day-time it rises to 12°. How many degrees are there between
the readings?

4. A Centigrade thermometer rises to 9° in the day-time and falls

15° during the night ; what is the night reading 'r

5. A snail climbs 6 feet vertically upwards from a given point on
a wall, slips down 15 feet, and then clindjs 6 feet upwards again.

Express algebraically his final position from his starting point.

6. Two men each fire 20 shots at a maik and agree bo register 4

points for every hit and to deduct 3 points for every miss. One
hits the mark 12 times, the other 8 times. Express algebraically

their separate scores.

7. Each of tliree football teams plays 20 matches during the

season. The A team wins 9 and loses 5, tlie B team wins 6 and
loses 8, and the C team wins 9 and loses 9, the other games being
drawn. If one point l)e allowed for a win, and one point deducted
for a loss, place the three teams in order of merit and give the

expressions that denote the results of the seasons play.
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Addition of Like Terms.

18. Definition. When terms do not differ, or when they
differ only in their numerical coefficients, they are called like,

otherwise they are called unlike. Thus 3a, la ; ba%, 2d'b

;

3a^b'^, — 4a^6'^ ai'e pairs of like terms ; and 4a, 36 ; 7a^, Qa'^b are
pairs of unlike terms.

The rules for adding like terms are

Rule I. The stem of a number of like ter7ns is a like term.

Rule II. If all the terms are positive, add the coefficients.

Example. Find the value of 8a + 5a.

Here we have to increase 8 things by 5 like things, and the
aggregate is 13 of such things ;

for instance, 8 lbs. +5 lbs. = 13 lbs.

Hence also, 8a f 5a = 1 3a.

Similarly, 8a + .'la + a + 2a + 6a= •22it,.

Rule III. If all the terms are negative, add the coefficients

nwniericalh] and prefix the vtiinus sign to the sum.

Example. To find the sum of - 3x, - 5x, - 7x, - x.

Here we have to express, as one subtractive quantity, the sum,
or total, of four subtractive quantities of like character. To
subtract in succession 3, 5, 7, 1 like things wou'd have the same
effect as to take away 3 + 5 + 7+1, or 16, such things in one
operation.

Thus the sum of -3x, -5x, -Ix, -a; is -16a;.

Rule IV. If the terms are not all of the same sign, add to-

gether separately the coefficients of all the positive terms and the

coefficients of all the negative terms ; the difference of these two

residts, preceded l\>/ the sign of the greater, will give the coefficient

of the sum required.

Example 1. Fin<l the sum of 17a,' and -8a;.

A gain of 17 followed by a loss of 8 would give as a result a gain

of 9, for the difference of 17 and 8 is 9, and the gain, or positive

term, is the greater.

Thus the sum of 17a; and -8a;= 9x.

Example 2. The sum of - 17a; and 8a;= -9a;.

Example 3. Find the sum of 8a, -9a, -a, 3a, 4a, -11a, a.

The sum of the coefficients of the positive terms is 16.

,, ,, ,, negative ,, 21.

The difference of these is 5 and the sign of the greater is negative ;

hence the required sum is - 5a.
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When a number of quantities are connected together by the
signs + and - , the value of the result is the same in whatever
order the terms are taken.

For example, in a series of combined losses and gains, the result

is the same in whatever order the gains and losses are taken.

We may, therefore, add or subtract the terms in the most
convenient order, which is usually that stated in Rule IV.
above. This process is called collecting terms.

19. When quantities are connected by the signs + and -.

the resulting expression is called their algebraical stun.

Thus lla-27a4-13a= — 3a states that the algebraical sum
of 11a, —27a, 13a is equal to -3a.

Note. The sum of two quantities numerically equal but with
opposite signs is zero. Thas the sum of 5a and - 5a is 0.

EXAMPLES II. b.

Find the sum of

1. 5a, 7a, 11a, a, 23a. 2. 4a;, x, 3x, 7x, 9a;.

3. 1h, 106, 11^, 96, 26. 4. 6c, 8c, 2c, 15c, 19c, 100c, c.

5. -3a;, -5x, -11a;, -7x. 6. -56,-66,-116,-186.

7. - 3y, - 7y, -y, - 2y, - 4?/. 8. - c, - 2c, - 50c, - 13c.

9. -116, -56, -36, -6. 10. 5a;, -x, -3a;, 2a;, -x.

11. 263/. - iiy. - i5y. y. - 3y, 2y. 12. 5/, - 9/; - 3/, 21/ - 30/-.

13. 2s, -3.S, s, -s, -5.-}, 5s. 14. ly, -Wy, I6.v, -3y, -2y.

15. 5a;, - 7a;, - 2x, 7a;, 2a;, - 5a;. 16. 7a6, - 3a6, - 5a6, 2a6, ab.

Find the value of

17. -9.K2+llx2 + 3a;2-4a;2. 18. .Sa^x- ISa^x + a^a;.

19. 3a=*-7a3-8a3 + 2a3-lla». 20. \x^ -h^ -^^ -It?.

21. 4a262 - a'W' - la%'^ + 5a?b^ - aV,"^.

22. -9x*-4a;*-12a;«+13a;*-7a;*.

23. 7a6crf- lla6cd - 41a6cd + 2a6crf.

24. lx-^x + x + §x. 25. ^a +fo-^
26. -56 + 16- |6 + 26-l6 + |6.

27. -^^- 2a;2 _ |ar2 + a;2 + |a;2 + ^-x^.

28. -a6-ia6-^a6- ja6-^a6 + a6 + y\ai».

29. |x--Jx + fx-2x + -y^x-^x + x.

30. -|x2-fx2-|x2-lx2-x2.



CHAPTER III.

Simple Brackets. Addition.

20. When a number of arithmetical quantities are connected
together by the signs + and -, the value of the result is the

same in whatever order the terms are taken. This also holds in

the case of algebraical quantities.

Thus a-b + c is equivalent to a+ c — b, for in the first of the
two expressions b is taken from a, and c added to the result ; in

the second c is added to a, and b taken from the result. Similar
reasoning applies to all algebraical expressions. Hence we may
write the terms of an expression in any order we please.

Thus it appears that the expression a-b may be written in

the equivalent form -b + a.

To illustrate this we may suppose, as in Art. 17, that a repre-

sents a gain of a dollars, and —bii loss of b dollars : it is clearly

immaterial whether the gain precedes the loss or the loss pre-

cedes the gain.

21. Brackets ( ) are used to indicate that the terms enclosed

within them are to be considered as one quantity. The full use

of brackets will be considered in Chap. vii. ; here we shall deal

only with the simpler cases.

8+ (13+ 5) means that 13 and 5 are to be added and their sum
added to 8. It is clear that 13 and 5 may be added separately
or together without altering the result.

Thus 8+ (13 + 5)= 8 + 13 + 5= 26.

Similarly a+ (b+ c) means that the sura of 6 and c is to be
added to a.

Thus a+ (b+ c)=a+b+c
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84-(13 - 5) means that to 8 we are to add the excess of 13 over

5 ; now if we add 13 to 8 we have added 5 too much, and must
therefore take 5 from the result.

Thus 8+(13-5) = 8+13-5= 16.

Similarly a+ (b — c) means that to a we are to add 6, diminisher\

by c.

Thus a+(b-c) = a + b-c (1).

In like manner,

a+ b-c+{d-e-f)= a+b-c+d-e-/ (2).

Conversely,

a+b-c+d-e -/=a+ b-c+ (d-e-f) (3).

Again, a-b+ c= a+ c-b, [Art. 20.]
= the sum of a and c — b,

= the sum of a and —b+c, [Art. 20.]

therefore a — b+ c= a + (-b+ c) (4).

By considering the results (L), (2), (3), (4) we are led to the

following rule :

Rule. Whe7i an expression toiihin brackets is preceded by the

sign +, the brackets can be removed without making any change in

the expression.

Conversely : Any part of an expression may be enclosed toithin

brackets and the sign + prefixed, the sign of even/ term within the

brackets remaining unaltered.

Thus the expression a — b+ c — d+ e may be written in any of

the following ways,
a-\-{-b-\-c-d-\-e\

a-b+ {c-d+e),

a-b + c + (-d+ e).

22. The expression a -(b + c) means that from a we are to

take the aura of b and c. The result will be the same whether
b and c are subtracted separately or in one sum. Thus

a-(b + c) = a -b- c.

Again, a — {b — c) means that from a we are to subtract the
excess of b over c. If from a we take b we get a — b; but by so

doing we shall have taken away c too much, and must therefore
add c to a — b. Thus

a-{b-c) =a-b + c.

In like manner,
a-b-{c-d-e) = a—b-c-<rd-\-e.

Accordingly the following rule may be enunciated :
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Rule. When an expression within brackets is preceded by the

sign — , the brackets may be removed if the sign of every term within

the brackets be changed.

Conversely : A ny part of an expression may be enclosed within

brackets and the sign — prefixed, provided the sign of every term
within the brackets be changed.

Thus the expression a-b-{-c+d-e may be written in any of

the following ways,
a-{-\-b-c-d+e\
a-b-(-c — d+e)j

a-b+ c — {-d+e).

We have now established the following results :

I. Additions and subtractions may be made in any order.

Thus a+ b-c+d~e-f=a-c+ b+d-f-e
=a-c—f+d+b — e.

This is known as the Commutative Law for Addition and
Subtraction.

II. The terms ofan expression may be grouped in any manner.

Thus a + b-c +d-e-f={a+ b)-c+ (d-e)-f
= a+ {b-c) + (d-e)-f=a + b-{c-d)~(e+f).

This is known as the Associative Law for Addition and
Subtraction.

Addition of Unlike Terms.

23. When two or more like terms are to be added together

we have seen that they may be collected and the result expressed

as a single like term. If, however, the terms are unlike they can-

not be collected ; thus in finding the sum of two unlike quantities

a and b, all that can be done is to connect them by the sign of

addition and leave the result in the form a+ b.

Also by the rules for removing brackets, a + ( — b)= a-b ; that

is, the algebraic sum of a and — 5 is written in the form a-b.
It will be observed that in Algebra the word sum is used in

a wider sense than in Arithmetic. Thus, in the language of

Arithmetic, a — b signifies that b is to be subtracted from a, and
bears that meaning only ; but in Algebra it is also taken to mean
the sum of the two quantities a and —b without any regard to

the relative magnitudes of a and b.
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Example 1. Find the sum of 3a - 56 + 2c ; 2a + 3b-d; - 4o + 26.

The sum ={3a-5b + 2c) + (2a + 3b-d) + { -4a + 2b)

= 3a-5b + 2c + 2a + 3b-d-4a + 2b)

= 3a + 2a - ia - 5b + 3b + 2b + 2c - d
= a + 2c-d,

by collecting like terms.

The addition is, however, more conveniently effected by the
following rule :

Rule. Arrange the expressions in lines so that the like terms
may he in the same vertical columns : then add each column begin-

ning with that on the left.

3a-56 + 2c

2a + 36 -d
-4a + 26

a + 2c - (/

The algebraical sum of the terms in the
first column is a, that of the terms in the
second column is zero. The single terms
in the third and fourth columns are
brought down without change.

Example 2. Add together - 5a6 + 66c - 7ac ; 8a6 + 3ac - 2ad j

- 2a6 + 4ac + 5ad ; 6c-3a6 + 4arf.

- 5a6 + 66c - 7oc

8a6 + 3«c - 2ad
- 2ab + 4ac + 5ad

-3ab+ be +4ad
-2ab + lbc + 7arf

Here we first rearrange the ex-

pressions so that like terms are in

the same vertical columns, and then
add up each column separately.

EXAMPLES III. a.

Find the sum of

1. a + 26-3c; -3a + 6 + 2c ; 2a-36 + c.

2. 3a + 26-c; -o + 36 + 2c ; 2a-6 + 3c.

-3x + 2y + z', x-3y + 2z; 2a: + .y-3z.

-x + 2y + 3z; 3x-y + 2z; 2x + 3y-z.

4a + 36 + 5c; -2a + 36-8c ; a- 6 + c.

-15a-196-18c; 14a + 156 + 8c; a + 5b + 9c.

7. 25a - 156 + r ; l.^a - 106 + 4c ; a + 206 - c.

8. -16a-106-f5c; 10rt + r)6 + r; 6a + 56-c.

5aar - Iby + cz; ax + 2by -cz ; - 3ax + 2hy + 3cz.

20/) + g-r; ;5-20g + r; p + q-Wr.
9.

10.
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Add together the following expressions :

11. - 5ab + 6bc - "ca ; Sab - 46c + 3ca ; - 2ab -2bc + 4ca.

12. I5ab - 276c - 6ca ; 14a6 - 186c + lOca ; 456c - 3co - 49a6.

13. 5ab + bc- 3ca ; a6 - 6c + ca ; -ab + 2ca + be.

14. pq + qr-rp; -pq + qr + rp; pq-qr + rp.

15. x + y+ z; 2x+3y-2z; Zx-Ay + z.

16. 2a-36 + c; 15a-216-8c; 246 + 7c + 3a.

17. Axy-9yz + 2zx; -25xy-i-24:yz-zx;23xy-\5yz + zx.

18. 17a/)- 136c + 8ca; - 5a6 + 96c - 7ca ; -Ibc- ca + 2ab.

19. Alx-eSy + z; -25a:+15y-3z; -22a:+15z+ 48y.

20. -176-2c + 23a; -9a+156 + 7c; -13a + 36-4c,

Dimension and Degree.

Ascending and Descending Powers.

24. Each of the letters composinfj a term is called a dimen-
sion of the term, and the number of letters involved is called

the degree of the term. Thus the product abc is said to be of
three dimensions, or of the third degree ; and oar* is said to be of
five dimensions, or of the fifth degree.

A numerical coefficient is not counted. Thus ?>a?h^ and a^h^

are each of seven dimensions.

The degree of an expression is the degree of the term of
highest dimensions contained in it ; thus a* — 8a^+ 3a — 5 is an
expression of the fourth degree, and a^x — lh^x^ is an expression of
the fifth degree. But it is sometimes useful to speak of the
dimensions of an expression with reeard to some one of the
letters it involves. For instance the expression ajfi — bx^+ cx-d
is said to be of three dimensions in x.

A compound expression is said to be homogeneous when all

its terms are of the same dimensions. Thus 8a^- a*b'^+ QaU' is a
homogeneojis expression of six dimensioTis.

25. Different powers of the same letter are unlike terms
;

thus the result of adding together 2.r^ and S.?"^ cannot be ex-

pressed by a single term, but must be left in the form 2x!^+ 33^.

Similarly the algebraical sum of ba^h"^, — 3a&^, and —6* is

ha%^ — 3ab^- b*. This expression is in its simplest form and
cannot be abridged.
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In adding together several algebraical expressions containing
terms with different powers of the same letter, it will be found
convenient to arrange all expressions in descending or ascending
powers of that letter. This will be made clear by the following
examples.

Example 1. Add together ^7^ + 1 + Qx - 5x^ ; 2x^ - S -9x;
ix - It? + 3x* ; 3a:^ -^x-x- ; x-x^ -7?-\-\.

In writing down the first expression
we put in the first term the highest
power of X, in the second term the
next highest power, and so on till the

last term, in which x does not appear.
The other expressions are arranged in

the same way, so that in each column
we have like powers of the same letter.

Sx^-Bx^ + Gx + I

2x- - 9x - 8

-2t? + 3x'^ + 4x
32?- x^-9x

- x^ - ar- + x + 4

3a:3_2a;2_7a; + 3

Example 2. Add together
8a^ + 5b^; 9a"-b - 2a^ + ab^.

-2b^ + 3ab"- + a'

- ab' i 5a% - 3a^

663 ^8a3

ab-^- 9a'6 -2a^

36=' + 3a62+l4a;-6f4«3

3ab^ - 263 + „3 . 5^2^, _ ^52 _ 3^3

.

Here each expression contains
powers of two letters, and is

arranged according to descend-

ing powers of 6, and ascending
powers of a.

EXAMPLES III. b.

Find the sum of

1. 2a6 + 3ca + r)«6c ; - 5ffl6 + 26c - r)a6c ; 3a6-26c-3ca.

2. 2a:2 - 2xy + 3y- ; Ay- + 5xy - 2x" ; x- - 2xy - Gy\

3. 3a--7nb-4b"; ~6a" + 9ab-3b-^; 4a-+ab + 5b^

4. x^ + xy-y- ; -Z-+ t/z + y" ; -x^ + xz + z-

5. -X'- :]xy + 3ip ; 3x- + 4xy - by- ; x"-\-xy + y\

6. 7?-x- + x-\; 2x--2x + 2; -33? + 5x+\.

7. 23?-x'^~x; 4a:3 + 8a;2 + 7j-; -~Qx^-Qx- + x.

8. 9a:2-7a; + 5; - 14x2+ 15a:- 6 ; 20x2-40x-17.

9. 10x3 + 5a; + 8; 3x3-4x2-6; 2x3-2x-3.

10. a3 - a6 + 6c ; a6 + 6^ - ca ; ca - 6c + c'.

11. 5a3-3c3 + cp. 63_2a3 + 3rf3. 4c3-2a3-3d».
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Find the sum of

12. 6ar'-2a: + l; 2x^ + x + 6', x^-lx^+2x-i.

13. a^-a" + 3a; 3a^ + 4a- + 8a ; 5a^ - 6a^ - 11a.

14. afi + y^-2xy; 2z^-3y^-4yz; 2a^-2z"~3xz.

15. xi^-2y^ + x; y^ -23:^ + y; X' + 2y^—x + y^.

16. a^ + SsPy + 3xy- ;
- 3x-y — 6xy^ - a^ ; 3x-y + 4xy^.

17. a3 + 5a62 + fts . p _ iQafts _ „3 . 5^52 _ 253 + 2a26,

18. x^- 4:X*y - 5x^y^' ; Soc^y + 2x^y^ - 6xy^ ; 3x^y^+ 6xy*- y\

19. a^-'tarb + Gabc; a-b - lOabc + c^ , b^ + Sa^b + abc,

20. i;^ - ^x^y + &xy- ; 2a;-y - 3xy'^ + 2y^ ;
y^ + 3xh/+ 4a:y2,

Add together the following expressions :

21. ^a-~b', -a + |6; fa -6.

22. -\a-\b; -§a + |^; -2a-6.

23. -2a + |c; -^a-2/>; |6-3c.

24. --V-a-Y^; 2a-36; ^&-c.

25. |a^ + |a:y-^y2. -x2-|a;y + 2y2; 23,2_a.y _ 6^2^

26. 3a2-|a6-i62. _ 3„2 + 2a6-|62 ; -^a?-ab^-b\

27. |a:2 _ 1 a,y+ ^_yi
;
_ |x2+ 1 |a;y - y^ ; ix^- a:y+ iy^.

28. -^x?+ 5ax^ - ^a?x ; a? - ^-ax^+ \a?x ', -\^+ fa^a:

29. ^x^-^xy-ly'^x Ixy + ^-y"^; -^x^+ 4y^.

30. \a^ - 2a"b - fi^
; ^a"b - f06^ + 263; - fa^+ ab^+ ^W.
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Subtraction.

26. The simplest cases of Subtraction have already come
under the head of addition of like terms, of which some are

negative. [Art. 18.]

Thus 5a-3a= 2a,

3a — 7a = — 4a,
— 3a — 6a= - 9a.

Also, by the rule for removing brackets [Art, 22],

3a-(-8a) = 3« + 8a
= lla,

and -3a-(-8a)= -3a + 8a
= 5a.

Subtraction of Unlike Terms.

27. The method is shewn in the following example.

Example. Subtract 3a - 26 - c from 4a - 36 + 5c.

The difiference

The expression to be subtracted is

first enclosed in brackets with a

minus sign prefixed, then on removal
of the brackets the like terms are

combined by the rules already ex-

plained in Art. 18.

It is, however, more convenient to arrange the work as follows,

the signs of all the terms in the lower line being changed.

=4a - Zh + 5c - (3a - 26 - c)

= 4a-36 + 5c-3a + 26 + c

=4a - 3a - 36 + 26 +5c + c

=o -6 + 6c.

by addition,

4a -36 + 5c

-3a + 26+ c

a- 6 + 6c

The like terms are written in

the same vertical column, and each
column is treated separately.

Rule. Change the sign of every term in the expression to he

subtracted, and add to the other expression.

Note. It is not necessary that in the expression to be subtracted
the signs should be actually changed ; the operation of changing
signs ought to be performed mentally.
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Example 1.

5a;' + xy

2x' + %xy - ly-

Sx'^-lxy + ly^

From 5x^ + xy take 2x- + 8xy - 7y\

In the first column we combine mentally 5a:'

and - 2ar, the algebraic sum of which is 3x^. In

the last column the sign of the term - 7y' has to

be changed before it is put down in the result.

Example 2. Subtract 3x- - 2x from 1 - a:'.

Terms containing different powers of the same letter being unlike

must stand in different columns.

-ar" + 1

3a;2-2a;

a:3-3a:2 + 2x + l

In the first and last columns, as there is

nothing to be subtracted, the terms are put
down without change of sign. In the second
and third columns each sign has to be changed.

The re-arrangement of terms in the first line is not necessary, but
it is convenient, because it gives the result of subtraction in descend-
ing powers of x.

EXAMPLES IV. a.

Subtract

1. 4a-36 + cfrom 2a-3&-c.

2. a - 36 + 5c from 4a - 86 + c.

3. 2a; - 8y + z from 15a; + lOy - 1 8z.

4. 15a - 276 + 8c from 10a + 36 + 4c.

5. - 10a;- 14?/+ 15z from a;-y- z.

6. -Uab + 6cd from - 106c+ a6-4cd,

7. 4a -36 + 15c from 25a -166 -18c.

8. -16r-18y-15s from -5a;+ 8y + 7z.

9. a6 + erf - ac - bd from a6 + erf + ac + 6rf.

10. - a6 + erf - ac + 6rf from a6 - erf + ac - 6rf.

From

11. 3a6+ 5erf - 4ac - 66rf take 3a6 + 6erf - 3ac - 56d.

yz-zx + xy take -xy + yz-zx.

- 2a;3 _ a.2 _ 3a. + 2 take a;3 - a; + 1.

- 8a;'y + lf)xy- + lOxyz take 4x'^y - 6xy^ - Bxyz.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

^a-b + ^c take ^a + ^b- -i-c.

|x + y - z take ^x-^y- ^z.

a - 36 take #a + ^6 - ^c.

18. ^a;-f7/+iV take -^x + iy-^^z.

19. - fa; - fy - 5z take fa; - |y - ^g^-z.

20. -Ix + y-^t&ke^x-^y-l.
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EXAMPLES IV. b.

From

1. 3x1/ - byy. + 8sa; take - Axy + 2yz - \Ozx.

2. - Sx-y- + I bxr^ji + 1 3xy^ take '^x"y" + l3?y - Saey^.

3. - 8 + Gab {- a-lfl take 4 - .'?ft?^ - ba-h^.

4. a'^^c + 6^ta + c-ah take .3rt'^6c - 5b-ca - 4c'a&.

5. -7a-t + 8a62 + c(Z take .5a-6 - 7a6- + 6rd.

6. - 8x-y + Sxy- - ar^y'^ take 8a;^y - Sary- + a^y.

7. lOa^fcs + I5a62 + ^a% take - 10a2fe2+ \5ab'^ - Sa^b.

8. ix"-3x + 2 take -5a:2 + 6x-7.

9. a:2 + lla;- + 4 take 8a:2-5a:-.3.

10. - 8a2a;2 + 5x- + 15 take Oa^aj^ - Sa;^ - 5.

Subtract

11. ar* - a;^ + a;+l from ar' + a;--a:+ 1.

12. 3xy" - Sx-y + x^ -y^ from x^ + 3x-y + Sxy"^ + y^.

13. b^ + c^- 2abc from «•' + b^- 3abc.

14. 7a:y- - y'^ - 3x-y + Sa:^ from 8ar' + 7a:-y - Sxy"^ - y
15. a:* + 5 + a;-3a:3from 5a:^-8ari-2a;2 + 7.

16. d-^ + ¥ + c^- Sahc from labc - Sa^ + 5b^ - c^.

17. l-a; + a:*-a;*-a;^ from x*-l+x -x~.

18. 7a* - 8a2 + 3a5 + a from a^-5a^-7 + la\

19. lOa^t + Sab-- Sa%^ - // from ^a-b - Qab- - 7a=*6*',

20. a^-b^ + 8ab^-7a"b from -Sai^ + lSa^ft+ft^.

From

21. i^y^
- ^xy - ^y^ take -|a;- + a;y-2/2.

22. fa2_|„_i take -|a2+o- 1.

23. :3a:2-ia; + ^take^a;-l+ix2.

24. B 2;- - ^ax take J
- ja;'^ - ^ax.

25. fa:^ - ^xy^ - V^ take iaj^ - ^y- - ^xy\

26. |-a' - 2aa;^ - ^a'-'a; take ^a-x+ ja^ - ^az^.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES L

1. Simplify
( 1 ) 4x- 2x' - {2x - Sx-) ;

(2) 3a - 46 - (36 + a) - (5a - 86).

2. To the sum of 2a - 36 - 2c and 26 - a + 7c add the sum cf
a -4c + 76 and c-66.

3. When x=3, y=2, z= 0, find the value of

(1) ar + ^y^-xyz^; (2) ^x^y*+ -^.

4. Define index, coefficient. In the expressions 4a;^ + 3a:, 2xi^ + x^,

aP+ lx, iind (1) the sum of the indices, (2) the sum of the coefficients.

5. From 53^ + 3a; - 1 take the sum of

2a: - 5 + Ix^ and 3a;- + 4 - 2ar' + x.

6. Subtract 3a - 7a^+ 5a? from the sum of

2 + 8a2-a3 and 2a3 - 3a2 + a - 2.

7. Distinguish between like and unlike terms. Pick out the like

terms in the expression

a^ - 3a6 + 6= - 2a^ -a- + 3b" + 5a6 + la-.

8. Write down in as many ways as possible the result of adding
together x, y, and z.

9. Subtract 5x" + 3a:- 1 from 2ar'', and add the result to

3r- + Ha:-l.

10. If the number of dollars I possess is represented by +a,
what will -a denote'.

11. Write down in algebraical symbols the result of diminishing
2tt by the sum of 36 and 5c.

i'2. When .r = l, t/=2, z=3, find the value of the sum of 5x^,

- 27?z, 3y\ Also find the value of 2zy - 3^/^.

13. Add the sum of 2y - Zy^ and 1 - by'^ to the remainder left

when 1 - 2y'^+ y is subtracted from 5y^.

14. Explain clearly why x ~ (y - z) = x - y +z.

15. If a;=4, y=3, z=2, tt=0, find the value of

3x- - 2yz -ax + 5ax-y.

16- Simplify 2a - 6 - (3a - 26) + (2a - 36) - (a - 26).
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17. Find the algebraical sum of the like terms in the expression

5a ' - 4a-b ^-b^ + 6a}'h + "Jab" - 3a'6 + 4ab^ + 8a-b.

18. A boy works x + y sums, of which only y- 2s are right ; how
many are wrong ?

19. In the expression Sa?-7a'^b + b*, point out the highest power,
the lowest power, the positive terms, and the coefficient of a^.

20. Take x--y- from Sxy-4y-, and add the remainder to the
sum of ixy -x- - 3y- and 2x'- + 6y~.

21. If a;=l, y= ii, z= 5, w= 0, find the value of

J(3xy) + ^{5xz)+^imw).

22. What is the derfree of a term in an algebraical expression?
In the expression lx^-:ix^a- + a^, what is the degree of the negative
term ?

23. Find the sum of 5a-'Jb + c and 36 -9a, and subtract the
result from c - 4b.

24. If x=3, y=4, p = 8, 9 = 10, find the value of

2vxyp+ " +2g.
ji-y

25. If X represents the date 10 a.d. what will - 3a; stand for?

26. Add together 3a:- -lx + 5 and 2a:^ + 5a; - 3, and diminish the
result by 3x- + 2.

27. In the expression

4aW -¥ + 3a"62 + 56* - ab'^x + 2x^ab + abx* - a-b\

point out which terms are like, and which are homogeneous. What
is the degree of the expression ?

28. Express in algebraical symbols the excess of the sum of o
and b over c diminished bj' d.

29. A man walks 2a -b miles due North from a fixed point 0.
and then walks a distance 3a + 2b miles due South ; what is his fmal
position with regard to ?

30. What expression must be added to 5r--7a: + 2 to produce
7*^-1?



CHAPTER V.

Multiplication.

[Part of this cfiapter may be taken at a later stage. See remark on
page 33. The easy graphical ivork in Arts. 304-315 may he

studied after Examples v. b.]

28. Multiplication in its primary sense signifies repeated
addition.

Thus 3x4 = 3 taken 4 times

= 3+ 3 + 3 + 3.

Here the multiplier contains four units, and the number of

times we take 3 is the same as the number of units in 4.

Again ay.h= a taken h times

= a-\-a-\-a-\- ....,

the number of terms being h.

Also 3x4= 4x3; and so long as a and h denote positive

whole numbers, it is easy to show that axb= bxa.

29. When the quantities to be multiplied together are not
positive whole numbers, we may define multiplication as an
operation performed on one quantity which when performed on
unity produces the other. For example, to multiply f by f , we
perform on 4 that operation which when performed on unity
gives f ; that is, we must divide 4- into seven equal parts and take

4
three of them. Now each cart will be equal to -

—

-, and the
5x/' 3

result of taking three of such parts is expressed by -.

Hence ^x?=i^.
5 7 5x7

Also, by the last article,

4x33x^3 4

5x7~7x5~7 5

4 33 4
5''7~7''6'
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The reasoning is clearly general, and we may now say that
axb = bxa, where a and 6 are any positive quantities, integral
or fractional.

In the same way it easily follows that

abc=axbxc
=(ax b)xc=(bxa)xc = bac

= bx(axo)= bxcxa = bca
;

that is, the factors of a prod^ict may he taken in any order. This
is the Commutative Law for Multiplication.

Example. 2ax36xc =2x3xax6xc= 6a6c.

30. Again, the factors of a product may be grouped in any
way we please.

Thus abcd=axbxcxd
= {ah) X {cd)= ax (he) xd=ax (bed).

This is the Associative Law for Multiplication.

31. Since, by definition, a^= aaa, and a^^aaaaa,

.'. a^xa^ = aaaxaaaaa= aaaaaaaa— a^= a^^^
;

that is, the index of a letter in a product is the sinn of its indices

in the factors of the product. This is the Index Law for
Multiplication.

Again, 6a^= 5aa, and Ta^= 7aaa.

.•. Sa^x 7a'= 5 X 7 xaa«aa= 35a*.

When the expressions to be multiplied together contain

powers of ditferent letters, a similar method is used.

Example. 5a^6^ x 8a-hx^= Saaabb x Saabxxx

= 'iOaV>Sx^.

Note. The beginner must be careful to observe that in this pro-

cess of multiplication the indices of one letter cannot combine in any
way with those of another. Thus the expression 40aWa^ admits of

no further simplification.

32. Rule. To midtiply two simple expressions together,

mxdtiply the coefficients together and prefi.v their product to the

product of the different letters, giving to each letter an index equxzl

to the Slim of the indices that letter has in the separate factors.

The rule may be extended to cases where more than two
expressions are to be multiplied together.
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Example 1. Find the product of x^, x^, and x".

The product= a:- x x^ x afi=x'+^ x aj®=a;-+^+*=a;".

The product of three or more expressions is called tlie con-
tinued product.

Example 2. Find the continued product of Sa;-^/^, 8yV, and 3xz*.

The product= 5x^i/^ x 8//V x 3iz^ — 1 20x'''y''z^.

Multiplication of a Compound Expression by a Simple
Expression.

33. By definition,

(a + b)>n= m+m+m+ ... taken a+ b times

= (to + ni +m+ ... taken a times),

together with (to+ to+ to + ... taken b times)

=am+ bm (1).

Also (a

-

b)m= m +m+ m+ ... taken a — b times

= {m +m+m + ... taken a times),

diminished by {m+m+m+ ... taken b times)

=am — b)n (2).

Similarly {a-b+ c)m=am - bm+ cm.

Thus it appears that the prodxict of a compotmd e.rpression by
a single factor is the algebraic sum of the partial products of each

term of the compound expression by that factor. This is known
as the Distributive Law for Multiplication.

Note. It should be observed that for the present a, b, c denote
positive whole numbers, and that a is supposed greater than b.

Examples. 3(2a -t- 36 - 4c) = 6a + 96 - 12c.

(4a;2 _ 7j, _ SzS) X 3xy"^ I2a^y^ - 2\xf - 24xy^.

EXAMPLES V. a.

Find the value of
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Multiply together

:

19. ab + bc and a^b. 20. Sab-lbx and 4a^hx^.

21. 5x + 3y and 2x^ 22. a^ + b'^-c- and a^.

23. 6c + ca-a6 and abc. 24. 5a- + 3fc2-2c- and 4a26c3.

25. 5x-y + a:y- - Ix-i/- and .3a:'. 26. Br' - 5x-y + 7a:y'- and 8xh/^

27. Go'tc - 7a6-c- and a-i-.

Multiplication of Compound Expressions.

34. If in Art. 33 we write c+d for 7n in {] ), we have

(a+ b){c + d)= a{c+ d)+ b{c + d)

= (c + d)a+ {c+ cr)b [Art. 29.]

= ac + ad+be+ bd (3).

Again, from (2)

(a-b){c+d)-=a(c+ d)-b{c+ d)

= (c+ d)a-{c+d)b
= ac+ ad— (bc+bd}

=ac+ad-bc-bd .(4).

Similarly, by writing c-d for ?«. in (1),

(a + b)(c - d)= a{c - d) + b{c - d)

='{c-d)a+ {c-d)b

=ac-ad+bc-bd (5).

Also, from (2)

(a-b){c-d)— a{c-d)~b(c-d)
={e— d)a-{c — d)b

=ac — ad— {bc — bd)

=ac-ad— bc+ bd (6).

If we consider each term on the right-hand side of (6), and
the way in wJiich it arises, we find that

(+ a)x{+c)=+ac.
(-b)x(-d)=+bd.
(-6)x(+c)= ~bc.

(+ a)x( — d)= -ad.

These results enable us to state what is known as the Rule
of Signs in multiplication

Rule of Signs. The product of tifo terms with like signs i*

positive ; the product of two terms with unlike sigiis is negative.
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85. The rule of signs, and especially the use of the negative
multiplier, will probably present some difficulty to the beginner.

Perhaps the following numerical instances may be useful in illus-

trating the interpretation that may be given to multiplication

by a negative quantity.

To multiply 3 by - 4 we must do to 3 what is done to unity

to obtain — 4. Now — 4 means that unity is taken 4 times and
the result made negative ; therefore 3x( — 4) implies that 3 is

to be taken 4 times and the product made negative.

But 3 taken 4 times gives +12 ;

.-. 3x(-4)=-12.

Similarly -3x -4 indicates that -3 is to be taken 4 times,

and the sign changed ; the first operation gives - 12, and the

second +12.

Thus (-3)x(-4)=+12.

Hence, multiplication by a negative quantity indicates that we are

to proceed just as if the multiplier were positive, and then change
the sign of the product.

Note on Arithmetical and Symbolical Algebra.

36. Arithmetical Algebra is that part of the science which
deals solely with symbols and operations arithmetically intel-

ligible. Starting from purely arithmetical definitions, we are
enabled to prove certain fundamental laws.

Symbolical Algebra assumes these laws to be true in every
case, and thence finds what meaning must be attached to

symbols and operations which under unrestricted conditions no
longer bear an arithmetical meaning. Thus the results of Arts.

33 and 34 were proved from arithmetical definitions which
require the symbols to be positive whole numbers, such that
a>b and od. By the principles of symbolical Algebra we
assume these results to be universally true when all restrictions

are removed, and accept the interpretation to which we are led

thereby
Henceforth we are able to apply the Law of Distribution

and the Rule of Signs without any restriction as to the symbols
used. [See Art. 33, Note.]

37. To familiarize the beginner with the principles we have
just explained we add a few examples in substitutions where
some of the symbols denote negative quantities.
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Example 1. If a= - 4, find the value of a?.

Here a3= ( -4)3= ( -4) x ( -4) x (-4)= - 64.

By repeated applications of the rule of signs it may easily be
shewn that any odd power of a negative quantity is negative,

and any even power of a negative quantity is positive.

Example 2. If a= - 1, 6=3, c= -2, find the value of -Sa^bc^.

Here -3a*6c»= -3x (-l)4x3x (-2)»

= -3x( + l)x3x(-8)
= 72.

We write down at

once (
- 1)'*= +1, and

(-2f=-8.

EXAMPLES V. b.

If a= —2, 6=3, c=: -1, x= - 5, y= 4, find the value of

1. 3a%. 2. Sahc". 3. -5c\ 4- Ca^c^.

5. 4cY 6. Sa^c. 7. -b^c^ 8. Sah\

9. -7a36c. 10. -2a^bx. H. -4a2c4. 12. 3c'x3.

13. 5a'^x^ 14. -7c*a;z/. 15. -8aar'. 16. 4c5a:».

17. -5a262c2. 18. -ya^c^. 19. Sc^a;^ 20. 7aV.

If a= -4, 6= -3, c= -1, /=0, 0^=4, 3/= l, find the value of

21. Sa'^ + bx-4:cy. 22. 2a62 - Sic^ + 2/a;.

23. fa^-2¥-cv(^. 24. 3ay-562a:-2c5.

25. 2a3-363 + 7ry». 26. 36V - 46-/- 6c^a;.

27. 2V(ac)-3V(a:y) + V(^'c''). 28. 3J',a^x)-2^{b-i/)-6^(ch/).

29. 7v/(a2a;)-3V(6V-) + 5V(/2a:).

30. 3cV(36c) - 5^(4c-y3) - 2cyV(36c«).

38. The following examples further illustrate the rule of

signs and the law of indices.

Example 1. Multiply 4a by - 36.

By the rule of signs the product is negative ; also 4a x 36= 12a6 ;

.-. 4ax(-36)= -12a6.

Example 2. Multiply -5ab^x by -ab^x.

Here the absolute value of the product is 5a^b^aP, and by the

rule of signs the product is positive ;

.-. {-5ab^x)x{-a¥x)^5a-b^xK

Example 3. Find the continued product of 3a-6, - 2a''6'2, - a6*.

This result, however, may be
written down at once : for

3rt26 X 2a»6- x a6*= 6aW,
and by the rule of signs the re-

quired product is positive.

3a"6x(-2a='6=)= -6a^b^;

(-6«563)x{_a6*)=+6a«67.

Thus the complete product
is 6a«6^
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Example 4. Multiply Qa?-^a%-\ab^ by -fab^

The product is the algebraical sum of the partial products
formed according 'to the rule enunciated in Art. 37 ; thus

(6a3 - |a2& - |ab2) X (
_ 3„J2)^ _ 9^4^,2 + 5 ^SJS+ 3^254^

EXAMPLES V. c.

Multiply together

:

1. ax and - Sax. 2. - ^ahx and - lahx.

3. a-h and -aV^. 4- Gx-y and - 10a;y.

5. -abed and -3a-ftMd^. 6. xyz and -dx-yh.

7. Sxy + iyz and - \2xyz. 8. ab-bc and a-fcc^

9. -x-y-z and - 3a;. 10. a^ - 6- + c^ and ate.

11. -a6 + 6c-ca and -a6c. 12. -2a26-4a62 and -la%\
13. 5a:^y - 6a;y2 + Sa:^?/^ and Sxy. 14. -loi^y-bxy^ and -Sx^y'.

15. -5a;2/^z+3a;2/22_8a:2(/sand.ry2. 16. 4a;y22 - 8a;yz and - 12x3(/z^.

17. - \Sxy- - \5x'^y and -7x^y^. 18. 8xyz - 10a;^yz^ and -a-yz.

19. a^c - a^bc - ah\ and - abc. 20. - a^i'c + b'^ca - e^ab and - ab-

Find the product of

21. 2a-3& + 4c and -|a. 22. 3a;-2y-4 and -^x,

23. fa-^b-c and faa;, 24. fa^a;^ - ^ax^ and - ^a^a;.

25. - l^a^a;^ and - fa- + ax - fa;-. 26. - ^xy and - Sa;^ + ^^y.

27. -|a:V and -ia;2 + 22/2. 28. - 4a;V and |«3 - 4?/3_

39. The results of Art. 33 may be extended to the case where
both of the expressions to be multiplied together contain two
or more terms. For instance

(a — b+ c}m= am — hm+ cm
;

replacing m by :c-y, we have

{a-h+c){x-y)=a{x-y)-b{x-y)+ c{x-y)

= (ax — ay)-{bx — by)+ (ex— cy)

= ax — ay — bx+ by+ cx — cy.

"We may now state the general rule for multiplying together

any two compound expressions.

Rule. Multiply each term of the first expression by each term

of the second. When the terms multiplied together have like signs,

prefix to the product the sign +, when unlike prefix — ; the

algebraical sum of the partial products so formed gives the complete

product. This process is called Distributing the Product.
E.A. C
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40. It should be noticed that tlie product oi a+ b and x — if

is briefly expressed by (a + b)(x-i/), in which the brackets
indicate that the expression a+ b taken as a whole is to be
multiplied by the expression x-i/ taken as a whole. By the
above rule, the value of the product is the algebraical sura of

the partial products + ax, + 6.r, — av, — bi/ ; the sign of each
product being determined by the rule cf signs.

Example 1. Multiply a: + 8byar + 7.

The product =(x + 8]{x + 1}

= x^ + 8x + 7'u: + 56

The operation is more conveniently arranged as follows

:

a; + 8

X + 7

x^+ 8x

+ 7a; + 56

by addition, a;^ + 15a: + 56

Example 2. Multiply 2x - 3y by ix - 7y

2x - Sy

4x - ly

We begin on the left and
work to the right, placing the
second result one place to the
right, so that like terms may
stand in the same vertical

column.

by addition,

8a~'-12a;y

-14ary+21yg

8a:2-26a;y + 21y".

EXAMPLES V. d.

Find the
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Find the product of

23.
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* 43. If the expressions are not arranged according to powers,

ascending or descending, of some common letter, a rearrange-

ment will be found convenient.

Example 1. Find the product of 2a? + 46^ - 2ah and 3a6 - 5o- + 46^

2a?- Sab +462

- 5a^+ Sab +4b^

-I0a* + l5a^b-20a'b^

+ Qa%- 9a-b'^ + l2ab^

8a262-12a?)3+16?)*

-10a* + 21a%-2la^b^ + 166*

The rearrangement is not
necessary, but convenient,

because it makes the collec-

tion of like terms more
easy.

Example 2. Multiply 2xz -z- + 2x^ - Zyz+ xy by x-y + 2z.

2a:- + xy + 2a;z - Syz - s*

X - y +2z

2as^+ x^y+ 2xh-3xyz- xz^

-2x^y -2xyz —xy^+Sy^z+ yz^

Ax'^z + 2xyz + 4a»2 - 6?/z^ - 22^

23? - x-y + ^xH - 3xyz + 3xz^ - xy^ + 3yh - 5yz^ - 2/z?

EXAMPLES V. e.

Multiply together

1. a + 6 + c, a + b-c.

3. a^-ah + b\ a^- + ab + b\

5. ar'-2a;2+ 8, x + 2.

7. x'^ + xy + y^, x-y.

9. 16a2 + 12a6 + 96-, 4a -36.

11. x^ + x-2, X- + X- 6.

13. -a^ + a%-a^b\ -a-b.

2. a-2b + c, a+ 2b-c.

4. ofi+3y-, x + 4y.

6, oa*-x-y- + y*, x^ + y-.

8. a^-2ax-^4x^, a^ + 2ax + iaP.

10. a^ar-aar^+ ar^-fflS^ ar+ a.

12. 2a:3-3a:2 + 2r, 2a:2+ 32. + 2.

14. «3_7a.4.5^ a;2-2x+ 3.

15. o3 + 2a26 + 2a62, a^ - 2a6 + 262. 16. 4x'^+6xy + 9y^-, 2x - 3y.

17. x^-Sxy-y'^, -x^ + xy + y"-. 18. ¥-a^b^ + a\ a^ + a^'b^'+b^.

19. x'^-2xy + y^, x- + 2xy + y'.

20. a6 + erf + ac + 6rf, ab + cd-ac- bd.

21. -3a362 + 4a6s+15a'6, 5a262 + a63 - 36*.

22. 27ar'-36aar + 48a3a;-(>4a», 3a: + 4a.

23. a2-5a6-62, a^ + Soi +R
24. x^-xy + x + y' + y+l, x+y-1.
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Multiply together '

25. a^ + b^+ c^ - be - ca - ah, a + h + c.

26. - x^y + y* + x-y- + X* - xy^, x+y.

27. a^^ - x^y"^ -\- x^y* - x^lf -^-y^, a^+ y"^.

28. 3a2+ 2a^-2a»•l-l + a^ a'-2a+ \.

29. ~ax^+ Zaxy^-^ay*, -ax -Say".

30. -2x^y + y*+ 3x'y^+ x*-2xy\ x'^+2xy + y^.

31. ^«- + ^a + i |a-|. 32. ia;2-2x + |, ^a; + ^.

33. |a;i'+ a;y + |i/2, Ja;-iy. 34. ^x^-ax-§a% ^x^-^ax + ^al

OO. 2'*' ^•'' 4> 2 ^3* 4*

36. |aa: + fa;2+ia2, 3 „2 + 1 a;2 _ 3„a.,

44. Products written down by inspection. Although the
result of multiplying together two binomial factors, such as

^+ 8 and x — 7, can always be obtained by the methods already
explained, it is of the utmost importance that the student should
soon learn to write down the product rapidly 6y inspection.

This is done by observing in what way the coefficients of

the terms in the product arise, and noticing that they result

from the combination of the numerical coefficients in the two
binomials which are multiplied together ; thus

(x+ 8)(x+ 7)= .v'^+ 8x+ '7x + b6

{x+8)(x-7)= x^-+ 8x-7x-56
=x^+x — 56.

(x-8)(x+ 1)=x^-8x + lx-&d
=x^ — x — 56.

In each of these results we notice that

:

1. The product consists of three terms.

2. The first term is the product of the firs^ terms of the two
binomial expressions.

3. The third term is the product of the v^econd terms of the

y two binomial expressions.

4. The middle term has for its coefficient the sum of tlie

t^ numerical quantities (taken with tiieir proper signs) in the

\ second terms of the two binomial expressions.

V
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The intermediate step in the work may be omitted, and the
products written down at once, as in the following examples :

(x+6)(x

-

9)=a;2- 3.r - 54.

(x-4if)(x—10i/)=x^— 14j;i/+ 4(h/'^.

(x— 6y)(x+ Ay)=x^ — 2x1/ - 243^2.

By an easy extension of these principles we may write down
the product of any two binomials.

Thus {2x+ 3i/)(x-y) =2x^+Sxy-2xv-Sy^
= 2x^+ xy — SyX

CSx - 4y) (2a;+y)=6x^- 8x7/+ 3xy- 4y^
= 6x^ — bxy — Ay^.

{x+4){x-A)=x^+Ax-4x-\Q
=0^2-16.

{2x+ by){2x - by)= 4x^+ lOxy -I0xy-25i/^
= 4.»2 — 25^2

EXAMPLES V. f.

Write down the values of the following products :

1. (a: + 8)(a:-5). 2. {x + G)(x-l). 3. (a:- 3) (a: + 10).

4. (a;-l)(a; + 5). 5. (x + 7) (x - 9). 6. (a;- 10) (x-8).

7. (a;-4)(a:+ll). 8. (a;-2)(x + 4). 9. (a:+ 2)(x-2).

10. (a-l)(a + l). 11. (a + 9)(a-5). 12. (a-3)(a+ 12).

13. (a -8) (a + 4). 14. (a -8) (a + 8). 15, (a -6) (a + 13).

16. (a + 3)(a + 3). 17. (a-ll)(a + ll). 18. (a-8)(a-8).

19. {x-3a){x + 2a). 20. {x + 6a)(x-5a). 21, [-x + 3a) {x - 3a).

22. {x+ 4y){x~2y). 23. {x + 7y)(x-ly). 24. {x - 3y) {x - 3y).

25. (0 + 36) (a+ 36). 26. (a -56) (a +106). 27. (a -96) (a- 86).

28. (2x-5)(a: + 2). 29. (2a; - 5) (a: - 2). 30. (2a: + 3) (a; -3).

31. (3a:-l)(a;+l). 32. (2x + 5)(2a;- 1). 33. (3a; + 7) (2x-3).

34, (4a;-3)(2x + 3). 35, (3a: + 8) (3a; -8). 36, (2a; - 5) (2a; - 5).

37. (3a;-2y)(3a; + y). 38. (3a: + 2y)(3a; + 2y). 39. (2x+7y){2x-5y).

40. (5x+3a)(5x-3a).41. (2a:-5a) (a: + 5o). 42. (2a: + a) (2x + a).
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The Method of Detached Coefficients.

*45. When two compound expressions contain powers of

one letter oaly, the labour of multiplication may be lessened

by using detached coefficients, that is, by writing down the
coeflBcients only, multiplying them together in the ordinary
way, and then inserting the successive powers of the letter at

the end of the operation. In using this method the expressions

must be arranged according to ascending or descending powers
of the common letter, and zero coefficients must be used to

represent terms corresponding to missing powers of that letter.

Example. Multiply 2x^ - 4x2 - 5 by Sa;^+ 4a; - 2.

Here we insert a zero coeflBcient to

represent the power of x which is absent
in the multiplicand. In the product the
highest power of x is clearly x^, and the
others follow in descending order.

2- 4+ 0- 5

3+ 4- 2



CHAPTER VI.

Division.

[If prtferred, the articles in this chapter marked with an asterisk

may he postponed and taken after Chapter xv.]

46. When a quantity a is divided by the quantity 6, the

(juotient is defined to be that which when multiplied by b

produces a. This operation of division is denoted by a~-b,
j

or a/b ; in each of these modes of expression a is called the

dividend, and b the divisor.

Division is thus the inverse of multiplication, and

(a-^b)xb= a.

This statement may also be expressed verbally as follows •

quotient x divisor = dividend.

Since Division is the inverse of Multiplication, it follows

that the Laws of Commutation, Association, and Distribu-

tion, which have been established for Multiplication, hold for

Division.

47.
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Division of Simple Expressions.

48. The method is shewn in the following examples :

Example 1. Since the product of 4 and x is 4a;, it follows that

when 4a; is divided by x the quotient is 4,

or otherwise, 4a; -f a;= 4.

Example 2. Divide lla^ by 9a^

_, 27a'_ 27aaotaa I We remove from the divisor
Ihe quotient--g^3 - g^^^ |

and dividend the factors com-
mon to both, just as in arith-

— Zaa =3a^
|

metic.

Therefore 27a5 -f Qa^= Sa*.

Example 3. Divide SSa^fe^c^ by lah"c".

_, , . , 35aaa .hb.ccc. _ „
Ihe quotient=—^ rr = 5aa.c = 5a-c.

^ la.bb . cc

We see, in each case, that the index oj any letter in the quotient

is the difference of the indices of that letter in the dividend and
divisor. This is called the Index Law for Division.

The rule may now be stated :

Rule. The index of each letter in the quotient is obtained hy
subtracting the index of that letter in the divisor from that in

the dividend.

To the result so obtained prefix with its proper sign the quotient

of the coefficient of the dividend by that of the divisor.

Example 4. Divide ^5a%"x^ by - 9a*5a;^.

The quotient = ( - 5) x a« " »62 - ix* - a

= - 5a^bx".

Example 5. - 2la-b^ -=-
(
- la^b-) = 36.

Note. If we apply the rule to divide any power of a letter by the
same power of the letter we are led to a curious conclusion.

Thus, by the rule a^-^a^=a^'^=a°

;

*

a^
but also a'-f a^= -5 =1.

a^

.-. aO= l.

This result will appear somewhat strange to the beginner, but its

full significance will be explained in the chapter on the Theory of

Indices.
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Division of a Compound Expression by a Simple

Expression.

49. Rule. To divide a compound expression hy a single

factor^ divide each term separately hy that factor, and take the

algebraic sum of the partial quotients so obtained.

This follows at once from Art. 33.

Examples. ( 1 ) (9a: - 12y + 82) -r - 3 = - 3x + 4z/ - s.

(2) (SGa^i^ - 2Aa%^ - 2Qa%'^) -f ^a% = 9ah - 66* - 5a^b.

(3) (2a;2 - 5xy + ^xY) -f-^x=-4r+10y- 3a:y*
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Division of Compound Expressions.

50. To divide one compound expression by another.

Hule. 1. Arrange divisor and dividend in ascending or

descending powers of some common letter.

2. Divide the term on the left of the dividend hy the term on
the left of the divisor, arid put the result in the quotient.

Z. Midtipl}! the whole divisor hy this quotient, and put the

product under the dividend.

4. Sitbtract and briny doimi from the dividend as many terms

as may be necessary.

Repeat these operations till all the terms Jrom the dividend are

brought down.

Example 1. Divide a;-+llx + 30 by x + 6.

Arrange the work thus

:

.'c + 6)a;2+lla; + 30(

divide x^, the first term of the dividend, by x, the first term of the

divisor ; the quotient is x. Multiply the vcliole divisor by x, and
put the product x^-^-^x under the dividend. We then have

a; + 6)x2+lla; + 30(.r
a:"+ 6a;

by subtraction 5a; + 30.

On repeating the process above explained we find that the next
term in the quotient is + 5.

The entire operation is more compactly written as follows :

a: + 6)a:2 + lla: + 30(a: + 5

a;^+ 6a;

5a;+ 30
5a; + 30

The reason for the rule is this : the dividend may be divided

into as many parts as may be convenient, and the complete

quotient is found by taking the sum of all the partial quotients.

Thus ^2+ i1j;4.30 is divided by the above process into two parts,

namely x'^'^-^x, and 5.r + 30, and each of these is divided by ^+ 6;

thus we obtain the complete quotient .r+5.

Example 2,. Divide 24a;2-65a;?/+ 21i/2 by 8a; -3y.

8a; - 32/ ) 24x2 - 652;y + 2\y^{ 3x - 1y
24a:- - 9xy

-56a;y+ 212/2

-56a:y + 21y2
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EXAMPLES VI. b.

Divide

1. a;2^3a; + 2 by x+l. 2. a.-^ -7x+ 12 by a;- 3.

3. a2 - 1 la 4- 30 by a - 5. 4. a^ - 49a + 600 by a - 25.

5. 3j;2+l0a; + 3 by a; + 3. 6. 2x- + llx + 5 by 2x+ 1,

7. 5x2+11x4-2 by a; + 2. 8. 2x=+ 17x4-21 by 2a;+ 3.

9. 5x2 4-16x4-3 by X 4- 3. 10, 3x- 4- 34x4- 11 by 3x4- 1.

11. 4x-4-23x4-15 by 4x4-3. 12. Cx2-7x-3 by 2x-3.

13. 3x2 4-x-14 by x-2. 14. 3x2-x- 14 by x4-2.

15. 6x2-31x-h35 by 2x-7. 16. 4x2 4-x- 14 by x4-2.

17. 12a2 - 7ax - 1 2x2 by 3a - 4x. 18. 1 oa? 4- 17ax - 4x2 by 3^ ^ 43.

19. 1 2a2 - 1 1 ac - 36c2 by 4a - 9c. 20. 9a2 4- 6ac - 35c2 by 3a 4- 7c.

21. 60x2-4xy-4oy2 by 10x-9y.

22. 96x2-15i/2-4xy by 12x-5y. 23. 7x3 4- 96x2 -28x by 7a; -2.

24. 100x3-3x-l:{x2by3 + 25x. 25. 27x84- 9x2 -3x- 10 by 3x- 2.

26. 16a3-46a2 4-39a-9 by 8a -.3. 27. 154-3a-7a2-4a3 by 5-4a.

28. 16- 96x4-216x2 -216x-''4-81x^ by 2-3x.

*51. The process of Art 50 is applicable to cases in which
the divisor consists of more than tvi^o terms.

Example 1. Divide 6x5-x^4-4x3-5x2-x- 15 by 2x2 -x 4- 3.

2x2-x4-3)6xs- x^4-4x3-5x2-x-15(3x34-x2-2a;-5
6x^-3x-^4- 9x-'^

2x^-5x3- 5x2
2x^- x^4- 3x2

- 4x^ - 8x2 _ J.

-4x34- 2x2-6x

-10x2 4-5x- 1.)

-10x2 + 5x-15

Example 2. Divide 2a3 4- 10 - 16a - 39a2 4- 15a* by 2 - 4a - ba\

Arrange the expressions in ascending powers of a and use detached
coeflScients as in Art. 45.

2-4-5)10-16-394-2-M5(5 + 2-3
10-20-25

4-144- 2
4- 8-10
- 6 + 124-15
- 6 + 12+15

Thus the quotient is 5 + 2a - Sa^.
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*52, We add a few harder eases worked out in full.

Example!, Divide a:* + 4a'* by a;^ + 2a:a+2a^.

a;2+ •2a-a + 2a2) a;* + 4a* (x^-2xa+2a'^
xU^2x^a +2^

- 2x^a - 2a;2a2

- 2x^a - 4x^a^ - 4xa^

2x^a" + 4xa^ + 4a*

2a:^a^ + 4xa =' + 4a*

Example 2- Divide a^ + b^i c^- 3abc by a + b + c.

a-^b + c)a^- 3abc + b^ + c^(a'^-ab -ac + b^-bc + c^

a^ + a-b + a?c

- a% - d?c - Sabc
- ii?b - ab"^ - abc

- a'^c + ab"^ - 2abc
— a^c — abc - ar^

ab^ — abc f ac- + b^

a^ +b^ + b^c

- abc + ac^-b^c
- abc - b^c - bc^

ac'^ + bc^+ c^

ac^ + bc'^+ c^

Note. In the above example the dividend and successive re-

mainders are arranged in desceiiding powers of a.

The result of this important division will be referred to later.

*53. When the coefficients are fractional the ordinary prooesa

may still be employed.

Example. Divide jX^ + ^^xy"^ + j^y^ by Ix + ^y.

- lx""y + -^^xy^

- ^x^y- I xy^

i^^ + ToV^

*54. In the examples given hitherto the divisor has been
exactly contained in the dividend. When the division is not

exact the work should be carried on until the remainder is of

lower dimensions [Art. 24] than the divisor.
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* EXAMPLES VI. c.

[Examples 1-20 will furnish practice in the zise of Detached
Coefficients as explained in Art. 51.]

Divide

1. x3-a;2-9x-12 by a;" + 3x + 3.

2. 2y3 - 3y2 - 6y - 1 by 2y'^-5y-\.

3. %m^ - m^ - \\m +
'.^ by 3w- + 4m-l.

4. 6a5 - 13a4 + 4a» + Sa^ by 3a» - I'n ^ - a.

5. a;* + a;3 + 7x2-6x + 8 by x2 + 2a: + 8.

6. a'*-a3-8a2+12a-9 by a2 + 2a-3.

7. a* + 6a3+13a2+12a + 4 by a2 + 3a + 2.

8. 2x*-ar* + 4a;2 + 7a: + l by a;2-a: + 3.

9. a:5_5a.4 + 9^_(5_^.2__^.^.2 by a:2-3x + 2.

>yA(). a:»-4ar» + 3x3 + 3a:2-3x + 2 by x^-x-'2.

11. 30x^ + llx3-82x2-5x + 3 by 2x-4 + 3x^.

12. 30y + 9 - 71 j^ + 28y^ - 35y2 by 4y^ - 13y + 6.

13. 6i5 - 15^-» + 4P + 7^2 - 7^• + 2 by 3P - /t + 1.

14. 15 + 2»i'*-3l7?i + 9»i2+4«i»+TO5 by 3-2wi-7n.2.

15. 2x3_Sa; + ^+]2-7a:2 by x'^ + 2-3x.

16. x5-2x*-4a;3+19a;2 by x3-7a; + 5.

17. 192 -x* + 128a; + 4x- - Sx^ by 16 - a;^.

^8. 14x'' + 45a;='y + 78.rV + 45xy3 + i4y4 by 2x^ + 5xy + '7i/^.

19. a^ - ^^2/ + ^1/'^ -x^ + X- - y^ by x^-x-y.

20. a:* + a;^y - x^y'^ + x^ - 2xy- + y^ by x^+ xy - y"^.

21. a9-69 by a^-63. 22. x^-yS by a:2 + a:y + y«.

23. a;'' - 2yi* - 7a;5y» - Ixy'^'^ + 1 4a;3j,8 by x - 2y'^.

24. a3 + 3a26 + 63_i + 3a?,2 by a + 6-1.

25. ^8-2/^ by 7?^xhi + xy'^Jri^. 26. ai^-t'- by a^-fc"-*.

27. a'2+2a66« + 6i2 by a^ + 2a2?.2 + 6*.

'V 28. 1 - a' - 8a;3 - 6aa; by 1 - a - 2a;.

Find the quotient of

29. \a?- ^^x + 45^aa;2 - 27.r3 by la - 3a;.

30. ^o? - A«^+T> - ^V
'^y

"
J« - 1-

31. faV + yf^aS by \a'' + \a,c.

32. Aa^ -
f^^

- |a2 + *a +Y by fa^ - | - a.

33. 36x2+it/2 + i-4xy-6x + /.y by 6a:-.^y-|-.

34. /^a'>-||fax''by |o-fx.
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* 55. The following examples in division may be easily verified

;

they are of great importance, and should be carefully noticed.

r
x-y

x-y

and so on; the divisor being x — y, the terms in the quotient

all positive, and the index in the dividend either odd or even.

a^+y^_
x+y

~"•?2_ xy+y^

II. { —~-=x*-x^y+x^y^-xy^+y*,

^ =afi — ar'y+ x*^^ — oc^y"^+ xh]^ — xy^ +y®,

and so on ; the divisor being x-\-y^ the terms in the quotient
alternately positive and negative, and the index in the dividend
always odd.

( x'^ — ifi

x^-y •^'

x^ — y*_
III.

x-^y
-- afi — x^y+ xy^ —

y^

\. x+y
-r_= ofi — xSf+ cfiy"^ — xhj^-Vxy'^ — 'if',

and so on ; the divisor being ^+,y, the terms in the quotient

alternately positive and negative, and the index in the dividend
always even.

IV. The expressions x^+y"^., .r^+yS afi+y^, ... (where
the index is even, and the terms both positive) are never divisible

by x+y or x—y.
All these different cases may be more concisely stated as

follows :

(1) a;" — y" is divisible by x—y if n be any whole number.

(2) x^+y" is divisible by x+y if n be any odd whole number.

(3) x" — y" is divisible by x+y if n be any even whole number.

(4) ^"+2/" ie never divisible by x+y or x-y, when n is an
even whole number.
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Removal and Insertion of Brackbts.

66. Quantities are enclosed within brackets to indicate that
the^ must all be operated upon in the same way. Thus in

the expression 2a - Zb - (4a - 2b) the brackets indicate that the
expression 4a - 26 treated as a tvhole has to be subtracted from
2a — 36. When we wish to enclose within brackets part of an
expression already enclosed within brackets it is usual to employ
brackets of different forms. The brackets in common use are

()){}>[]• Sometimes a line called a vinculum is drawn over

the symbols to be connected; thus a — h+ c is used with the

same meaning as a-(6+c), and hence a-6 + c=a-6-c.

Removal of Brackets.

57. To remove brackets it is usually best to begin with the
inside pair, and in dealing with each pair in succession we apply
the rules already given in Arts. 21, 22.

Example 1. Simplify, by removing brackets, the expression

a-26-[4a-66-{.3a-c + (5a-26-3a-c + 26)}].

Removing the brackets one by one, we have

a-26-[4a-66-{3a-c + (5a-26-3a + c-26)}]
= a - 26 - [4a - G?> - { 3a - c + 5a - 2?> - 3a + c - 2/> } ]

=a-26-[4a-66- 3a + c- 5a + 26 + 3a-c + 26]

=a-26- 4a + 66+ 3a-f+ 5a-26-3a + c-26
=2a, by collecting like terms.

Example 2. Simplify the expression

- [ - 2a: - {3y - (2a; - 3y) + (3a; - 2y) } + 2a:].

The expression= -[-2x-{3y-2a: + 3y+ 3a;-2y} + 2a:]

= -[ -2a;- 3y + 2a:-.3j/-3a; + 22/ +2x]

=2a:+ 3y - 2x )-3y + 3af - 2y - 2a;

= x + Ay.
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EXAMPLES VII. a.

Simplify by removing brackets

1. a-{b-c)+ a+ (b-c) + b-(c+a).

2. a-[b + {a-(b + a)}].

3. a -[2a -{36 -(4c -2a)}].

4. {a-{b-c)} + ib-{c-a}}-{c-(a-b)}.

5. 2a-(56 + [3c-a])-(5a-[6 + c]).

6. -{-l-(a-b^)]}.

7. -la-{b-(c-a)}]-\b-{c-{a-b)}-].

8. -(-(-{-^)))-{-{-y)).

9. -l-{-{b + c-a)}] + i-{-(c + a-b)}l

10. -5z-i3y-{2x-{2y-x)}].

11. -(-(-a))-(-(-(-a;))).

12. 3a-[a + 6-{a + 6 + c-(a + 6 + c + d)}].

13. -2a-[3a: + {3c-(4y + 3a; + 2a)}].

14. 3x-l5y-{6z-(4x-7y)}l

15. -[5a:-(lly-3a;)]-[5y-(3a;-6y)].

16. -[l5x-{Uy-{l5z + \2y)-{l0x-l5z)}l

17. 8a:-{162/-[3a:-(I2y-x)-8y] + x}.

18. -[x-{z^{x-z)-{z-z)-z}-xl

19. -[a+ {a-(a-a:)-(a + a:)-a}-a].

20. -[a-{a + (x-a)-(a:-a)-a}-2a].

58. A coefficient placed before any bracket indicates that
every term of the expression within the bracket is to be multi-

plied by that coefficient.

Note. The line between the numerator and denominator of a

fraction is a kind of vinculum. Thus „ is equivalent to ^(a; + 5).

Agaixi, an expression of the form ^{x + y) is often written sjx + y,
the line above being regarded as a vinculum indicating the square
root of the compound expression x + y taken as a whole.

Thus \/25 + 144=\/l69=13,

wheread «y25+ \Al4i =5+ 12= 17.
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59. Sometimes it is advisable to simplify in the course of
the work.

Example. Find the value of

84 - 7 [ - llx - 4 { - 17a; + 3 (8 - 9 - 5a:) } ].

The expression = 84 - 7[ - 11a: -4{- 17a; + 3(8- 9 + 5a;)}]

= 84-7[-lla:-4{-17a; + 3(5x-l)}]

= 84 - 7[ - 11a: - 4i - 172:+ 15a: - 3 }]

= 84-7[-lla;-4{-2x-3}]
= 84-7[-lla: + 8a:+12]

= 84 -7[- 3a: + 12]

= 84 + 21a:-84

=21a:.

When the beginner has had a little practice the number of

steps may be considerably diminished.

EXAMPLES VII. b.

Simplify by removing brackets

1. a-[26 + {3c-3a-(a + 6)} + 2a-(6 + 3c)].

2. a+ 6-(c + a-[6 + c-(a + 6-{c + a-(6 + c-a)})]).

3. a-(6-c)-[a-6-c-2{6 + c-3(c-a)-d}].

4. 2a:-(3y-42)-{2a:-{3y + 42)}-{32/-(4z+ 2a:)}.

5. 6 + c-(a + 6-[c + a-(6 + c-{a + 6-(c + a-6)})]).

6. 3?)-{5a-[6a + 2(10a-6)]}.

7. a-(6-c)-[a-6-c-2{6 + c}].

8. 3a2 - [6a2 - {
86^ - {9c- - 2a?)} ].

9. 6 - (c - a) - [6 - a - c - 2{ c + a - 3(a - 6) - rf } 1-

10. -20(a-rf) + 3(6-c)-2[6 + c + (i-3{c + d-4(d-a)}].

11. -4(a + d) + 24(6-c)-2[c + d +a-3{d+ a-4(6 + c)}].

12. -10(a + 6)-[c + a+ 6-3{a+ 2&-(c+a-6)}]+4c.

13. a-2(6-c)-[-{-(4a-6-c-2{a + &+ c})}].

14. 8(b-c)-[-{a-6-3(c-6 + a)}].

15. 2(36-5a)-7[a-6{2-5(a-6)}].

16. 6{a-2[6-3(c + rf)]}-4{a-3[6-4(c-d)]}.

17. 5{a-2[a-2(a+a:)]}-4{a-2[a-2(a+ a:)]}.

18. -10{a-6[a-(6-c)]} + 60{6-(c + a)}.
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19. -3{-2[-4(-a)]} + 5{-2[-2(-a)]}.

20. -2{-[-(a:-y)]} + {-2[-(x-2/)]}.

21. .,»_5,_„,(_|{>(,_|)_|[._|(,_|.)]}.

22. 35[^^^-^{3a;-|(7a:-42/)}] + 8(y-2x).

23. i{|(-^)-8(6-)}-f-i-^-^}-M—i(-4

Insertion of Brackets.

60. The converse operation of inserting brackets is im-
portant. The rules for doing this have been enunciated in

Arts. 21, 22 ; for convenience we repeat them.

(1) AuT/ part of an expression may he enclosed within hrachets

and the sign + prefixed, the sign of every term within the

brackets remaining unaltered.

(2) Any part of an expression may he enclosed within

brackets and the sign - prefixed, provided the sign of every

term within the brackets he changed.

Examples, a - b + c - d - e= a - b + (c - d - e).

a - b + e - d - e = a - (b - c) - {d + e).

x^-ax + bx -ab = (a;^ - ax) + [bx - ab).

xy - ax -by + ab = (xy - by) - {ax - ah).

61. The terms of an expression can be bracketed in various
ways.

Example. The expression ax-bx+ cx-ay + hy- cy

may be written {ax - bx) + {ex - ay) + {by - cy),

or {ax-bx + cx)-{ay-by + cy),

or {ax - ay) - {bx - by) + {ex - cy).

62. "Whenever a factor is common to every term within a

bracket, it may be removed and placed outside as a multiplier

of the expression within the bracket.
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Example 1. In the expression

ax^ -cx+l - dx^ + bx-c- ds?+ hx"^ - 2x
bracket together the powers of x so as to have the sign + before
each bracket.

The expression = (ax^ - dx^) + (hx^ - dx"^) + (hx - ex - 2x) + (7 - c)

= x^(a- d)+x'^(b -d)+x{b-c-2) + (7-c)

= (a- d)x^ + (b- d)x'^ + [b-c-2)x + l-c.

In this last result the compound expressions a-d, b-d, b-c-2
are regarded as the coefficients of x\ x^, and x respectively.

Example 2. In the expression - a?'x -7a + a^y + 3 - 2a; - aft bracket
together tlie powers of a so as to have the sign - before each bracket.

The expression= - (a^x - a^y) - (la + ab) - {2x - 3)

= -a^{x-y)-a(T + b)-(2x-3)
--{x- y)a^ - (7 + b)a - i^lx - 3).

EXAMPLES VII. c.

In the following expressions bracket the powers of x so that
the signs before all the brackets shall be positive :

1. ax* + hx"^ + 5 + 26a: - Sa;^ + 2x*- 'Sx.

2. 3bx- -7 -2x + ab + 5ax^ + ex - Ax'^ - bx^.

3. 2-7a:3 + 5aa:2-2ca: + 9ax3 4-7a;-3x"''.

4. 2c3^-3abx + 4dx-3bx*-a'^x^ + x*.

In the following expressions bracket the powers of x so that

the signs before all the brackets shall be negative ;

5. ax' + 53^ - a^x* - 2b3i^ - 3a;- - bx*.

6. 7a;^ - 3c-a; - aiar* + 5aa; + 7x^ - abcT?.

7. ax^-^a^7?-bx^-bx'-cy?.

8. 36V-6a;-aa;*-ca;*-5c2a;-7ar*.

Simplify the following expressions, and in each result re-group
the terms according to powers of x :

9. aa:^ _ Ocx - \bx- - {ex - dx - (bx? -^ Sex") } - (cx^ - bx) ].

10. 5ax3 - 7(6x - cx2) - { Gtx* - {?,ax- + 2ax) - 4cx='}.

11. ax2 _ 3 (
- ax3 + 36x - 4{\e3? - §(ax - 6x-)] }

.

12. x6 - 46x* -
^ ri2ax - 4|36x< - 9 (^ - tx^) - |aa:*|1.

13. x\x-b-x{a- 6x)} + ox-x{x-x(ax-6)}.
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63. In certain cases of addition, multiplication, etc., of ex-

pressions which involve literal coefficients, the results may be
more conveniently written by grouping the terms according to

powers of some common letter.

Example 1. Add together ax^-2bx^ + Z, bx-cx^-x'^ and

o(? - ax^ + CX.

The sum = ax^ - 2bx'^ + S + bx- C3^ -x^ + ie^- ax^ + ex

=aa?- c7?-^7? - ax^ - 2bx'^ -x'^ + bx+ cx+S

= {a-c+ l)x^-{a + 2b + l)x' + (b + c)x + 3.

Example 2. Multiply ax^ - 2bx + 3c by px - q.

The product= (ax^ - 2bx + 3c) {px - q)

— apa? - 2bpx^+ ^cpx - aqx"^+ 2bqx - Zcq

=apa? - (2bp + aq)x'^ + (Sep + 2bq)x - 3cq.

EXAMPLES VII. d.

Add together the following expressions, and in each case

arrange the result according to powers of x :

1. aa:^-2cx, bx^-cx^, cx^-x.

2. x'-x-l, ax'^-bx^, bx-^3^.

3. a^3?-bx, 2aa;'-5ax^, 23?-bx^-ax.

4. ax^+ bx-<:, qx-r-px"^, a;'*+ 2a; + 3. ,

5. px?-qx^ qx^-px, q-x^, px^ + qx^.

Multiply together the following expressions, and in each case

arrange the result according to powers of x :

6. ax- + bx+l and cx + 2. 7. ca;--2a; + 3 and ax-b.

8. ax- -bx -c and px + q. 9. 2a;- - 3a; - 1 and bx+ c.

10. aar^-26a;+ 3c and a;-L H. px^-2x-q and aa;-3.

12. x^+ ax- -bx-c and x^ - ax^ -bx + c.

13. ax^ -x- + Sx -b and ax^ + a;" + 3a;+ 6.

14. x^ - ax^ - bx'^ + ex + d and x* + ax^ - bx'' - ex+ d.



CHAPTER VIII.

Simple Equations,

64. An equation is a statement that two algebraical expres-
sions ai'e equal.

Thus (i.) x+ 3+x+ 4 = 2x+ l, (ii.) 4x+ 2 = 14

are equations.

The parts of an equation separated by the sign of equality are

called members or sides of the equation, and are distinguished

as the right side and the left side.

65. If the two expressions are always equal, for any values
we give to the symbols, the equation is called an identical
equation, or briefly an identity. Thus equation (i.) above is

an identiti/, as is easily seen by collecting the terms on the left

side.

If two expressions are only equal for a particular valire or
values of the symbols, the equation is called an equation of
condition, or more usually an equation, simply.

Thus the statement 4j? + 2 = 14 will be found to be true only
when X= 3.

This, then, is an equation in the ordinary sense of the term,
and the value 3 is said to satisfy the equation. The object of

the present chapter is to shew how to find the values which
satisfy equations of the simpler kinds.

66. The letter whose value it is required to find in any
equation is called the unknown quantity. The process of

finding its value is called solving the equation. The value so

found is called the root or solution of the equation.

67. An equation which, when reduced to a simple form,
involves no power of the unknown quantity higher than the
first is called a simple equation. It is usual to denote the
unknown quantity by .r.

68. The process of solving a simple equation depends only
on the following axioms :

1. If to equals we add equals the sums arc equal.

2. If from equals we take equals the remainders are equal.

3. If equals are multiplied by equals the products are equal.

4. If equals are divided by equals the quotients are equal.
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Example 1. To solve the equation 7x = 14.

Dividing both sides by 7, (Axiom 4) we get

x=2.

Example 2. Solve the equation -= - 6.

Multiplying both sides by 2, (Axiom 3) we get

a:=-12.

Example 3. Solve the equation

7a;-2a:-a;=10-23-15.

By collecting terms on each side, we get

4a;= -28.

Dividing by 4, (Axiom 4) we get

x^-1.

EXAMPLES. {Oral.)

Find the values which satisfy the following equations :

1.
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70. Beginners should verify, that is, prove the correctness
of their solutions by substituting, in both sides, the value
obtained for the unknown quantity.

In the last equation 3j: - 8 = a;+ 12,

if a;=10,

the left side = 3x 10-8 = 22,

and the right side = 10 + 12=22.

Since these two results are equal the solution is correct.

71. In the following examples some preliminary reduction
is necessary.

Examplel. Solve 5(a;-3) -7(6 -a;) = 24-3(8 -a;)- 3.

Removing brackets, 5x - 15 - 42 + 7a; = 24 - 24 + 3a; - 3
;

collecting terms, 12a; -57 = 3a; -3.

Subtracting 3a; from each side, we get

9a; -57 =-3. [Axiom 2.]

Adding 57 to each side, we have

9a; =54. [Axiom 1.]

Dividing by 9, x=6. [Axiom 4.]

{Verification. When a; =6,

the left side = 5 (6 - 3) - 7 (6 - 6)

=5x3-0= 15.

The right side =24 - 3(8 - 6) - 3

=24-3x2-3
=24-9= 15.

Thus the solution is correct.]

Example 2. Solve ^ _ A = ^ + ^.
'

5 10 5 4

Here it is convenient to begin by clearing the equation of

fractional coefficients. Tliis can be done by nuiltiplying every
term on each side of the equation by tiie least common nmltiple of

the denominators. [Axiom 3.]

Hence, multiplying throughout by 20,

16a;-6=4a; + 5a;.

Subtracting 9a; from each side,

7a; -6=0.
Adding 6 to. each side, 7a; =6.

Dividing by 7, «=»•
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[Veiificatioyi. When x = ^,

,, , ^, ., 4 6 3 48-21 27
the left si(le= _ x--—- =—j_.— ==k-

o 7 10 70 70

The right side =gx^ + -x^ =:l^

_54_27
"140" 70*

Thus the solution is cojrect.]

72. The preceding examples have been worked out very
fully in every detail for the purpose of impressing on beginners
the importance of shewing clearly the meaning of every stejD of

their work in solving simple equations. Each step should
occupy a separate line, and each successive process should be
referred to one of the fundamental axioms ; the object in each
case being to gradually reduce the equation until it consists of a
single term containing x on one side, and a single known term
on the other. The required root is then found by dividing each
side by the coefficient of x.

Orderly arrangement should be studied throughout, and in

particular, the signs of equality in the several lines should be
written neatly in column.

In order to furnish the requisite practice in method and
arrangement^ we shall now give an exercise containing easy
equations which are free from difficulty in the way of reduction,
and which involve little actual work.

EXAMPLES VIII. (1).

Find the value of x which satisfies each of the following

equations, and in each case verify the solution.

1. 7x-4 = 17. 2. 3a;-5 = 10. 3. 2.^ + 15 = 23.

4. 5a; -9=21. 5. 7.t= 18-2x. 6. 3a:=25-2x.

7. 4a;-3=2x + l. 8. 5a; + 2= 6a;-l. 9. .3a; + 2 = 42: - 3.

10. 4a;-3= 3a; + 4. U. 8a; - 9= 33 - 4a:. 12. 5a' + 3= 15-a:.

13. 2a:+ 15=27 -4a:. 14. 7a:+ 11 =3a; + 27.

15. 15-5a;=24-8a:. 16. 9a; + 21 -4a:= 46.

17. 5a;+ 7 + 4a;+ll + 3a;=24. 18. = 9-6a;- 19 + lOa;.

19. 7-3a:=5 + 4a;+ll-16a:. 20. -.Sx-5= -7a:+ 1.

21. 6a: + 7-19 = 7a-+13-3a:-21.

22. 3a: + 4 + 10a;-l? = 14-23a:+16-7a:.
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Solve and verify the following equations :

^. o « ^4. 5-3- ^. 3 -12-

26. ^=^5- 27. -g=g. 28. -g=9-

X 5
3~6"
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Example 1. Solve 5x- (4a;-7)(3a;-5) = 6 - 3(4x-9)(a;- 1).

Here the products (4a;-7)(3a; -5) ami (4x-9)(x'-l) must be
multiplied out, or written down by inspection as in Art. 44, before
any further reduction can be made.

Forming the products, we have

5x - (12x2 - 41x + 35) = 6 - 3 (4x2 _ y^^j^. ^ gj

.

and by removing brackets,

5x - 12x» + 41x - 35 = 6 - 12x2+ 39x - 27.

The term - 12x2 may be removed from each side without altering
the equality ; thus

5x + 41x-35 = 6 + 39x-27.

Transposing, 5x-r41x-39x=6-27 + 35

;

collecting terms, 7x= 14
;

.-. x=2.

Note. Since the minus agn before a bracket affects every term
within it, in the first line of work we do not remove the brackets
until we have formed thf» products.

Example 2. Solve 7a! -5[x-{7-6(x-3)}] = 3x+l.
Removing brackets, we have

7x-5[x-{7-6x+18}] = 3x + l,

7x-5[x-25 + 6x] = 3x + l,

7x - 5x + 125 - 30x= 3x + 1

;

transposing, 7x - 5x - 30x - 3x= 1 - 125

;

collecting terms - 3 1 x= - 124 ;

.". x=4.

EXAMPLES VIII. a.

[It is recommended that Nos. 1-16 of the following examples
should he solved in full by reference to the axioms. In the rest of
the exercise the solutions may be shortened by transposition of
terms.]

Solve the following equations and verify the solutions in

Examples 1 to 20.

1. 3x + 15= x + 25. 2. 2x-3= 3x-7.
3. 3x + 4=5(x-2). 4. 2x + 3=16-(2x-3).

5. 8(x-l) + 17(x-3) = 4(4x-9) + 4.

6. 15(x-l) + 4(x + 3) = 2(7 + x).

7. 5x-6(x-5) = 2(x + 5) + 5(x-4l

b. 8(x-3)-(6-2x)=2(x + 2)-5(5-x).
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Solve the following equations :

9. 7 (25 -a:) -2a: = 2 (3a; -25).

10. 3 ( 169 - a;) -(78 + a;) = 29a;.

11. 5a;-17 + 3x-5 = 6a;-7-8a; + 115.

12. 7a;-39-10x+15 = 100-.33a; + 26.

13. 118 -65a; -123 = 15a; + 35 -120a:.

14. 157-21(a; + 3) = 163-15(2a;-5).

15. 179-18(a;-10) = 158-3(x-17).

16. 97-5(a; + 20) = lll-8(a; + 3).

17. x-[3 + {a;-(3 + a;)}] = 5.

18. 5a;-(3a;-7)-{4-2a;-(6x-3)} = 10.

19. 14x- (5a; -9) -{4 -3a; -(2a: -3)} =30.

20. 25a;-19-[3-{4a;-5}] = 3a;-(6a:-5).

21. (a;+l)(2a;+l) = (a; + 3)(2a: + 3)-14.

22. (a; + l)2-(a;2-l) = a:(2a:+l)-2(a: + 2)(a: + l) + 20.

23. 2(a;+l)(a; + 3) + 8 = (2a; + l)(a;+ 5).

24. 6(a:2-3a; + 2)-2(x2-l) = 4(x+l)(x + 2)-24.

25. 2(a;-4)-(x2 + a:-20) = 4x2-(5x + 3)(x-4)-64.

26. (x+15)(x-3)-(x2-6x + 9) = 30-15(x-l).

27. 2x-5{3x-7(4x-9)} = 66.

28. 20(2-x) + 3(x-7)-2[x + 9-3{9-4(2-x)}]=22.

29. X + 2 - [x - 8 - 2{ 8 - 3(5 - x) - x}]= 0.

30. 3(5-6x)-5[x-5{l-3(x-5)}]=23.

31. (x + l)(2x + .3) = 2(x + l)2 + 8.

32. 3(x-l)2-3(x2-l) = x-15.

33. (3x + l)(2x-7) = 6(x-3)2 + 7.

34. x2-8x + 25 = x(x-4)-25(x-5)-16.

35. a:(x + l) + (x+l)(x + 2) = (x + 2)(x+3) + x(x+ 4)-9.

36. 2(x + 2)(x-4) = x(2.r+l)-21.

37. (x+l)2 + 2(x + 3)2= 3x(x + 2) + 35.

38. 4(x + 5)2-(2x+l)2= 3(x-5) + 180.

39. 84 + (x + 4)(x-3)(x + 5) = (x + l)(x + 2)(x + 3).

40. (x+l)(x + 2)(x + 6) = x3 + 9x2 + 4(7x-l).

75. The following examples illustrate the most useful

methods of solving equations with fractional coeflBcients.
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Example 1. Solve 4 q^~o9~9*

Multiply by 88, the least common multiple of the denominators

;

thus 352-ll(x-9)=4a;-44;
removing brackets, 352-lla; + 99= 4a:-44;

transposing, -lla;-4ar= -44- 352 - 99 ;

collecting terms and changing signs, 15a;=495 ;

.. cc=33.

a;-9 1
Note. Here 5— is equivalent to -^(a:-9), the vinculum or

o o
line between the numerator and uenominator having the same effect

as a bracket. [Art. 58. ]

76. In certain cases it will be found moie coii lenient not to

multiply throughout by the l.c.m. of the denominator, but to

clear of fractions in two or more steps.

„ , - _, , a;-4 2x-3 5a:-32 r + 9
Example 2. Solve -3- + -35——9 -^'

Multiplying throughout by 9, we have

_ ,„ 18a; -27 _ ^„ 9a;+ Sl
3^-12 +^5- =5a;-32--^g-;

transposing. "¥-^ +^=2.-20.
Now clear of fractions by multiplying by 5 x 7 x 4 or 140

;

thus 72a;-108 + 45a; + 405=280x-2800;
.-. 2800 -108 + 405 = 280a; -72a; -45a;;

.-. 3097 = 163a;;

a; =19.

77. To solve equations whose coefficients are decimals,we may
express the decimals as vulgar fractions, and proceed as before

;

but it is often found more simple to work entirely in decimals.

Example 1. Solve -Ga; + -25 - jra;= TS - •75x - 5-
9 o

Expressing the decimals as vulgar fractions, we have

clearing of fractions. 24a; + 9 - 4a;= 68 - 27a; - 12

;

transposing, 24a; - 4x + 27a;=68-12-9,
47a;=47;

.. x=l.
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Example 2. Solve -3750:- 1-875= •12x+1185,

Transposing, -3753:- •12x=l-185+ 1-875;

collecting terms, (-375- •12)a:=:3 06,

that is, -2550:=3 -06;

3 06
•• ^-^265

= 12.

EXAMPLES VIII. b.

Solve the following equations, and verify Nos. l-16b

1. ^^ 3 -lU. ^. j^ +-g 5.

d. 2+9 -^' *• ""^T^-^ + i*

g a:-4 _a;-10 a; -

1

a;+l
^' ~r-~b~- 6- ~8~-^+~[8"'

4(x + 2) _ 5x x + 4 x-4_
I.

5 -' + 13- «• -]A^~6~-'^-

y. 9+7 -^- lU. 7 + 3 +21-"'

11
a: + 5 a:+l _ a: + 3 „ 4 -5a: 1-2x 13

5(x + 5) 2(x-3) ic, -. 4(a: + 2) 6(a;-7) ,„
li.

g J
-5^g. 14. —3

^— =12.

15. l+|-f=|-4i 16. f+|-M=7i
17- ^(^-i)-A(^-4)=i(-6)+:|-

18. a:+ |(x-7)-^(a:-8) = .3x-14i.

19. ^-^(a: + 10)-{x-3) =^-4f.

20. ^-j^(x-ll) = |(x-25) + 34.

21- ^-j4(-i)-M("-i)-

.

22. ysHi±i^.^l^T-?^.

[CKAP,
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•5x--3a;=-25a;-l. 27.

2-25x--125 = 3a:+ 3-75. 29.

•6x - •7x+ ISx- -8752;+ 15=0.

12{3a;- •25(a:-4)- -3(52: + 14)}=47

•25(g-3) + -§(a;-4)

•125

a;+-75 x--25_
^125 ^5"-^^'

•5x - '2x= 'Sx - 1 '5.

3 + ^5 = '7-^2-

•2a;- 16a:=-6 --3.

24.

25.

26.

28.

30.

31.

32.

33.

35.

[Some of the examples in Miscellaneous Examples 11,, p. 80,
will furnish further practice in Simple Equations^

78. Before concluding this chapter it will be worth while to

draw attention to the following cases which occur so frequently
in solving equations that the beginner should learn to write
down the solution at sight.

Case I. Suppose -^= s-
5 3

Multiplying both sides by 5, we have

4x5^

= 5a:-
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By a careful examination of the results in (1) and (2), the
truth of the following principles will be evident

:

Any factor of the numerator of one side of an equation may
he transferred to the denominator of the other side, arid any factor
of the denominator of one side may he transferred to the numerator
of the other side.

The ready application of these principles will be found very
useful.

Example 1. If

then

3a:



CHAPTER IX.

Symbolical Expression.

79. In solving algebraical problems the chief difficulty of

the beginner is to express the conditions of the question by
means of symbols. A question proposed in algebraical symbols
will frequently be foiuirl puzzling, when a similar arithmetical

question would j^resent no difficulty. Thus, the answer to the
question " find a number greater than x by a " may not be self-

evident to the beginner, who would of course readily answer an
analogous arithmetical question, " find a number greater than
50 by 6." The process of addition which gives the answer in

the second case sup])lies the necessary hint ; and, just as the
number which is greater than 50 by 6 is 50+ 6, so the number
which is greater than x hy a is x+ a,

80. The following examples will perhaps be the best intro-

duction to the subject of this chapter. After the first we leave

to the student the choice of arithmetical instances, should he
find them necessary.

Example 1. By how much does x exceed 17 ?

Take a numerical instance ; "by how much does 27 exceed 17?"

The answer obviously is 10, which is equal to 27 - 17.

Hence the excess of x over 17 is a; - 17.

Similarly the defect of x from 17 is 17 - a;.

Example 2. If x is one part of 45 the other part is 45 - x.

45
Example 3. If x is one factor of 45 the other factor is —
Example 4. How far can a man walk in a hours at the rate of

4 miles an hour ?

In 1 hour he walks 4 miles,

In a hours he walks a times as far, that is, 4a miles.

Example 5. If $20 is divided equally among y persons, the share
20

of each is the total sum divided by the number of persons, or $•—

•
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Example 6. If 17 be divided by 6 the quotient is 2, and the
remainder 5,

that 18, =2 + 3.

So if N be divided by D, and the quotient be Q and the
remainder R, we have

or N=QD + R.

Thus, if the divisor is x, the quotient y, and the remainder 2,

the dividend is xy + z.

Example 7. A has q^ quarters, and B lias 7 ten-cent pieces; after

B has received a sum equivalent to x dollars from A, how much
money has eaeii ?

What B has received A has given away ;

.". A has -7-x dollars,

B has yy- + X dollars.

EXAMPLES IX. a.

1. What must be added to x to make y ?

2. By what must 3 be multiplied to make a ?

3. What dividend gives h as the quotient when 5 is the divisor?

4. What is the defect of 2c from 3rf ?

5. By how much does Zk exceed k ?

6. If 100 be divided into two parts and one part be x what is

the other ?

7. If a be one factor of h, what is the other ?

8. What number is less than 20 by c ?

9. Wliat is the price in cents of a oranges at ten cents a dozen ?

10. ^Vlult is tlic price in dollars of 100 cakes when x cost ten cents?

11. If the difference of two numbers be 11, and if the smaller be
X, what is the greater ?

12. If the sum of two numbers be c and one of them is 20, what
is the other ?

13. What is the excess of 90 over x ?

14. By how nmch does x exceed 30 ?

15. If 100 contains x five times, what is the value of x?
16. What is the cost in dollars of 40 books at x cents each?
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17. In X years a man will be .36 years old, what is his present age ?

18. How old will a man be in a j^ears if his present age is x j^ears ?

19. If X men take 5 daj^s to reap a field, how long will one man
take?

20. What value of x will make 5x eqiml to 20?

21. What is the price in quarters of 120 apples, when the cost of

a score is x cents ?

22. How many hours will it take to walk x miles at 4 miles an
hour ?

23. How far can I walk in x hours at the rate of i/ miles an hour ?

24. In X days a man walks y miles, wliat is his rate per day ?

25. How many minutes will it take to walk x miles at a miles

an hour ?

26. A train goes x miles an hour, how long does it take to go
from Toronto to London, a distance of 118 miles?

27. How many miles is it between tM'o places, if a train travelling

p miles an hour takes 5 hours to perform the journey?

28. What is the velocity in feet per second of a train which
travels 30 miles in x hours ?

29. A man has a dollars and b quarters, how many cents has he ?

30. It I spend X half-dollars out of a sum of $20, how many half-

dollars have I left ?

31. Out of a purse containing $a and b quarters a man spends
c cents ; express in cents the sum left.

32. Bj' how much does 2x - 5 exceed a; -f 1 ?

33. What number must be taken from a -2b to leave a-3h?

34. If a bill is shared equally amongst a: persons and each pays
a quarter, how many cents does the bill amount to ?

35. If I give away c quarters out of a purse containing a half-

dollars and b dollars, how many quarters have I left ?

36. In how man}' weeks will x horses eat 100 bushels of oats if

one horse eats y bushels a week ?

37. If I spend X quarters a week, how many dollars do I save

out of a yearly income of $y ?

38. A bookshelf contains x Latin, y Greek, and z English books:
if there are 100 books, how many are there in other languages ?

39. I have X dollars in my purse, y ten-cent pieces in one pocket,
and 2 ^ents in another : if I give away a half-dollar, how manv cents
have I left ?

40- In a class of x boys, y work at Classics, z at Mathematics,
and the rest are idle : what is the excess of workers over idlers ?
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81. We subjoin a few harder examples worked out in full

Example, 1. What is tlie present age of a man who x years hence
will be m times as old as his son now aged y years ?

In X years the son's age will he y + x years ; hence the father's

age will be m(y-\-x) years ; therefore now the father's age \8

miy + x) -X years.

Example 2. Find tlie Hiinple iiiterust on $^• in n years at y* per

cent.

Interest on .$100 for 1 year is $/,

$1
100'

• ^^ ^foo'

T . , 1. 7 I- -.nkf
:. Interest on ^k tor n years is ^^rb:-

100

Example 3. A room is x yards long, y feet broad, and a feet high

;

find how many square yards of carpet will be required for the floor,

and how many square yards of paper for the walls.

(1) The area of the floor is ^xy square feet

;

.•. the number of square yards of carpet required is -^= ^"

(2) The perimeter of the room is 'ICSx + y) feet

;

.*. the area of the walls is 2a(3x + y) square feet

;

.-. number of square yards of paper required is ~—~——>

Exam,ple 4. The digits of a number beginning from the left are

a,b, c; what is the number ?

Here c is the digit in the units' place ; h standing in the tens'

place represents h tens ; similarly a represents a hundreds.

The number is therefore equal to a hundreds + h tens + c units

= 100a + 106 + c.

If the digits of the number are inverted, a new number is

formed which is symbolically expressed by

100^ + 106 + a.

Example 5. What is (1) the sum, (2) the product of three con-

secutive numbers of which the least is n ?

The numbers consecutive to n are 7i+ 1, n + 2;

the sum = ra + (n + l)+ (n+ 2)

= 37t + 3.

And the product = n(n + l) (n+ 2).
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We may remark here that any even number may be denoted
by 271, where n is anii/ positive whole number ; for this expres-
sion is exactly divisible by 2.

Similarly, au}' odd number may be denoted by 271 + 1 ; for

this expression when divided by 2 leaves remainder 1.

Example 6. How many days will a men take to mow b acres if

c boys can mow a acres in h days, and each man's work equals that
of n boys ?

Since c boys can mow a acres in h days ;

.'. 1 boy he days,

.". n boys, or 1 man, — days,

he ,

.*. amen — days,
an •'

'

.*. amen lacre... -5- days;

therefore a men can mow b acres in -s- days.
avi

EXAMPLES IX. b.

1. Write down four consecutive numbers of which x is the least.

2. Write down three consecutive numbers of which y is the
greatest.

3. Write down five consecutive numbers of which x is the middle
one.

4. What is the next even number after 2?t ?

5. What is the odd number next before 2x+ 1 ?

6. Find the sum of three consecutive odd numbers of winch the
middle one is 2n+ 1.

7. A man makes a journey of x miles. He travels a miles by
coach, b by train, and finishes the journey by boat. How far does
the boat carry him ?

8. A horse eats a bushels and a donkey h bushels of corn in a
week : how many bushels will they together consume in 71 weeks?

9. If a man was x years old 5 years ago, how old will he be y
years hence?

10. A boy is x years old, and 5 years hence his age will be half

that of his father. How old is the father now ?

11. What is the age of a man who y years ago was m times as

old as a child then aged x years ?

12. ^'s age is double JS's, B'a is three times C's, and C is a; years

old : find A 's age.

13. What is the interest on ,f 1000 in h years at c per cent. T
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14. What is the interest on $x in a years at 5 per cent. ?

15. Wliat i,s the interest on .$50't in a yeai-s at a per conl. ?

16. Wiiat is the interest on $24.ry in x months at y per cent, per
annum ?

17. A room is x yards in length, and y feet in breadth : how-

many square feet are there in tlie area of the floor ?

18. A square room measures x feet each wny : how many square
yards of carpet will be required to cover it?

19. A room is p feet long and x yards in width : hnw many yards
of carpet two feet wide will be required for the floor '!

20. What is the cost in dollars of carpeting a room a yards long,

/; feet bioad, with car])et costing c cents a squai'c yard?

21. How many yards of carpet x inches wide will be required to
cover the floor of a room y feet long and z feet broad ?

22. A room is a yards long and b yards broad ; in the middle
there is a carpet c feet square : how many square yards of oil-cloth

will be required to cover the rest of the floor ?

23. How many miles can a person walk in 45 minutes if he walks
a miles in x hours ?

24. How long will it take a person to walk b miles if he walks
20 miles in c hours ?

25. If a train travels a miles in b hours, how many feet does it

move through in one second?

26. A train is running with a velocity of x feet per second : how
many miles will it travel in y hours ?

27. How long will X men take to mow y acres of corn, if eacii

man mow z acres a day ?

28. How many men will be required to do in x hours what v

men do in xz hours ?

29. Wliat is llie lute per cent, which will produce ^y interest
from a priii(ii)al of .SIOOO in »• years?

30. Find in how many years a principal of .?« will produce $p
interest at r per cent, per aiuuim.

[The foUowhiff examples icill assist the student in stating the con-
ditions of a problem in equational form.'\

31. If y is the product of three consecutive numbers of which the
greatest is p, express this fact by an equation.

32. The sum of three consecutive even numbers is equal to z. If
the middle number is 2n express this by an equation.

33. The product of p and q is equal to five times the excess of a
over h ; express this by an equation.
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34. If X is divided by y, the quotient is equal to 10 more than the

sum of m and n ; express this in algebraical symbols.

35. A man is x years older than his son, whose present age is a

years ; five years hence the father's age will be twice that of the son ;

express this in algebraical symbols. If the son is now 15, what is

the father's age ? If the father is now 53, how old is the son ?

36. A has $p and B has ij cent.'? ; A hands $x to B and finds

that he then has three times as nnieh as B ; express this fact by an
aquation.

37. A man who is p years old has a son whose age is q years

;

five years ago the father's age was seven times that of his son. Ex-
press this in algebraical symbols.

Formulae.

82. In Example 6, Art. 80, we proved

5 = ^+ 5'

a result which gives in a single statement a general relation

expressing the connection between a number, its divisor, and
i-esulting quotient and remainder.

This is an example of a very important class of algebraical

statements known as formulcs, the use and application of which
we shall now briefly explain.

Definition. A formula is a relation established by reason-

ing among certain quantities, any one of which may in turn be
regarded as the unknown.
Thus in the formula above mentioned, if Q, B, and D are given

quantities, we have an equation to find the corresponding value

of N". Or, a question may be proposed as follows ;
" By what

must 96 be divided so as to give a quotient 5, and a remainder
11?" Here we have given iV=96, ^= 5, ^=11, and therefore

from the formula we obtain

whence Z> = 17, the required divisor.

83. A formula, it must be observed, includes all particular

cases in one general statement ; and so by the use of a single

algebraical formula we are enabled briefly to express a whole
class of results in a form at once simple, easily remembered, and
easily applied. Experience will convince the student how much
of the power and utility of Algebra lies in the ready application

of formulae to many kinds of problems.
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It would be out of place here to make more than a passing
allusion to other branches of Mathematics, or to Physical Science ;

but on account of the interest and importance of the subject, it

may be useful to draw the reader's attention to a few of the

more elementary formulae he is likely to meet with in his other
studies.

(1) If a triangle on a base b, has a height h, its area (A) is

given by the formula j =^hb.

(2) If a pyramid of height h stands on a base whose area is

a^, its volume
( V) is given by the formula

In these cases any linear unit, inch, foot ... being chosen, the
superficial and solid units will be respectively the square and
cubic inch, foot, ... ; and in each of these forniuhe if two of the

three quantities be given, the third is easily obtained by Arith-

metic.

Example. The Great Pyramid of Egypt stands on a square base
each side of which is 764 feet ; and its height is 480 feet. Find the

number of cubic feet of stone used in its construction.

From the formula, V= I x (7G4)2 ^ 480

= 160x764x764
= 93391360 cubic feet.

84. We have in this chapter given several examples involving
space, velocity, and time ; and all these can be solved without
difficulty by common sense reasoning. At the same time we
luay remark that they are only particular cases of the general
formula s=vt, in which s denotes the space described by a body
which moves with uniform velocity v for a time t.

In this formula, if t denotes the number of seconds the body
has been in motion, and v the number of feet passed over in one
second, then s is the space (in feet) described in t seconds.

Example. If a train has a velocity of 75 feet a second, how long
will it take to cross a viaduct which is 300 yards in lengtli ?

Substituting the values of s and v (expressed in feet) in the
formula, we get

900= 75^

900

= 12.

Therefore the time is 12 seconds.
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85. Another very interesting case is that of a body falling

vertically under the action of gravity.

It is proved in works on Dynamics that if a body fall freely from
rest, and if s denote the space (in feet) described in t seconds,

In this formula g denotes the number of feet per second by
which the velocity is increased in each successive second in

consequence of the earth's attraction, and it is found by experi-

ment that^ = 32"2 nearly.

Example 1. A stone dropped from the Clifton suspension bridge
takes 4 seconds before it reaches the water. Find the height of the
bridge above the river.

From the above formula, s=4- x 32*2 x (4)^^

= 257-6,

and the height is therefore 257 '6 feet.

Example 2. How long will it take a stone to reach the bottom of

a well 144 9 feet deep ?

From the formula, 144 "9=i x 32 "2 x <«
;

" ' - 161
~^'

:. t=3.

Therefore the time is 3 seconds.

EXAMPLES IX. c.

1. From the formula for the area of a triangle in Art. 83, find

(i) The area, when the base is 32 ft., and the height 17 ft.

(ii) The base, when the area is 56 sq. ft. , and the height 7 ft.

(iii) The height (in chains and links), when the area is 5 '985

acres, and the base 17 chains 50 links.

2. By means of formula (2) in Art. 83, find

(!) The volume of a pyramid of height 10 ft., on a base

whose area is 15 sq. ft.

(ii) The volume of a pyramid of height 6 ft., standing on a

square base each of whose sides is IJ ft.

(iii) The height of a pyramid whose volume is 20 cu. ft. and
whose base has an area of 12 sq. ft.
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3. By means of the formula s= vt (Art. 84), find

(i) How many miles a train will run in 84 minutes at 35 miles

per hour.

(ii) How long a train will take to run 56 miles at 42 miles per
hour.

(iii) The velocity in miles per hour of a train which travels

5500 yards in 5 minutes.

4. By means of the formula s = ^ijt- (Art. 85), find

(i) The height of a flagstafiF if a stone dropped from the top
takes 3 seconds to reach the ground.

(ii) How long it will take a stone to drop from a balloon whose
height above the ground is 402 ft. 6 in.

5. The circumference (C) of a circle is ir times the diameter (d)

;

and the area (^ ) of a circle is ir times the square of the radius (/).

Express tliese two results by formulse.

If 7r = -^, find the circumferences and areas of circles whose radii

are 3h inches and 1 ft. 9 in. respectively.

6. The surface 5 of a sphere of radius r is given by the formula

Find (i) the surface of a sphere whose radius is 1-4 in.;

(ii) the radius of a sphere whose surface is 38^^ sq. ft.

7. If a room is x feet long, y feet broad, and z feet high, find

formulre for (i) the perimeter, (ii) the area of the floor, (iii) the area
of the walls.

8. From the formulae of the last example find the perimeter, area
of floor, and area of the walls of a room 18 ft. 8 in. long, 11 ft. 3 in.

wide, and 12 ft. high.

9. From formula (iii) of Example 7, find the height of a room
when the length and breadth are 17 ft. 9 in., 12 ft. 3 in. respectively,

and the area of the walls is 630 sq. ft.

10. If a parallelogram on a base h has a height h, its area (A ) is

given by the formula
A=hh.

Find the area of parallelograms in which

(i) the base = 5 5 cm., and the height = 4 cm.;

(ii) the base=2"4 in., and the heights 1*5 in.

11. The area of a parallelogram is 4 2 sq. in., and the base is

2-8 in. Find the height.
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12. The area of a trapezium is equal to

i(sum of parallel sides) x (distance between them).

Express this in algebraical symbols, and apply the formula to find

the area of a trapezium when the parallel sides are 6 ft. 4 in. and
7 ft. 2 in. and the distance between them is 4 ft.

13. Use the formula of Art. 80, Ex. 6, to find a number which
when divided by 19 gives a quotient 17 and remainder 5.

14. By what number must 566 be divided so as to give a quotient
37 and remainder 11?

15. What is the present age of a man who 5 years hence will be
three times as old as his son who is now 15 ? Verify the answer by
substituting in the formula of Art. 81, Ex. 1.

16. In a right-angled triangle if a and b denote the lengths of

the sides containing the right angle and c denotes the length of the
hypotenuse, it is known that c^= a^-|-6*.

By substitution find which of the following sets of numbers can
be taken to represent the sides of a right-angled triangle.

(i) 7,24,25. (ii) 12,35,36. (iii) 16, 6-3, 6-5.

17. The rectangle contained by two straight lines, one of which
is divided into any number of parts, is equal to the sum of the
rectangles contained by the undivided line and the several parts
of the divided line.

Prove this by taking algebraical symbols to represent the un-

divided line and the segments of the divided line.

18. .4 5 is a straight line divided into any two parts at O. Prove
algebraically, as in the last example :

(i) AB^^AB.AO + AB.OB.
(ii) AB.AO^AO'^+ AO.OB.

Express these two results in a verbal form as in Example 17.

19. Prove algebraically the following theorems :

(i) If a straight line is divided into any two parts, the square
on the whole line is equal to the sum of the squares on
the two parts together with twice the rectangle con-

tained by the two parts.

(ii) If a straight line is divided into any two parts, the sum
of the squares on the whole line and on one of the parts
is equal to twice the rectangle contained by the whole
and that part, together with the square on the other
part.

Express the results of these theorems in a form corresponding to
(i) and (ii) of Example 18.
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20. With the Dotation of Example 16, find the value of

(i) c when a= 15, 6= 8;

(ii) a when c=25, 6= 7;

(iii) 6 when c = 41, a= 9;

(iv) a when c= 6'5, 6=:6"3.

21. If 7r = 314I6, ^=20125, «= 144-9, j7 = 32-2, m = 18-75, v=6-6,
find the values of

(i) ^yj-; (ii) v^2ys; (iii) g""^-

22. In the formula F =—, given 7n = 12-075, r= 3, ^= 32-2
gr

F=200, find V.

23. In the formula v^ -u'^= 2a8, find the value of o when v=60,
«=10, and s = 100.

24. From the formula s= ^{a + l), find

(i) the value of s, when n= 20, a =14, ^= 964 ;

(ii) the value of a, when 3= 25 2, 7i = 12, ^=3-2;

(iii) the value of n, when 5= 46-8, a= "6, ^= 7-2
;

(iv) the value of I, when s= -175-5, a = 13-5, n = 13.

25. If 2/= 4 + j^(y2;, find the value of y when x has the values

0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20.

There is a wall 20 ft. long, whose height at any point x ft. from
one end is 4 + ^^^ x feet. Draw the wall on a scale of 1 inch to 4 feet,

marking on it the height at each end and at intervals of 4 ft.
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Problems leading to Simple Equations.

86. The principles of the last chapter may now be employed
to solve various problems.

The method of procedure is as follows :

Represent the unknown quantity by a symbol x^ and express
in symbolical language the conditions of the question ; we thus
obtain a simple eauation which can be solved by the methods
already given in Cnapter viii.

Example 1. Find two numbers whose sum is 28, and whose
difference is 4.

Let X be the smaller number, then a: + 4 is the greater.

Their sum ia a; + (a:+ 4), which is to be equal to 28.

Hence a: + a; + 4=28;
2a:=24

;

.-. a:=12,

and x + 4= 16;

so that the numbers are 12 and 16.

The beginner is advised to test his solution by finding whether
it satisfies the data of the question or not.

Example 2. Divide 60 into two parts, so that three times the
greater may exceed 100 by as much as 8 times the less falls short of

200.

Let X be the greater part, then 60 - a; is the less.

Three times the greater part is 3a;, and its excess over 100 is

3a: -100.

Eight times the less is 8(60 - x), and its defect from 200 is

200 - 8(60 - X).

Whence the symbolical statement of the question is

3a; -100=200 -8(60 -a;);

3x - 100= 200 - 480 + 8a;,

480 -100 -200= 8a; -3a;,

5a: =180,

.•. a; =36, the greater part,

and 60 - a;= 24, the less.
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Example 3. Divide .?47 between A, B, C, bo that A ma}' have
$10 more than B, and B §8 more than C.

Suppose that C has x dollars ; then B has a; + 8 dollars, and A
has X + 8+ 10 dollars.

Hence a+ (a; + 8) + (x + 8 + 10) = 47 ;

a: + x48 + a: + 8+10 = 47,

3a; = 21;
• x= 7

;

so that C has .$7, B .§15, A §25.

Example 4. A person spent .§112.80 in buying geese and ducks ;

if each goose cost •§1.40, and each duck 60 cents, and if the total

number of birds bought was 108, how many of each did he bu}' ?

In questions of this kind it is of essential importance to

have all quantities expressed in the same denomination ; in

the present instance it will be convenient to express the
money in cents.

Let X represent the number of geese, then 108 - x represents the
number of ducks.

Since each goose cost .§1.40, x geese cost 140 x cents.

And since each duck cost 60 cents, 108 -a; ducks cost 60(108 -x)
cents.

Therefore the amount spent is

140x + 60(108-x) cents;

but the question states that the amount is also §112.80, that is,

11280 cents.

Hence 140x + (50 ( 108 - a:) = 1 1280 ;

dividing by 20, Ix + 324 - 3.i- = 564,

4x= 240;
.•. a;= 60, the number of geese ;

and 108 -a;= 48, the number of duck.s.

h'xample 5. A is twice as old as B, ten j'ears ago he was four
times as old : what are their present ages?

Let B's age be x years, then ^4's age is 2a: j'ears

xen J'ears ago their ages ^^ere respectivelj', a- - 10 and 2ar - 10

years ; thus we have 2a; - 10 = 4 (a: - 10)

;

2a;- 10 = 4.r-40,
2.1; = 30;

.. .T=15,
so that B is 15 j'ears old, A 30 years.

Note. In the above examples the unknown quantitj' x represents

a number of dollars, ducks, j'ears, etc. ; and the student must be

careful to avoid beginning a solution with a supposition of the kind,

"let .i- = ^4'8 sliare " or "let a;= the ducks", or anj' statement so

vajjue and inexact.
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EXAMPLES X. a.

1. One number exce^ds anotlxer by 5, and their sum is 29 j find
them.

2. The difference between two numbers is 8 ; if 2 be added to the
greater the result will be three times the smaller : find the numbers,

3. Find a number such that its excess over 50 may be greater by
11 than its defect from 89.

4. A man walks 10 miles, then travels a certain distance by
train, and then twice as far by coach. If the whole journey is 70
miles, how far does he travel by train ?

5. What two numbers are those whose sum is 58, and difference
28?

6. If 288 be added to a certain number, the result will be equal
to three times the excess of the number over 12 : find the number.

7. Twenty-three times a certain number is as much above 14 as
16 is above seven times the number : find it.

8. Divide 105 into two parts, one of which diminished by 20
shall be equal to the other diminished by 15.

9. Find three consecutive numbers whose sum shall equal 84.

10. The sum of two numbers is 8, and one of them with 22 added
to it is five times the other : find the numbers.

11. Find two numbers differing by 10 whose sum is equal to twice
their difference.

12. A and B each have $60. A gift from £ makes A's money
double B's, what does A receive ?

13. Find a number such that if 5, 15, and 35 are added to it, the
product of the first and third results may be equal to the square of

the second.

14. The difference between the squares of two consecutive
numbers is }21 : find the numbers.

15. The difference of two numbers is .3, and the difference of

their squares is 27 : find the numbers.

16. Divide .1380 between A, B, and C, .so that B may have .f .30

more than A, and C may have .$20 more than B.

17. A sum of $7 is made up of 46 coins which are either quarters
or ten-cent pieces : how many are there of each ?

18. If silk costs five times as much as linen, and I spend $48 in

buying 22 yards of silk and 50 yards of linen, find the cost of each
per yard.

19. A father is four times as old as his son ; in 24 years he will

only be twice as old : find their ages.

20. A is 25 years older than B, and A^s age is as much above 20
as B's is below 85 : find their ages.
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21. -4's age is six times B's, and fifteen j'cars hence A will he
tliree times as old as B : find their ages.

22. A sum of $10 was paid in dollars, half-dollars, and ten-

cent pieces. The number of half-dollars used was four times the
luimber of dollars and twice the number of ten-cent pieces; how
many were there of each ?

23. The sum of the ages of A and B is ."^O years, and five years
hence A will be three times as old as B : find their present ages.

24. In a cricket match the byes were double of the wides, and
the remainder of the score was greater by three than twelve times
the number of byes. If the whole score was 138, how were the runs
obtained ?

25. The length of a room exceeds its breadth by 3 feet ; if the
length had been increased by 3 feet, and the breadth diminished by
2 feet, the area would not have been altered : find the dimensions.

26. The length of a room exceeds its breadth by 8 feet ; if each
had been increased by 2 feet, the area would have been increased by
60 square feet : find the original dimensions of the room.

87. "We add some problems which lead to equations with
fractional coefficients.

Example 1. Find two numbers which difTer by 4, and such that
one-half of the greater exceeds one-sixth of the less by 8.

Let X be the smaller number, then a: + 4 is the greater.

One-half of the greater is represented by -(a; + 4), and one sixth

of the less by ^.
o

Hence ^(a:.f4)-^x=8

;

multiplying by 6, 3x + 12 - a:= 48 ;

.-. 2z= 36;
a:=:18, the less number,

and X -(- 4= 22, the greater.

Example 2. A has .flSO, and B has .S84 ; after B has received
from A a certain sum, A has then five-sixths of what B has ; how
much did B receive '!

Sujjpose that B receives x dollars, A has then 180 - x dollars,

and i> has 84 + x dollars.

Hence 180-a;=f (84 + a,-)

;

1080 -6a;= 420 -(-5a;,

llx= 660;

.-. a;= 60.

Therefore B receives $60.
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EXAMPLES X. To.

1. Find a number such that the sum of its sixth and ninth parts
may be equal to 15.

2. What is the number •whose eighth, sixth, and fourth parts
together make up 13 ?

3. There is a number whose fifth part is less than its fourth part
by 3 : find it,

4. Find a number such that six-sevenths of it shall exceed four-

fifths of it by 2.

5. The fifth, fifteenth, and twenty-fifth parts of a number
together make up 23 : find the number.

6. Two consecutive numbers are such that one-fourth of the less

exceeds one fifth of the greater by 1 : find the numbers.

7. Two numbers differ by 28, and one is eight-ninths of the
other : find them.

8. There are two consecutive numbers such that one-fifth of the
greater exceeds one-seventh of the less by 3 : find them.

9. Find three consecutive numbers such that if they be divided
by 10, 17, and 26 respectively, the sum of the quotients will be 10.

ID. A and B have equal sums of money; if B pays A five-

elevenths of what he had at first, A would now have §39 more
than half of what B has left; what had they at first?

11. From a certain number 3 is taken, and the remainder is

divided by 4 ; the quotient is then increased by 4 and divided by 5
and the result is 2 : find the number.

12. In a cellar one-fifth of the wine is port and one-third claret

;

besides this it contains 15 dozen of sherry and 30 bottles of hock :

how much port and claret does it contain ?

13. Two-fifths of ^'s money is equal to 5's, and seven-ninths of

B'h is equal to C's ; in all they have $770 : what have they eacli ?

14. A, B, and G have $1285 between them : ^'s share is greater

than five-sixths of S's by $25, and C's is four-fifteenths of i?\s : find

the share of each.

15. A man sold a horse for $35 and half as much as he gave for

it, and gained thereby ten dollars : what did he pay for tlie horse?

16. The width of a room is two-thirds of its length. If the

width had been 3 feet more, and the length 3 feet less, the room
would have been square : find its dimensions.

17. What is the property of a person whose income is $430,
when he has two-thirds of it invested at 4 per cent., one-fourth at

3 per cent. , and the remainder at 2 per cent. ?

18. I bought a certain number of apples at three for a cent, and
five-sixths of that number at four for a cent : by selling them at six-

teen for six cents I gain 3^ cents : how many apples did I buj' ?

B.A.



CHA.PTER XI.

Highest Common Factor, Lowest Common Multtfle

OF Simple Expressions.

Highest Common Factor.

88. Definition. Tlie highest common factor of two or

more algebraical expressions is the expression of highest dimen-
sions [Art. 24] which divides each of them without remainder.

The abbreviation H.C.F. is sometimes used instead of the

words highest common factor.

89. In the case of simple expressions the highest common
factor can be written down by inspection.

Example 1. The highest common factor of a*, a^, a^, «* s a*.

Example 2. The highest common factor of a^b*, abV,'*^l>' c is ah*;

for a is the highest power of a that will divide a^, a, a? ; b* is the
highest power of b that will divide b*, b^, ¥ ; and c is no^ a common
factor.

90. If the expressions have numerical coefficionta, find by
Arithmetic their greatest common measure, and prefix it as a
coeflBcient to the algebraical highest common factor.

Example. The highest common factor of 2la*x^y, S5a^z*^y, 2Sa^xy*
is 1a-zy ; for it consists of the product of

(1) the greatest common measure of the numerical coefficients ;

(2) the highest power of each letter which divides every one of

the given expressions.

EXAMPLES XI. a.

Find the highest common factor of

1. Aalr, 2a-b. 2. 3xV. ^v"^- 3. Gxyh, Sxry^z'.

4. abc, 2a62c. 5. 5a^P, I5abc\ 6. Qxh/h^ I2xyh.

7. 4a%h\ 6aWc\ 8. 1a'^b*c\ Uab'^c\

9. l5xYz\ 12a:2ys*. 10. Sah:, 6abxy, 10abx^y\

11. 49aa:2, 63ay\ 56az^ 12. \lab-c, Sia-bc, 5\abc-.

13. «^xV, h^ary"^, c^xhf. 14. 2Aa^b^(^, Q^a^h^c-, A9ki^I^(?.

15. 25xy\ \QOxhfz, \25xy. 16. d-hpxy, h-qxy, a^bxr^.

17. 15«'6V, 60«*i'c«, 25«^V. 18. 35«Vi», 42aW, SOoc^t*.
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Lowest Common Multiple.

91. Definition. The lowest common multiple of two or

more algebraical expressions is the expression of lowest dimen-
sions which is divisible by each of them without remainder.

The abbreviation L.C.M. is sometimes used instead of the

words lowest common multiple.

92. In the case of simple expressions the lowest common
multiple can be written down by inspection.

Example 1. The lowest common multiple of a*, a^, a", a® is a®.

Example 2. The lowest common multiple of a%*, ah^, aW is

«i,W; for a^ is the lowest power of a that is divisible by each of the

quantities a^, a, a^ ; and U^ is the lowest power of b that is divisible

by each of the quantities h*, h^, b'.

93. If the expressions have numerical coefficients, find by
Arithmetic their least common multiple, and prefix it as a
coefficient to the algebraical lowest common multiple.

Example. The lowest common multiple of 2\a^x^y, 35a'^x*y,

28a^xy* is 420a*x*y*; for it consists of the product of

(1) the least common multiple of the numerical coefficients ;

(2) the lowest power of each letter which is divisible by every
power of that letter occurring in the given expressions.

EXAMPLES XI. b.

Find the lowest common multiple of

1.



CHAPTER XII.

Elementary Fractions,

94, Definition. If a quantity x be divided into 6 equal
parts, and a of these parts be taken, the result is called the

fraction t of x. If x be the unit, the fraction t of :r is called

simply " the fraction t
" so that the fraction T represents a

eqvAil parts, h of which make up the unit.

95. In this chapter we propose to deal only with the easier

kinds of fractions, where the numerator and denominator are

simple expressions. Their reduction and simplification will be
performed by the usual arithmetical rules. The proofs of these

rules will be given in Chapters xix. and xxi.

Rule. To reduce a fraction to its lowest terms : divide
numtrator and denominator hy every factor which is common to

them both, that is hy their highest common factor.

Dividing numerator and denominator of a fraction by a con-
mon factor is called cancelling that factor.

„ , ,,. 6a^c 2a
Examples. ( 1

)

(2)

(3)

9ac2 3c

7x^yz _ 1

28a^yz^~4xz

35a''hh _5a*b

lab'^c
~

1
=^=5o*6.

EXAMPLES ZII. a.

Reduce to lowest terms

1 ^
^- Qab'

xhjz^

Q 12mn'^p
' Ibrnhip'^'

2xy^z^
IS.

17.
l^aT^y"^

10.

14.

18.

4a'

16a6'

\5ab

256c'

Ibm^p^

baWc*
\5ah*c'

39aW

^- 57^y'

rj 21xV
'•

2%y^z^'

11
°^^

"'
a^h^c

. _ mn*pq

38k^p^m*

12.

16.

20.

3afec

\baWc'

Sa'^b

l2bV
3x^28

5xy*z^'

4m^n^

46x^y*z*

69aryz^
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Multiplication and Division of Fractions.

96. Rule. To multiply algebraical fractions : as in Arith-

metic, multiply together all the numerators toform a new numerator,

and all the denominators to form a new denominator.

, , 2a 5x2 362_2ax5a;2x362_5a:
Example 1. 3^

x 2^ x
2^ " s^x 2^^6^r2i" 2^'

by cancelling like factors in numerator and denominator.

„ , _ Za^h Ibc 5ca .

Example 2. 5^Xg^x^=l,

all the factors cancelling each other.

97. Rule. To divide one fraction by another : invert the

divisor and proceed as in multiplication.

_ , la^ 6c^^ 28a2c2 __7a^ 6£^ 1562^_9c
Exampce. ^^^^ x

^^^^ . ,5^2^.^2-43:3^2 ^ g^^a x
28aV -gx'

all the other factors cancelling each other.

EXAMPLES XII. b.

Simplify the following expressions ;

- 2a6 c^ 12a%c 2'kib^ I5xyz^ Sa'x
'' 3cd^ ab^' ^' 8ab^ ^ SGbc'^'

^- a'bc "" 5yz'

. la^W \%x^c _ 8m^re» Ibxyz^ 2UV 39n3?re'

*• Qax^y ^ 15ac*' ^" bx'^yz ^ IQmn^' °* ISmra^ ^ 28j9**»'

_ 3a26 2c^ . 6ac -. 2^ Sz^a; . 21a;2yV
'• 463c ^ 8a» 166V ^' 3yz ^ 7a;/ • 4:0xyh

'

^' Vlxhf^2\pH' pyz' "^' 58mp* ^ ISpkm ' Slm'^iP'

156'' 27c2^^ 62 4c2^^16aW
^^- ^Qc ^ 8\(P • Ud?' ^^' 3c^5ds' 15^5

'

-„ 8ax2 49cy^ 15a6c 1 283:^^2^2

^^" 76y ^ 64da:3'
^*- IQxyz ^ \GOa%c

'

... 45a''63c* 243a:yV .„ \MxyzBp 5Qy\^p
^^' 21x^yH^ ima^bc^' "^-

2Sxy^kp'^ ^ 26y^z^k'

._ m* SSp^q"^ . 15mpa;^ __ o' xy^ pb"^ . ap
^'' 8^^8lm^"^27nVy ^**- ^^716^^""^'
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Reduction to a Common Denominator.

98. In order to find the sum or difTerence of any fractions,

we must, as in Arithmetic, first reduce them to a common
denominator ; and it is most convenient to take the lowest com-
mon multiple of the denominators of the given fractions.

Bkcample. Express with lowest common denominator the fractions

a h c

3a;y' &xyz 2yz

The lowest common multiple of the denominators is Qxyz.

Multiplying the numerator of each fraction by the factor

which is required to make its denominator Qxyz, we have the

equivalent fractions

2az b Sex

6zyz' 6x2/2' 6zyz

Note. The same result would clearly be obtained by dividing the

lowest common denominator by each of the denominators in turn,

and multiplying the corresponding numerators by the respective

quotients.

EXAMPLES XII. c.

Express as equivalent fractions with common denominator :

1.
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Example 2. Simplify g-|^-i.^.

_, . 6ab-5ab-ab »
The expression- ^ =10i=^-

Examples. Simplify ^^2-3^-

The expression = 032 ' ^°*i admits of no further simplification.

Note. The beginner must be careful to distinguish between
erasing equal terms with different signs, as in Example 2, and
cancelling equal factors in the course of multiplication, or in

reducing fractions to lowest terms. Moreover, in simplifying frac-

tions he must remember that a factor can only be removed from
numerator and denominator when it divides each take7i as a whole.

Thus in „
3 ^ , c cannot be cancelled because it only divides cy

and not the ivhole numerator. Similarly a cannot be cancelled

because it only divides 6ax and not the whole numerator. The
traction is therefore in its simplest form.

When no denominator is expressed the denominator 1 may
be understood.

Examvle4: Sx - ~ -~ ---^^^^^
4?/ 1 4?/ 4y

If a fraction is not in its lowest terms it should be simplified

before combining it with other fractions.

E7 J cr ax v?y ax
Example^. -^-^y=^

EXAMPLES XII. d.

Simplify the following expressions :

1. l
+

f.
2. !-|. 3. %

5. I
+I 6. ^-^. 7. --^

Q ?_!.. 10 —A-—. 11 ii--^u« n 01 *•"• 1 o ^ on •'•'•• ^c ao
7 21

2x 4
3- + l>

13. ¥+¥• 14. ^-^- 15.

y
4
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Simplify the following expressions

17.

20.

23.

27.

a a a

^X X tjX

"3'~6'*"T'

X y
a b

3a2 a'

24.

28.

21.

X

i"8"^r2'

5x X X
6" 12^9"

3x3 2y
ax'^'^Sb'

0,^ + -.

25. a + -

19.

22.

29.
3x2_y2

6a; x2

XXX
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11. Write down the following products :

(1) (a: +17) (a: -3); (2) {3x-S)(8x+ 3).

12. Solve the equations :

(1) 7a:-3-(7-5a;)= 3-3a:-(5a:+ 8);

(2) {5a:+l)(a:-2)-(4a;-3)(3a;-l)= 10-(7a: + 2){a;+ l).

13. From the sum of Sab, -Sab, 2ab, lab, -Qab, subtract the

sum of -Sab, Gab, -Qab, lOab.

14. When a=4, 6=3, c=2, find the numerical value of

2a + b(2c-a)

36-v/2?

15. From what expression must l\a^-5ab-7bc be subtracted so

as to give for remainder 76(a+ c) + 5a^?

*16. Multiply a:3+6a;2+ 8a;-8 by x^-2x+^.

17. Simplify

12a-[6a-2{3a-4(6-a)}-(9a + 86)].

18. Solve the equations :

(1) 3(2a;-l) + 2(3a;-2) + 3 = 4(a:-5);

(2) l(x + l) + l{x + 3) = \(x+ 4} + \(a.

Verify the solution in each case.

19. Divide 3p^ + I6p* - 33/)' + Up^ by p^+7p.

20. Add together

a+2b-(2c + d), 3a-{b-2c) + 2d, and 2a - [b - (2c - 3d)].

21. To what expression must Ix^-Sx'^-Sx be added so as to

make Qa^-6x-7x^'>.

22. What value of x will make the product of K+l and 2a;+1
less than the product of a; + 3 and 2x4-3 by 14?

23. When a-2, 6= 3, c= l, q = i, r=G, find the value of

5a*c'' - 3''2^ + 2'-a^ - c''bi.

24. Solve the equation :

a;- 13 6a; + l 2/_ 3a;\

^--9-=-T-+3l^-T>
Shew also that a;=3 does rwt satisfy the equation.
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25. A horse can eat Sm + 2n bushels of corn in a week ; how
many weeks will he be in eating r2m^- Imn- IOti^ bushels?

26. Subtract the sum of

2a;3-3a: + 4 and -Z7?+ 2x-l
from ^7?-Zx^ + x-Q-[27?-(x-%)].

27. Find the value of a^ + h^ ^-c^- Sahr, when a= l, 6= 4, c= -6.

28. Solve the equations :

2z x-6_3(x \

(2)
Si^zl) 15/ ^^\ 19^9/x_l\

^ ' 5 ^2V' 3/^10 5\6 3/

29. Divide 3y« - 37y*

+

35y^ + Ty^ + 2 by y{y - 1 ) (y + 4) - 2.

30. Divide $1120 between A and fi so that for every half-dollar

lliat A receives /> niav receive 20 cents.

31. Find the value of

(a + bf + (b + cf + {c +af
whena=-l, b= -2, c= 3.

32. Multiply {2m2 + 8)(m + 2) by 3m -6.

*33. Divide the product of

x-2, x + 3, and 2a; -7

by the sum of 3 (x- - 2a; - 2) and 5a; - ar^ - 15.

34. A man walks at the rate of a miles an hour for p hours ; he
then rides for q hours at the rate of b miles an hour. How far has

he travelled, and how long would it have taken to ride the same
distance at c miles an hour ?

Also work out the result supposing p= 7, q = 3, a= 4, 6= 9, c= ll.

35. Solve the equations :

(1) •^-•^ = 21a;-l(2a;+10-A-);

,2, 3:_4-«I^_-«(..«-J.').

36. An estate was divided among tliree persons in such a way
that tile share of tlie first was tliree times tliat of the second, and
tlio share of tlie seeond twice that of tin' third. The first receivj

$S)00 more than the tliiid. Hnw niueh did each receive? V



CHAPTER XIII.

Simultaneous Equations.

[In connertion with fhi.<i chapter the student may read Chap. xxxv.
Arts. 311-318.]

100. Consider the equation '2x+ by= '2S, which contains two

unknown quantities.

From this we get 5_y= 23 - 2x,

that is, y=—^— (1).

From this it appears that for every value we choose to give

to X there will be one corresponding value of y. Thus we shall

be able to find as many pairs of values as we please which
satisfy the given equation.

21
For instance, if x=\, then from (1) y= -^-

27
Again, if .r= -2, then y= 'f ; and so on.

But if also we have a second equation of the same kind, such

as 3j?+ 4j/= 24,

we have from this y=—-^— (2).

If now we seek values of x and y which satisfy both equations,

the values of y in (1) and (2) must be identical.

rp, , 23-207 24-3.r
1herefore = —

.

5 4

Multiplying up, 92-8.r=120- 15a7

;

.-. 7.r= 28;

x= A.

Substituting this value in the first equation, we have

8+ 5?/= 23;

.-. 5?y = 15;

•• y= 3,l

and x=4.)

Thus, if both equations are to be satisfied by the sa7ne values

of X and y, there is only one solution possible.
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101. Definition. When two or more equations axe satisfied

by the same values of the unknown quantities they are called

simultaneous equations.

We proceed to explain the different methods for solving simul-

taneous equations. In the present chapter we shall confine our
attention to the simpler cases in which the unknown quantities

are involved in the first degree.

102. In the example already worked we have used the
method of solution which best illustrates the meaning of the
term simultaneous equation ; but in practice it will be found
that this is rarely the readiest mode of solution. It must be
borne in mind that since the two equations are simultaneously
true, am/ equation formed by combining them will be satisfied

by the values of x and ?/ which satisfy th'^ original equations.

Our object will always be to obtain an equation which involves

one only of the unknown quantities.

103. The process by which we get rid of either of the un-
known quantities is called elimination, and it must be eff"ected

in different ways according to the nature of the equations
proposed.

Example 1. Solve 3x + 7y= 27 (1),

5a: + 23/= 16 (2).

To eliminate x we multiply (1) by 5 and (2) by 3, so as to make
the coeflBcients of x in both equations equal. This gives

15x + 35y=135,

15a; + 6y=48;
subtracting, 29y= 87 ;

.-. y= 3.

To find X, substitute this value of y in either of the given
equations.

Thus from ( 1

)

3a; + 21 = 27 ;

and

.-. x=2A
y= 3.j

Note. When one of the unknowns has been found, it is immaterial
which of the equations we use to complete the solution. Thus, in

the present example, if we substitute 3 for y in (2), we have

5a;-|-6=:16;

,*. x= 2, as before.
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Example2. Solve 7a; + 2y= 47 (1),

5x~4y = l (2).

Here it will be more convenient to eliminate y.

Multiplying ( 1 ) by 2, 14a; + 4y= 94,

and from (2) 5a; - 4y= 1 ;

adding, 1 9a;= 95 ;

.•. a; =5.

Substitute this value in (1),

.-. 35 + 2y= 47;

••• y=e,\
and a;=5. J

Note. Add when the coefficients of one unknown are equal and
unlike in sign ; subtract when the coefficients are equal and like in

sign.

Examples. Solve 2x= 5y + l (1),

24-7a;= 3y (2).

Here we can eliminate x by substituting in (2) its value obtained
from (1). Thus

24-J(5y
+ l) = 3y;

.-. 48-35y-7 = 6y;
.-. 41 = 41?/;

and from (1) x=3./

104, Any one of the methods given above will be found
sufficient ; but there are certain arithmetical artifices which will

frequently shorten the work.

Examplel. Solve 171a; -213y= 642 (1),

114a; -3262/= 244 (2).

Noticing that 171 and 114 contain a common factor 57, we shall

make the coefficients of x in the two equations equal to the least

common multiple of 171 and 114 if we multiply (1) by 2 and (2) by 3.

Thus 342a; -426?/= 1284,

342a; -978y= 732;

subtracting, 552y = 552

;

that is, y= l»

and therefore from (1) x=5.
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Example2. Solve 127a; + 59y= 1928 (1),

59a:+127y=l792 (2).

By addition, 186x + 186y= 3720

;

.-. x +y=20 (3).

Subtracting (2) from ( I ), 68a; - 68y= 1 36 ;

••• x-y = 2 (4).

Thus, by an easy combination of (1) and (2), the problem is

reduced to the solution of the equations (3) and (4). From these
we obtain by addition 2a; =22, and by subtraction 2y= 18.

Therefore a;= 1 1 , and 2/ = 9.

EXAMPLES XIII. a.

[Art. 316 may he read in conatction with these Examples.]

Solve the equations :

1. 3x + 4y=\0, 2. x + 2y = \3, 3. 4a; + 7t/ = 29,

4x + y = 9. 3x + y = 14, a; + 3j/ = ll.

4. 2x-y= 9, 5. 5x + Gy = n, 6. 2a; + 7/=10,
3a: -72/ = 19, 6x + 5y = l6. 'Jx + 8y= 53.

7. 8a;-7/ = 34, 8. 15.T + 7.y = 29, 9. 14a;-3y=39,
x + Sy = 53. 9x4- 152/ = 39. 6.r+17.y = 35.

10. 28a; -2%= 33, 11. 35a; + 17y= 86, 12. \r>x + 7:y^92,
63a; -25^= 101. 56a;- 13^=17. 65x-33y= 22.

13. 5x-1y^ 0, 14. 21x-502/= 60, 15. 39a; -St/ = 99,

Ix + by ^1 1. 28a; - 21y = 199. 52a; - \5y = 80.

16. 5a;= 72/-21, 17. 6y-5a;=18, 18. ^x= 5y,
21a;-9y = 75. 12a; -9y= 0. 13a;=8y-fl.

19. 3a;=72/, 20. 19a;-l-172/= 0, 21. 93a;+ 15?/= 123,

\2y= bx-\. 2a;-y= 53. 15a; + 9.32/ = 201.

105. We add a few cases in which, before proceeding to solve,

it will be necessary to simplify the equations.

Example 1. Solve 5(a; + 22/) - (3x+ll2/) = 14 (1),

7.r-9y-3(a;-4y) = .38 (2).

From(l) 5x + 102/-3a;-lly= 14;

•• 2x-y=U (3).

From (2) 7a:-92/-3x + 122/= 38 ;

.-. 4x + 3y= 38 (4).

From (3) 6x-32/= 42.

By addition 10a;=80 ; whence x = 8. From (3) we obtain y=2.
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Example^. Solve 3a;-^^= ^^-l?
.(1),

^-\i2x-5)=^y (2).

Clear of fractions. Thus

from (1) 42a: -2y + 10= 28a: -21;
.-. 14a;-2y=-31 (3).

From (2) 9y + 12 - 10a;+ 25 = 1 5?/

;

.-. 10x+ 6y=37 (4).

Eliminating y from (3) and (4), we find that

_14
^~ 13"

Eliminating x from (3) and (4), we find that

207
y=

26

Note. Sometimes, as in the present instance, the value of the
second unknown is more easily found by elimination than by sub-
stituting the value of the unknown already found.

EXAMPLES Xni. b.

Solve the equations

:

1. f+y = 16, 2. 1+1=5, 3. ^-y=3,

a;+ |=14. a:-y=4. a:-^=8.

4. a;-y=5, 5. | + f
= 10, 6. x=^y,

1-1=2. |+ ,=50. |+,=34.

7- i*-^2^=3, 8. |a:-Jy=4, 9. 2a: + y=0,

4a;-y=20. ^x+~y=3. gy-3a;=8.

10. f+|=lT. 11. 3a:-72/=0, 12. |-|=0,

x+|=4f. fa:+|y=7. 3a:+|y=17.
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Solve the equations :

13 ? + ^-3^_7„_s7-o U ^ + l_ 3y-5 _a;-y
16. 3 + ^-^x iy 67-i). 14. 10 - 2 ~ 8

15. :E +3^8-2,^3(^ jg^ ^-|=6x-10y-8=0.

106. In order to solve simultaneous equations which contain

two unknown quantities we have seen that we must have two
equations. Similarly we find that in order to solve simultaneous
equations which contain three unknown quantities we must have
three equations.

Rule. Eliminate one of the unknomis from any fair of the

equations, and then eliminate the same unknown from another pair.

Tivo equations involving trvo xmknoums are thus obtained, which may
be solved by the rides already given. The remaining unknown is

then found by substituting in any one of the given equations.

Examplel. Solve 6x + 2y-52 = 13 (1),

3x + 3y-22 = 13 (2),

7x + 5j/- 32 = 26 (3).

Choose y as the unknown to be eliminated.

Multiply (1) by 3 and (2) by 2,

ISx + 6?/ -152 = 39,

6x + 6y- 4s=26;

subtracting, 12x-llz=13 (4).

Again, multiply (1) by 5 and (3) by 2,

30a: +10^-252 = 65,

14.r+10y- 6: = 52;

subtracting, 16j-- 192 = 13 (5).

Multiply (4) by 4 and (5) by 3,

48j;-442 = 52,

48x-57z= 39;

subtracting, 132= 13,

s=l,

and from (4) x= 2,

from(l) .y = 3.

Note. After a little practice the student will find that the solution

may often be considerably shortened by a suitable combination of the

proposed equations. Thus, in the present instance, by adding ( 1 ) and

(2) and .subtractinu (3) we obtain 2.r-42 = 0, or x= 2s. Substituting

in (1) and (2) we have two easy equations in y and z.

)
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Some modification of the foregoing rule may often be used
with advantage.

Example^. Solve |-l=|+ l=| + 2,

From the equation ^-1=^+ 1,
2 6

we have 3aj-y=12 (1).

Also, from the equation g - 1 = =+ 2,

we have 7a;-2z=42 (2).

And, from the equation | + ^= 13,

we have 2y+ 3z=78 (3).

Eliminating s from (2) and (3), we have

21a; + 4y= 282;

and from (1) 12a; - 4^=48 ;

whence a; =10, y=18.

Also by substitution in (2) we obtain z=14.

Example 3. Consider the equations

5a:-.3y- 2=6 (1),

13x-7y+ 32=14 (2),

7a:-4y=8 (3).

Multiplying (1) by 3 and adding to (2), we have

28a;- 16?/= 32,

or 7a;- 4?/= 8.

Thus the combination of equations (1) and (2) leads us to an
equation which is identical with (3), and so to find x and y we have
but a single equation 'Jx-4y= 8, the solution of which is indeter-

minate. [Art. 100.]

In this and similar cases the anomaly arises from the fact that

the equations are not independent ; in other words, one equation is

deducible from the others, and therefore contains no new relation

between the unknown quantities which is not already implied in the

other equations.

E.A. O
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EXAMPLES XUI. c.

Solve the equations

:

1. x+ 2y + 2z=\\, 2. a; + 3y + 4z=14,
1x+ y+ z= 7, x + 2y+ z- 7,

3a; + 42/+ z=14. 2x+ y + 2z= 2.

3. x + 4y + Sz=n, 4. 3a:-2y+ 2=2,
3a;+32/+ z=16, 2a; + 3y- z=5,
2x+ 2y+ z-U. x+ y+ z=6.

5. 2x+ y+ z=16, 6. a;-2y+ 3z=2,
x + 2y+ z= 9, 2a;-3y+ z=l,
x+ y + 2z= 3. 3a:- y + 2z^9.

7. 3x + 22/- 2=20, 8. 2a; + 3y + 4:;= 20,

2a:+ 3y + 6z= 70, 3a: + 4y + 5:= 26,

X- y + 6z= 41. 3x+ 5?/ + 6z=31.

9. 3a:-4?/= 6z-16, 4a:-y-z=5, a;=3y + 2(2- 1).

10. 5a:+ 2y=14, 2/-6z=-15, x + 2y + z=0.

11. ^-|= 6, y-f-8,
2-|=10.

12. ?4^^=^-^=^'. x^y + z=27.

13. ^=?^=5z-4a:, y+ z=2a:+ l.

14. 2a:+3y=5, 2z-y=l, 7x-9z=3.

15. ^(a: + z-5) =y-z 16. a: + 20=|^+ 10

= 2a:-ll =2z + 5

= 9-(a: + 22). =110-{y + z).

*107. Definition. If the product of two quantities be equal

to unity, each is said to be the reciprocal of the other. Thus
if ab= l, a and b are reciprocals. They are so called because

a= T, and b= - ; and consequently a is related to b exactly as

b is related to a.

The reciprocals of x and y are — and - respectively, and in
X y

solving the following equations we consider - and - as the

unknown quantities.
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Examplel. Solve ---=1 (1).
X y

^+^=7 (2).X y

Multiply (1) by 2 and (2) by 3 ; thus

1^-1^=2,
X y

^ + 1^= 21;
X y

adding, —=23;

multiplying up, 46= 23a:,

x=2',

and by substituting in ( 1 ), y= 3.

Example^. Solve -1+ ^ _1=^ (ly
2x 4y 3z 4

l=h <2).

i-5i;+i=^; '^''

clearing of fractional coefficients, we obtain

from(l) 6^?_*= 3 (4),
X y z

from(2) --- =0 (5),
X y

from (3) l^-§ +^=32 (6).
X y z

Multiply (4) by 15 and add the result to (6) ; we have

i^ + *?=77;
X y

dividing by 7, ^ + -= ^^ ^^^'

from (5) ---=0;
X y

.'. ^=11;
X

.: x=3r,

from (5)

from C4\

x=3,-\

z=2J
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EXAMPLES. Xm. d.

Solve the equations

:

1. ^+ ?=3.
X y

^ + 5= 4.
X y

4. ^ + i^=79,
a; y

l«-i=44.
X y

8 9^

V-^ yj

2. ?-Z=2,
X y



CHAPTER XIV.

Problems leading to Simultaneous Equations.

108. In the Examples discussed in the last chapter we have
seen that it is essential to have as many equations as there are

unknown quantities to determine. Consequently in the solution

of problems which give rise to simultaneous equations, it will

always be necessary that the statement of the question should
contain as many independent conditions as there are quantities

to be determined.

Example 1. Find two numbers whose difference is 11, and one-

fifth of whose sum is 9.

Let X be the greater number, y the less ;

Then x-y=n (1),

Also ^=9,
or a; + y= 45 (2).

By addition 2a:= 56 ; and by subtraction 2y= 34.

The numbers are therefore 28 and 17.

Example 2. If 15 lbs. of tea and 10 lbs. of coffee together cost

$15.50, and 25 lbs. of tea and 13 lbs. of cotiee together cost $24.55,
find the price of each per pound.

Suppose a pound of tea to cost x cents and a pound of coftee to

cost y cents.

Then from the question, we have

15a:+10y=1550 (]),

25x-+1.3«/= 2455 (2).

Multiplying (1) liy 5 and (2) by 3, we have

75a: + 5(\y = 7750,

75a; + 39?/= 7365.

Subtracting, lly = .385,

2/= 35.

And from (1) 15.r + 350 =1550.

Whence 15a: =1200;
.-. .T = 80.

Therefore the cost of a pound of tea is 80 cents, and the cost of a
pound of coffee is 35 cents.
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Example 3. A person spent .^6.80 in buying oranges at the rate

of 3 for 10 cents, and apples at 15 cents a dozen ; if he had bouglit

five times as many ftranges and a quarter of the nimiber of apples,

lie would have spent .$20.45. How many of each did he buy ?

Let X represent the number of oranges and y the number of apples.

. \0x
X oranges cost —— cents,

•• y apples cost -^ cents ;

.-. ^^1^ = 680 (1)

Again, 5x oranges cost 5x x—, or -—- cents, and ^ apples cost;

y 15 15y ,
6 i 4

.-..¥ +^= 2545 (2).

Multiply (1) by 5 and subtract (2) from the result

;

then (^75_i^)y = 855;

285.y y_^--^•=8.5;

.-. i/=144;

and from (1) a; = 150.

Thus there were 150 oranges and 144 apples.

Example 4. If the numerator of a fraction is increased by 2 and
the denominator by 1, it becomes equal to |^; and, if the numerator

and denominator are each diminished by 1, it becomes equal to ^:
find the fraction.

Let x be the numerator of the fraction, y the denominator

;

X
then the fraction is -•

y
From the first supposition,

a:+2 5 ,,«

^M^-8
^'''

X —\ 1
from the second, =- (2).

y- 1 2

These equations give a; =8, y=15.
Q

Thus the fraction is v?-
15
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Example 5. The middle digit of a number between 100 and 1000
is zero, and the sum of the other digits is 1 1. If the digits be reversed,

the number so formed exceeds the original number by 495 ; find it.

Let X be the digit in the units' place,

y hundreds' place ;

then, since the digit in the tens' place is 0, the number will be
represented by lOOy + a;. [Art. 81, Ex. 4.]

And if the digits are reversed the number so formed will be
represented by \QQx + y.

:. 100a: + y-(100y + a:)=495,

or 100x + y-100y-a;=495;
.-. 99a;-99i/= 495,

that is, x-y= 5 (1),

Again, since the sum of the digits is 11, and the middle one is 0,

we have x +y=\\ (2).

From (1) and (2) we find a;=8, 2/=3.

Hence the number is 308.

EXAMPLES XIV.

1. Find two numbers whose sum is 34, and whose difference is 10.

2. The sum of two numbers is 73, and their difference is 37

;

find the numbers,

3. One third of the sum of two numbers is 14, and one half of

their difference is 4 ; find the numbers.

4. One nineteenth of the sum of two numbers is 4, and their

difference is 30 ; find the numbers.

5. Half the sum of two numbers is 20, and three times their

difference is 18 ; find the numbers.

6. Six pounds of tea and eleven pounds of sugar cost $5.65, and
eleven pounds of tea and six pounds of sugar cost $9.65. Find
the cost of tea and sugar per pound.

7. Six horses and seven cows can be bought for $250, and
thirteen cows and eleven horses can be bought for $461. What is

the value of each animal ?

8. A, B, C, D have .$290 between them ; A tas twice as much as

G, and B has three times as much as D ; also Cand D together have
$50 less than A. Find how much each has.

9. A, B, C, D have $270 between them ; A has tlireo times as

much as C, and B five times as miich as D ; also A and B together
have $50 less than eight times what C has. Find how much each
has.
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10. Four times 5's age exceeds ^'s age by twenty years, and one
third of ^'s age is less than B's age }>y two years : tind their ages.

11. One eleventli of yl's age is greater by two years than one
seventh of B's, and twice B's age is equal to what A'a age was
thirteen years ago : find their ages.

12. In eight hours A walks twelve miles more than B does in

seven hours ; and in thirteen hours B walks seven miles more than

A does in nine hours. How many miles does each walk per hour?

13. In eleven hours C walks 12^ miles less than D does in twelve

hours ; and in live hours D walks 3^ miles less than G does in seven

hours. How many miles does each walk per hour ?

14. Find a fraction such that if 1 be added to its denominator it

reduces to ^, and reduces to j on adding 2 to its numerator.

15. Find a fraction which becomes ^ on subtracting 1 from the

numerator and adding 2 to the denominator, and reduces to -^ on

subtracting 7 from the numerator and 2 from the denominator.

16. If 1 be added to the numerator of a fraction it reduces to ^

;

if 1 be taken from the denominator it reduces to ^ : required the

fraction.

17. If I be added to the numerator of a certain fraction the

fraction will be increased by J^- *"*! if ^ ^^ taken from its de-

nominator the fraction becomes | : find it.

18. The sum of a numl)er of two digits and of the number formed
by reversing the digits is 110, and the difference of the digits is 6

:

find the numbers.

19. The sum of the digits of a number is 13, and the difference

between the number and that formed by reversing the digits is 27

:

tind the numbers.

20. A certain number of two digits is three times the sum of its

digits, and if 45 be added to it the digits will be reversed : find the

number.

21. A certain number between 10 and 100 is eight times the

sum of its digits, and if 45 be subtracted from it the digits will be

reversed : find the number.

22. A man ha.s a number of dollar bills and ten-cent pieces, and
he olisurves that if the dollars were turned into ten-cent pieces and
the ton-cent pieces into di)lhus \w would gain .'S2.70 ; but if the

dollars were turned into iialf dcjUars and the ten-cent pieces into

quarters he would lo.se .$1.30. How many of each had lie?

23. In a bag containing black and white balls, half tlic number
of white is equal to a tliird of the number of black ; and twice the

wliole number of balls exceeds three times the number of black balls

by four. How many balls did the bag contain?
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24. A number consists of three, digits, the right-hand one being
zero. If the left-hand and middle digits be interchanged the number
is diminished by 180 ; if the left-hand digit be halved and the middle
and right-hand digits be interchanged the number is diminished by
454. Find the number.

25. The wages of 10 men and 8 boys amount to $22.30 ; if 4 men
together receive $3.40 more than 6 boys, what are the wages of each
man and boy ?

26. A grocer wishes to mix sugar at 8 cents a pound with another
sort at 5 cents a pound to make 60 pounds to be sold at 6 cents a

pound. What quantity of each must he take ?

27. A traveller walks a certain distance ; had he gone half a
mile an hour faster, he would have walked it in four-fifths of the
time : had he gone half a mile an hour slower, he would have been
2i hours longer on the road. Find the distance.

28. A man walks 35 miles partly at the rate of 4 miles an hour,

and partly at 5 ; if he had walked at 5 miles an hour when he walked
at 4, and vice versa, he would have covered two miles more in the
same time. Find the time he was walking.

29. Two persons, 27 miles apart, setting out at the same time are

together in 9 hours if they walk in the same direction, but in 3 hours
if they walk in opposite directions : find their rates of walking.

30. When a certain number of two digits is doubled, and increased

by 10, the result is the same as if the number had been reversed, and
doubled, and then diminished by 8 ; also the number itself exceeds

3 times the sum of its digits by 18 : find the number.

31. If I lend a sum of money at 6 per cent. , the interest for a

certain time exceeds the loan by $100 ; but if I lend it at 3 per cent.,

for a fourth of the time, the loan exceeds its interest bj' $425. How
much do I lend ?

32. ^4 takes 3 hours longer than B to walk 30 miles ; but if he

doubles his pace he takes 2 hours less time than B : find their rates

of walking.



CHAPTER XV.

Involution.

[Arts. 41-45 ahovld he studied here by those who have adopted the

postponement suggested on page 33. ]

109. Definition. Involution is the general name for multi-

plying an expression by itself so as to find its second, third,

fourth, or any other power.

Involution may always be effected by actual multiplication.

Here, however, we shall give some rules for writing down at

once

(1) any power of a simple expression
;

(2) the square and cube of any binomial

;

(3) the square of any multinomial.

110. It is evident from the Rule of Signs that

(1) no even power of any quantity can be negative ;

(2) any odd power of a quantity will have the same sign as

the quantity itself.

Note. It is especially worthy of notice that the square of every
expression, whether positive or negative, is positive.

111. From definition we have, by the rules of multiplication,

(-a»)3 = (-a6)(-a6)(-a5)= -a^+^+s^ -a".

(-3a3)*= (-3)*(a3)« = 81ai2.

Hence we obtain a rule for raising a simple expression to any
proposed power.

Rule. (1) Raise the coefficient to the required pou'er by Arith-

metic, and prefix the proper sign found by the Rule of Signs.

(2) Mtdtiply the iiidex of every factor of the expression by the

exponent of the power required.
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Examples. ( - 2x-f = - Z2x^\

(-3a63)6=729a«6i8.

{2ab^V _\&a^
Kzx'^y} ~81xV"

It will be seen that in the last case the numerator and the denomi-
oator are operated upon separately.

EXAMPLES XV. a.

Write down the square of each of the following expressions

:

1.
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Example 1 . {x + 1yf= x'^ + '2,.x.2yt (2yf
= x'^ + ixy + 4y-.

Example 2. {2a^

-

36-)== (2a^)--2. 2a? . ^b- + (362)2 .

= 4a«-12a-''62 + 96*.

113. These rules may sometimes bo conveniently applied to
find the squares of numerical quantities.

Example 1. The square of 1012= ( 1000 + 12)2

= (1000)2 + 2. 1000. 12 + (12)»

= 1000000 + 24000+144
= 1024144.

Example 2. The square of 98 = ( 100 - 2)2

= (100)2-2. 100. 2 + (2)2

= 10000-400 + 4

= 9604.

The work is considerably shortened by the omission of the first

two steps.

114. We may now extend the rules of Art 112 thus :

(a+ 6+ c)2={(a + 6)+ c}2

=(a+ by+2(a + b)c+ c^ [Art. 112. Rule 1.]

= a^+ b'^+ c^ + 2ab + 2ac + 26c.

In the same way we may prove

(a-b + cf= a^+ F-+ c^-2ab+ 2ac-2bc

(a+ b+ c+ dy-=a'^+ b^+ c^+ d-+ 2ab+ 2ac+ 2ad+2bc+2bd+2cd.

In each of these instances we oltserve that the square con-

sists of

(1) the sum of the squares of the several terms of the given
expression

;

(2) twice the sum of the jiroducts two and two of the several

terms, taken with their proper signs ; that is, in each product
the sign is + or — according as the quantities composing it

have like or unlike signs.

Note. The square terms are alwaj's positive.

The same laws hold whatever be the number of terms in the

expression to be squared.

Rule. To find the square of any multinominal : to the sum oj

the squares of the severrd terms add twice the product (un'th the

proper sign) of each term into each of the terms that follow it.
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Ex. 1. {x-1y-^zf= x^ + ^y'^+ ^z--2.x.2y-2.x.iz + 1.2y.Zz
= a-2 + Ay"^+ 92^ - 4.ry - Qxz + 1 2yz.

Ex. 2. (l + 2x-3x2)2=l+4a;2+9a:* + 2. 1 .2a:-2.1 . Sx-^ - 2 . 2a; . Sx^

= 1 + 4^2 + 9^4 + 4a; _ 6a;2 - 12a;='

= l + 4a;- 2^2- 12x3 + 9a;S

by collecting like terms and rearranging.

EXAMPLES XV. b.

Write down the square of each of the following expressions :

1. a + 36. 2. a-Zh. 3. x-5y. 4. 2x + 3y.

5. 3x-y. 6. 3x + 5y. 7. 9a; -2y. 8. 5afc-c.

9. pq-r. 10. x-ahc. \\. ax + 2by. 12. x^-l.

13. a-6-c. 14. a + h-c. 15. a + 26 + c.

16. 2a-.3& + 4c. 17. x^-y"-z". 18. a-y + yz + cx.

19. Sp-2q + 4r. 20. x^-x + l. 21. 2a;2+ 3a;-l.

22. x-y + a-h. 23. 2a; + 3y + a - 2?^. 24. m-n-p-q.

25. ^a-2& + |. 26. |-3&-| 27. l^'-^ + l

115. By actual multiplication we have

{a+ bf= (a+ b){a+ b)(a + h)

=a^+ Za^b+ 3ah'^ + P.

Also (a - by=a?- 3a^b+ Sab"^ - b\

By observing the law of formation of the terms in these

results we can write down the cube of any binomial.

Example 1 . {2x + yf= {2xf + 3 {2xfy + 3 {2a;) y'^ + y^

= Sar' + \2xhj+ Qxy"^ + y^.

Example 2. (3a; - 2a'^f= {3xf - 3 (Zxf[2a'^) + 3 (3a;) {2ay- - (2a2)3

= 27x3 - 54a;2a2 + 36a;a* - 8a6.

EXAMPLES XV c.

"Write down the cube of each of the following expressions :

1.
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Evolution.

[Arts. 51-54 should be studied here by those who have adopted the

postponement suggested on page 38.]

116. Definition. The root of any proposed expression is

that quantity which being multiplied by itself the requisite

number of times produces the given expression.

The operation of finding the root is called Evolution : it is

the reverse of Involution.

117. By the Rule of Signs we see that

(1) any even root of a positive quantity may be either positive

or negative
;

(2) no negative quantity can have an even root

;

(3) every odd root of a quantity has the same sign as the

quantity itself.

Note. It is especially worthy of remark that every positive

quantity has two square roots equal in magnitude, but opposite
in sign.

Example. »jQa-x^= ±3ax^.

In the present chapter, however, we shall confine our attention to

the positive root.

Examples. ija^b*=a^b^, because {a%-)'^=a%*.

Xl -y?= -a?, because {-a^)^= -a^.

^^=c*, because {c*)^-c'^.

iJslx^'=Sx^, because {S3^)*=Slx^^.

118. From the foregoing examples we may deduce a general

rule for extracting any proposed root of a simple expression :

Rule. (1) Find the root of the coeffi.cient by Arithmetic, and
prefix the proper sign.

(2) Divide the exponent of every factor of the expression hy the

index of the proposed root.

Examples. si - 64a;*= - 4x^.

4/l6a8=2a2.

l8lx^_9x^
25c* ~5c»*4
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EXAMPLES XVI. a.

Write down the square root of the following expressions :

1.
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Example 3. Find the square root of 4a- + fc'^ + c^+iah -Aac - 2hc.

Arrange the terms in descending powers of a, and the other letters

alphabetically ; then

the expression = 4a^ + 4ab - 4ac + 6^ - 26c + c*

= 4a'^ + 4a(b-c) + (b-c)^

= (2a)2 + 2.2a(6-c) + (6-c)2

= {2a + (6-c)}2;

whence the required square root is 2a + 6 - c,

Or we might proceed as follows :

the expression ^ {2a)- + 1"^ + 0^ + 2. (2a) 6 - 2 . (2a) c - 2 . 6 . c,

which is evidently the square root of 2a + 6-c. [Art. 114.]

119. When the square root cannot be easily determined by
inspection we must have recourse to tlie rule we are about to

explain, which is quite general, and applicable to all ca.ses. But
the strident is advised to use methods of inspection wherever possible,

in preference to rules.

Since the square of a + 5 is a- + 2ah+ b", we have to discover a

process by v.'hich a and b, the terms of the root, can be found
when a^+ 2ab+ b'^ is given.

Now a^ + 2ab + b^ = a^ + b(2a + b),

so that the expression is made up of

(1) the square of the/rs^ term of the root, together with

(2) the product of the second term of the root into an ex-

pression consisting of this second term added to twice the first term

of the root.

By reversing the process we arrive at the following method
of working :

o2 + 2a6+ 62(a + 6

2a-\-b 2ab + b^

2ab+ b^

Explanation. (1) The terms are first arranged according to the

powers of one letter a.

(2) The square root of a^ is written down as the first term of the

root, and its square subtracted from the given expression.

(3) The first term of the remainder is divided by ttvic the first

term of the root to obtain the second term of the root, that is, b.

(4) The second term of the root is added to twice the term already

found to form the complete divisor 2a + 6.
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Example 1. Find the square root of Ox^ - 42a;y + 49^^^.

9a;2 - 42xy + 49y2 (^x-ly
9a;2

6a; -72/ -42x2/ + 49y2

-42xy + 493/2

Eocplanation. The square root of 9^^ is Sx, and this is the first

term of the root.

By doubling this we obtain 6a;, which is the first term of the
divisor. Dividing - ^2xy, the first term of the remainder, by %x we
get - ly, the new term in the root, which has to be annexed both to

the root and divisor. We next multiply the complete divisor by
- ly and subtract the result from the first remainder. There is now
no remainder, and the root has been found.

The rule can be extended so as to find the square root of any
multinomial. The first two terms of the root will be obtained as

before. When we have brought down the second remainder, the
first part of the new divisor is obtained by doubling the terms of

the root already found. We then divide the first term of the

remainder by the first term of the new divisor, and set down the

result as the next term in the root and in the divisor. We next
multiply the complete divisor by the last term of the root and
subtract the product from the last remainder. If there is now no
remainder the root has been found ; if there is a remainder we
continue the process.

Example 2. Find the square root of

25x2a2 _ 1 2x-a3 + 1 6ar* + 4a* - 24ar'a. '

Rearrange in descending powers of x.

16ar* - 24a;3a+ 25x2„2 _ i^xa?+ 4a'» ( 4x2 _ ^^^ + 2a2

16x4

8x2 _ 3;ca - 24x^01 + 25x2a2

-24x3a+ 9.r2a2

8x2 _ gaja + 2a2 16xV--12xa2 + 4a.'*

Explanation. When we have obtained two terms in the root,

4x2 _ 32.Qj^ ^e have a remainder

16.r2a2_i2a-a3 + 4a4.

Doubling the terms of the root already found, we place the result,

8x2- Qxa, as the first part of the divisor. Dividing \Qx-a?, the first

term of the remainder, by 8x2, ^jjg gj.g(^ term of the divisor, we get

+ 2a2, which we annex both to the root and divisor. We now
multiply the complete divisor by 2(1^ and subtract. There is no
remainder, and the root is found.
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EXAMPLES XVI. b.

Find the square root of each of the following expressions :

1. x^ + Axy + Ay"^. 2. 0«2 + 12a<; + 462.

3. x^-\ Oxy + 251/2. 4. 4a;2 -\2xy + 9//^.

5. 81a:2 + 18xy + y2, 6. 25x2-30x!/ + V.
7. x*-2x'^y'^i-y*. 8. l-2a=' + a''.

9. a«-2a3 + 3a2-2a + l. 10. 4a;*- 12x3 + 29x2 -30a; + 25.

11. 9x*-12x3-2x2 + 4x + l. 12. x*-4x3 + 6x2-4x+l.

13. 4a4 + 4a»-7a-'-4a + 4. 14. 1 - 10x + 27a:2- lOx^+a:*.

15. 4x2 + 9y2 + 25^2 + 12xy - 301/ z - 20x2.

16. 16x8 +16x7 -4x8- 4x9 + xi».

17. x6 - 22x* + 34x3 + 121x2 -374x + 289.

18. 25x4 _ 30aa;3 + 49a2a;2 - 24a3x + 1 6a«.

19. 4x4 + 4a.2y2 _ 1 2x2s2 + y^ _ gyV + 9.4

20. 6a62c - 4a26c + a%" + 4a2c2 + 9?>2c2 - 12a6c2.

21. - 662c2 + gc* + h*- 12c2a2 + Aa* + 4a262.
"

22. 4x4 + 9y4+13x2i/2- 6x2/3 -4x3y.

23. 67x2 + 49 + 9x4 -70x- 30x3.

24. 1 - 4x + 10x2 - 20x3 + 25x4 _ 2^^^ + IGx^.

25. 6acx« + 462x4 + a2x"> + 9c2 - 126cx2 - 4a6x''.

[If preferred, the remainder of this chapter may be postponed and
taken after Chap, xxiv.]

*120. When the expression whose root is required contains

fractional terms, we may proceed as before, the fractional part

of the work being performed by the rules explained in Chap. xii.

*121. There is one important point to be observed when an
expression contains powers of a certain letter and also powers of

its reciprocal. Thus in the expression

2x+ ^„ + 4+ x^+ -+ 'Ix^+^,
X' X or

the order of descending powers is

•« , 9 ^ ,518
a;'+ 7x2+ 2jr+ 4 + - + -3+ --

;X or XT

and the numerical quantity 4 stands between x and -•

The reason for this arrangement will appear in Chap, xxx
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Exarti'de. Find the square root of 24 H % h -5 ->
x^ y y^ X

Arrange the expression in descending powers of y.

16y!_??y +24-- + -(i^-4 + -
oc^ X y y-\ X y
16y2

^-4
X
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16.

17.

18.

Find the square root of each of the following expressions ;

9a2 6a 101

5a:^ 25

4x 4x'^

i5a 9a2*

IB 4 4

X* x^

*1 22. To find the cube root of a compound expression.

Since the cube of a + b is a^+ Sa^b + Sab^+ b^, we have to

discover a process by which a and 6, the terras of the root, can
be found when a^+ Sa'b+ 3ab^ + b^ is given.

The first term a is the cube root of a^.

Arrange the terms according to powers of one letter a ; then
the first term is a^, and its cube root a. Set this down as the
first term of the required root. Subtract a^ from the given
expression and the remainder is

Sa'^b+ Sab^ + b^ or {3a^+ 3ab+ b'^)xb.

Thus h, the second term of the root, will be the quotient

when the remainder is divided by 3a'^ + 3ab + b'^.

This divisor consists of three terms :

(1) Three times the square of a, the term of the root already

found.

(2) Three times the product of tlie first term a, and the new
term b.

(3) The square of b.

The work may be arranged as follows

:

a^+ 3a^b+ ^ab'^+ b^a + b
r,3

3(a)2 =3a2
3xax6= +3ab
(bf = ±^

3a2+ 3ai + 62

3a26 + 3a62+ 63

3a% + 3ab^+ b^

Example 1. Find the cube root of 8a:^ - SQx'^y + 54xy^ - 27y^.

Sx^ - Sexh/ + 54jy2 _ 27^" (2x-3y
8x^

3(2a;)2 ^12a:2
3x2xx(-3y)= - 18a:y

(-Syf -- +9y2

I2x'^-\8xy + 9y^

-36x2y + 54ry2-27yS

-36x''y + 54a:y2-27y»
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EXAMPLES XVI. d.

Find the cube root of each of the following expressions :

1. a3 + 3a,2 + 3a+l. 2. x^ + Gx"^ + \2x + 8.

3. aV-Sa^xV + Saary^-yS. 4. Sm^ -12m^ + 6m-l.

5. 64a3-144a26 + 108a62-27;A

6. l + 3x + 6x- + 7x^ + 63!* + 3x^ + x^.

7. 1 - 6x + 21x2 _ 44a;3 + 63x^ - 54x5 + 27x«.

8. a» + 6a26 - Sa^c + 1 2ab'^ - l2abc + 5ac^ + 8b^-\2bh+ 6bc^ - <?.

9. 8a«-36a5 + 66a*-63a3 + 33a2-9a + l.

10. 2/«-3y» + 6y*-7j/' + 6y2-3y + l.

11. 8x«+ 12x6 - 30^4 _ 35a.3 ^_ 45a;2 + .27x - 27.

12. 27a:« - 54x^0 + 1 1 7x*a2 - 1 1 Gx^a^ + 1 17XV - 5^xa? + 27a8.

13. 27x« -27x5 -18x4 + 17x3 + 6x2 -3x-l.

14. 24xV + 96x2y* - 6x5// ^_ 3-6 _ 95^y5 ^ 64y6 - bQ3?y^.

15. 216 + 342x2 + 17 ia;4 + 27x« - 27x* - 109x3 - 108x.

*1 23. We add some examples of cube root where fractional

terms occur in the given expressions.

8 36
Example. Find the cube root of 54 - 27x3 + -g -^
Arrange the expression in ascending powers of x.

3x (IT

(-3x)2

12

18
3x ^ x(-3x)= -

X^ X

^-| + 54-27x3{-„-3«
Ax2"'

+ 9x2

12 18 „ .

—i + 9x-
ar X

+ 54-27«»

+ 54-27x»
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* EXAMPLES XVI. e.

Find the cube root of each of the following expressions

64y3 8y2 ^ y ^

1.



CHAPTER XVn.

Resolution into Factors.

125. Definition. When an algebraical expression is the
product of two or more expressions each of these latter quan-
tities is called a factor of it, and the determination of these

quantities is called the resolution of the expression into its

factors.

In this chapter we shall explain the principal rules by which
the resolution of expressions into their component factors may
be effected.

126. ]Vhen each of the terms which compose an expression is

divisible by a common factor, the expression may be simplified

by dividing each term separately by this factor, and enclosing

the quotient within brackets ; the common factor being placed

outside as a coefficient.

Example 1. The terms of the expression 3a^ - 6a6 have a common
factor 3a

;

.-. 3a2-6a6 = 3a(a-26).

Example 2. 5a%3? - \5ahx^ - 2%^3?=5bs?{a'^x

-

3a -462).

EXAMPLES XVIL a.

Resolve into factors :

1. a? -ax. 2. o(?-x\ 3. 2(1 -2a'.

4. a'^-ab''. 5. Ip'+p. 6. 8.T-2ar».

7. 5ax-5a^x\ 8. Zx^+ of. 9. a?+ xy.

10. Q^-xhf. 11. 5a;-25arV. 12. 15+25x2.

13. \&x + Ux^y. 14. 15a2-225a*. 15. 54 -Six.

16. 10x3_25a,-^y. 17. 3x3-x2 + a;. 18. Gx^+ 2ar* + 4x».

19. 3?-a?y-¥xy\ 20. 3a* - Sa^fc + Ga^fc^. 21. 2xV - Cx^y^ + 2xy«.

22. 6x3-9x2y+12xy2. 23. 5x5 - lOa^x^ - ISa^x^.

24. 7a-7a3+ I4a*. 25. 38aV4 57aV.
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127. An expression may be resolved into factors if the terms

can be arranged in groiips which hare a coinpotmd factor common.

Example 1. Resolve into factors .r^ -ax-^hx- ah.

Noticing that the first two terms contain a common factor x, and
the last two terms a common factor h, we enclose the first two terms
in one bracket, and the last two in another. Thus

x"^ - ax + hx - ab= [x^ - ax) + (6a; - ah)

=x(x-a) + h{x-a)
= (x -a) taken x times plus {x - a) taken h times

= {x-a) taken (x+h) times

= {x-a){x + h).

Example 2. Resolve into factors 6x^ - ^ax+ 4:6a; - 6a6.

%x^ - 9aa; + 46a; - 6a6= (6a;^ - ^ax) + (46a; - 6(z6)

= 3x(2x - 3a) + 26 (2a; - 3a)

= (2x-3a)(3a; + 26).

Example 3. Resolve into factors 12a2 - 4a6 - 3aa;^ + 6a;'^.

12a2 - 4a6 - 3aa;2 + 6a;2= (12a2 - 4a6) - (3aa;2 - 6a;2)

= 4a(3a-6)-a;2(3a-6)
= (3a-6)(4a~ar2).

Note. In the first line of work it is sufficient to see that each pair
contains some common factor. Thus, in the last example, by a
different arrangement, we have

T2a2 - 4a6 - Zax"^ + 6a;2= (12a2 - 3aa;2) - (4a6 - 6a;2)

= 3a(4a-a;2)-6(4a-a;2)

= (4a-a;2)(3a-6),

the same result as before, since it is immaterial in what order the
factors of a product are written.

EXAMPLES XVII. b.

Resolve into factors :

1, a^+ a6 + ac + be. 2. a^ - ac + a6 - he.

3, ofic^+acd + ahc + hd. 4. a2 + 3a + ac + 3c.

5. 2a;+ ca; + 2c + c-. 6. a;^ - aa; f 5a; - 5a.

7. 5a + a6 + 56 + 62. 8. ah-hy-ay+y\
9. ax-bx-az+ bz. 10. pr + qr-ps-qs.

11. mx - my -nx + ny. 12. mx - ma + nx - na.

13. 2aa;+ ay + 26a; + 6y. 14. 3aa; - 6a; - 3a2/ + 6y.
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Resolve into factors :

15. 6^;^^ + 3x-y - 2ax - ay. 16. mx - 2my -nx+ 2ny.

17. ax- - 3bxy - axy + Sby"^. 18. x^ + mxy - 4xy - 4my^.

19. ax^ + bx'^ + 2a + 2b. 20. x"^ -3x-xy + Sy.

21. 2x*-3^ + 4x-2. 22. 3x-3 + 5x2 + 3a; + 5.

23. x* + ofi + 2x + 2. 24. y^-y'^ + y-l.

25. axy + bcxy -az- bcz. 26. /^^'^ +g^^ ~ ag^ - o/f^.

27. 2aar^ + Zaxy - 2bxy - 36y*. 28. amx^ + bmxy - anxy - bny"^.

29. ax-bx + by + cy-cx-ay. 30. a^x + abx + ac + aby + b^y + be.

Trinomial Expressions.

128. Before proceeding to the next case of resolution into

factors the student is advised to refer to Chap. v. Art. 44.

Attention has there been drawn to the way in which, in forming
the product of two binomials, the coefficients of the diiferent

terms combine so as to give a trinomial result. Thus, by Art. 44,

(^+ 5)(^+ 3)=^+ 8^+15 (1),

(x-5)lv-3)=x^-8x + \5 (2),

(x+ 5) (x -3)= Ji^ + 2.V -15 (3),

{x-5){x+ 3)=x^-2x-\b (4).

We now propose to consider the converse problem : namely.
the resolution of a trinomial expression, similar to those which
occur on the right-hand side of the above identities, into its

component binomial factors.

By examining the above results, we notice that

:

1. The first terra of both the factors is x.

2. The product of the second terms of the two factors is

equal to the third term of the trinomial ; e.g. in (2) above we see

that 15 is the product of -5 and -3 ; while in (3) -15 is the

product of + 5 and — 3.

3. The algebraic stim of the second terms of the two factors is

equal to the coefficient of x in the trinomial ; e.g. in (4) the snm
of -5 and +3 gives -2, the coefficient of x in the trinomial.

In applying these laws we will first consider a case where the

third term of the trinomial is positive.

Example 1. Resolve into factors a^-(-lla; + 24.

The second terms of the factors must be such that their product
is +24, and their sum +11. It is clear that they must be +8
and +3.

.-. a;2+lla; + 24= (x + 8)(j; + 3).
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Example 2. Resolve into factors x^ - 10a; +24.

The second terms of the factors must be such that their product
is + 24, and their sum - 10. Hence they must both be negative, and
it is easy to see tliat they must be - 6 and - 4.

.-. a;2-10a;+ 24=(a;-6)(a;-4).

Example 3. a:^ - 18a; + 81 = (a: - 9) (a; - 9)

= (a;-9)2.

Example 4. a;* + lOa;^ + 25 = (a;^ + 5) [x^+ 5)
= (a;2+ 5)2.

Example 5. Resolve into factors x^- llaa;+ lOa^.

The second terms of the factors must be such that their product
is + lOa^ and their sum - 11a. Hence they must be - 10a and - a.

:. a;2- llaa; + 10a"=(a;-10a)(a;-a).

Note. In examples of this kind the student should always verify

his results, by forming the product (mentally, as explained in Chap, v.)

of the factors he has chosen.

EXAMPLES XVII. c.

Resolve into factors :

1.

4.

7.

10.

13.

16.

19.

25.

27.

29.

33.

35.

39.

41.

43.

45.

a2 + 3a + 2.

a2-7a+12.
a;2-19a; + 90.

ar^- 21a; + 108.

a;2-19a; + 84.

a;2 + 20a; + 96.

a;2 + 23a;+102.

2. a2 + 2a + l.

5. a;2-lla;+ .S0.

8. a;2+13a; + 42.

11. a;2-21a; + 80.

14. a;2-19a; + 78.

a;2-26a; + 165.

a2-24a + 95.

X- -

17.

20.

22. a2+ 30a + 225. 23. a2+ 54a + 729.

3. a2 + 7a + 12.

15a; + 56.

21a; + 110,

21a; + 90.

18a; + 45.

21a; + 104.

32a + 256.

38a + 36L

a;- + !

a;2

-

9. a;2

12

15

18. a;2

21.

24.

a^-\

a-

a^-l4ab + i%-.

m^ - 13mn+ iOn^.

a;2-23a;2/ + 132i/2.

31. X^ + SaP+ l.

a;V-16a;?/ + 39.

a:V + 34x2/+ 289.

37. a'^-20ahx + 15bV-.

12-7a; + a:2.

132-23a; + a;2.

130 + 31a:2/ + a-V
47. 204-29xHar».

26. a^ + dab + Gb"-.

28. m^-22mn + 105iA

30. a;2-26a;2/+ 1691/2,

32. a;* + 9a;V + lV-
34. a;2 + 49a;2/ + 6002/2.

36. a*6* + 37a262 + 300.

38. a;2 + 43.r2/ + 3902/'2.

40. a;*+162a;2 + 65Gl.

42. 20 + 9a; + a;2.

44. 88 + 19a; + a;2.

46. 143-24a;a + a;2a2.

48. 216 + 35a; + a;2.
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129. Next consider a case where the third term of the tri-

nomial is negative.

Example 1. Resolve into factors oi^ + 2x-35.

The second terms of the factors must be such that their product
is - 35, and their aJrjehraical sum +2. Hence they must have opposite

signs, and the greater of them must be positive in order to give its

sign to their sum.

The required terms are therefore + 7 and - 5.

.-. a^+ 2x-35 = (x + 'l)(x-5).

Example 2, Resolve into factors x^-3x- 54.

The second terms of the factors must be such that their product
is - 54, and their algebraical s^ml - 3. Hence they must have opposite

signs, and the greater of them must be negative in order to give its

sign to their sum.

The required terms are therefore - 9 and + 6.

.-. a;2-3.r-54= (x-9){a;+ 6).

Remembering that in these cases the numerical quantities

m7ist have opposite signs, if preferred, the following metho<l may
be adopted.

Example 3. Resolve into factors xh/^ + 23xy - 420.

Find two numbers whose product is 420, and whose dijference is 23.

These are 35 and 12 ; hence inserting the signs so that the positive

may predominate, we have

K2y2+ 23a:y - 420

=

{xy + 35) {xy - 12).

EXAMPLES XVII. d.

Resolve into factors :

1. x''--x-2. 2. x'^ + x-2. 3. x2-a;-6.

4. x'^ + x-Q. 5. X--2X-3. 6. x^ + 2x-3.
7. .r2 + .r-56. 8. a;2 + 3.r-40. 9. .t--4x-12.

10. a2-a-20. 11. a2-4a-21. 12. aMa-20.
13. a2-4a-117. 14. a;^ + 9a: - .30. 15. x'^ + x-\m.
16. a:2 + a;-110. 17. x^-9x-%0. 18. a;2-a;-240.

19. a-' -12a -85. 20. a^-\\a-\^^2. 21. oi^^-5xy-2A.

22. X'^lxy-my-. 23. x^ + ax-A2a". 24. a;^ - 32ry - 105.y"

25. a^-ay-2\0y-. 26. a;2+18a;- 1 15. 27. .r^ - 20.r!/ - 9Gy-.

28. X- + 16a; - 260. 29. a^ - 1 la - 26. 30. «"/ + Uay - 240.
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31. a* - a262 - 566^. 32. x^-]4x'--51. 33. j/H 6a;V - 27a:*.

34. a%-^-3abc-lOc\ 35. a^ + I2abx - 28b'^x\

36. a^-lSaxy-2i3xY- 37. x'^ + ISa'^x'^ - 300a*.

38. X* - a^x^ - I32a\ 39. x" - a^x^ - 462a4.

40. a;« + a;='-870. 41. 2 + x-x-. 42. G + x-x"^.

43. UO-x-x"^. 44. 380-a5-x2. 45. 120 - 7aa; - a^ajS.

46. 65 + 8xy-a;V- 47. OS-Tx-a:^. 48. 204-5x-x2.

[i^or easy Miscellaneous Examples see page 124^.]

130. We proceed now to the resolution into factors of tri-

nomial expressions when the coefficient of the highest power is not

unity.

Again, referring to Chap. v. Art. 44, we may write down the
following results :

(3jr+ 2)(.r+ 4) = 3a,-2+ 14ji.- + 8 (1),

(3.r-2)(.r-4) = 3.r2-14^+ 8 (2),

(3.r + 2)(.r-4) = 3x2-10.r-8 (3),

(3a;-2)(a,-+ 4) = 3.r2 + 10.r-8 (4).

The converse problem presents more difficulty than the cases

we have yet considered.

Before endeavouring to give a general method of procedure, it

will be worth while to examine in detail two of the identities

given above.

Consider the result 3.r"^— 14x+ 8 = (3a.'-2)(a: — 4).

The first term Zx- is the product of 3.r and x.

The third term +8 -2 and -4.

The middle term — 14.y is the result of adding together the
two products 3.r X - 4 and xx —2.

Again, consider the result 3x^ — \0x — S= {3x+ 2){x — A).

The first term 3^^ is the product of 3.r and x.

The third term -8 + 2 and -4.

The middle term -"[Ox is the result of adding together the

two products 3.r x — 4 and xy.2 ; and its sign is negative because

the greater of these two products is negative.

131. The beginner will frequently find that it is not easy to

select the proper factors at the first trial. Practice alone will

enable him to detect at a glance whether any pair he has chosen

will combine so as to give the correct coefficients of the expres-

sion to be resolved,
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Example. Resolve into factors Ix^ - 19a; - 6.

Write down (7a; 3) {x 2) for a first trial, noticing that 3 and 2

must have opposite signs. These factors give Ix- and - 6 for the

first and third terms. But since 7x2-3x1 = 11, the combination

fails to give the correct coefficient of the middle term.

Next try (7x 2) (a: 3).

Since 7x3-2x1 = 19, these factors will be correct if we insert

the signs so that the negative shall predominate.

Thus 7x2-19x-6 = (7a; + 2)(x-3).

[Verify by mental multiplication. ]

132. In actual work it will not be necessary to put down all

these steps at length. The student will soon find that the

different cases may be rapidly reviewed, and the unsuitable

combinations rejected at once.

It is especially important to pay attention to the two following

hints :

1. If the third term of the trinomial is positive, then the

second terras of its factors have both the same sign, and this sign

is the same as that of the middle term of the trinomial.

2. If the third term of the trinomial is negative, then the

second terms of its factors have opposite signs.

Example 1. Resolve into factors 14a;2 + 29a: - 15 (1),

14a:2-29a;-15 (2).

In each case we may write down (7a; 3) (2a; 5) as a first trial,

noticing that 3 and 5 must have opposite signs.

And since 7x5-3x2 = 29, we have only now to insert the proper

Bigns in each factor.

In (1) the positive sign must predominate,

in 2 the negative

Therefore 14a;2 + 29a;- 15 = (7a;-3)(2a; + 5).

14a;2 - 29a; - 15 = (7a: + 3) (2a; - 5).

Example 2. Resolve into factors 5a;-+17a; + 6 (1),

5a:2-17x + 6 (2).

In (1) we notice that the factors which give 6 are both positive.

In (2) negative.

And therefore for (1) we may write (5a; + )(a;+ ).

(2) (5a:- ){x- ).

And, since 5 x 3 + 1 x 2= 17, we see that

5a:- + 1 7a;+ 6 = (5a; + 2) (X+ 3),

6«=-17«+6=(5x-2)(x-3).
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Note. In each expression the third term 6 also admits of factors

6 and 1 : but this is one of the cases referred to above which the
student would reject at once as unsuitable.

Example 3. 9x' -4S,xy+Q^^=(^x-8y){Zx-%y)
= (3x-8yr.

Example 4. 6 + lx-5ofi=(3 + 5x)(2- x).

EXAMPLES XVII. e.

Kesolve into factors :

1.
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Example. Resolve into factors 25a;- - 16y*.

25x- - I6y" = (5x)- - {4y)\

Therefore the first factor is the sum of 5x and 4y,

and the second factor is the difference of 5x and 4y.

.-. 25a;- -l6y- = (5x + 4i/)(5x - 4y).

The intermediate steps may usually be omitted.

Example. 1 - 49c6 = {\ + lc^)[\-1c%

The difference of the squares of two numerical quantities

may be found by the formula aP' — h'^= {a + h){a — h).

Example. (329)2 - (171 )- = (329 + 171)(329 - 171)

= 500 X 158

= 790(W.

Resolve into

1.

4.

7.

10.

13.

16.

19.

22.

25.

28.

31.

34.

37.

40.

43.

46.

49.

a;2-4.

c2 - 144.

121 - a;2.

y^ - 25a;2.

3fi/V^ - 49g-.

1 - 25x2.

/5Y - 36.

9a* - 121.

a;« - 25.

81a;«-25a2.

aW - 9a;«.

4-a;2.

a;*- 1662.

25 - 64a;2

64x2 _ 25^8.

16x1«-9j/«.

25x1" -16a8.

EXAMPLES XVII. f.

factors :

2. a2 - 81. 3.

5. 9-a2. 6.

8. 400 -a". 9.

11. 36x2-2561 12.

14. 4F-1. 15.

17. a2_4j,2. 18

20. a262 _ ic^d\ 21.

25x2 _ 64. 24.

1 - 36a« 27,

x%2 _ 49 30.

xY - 4. 33.

35. 9-4a3. 36.

38. x2 - 25y2. 39.

41. 121a2-81x2. 42.

44. 49x* - 16y*. 45.

47. 36ar>« - 49ai*. 48.

50. a2Mc»-x".

23.

26.

29.

32.

Find by resolving into factors the value of

51. (575)2 -(425)2. 52. (121)2- (120)>. 53^

54. (339)2 - (319)2. 55^ (753)2 -(253)2. 55.

57. (1723)2 -(277)2. 58. (1639)2 -(739)2. 59

60. (2731)3 -(269)2. 61. (8133)»- (8131)2. 62.

1/2-100.

49 - c2.

x2 - 9a2.

9x2-1.

49 - lOOP.

9X2 _ yj

a;* -9.

81a* -49a;^

9x* - a2.

a2 - 64a:«.

l-a26a.

9a4 - 256*.

1 - 1006'.

p-q' - 64a*.

81p*2«-256».

1 - 100a«6*c2.

(750)2 -(250)«.

(101)2 -(99)2.

(1811)2 -(689)'

(10001)2-1.
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1 34. When one or both of the squares is a compound quan-
tity the same method is employed,

Examph 1. Resolve into factors (a + 26)^- \^x^.

The sum of a + 26 and 4a; is a + 26 + 4a-,

and their difference is a + 26 - 4ar.

.-. (a + 26)2-16a;2=(a + 26 + 4a;)(a + 26-4a;).

Examph 2. Resolve into factors x^ - (26 - Sc)^.

The sum of x and 26 - 3c is a; + 26 - 3c,

and their difference is x - (26 - 3c) = a; - 26 + 3c.

.-. a?-(2h- 3c)2= (a; + 26 - 3c) (a; - 26 + 3c).

If the factors contain like terms they should be collected so as

to give the result in its simplest form.

Example 3. (3a; + lyf - (2x - ^yf
= {{Zx + ly) + (2x-Zy)}{[Zx + ly)-{2x-Zy)}
= {^x + ly + 2x-Zy)(^x + ly -2x + Zy)

= (5a;+ 4y)(a; + 10y).

EXAMPLES XVII. g.

Resolve into factors

:

1.
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135. By suitably grouping together the terms, compound
expressions can often be expressed as the diflference of two
squares, and so be resolved into factors.

Example 1. Resolve into factors a? - 2ax + x^ - 46^.

a2 - 2ax + x2 - 462= (a2 - 2aa; -f x2) - 462

= (a-a;)2-(26)«

= (n-x + 2b){a-x-2b).

Example 2. Resolve into factors 9a'* -c^ + 4ca; - 4a^.

9a2 -c^+ 4ca; - 4*^= Qa^ - {c^ - 4€x + 4x^)

= (3a)2-(c-2x)2

= (3a + c-2x){Sa-c + 2x).

Example 3. Resolve into factors 2bd - a^ - c^ + 6^ + cP + 2ac.

Here the terms 2bd and 2ac suggest the proper preliminary

arrangement of tlie expression. Thus

2bd- a"^- c'^ + b^ + cP + 2ac = b'^ + 2bd + (P - a^ + 2ac - c^

= 62 + 26d + cP-(a2-2ac + c2)

= (6 + rf)2-(a-c)2

=^(b + d + a-c)(b + d-a + c).

Example 4. Resolve into factors x* + a^'^ + y*.

X* +xY + i/= {x* +2xV + y*) -xY

= (a;2 + y2 + an/) (^2 + 3/2 _ ary)

= (X2+ Xy + y2) (x2 - a^y + y2)

This result is very important and will be referred to again in

Chapter xxviii.

EXAMPLES XVII. h.

Resolve into factors :

1. x2 + 2x2/+y2_a2. 2. a^-2ab^b'^-J^,

3. x2-6ax + 9a2-1662. 4. Aa?-^\ab + b^-^\

5. x2 + a2+ 2ax-y2. g. 2ay + a^ ->r y^ - x\

7. x^-a^-2ab-}?. 8. y'^-c'^-\-2cx-oc'.

9. l-x2-2x2/-y2. 10. c2-x2-y24.2xy.

11. x2 + y2+ 2xy-4x2y2. 12. a^ - 4a6+ 4^2 - 9a2c2.

13. x2 + 2xy + 2/2-a2-2«6-62. 14. a^ - 2a6+ 6^ - c^ - 2c<f - cf

.

15. x2-4ax+ 40^^-62 +2% -2/2. 16. r -f 26j/ + 62 - a2 - 6ax - Qx*.
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17. x^-2x+l-a^-iab-4b~. 18. 9a' - 6a + 1 - x- - 8dx - 16(P.

19. x^-a'^+i/-b'-2xy+ 2ab. 20. a~ + b^ - 2ab - c^ - d"^ - 2cd.

21. 4a;2-12ax-c2-F-2cJt + 9a2.

22. a2 + 66a; - 96^x2 -10a6- 1+2562.

23. a* - 25x« + 8a2a;2 - 9 + SOx^ + Ux*.

24. a;*-a;2-9-2a2x2 + a'* + 6a;.

25. a* + a262 + 6*. 26. x* + 4x-y^+ 16y*. 27. 23*+ 9p2^2 4.gig4_

28. c* + 3c^d^ + 4d\ 29. a::* + y*-lla;V- 30. 4m*-5m-7i^+n*.

The Sum or Difference of Two Cubes.

136. If we divide a^+ b^ hy a+ b the quotient is a^-ab+ b'^

;

and if we divide a^ — b^hya — b the quotient is a?+ ah+ b\

We have therefore the following identities :

a?+¥= {a+b){a?-ab+ b'^)
;

a?-h^={a- h){ofi+ a6+ 62).

These results enable us to resolve into factors any expression

which can be written as the sum or the difference of two cubes.

Example 1

.

Sx^ - 21y^= {2xf - (Zyf

= (2x - 3y) (4x^ + 6xy + 9y-).

Note. The middle term 6xy is the product of 2x and 3y.

Example 2. 64a^ +l = {4af + {lf

= (4a + \)(l6a"-4a + l).

We may usually omit the intermediate step and write down
the factors at once.

Examples. 343a« - 273^=(7a^ - 3x) (49a* + 21a2a; + dx"^).

8x9+ 729=(2x3+ 9)(4a;6-18ar5 + 81).
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Resolve into factors

17. a^ + 642/3.

20. 343 - 8x\

23. 125a:3_i,

26. aWc^-\.

29. 8a»63+ 12,5x3.

32. 64a;«+125y3.

35. a3+ ,34.S/A

38. 7>V-27x3.

18. 27 - lfXK3x3.

21. a3 + 27?A

24. 216// - 343.

27. 343x3 + 1000^3

30. x32/3_2i6rA

33. 8a;3-26.

36. a« + 72%3

39. 2^ - 64^".

19. a'/-'f216cS.

22. 27x' - 64y3,

25. arV + zS^

28. 72f)a3 - 646».

31. x^ - 27y3.

34. 21Ga;«-R

37. 8x3 _ 729^6,

40. x3y3-512.

136;^. In Arts. 128 to 132 we have discussed the factorisation

of trinomials by trial. And in Arts. 133 to 135 we have shewn
how any expression which is the difference of two squares can
be written down as the product of two factors. We shall now
explain a general method by which any expression of the form
x'^+p.v+ q or ax'^ + bx + c can be expressed as the difference of

two squares.

By Art. 112 we have the following identities :

x^+ 2ax+ a^= (x+ of, x^ - 2ax+ a^= (x - of.

So that if a trinomial is a perfect square, and its highest power
x"- has unity for its coefficient^ we must always have the term
without X equal to the square of half the coefficient of x. If

therefore the first two terms (containing x- and x) of such a

trinomial are given, the square may be completed by adding the

square of half the coefficient of x.

Thus x'^+ Qx is made a perfect square if we add to it (- ) >

or 9 ; and it then becomes x'^ + Qx+ 9, or (:r+3)l
^"'

Similarly to make x' — lx a perfect square we must add

( - -
j , or —-, and we then have x'^-1x+— , or ( •^ - „ )

•

Note. The added term is always positive.

Example 1. Find the factors of a;2 + 6x + 5.

The expression may be written (x'^ + 6x + 9) + 5-9;
that is, x2 + 6x + 5= (.r + 3)2-4

= (x + 3 + 2)(x + 3-2)
= (x + 5)(x+l).
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Example 2. Find tlie factors of x^-lx- 228.

x^-7x-228=(x"--7x + ^\-'228-~-

_/ 7 sn/ 7 31\
-(,^-2 +TJr-2-2-j
= (a; + 12) (a; -19).

Example 3. Find the factors of Sx"^- 132;+ 14.

3a;2 - 13a: + 14 = 3^ ^2 - ^a: +y

-{(-¥y-i}

= 3(^x-^)(.r-2)

= (3x-7)(x-2).

As the process of completing the square is quite general and
applicable to all cases, it may conveniently be used when factorisa-

tion by trial would prove uncertain and tedious. For example, if

the factors of 24a;- + 118a: -247 were required, it would probably be
best to apply the general method at once.

ISSg. The following exercise contains easy miscellaneous
examples of the diflferent cases explained in this chapter.

EXAMPLES XVII 1. (Miscellaneous.)

(On Arts. 128, 129.)

Resolve into factors

:

1. a;2-3a: + 2. 2. a^+Ta + lO. 3. h'^ + b-U.
4. 1/2 -4?/ -21. 5. c2+ 12r + ll. 6. a:2-4a;-5.

7. Ji2 4.12,4 + 20. 8. y^ + 9y-l0. 9. p' - 2pq - 24q^.

10. 2/2 + 2/ -110. 11. 22-9z-fl0. 12. k^-l4k + 48.
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Resolve into factors

:

13.
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1 37. Miscellaneous cases of resolution into factors.

Example I. Resolve into factors 16a'* -816*.

16a*-81&*=(4a2 + 962)(4a2-%2)

= (4a2 + 962) (2a + 36) (2a - 36).

Example 2. Resolve into factors x® - y®.

^6_y6— (_j;.3 ^ y3) (_j-3 _ j,3)

= (x + y )
(a;2 - xy + y"^) (x-y)(x'^ + xy + y^).

Note. When an expression can be arranged either as the dif-

ference of two squares, or as the diflerence of two cubes, it will be
found simplest to first use the rule for the difference of two squares.

Example 3. Resolve into factors 2Sx*y + 64:X^y-60x-y.

2Sx*y + 6ix^y - GOx'^y= A:X-y{lx^ + 16x - 15)

=4xX7x-5)(x + 3).

Example 4. Resolve into factors x^p"^ - Sy^p^ - ix^q^ + 32y^q\

The expression=p2(x3 - Sy^) - ^(^{.x^ - 8y^)

= (x^-Sy^){p-'-4q^)

= [x- 2y) (x2 + 2xy + 4y^) (p + 2q) {p - 2q).

Example 5. Resolve into factors 4x2 _ 052^2+ 2x + 5y.

4x2 _ 25y2+ 2x + 5y ^ (2x + 5y) (2x - 5y) + 2x + 5y

= (2x + 5y}(2x-5y + l).
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES IIL

1. Subtract 3x^ -Ix + l from 2x- - 5a; - 3, then subtract the

difference from zero, and add this last result to 23^-2a^-4^.

2. Simplify

2[3a-(46-5c)} + 4{4a-(56-2r)} + 4{5a-3(6-c)}.

3. Find the product of

a^-2a-c + 2ac^-c^

and a' + 2a-c + 2ac^ + c3.

4. Solve the equations :

^' 2 S'i ' lx-4y=n.

5. Find the square root of 83i* + l&xr + l -Sx-'is^ + af.

6. Find a number whose third, fourth, sixth, and eighth parts

together make up 63.

7. If a = 4, 6 = 3, c= 2, find the value of ^—^+^—^ +--^
'

b + c c+a a + b

8. Divide x*+ ^a^+^x^ +^x +
Y^

by ar' +^+ l

9. Add 5x' - 6x to the excess of 1 over 3x- - 5a; + 1.

10. Find the factors of (1) a^x^ - 2aa: - 15 ; (2) 4m*-81p2ga.

11. Solve the equations :

(1) 13a;+llj/ = 18, (2) 57a;+ 52y= 181,

lla; + 13y= 30. 76a: - 39y = 458.

12. A train which travels a miles in 6 hours is p times as fast as

a coach. If the coacli takes m hours to cover the distance between
two places, how many miles are they apart ?

13. Find the continued product of 3x- - 2a; + 3, 4a; + 5, 7* - 2.

14. Solve the equations :

15. Write down the square of ar' + 7* - 11.
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16. Resolve into factors :

(1) x'^ + '2ax-bx-2ah; (2) x* + H)x-y - oQy-

17. Find the H.C.F. and L.C.M. of A9hc^, 210^^-, 5Qca^, QMbc^.

18. A has $50, and B has $6 ; after B has received from A a

certain sinii he then has ^ of what A has : how much did B receive ?

19. Simplify g^_^x^^^3.g^.

20. Shew that a{a-\){a-2)(a-Z) = {a? -Za + \f-\.

21. Express by ineans of sj^mbols :

(1) The excess of m over n is greater than a by c ;

(2) Three times the square of ah together with the cube of

c is equal to p times the sum of m and n.

^ solve 1(3-1) -^7-|) = l<l-S),

and shew that x=2 does not satisfy the equation.

23. Divide the product of ^x^ - 2xy - y"^ and 2x-y\>y x-y.

24. Itl 9 hours a cf)a('h travels one mile more than a train does
in 2 hours, but in three hours the train travels two miles more than
the coach does in 13 hours ; find the rate of each pei' hour.

25. Express the product (2x2 - 13x+ 15)(a^-4a; -5)(2x2-a;-3)
in simple factors, and thence write down its square root as the
product of three binomial factors.

26. If a;=6, 2/= 7, z=8, find the value of

a:-(y-z)-2[x+ z-3{-2(y-l)}] + 4[|-(3-|/)].

27. Divide 6a;* + 57a^ + Vl^y^y"^ - eOx^ _ i30a;y4 + 633/'

by Zi? + 15a;-y + Ixy" - 9y^.

28. Solve the equations :

4x + 2y + z = 14, Sx-y + 2z= 3, i: + 7y-z=23.

29. Resolve into two or more factors :

(1) a^y-4:xy^; (2) ^m* +mV - 3re*.

30. In how many days will a men do th of a piece of work, the

whole of which can be done by b men in c days ?

If m—4, a= 24, 6=^14, c= 18, what is the numerical value of the
answer ?



CHAPTER XVin.

Highest Common Factor.

138. Definition. The highest common factor of two or

more algebraical expressions is the expression of highest dimen-
sions which divides each of them without remainder.

Note. The term greatest common measure is sometimes used instead

of hirjliest common factor ; but, strictly speaking, the term greatest

common measure ought to be confined to arithmetica' quantities
;

for the highest common factor is not necessarily the grea^^st common
measure in all cases, as will appear later. [Art. 145.]

In Chap. XI. we have explained how to write down by
inspection the highest common factor of two or more simple

expressions. An analogous method will enable us readily to

find the highest common factor of compotmd expressions which
are given as the product of factors, or which can be easily

resolved into factors.

Example 1. Find the highest common factor of

Aca? and 2ca^ + 4c^x'^.

It will be easy to pick out the common factors if the expressions
are arranged as follows :

4cx^= 4cJi^,

2cx^ + 4cV-

=

2ca^ {x + 2c);

therefore the H.C.F. is 2cx\

Example 2. Find the highest common factor of

3a2 + 9a6, a^-9ab\ a^ + 6a^b + 9ab^

Resolving each expression into its factors, we have

3a2 + 9a6= 3a(a + .3/>),

a»-9a62= a(a + 36)(a-36),

a^ + 6a% + dab^=a(a + '3b)(a+ Sb);

therefore the H.C.F. is a (a + 36).
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139. When there are two or uiure expressions containing

different powers of the same compound factor, the student should

be careful to notice that the highest common factor must contain

the highest power of the compound factor which is common to

ail the given expressions.

Example 1. The highest common factor of

x{a-x)^, a[a-x)^, and 2ax(a-xf is (a-x)"^.

Example 2. Find the highest common factor of

ax'^ + 2a^x + a^, 2aa?-ia'^x-&a^, 3(aa; + a^)2.

Resolving the expressions into factors, we have

ax"^+ 2d?-x + a*= a (a;2 + 2ax + a?)

= a[x + af (1),

2ay? - \a?x - Ga^=2a(x^ - 2ax - Sa^)

= 2a (a: + a) (a: -3a) (2),

3(aa; + a2)2=3a2(a; + a)2 (3).

Therefore from (1), (2), (3), by inspection, the highest common
factor is a{x-\-a).

EXAMPLES XVIII. a.

Find the highest common factor of

1. a^ + ab, a^-h\ 2. (x + yf, x^-y\

3, 2x^ - 2xy, n? - x'^y. 4. 6x2 _ g^^^ 4^2 _ 9^2^

5. o(? + x^y, y^-^-f^. 6. o?b - ah^, w'h'^ - o^h^,

7. a^-a^o;, a^-aa;^ a^-aa:^, 8. a^-^D^, a^^2ax.

9, a^x-^aV^x, a^h-}fi. 10. 2x'^y~^xy'^, x^-^y\

IL o?-x^, a^-ax, a'^x-ax^. 12. 4a;- + 2a;y, \2x'^y-Zy^.

13. 20a: -4, mx^-2. 14. 66a; + 46y, Qcx + Qcy.

15. a;2 + a;, (x + \f, K^+l. 16. xy-y, x!^y-xy.

17. x^-2xy + y'^, {x-yf. 18. ar^ + a^a;, a^-a*.

19. x^ + ^y^, x^ + xy-2y\ 20. a;* - 27a3a;,
'
(x - 3a)2.

21. x2 + 3a; + 2, a;2-4. 22. a;2-a;-20, a;2-9a; + 20.

23. x2-18x + 45, a:2-9. 24. 2x^-lx + 3, Sx^-lx-Q.

25. 12x2 + a;-l, 15ar2 + 8a; + l. 26. 2x2-a;-l, Zx^-x-2.

27. c2a;2 - d?, acT? - hex+ arfa; - hd.

28. x^-xy"^, a^ + x'^y+ocy + y'^.

29 a^a; - a^hx - Gab'^x, a^bx^ - 4ab^x^ + 36^aj2.

30. 2x^ + 9x + 'i, 2a;2+llx + 5, 2a;2-3a;-2.

31. 3a;* + 8x3 + 4^2^ 3x5 + 11x4 + 6x3, 3x4-16x3-12x2.
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[// preferred, the remainder of this chapter may he taken after
Chap. XXV.]

*140. The highest common factor should always be found hy
inspection if possible, but it may happen that the expressions
cannot be readily resolved into factors. In such ca.ses we adopt
a method analogous to that used in Arithmetic, for finding tne
greatest conmion measure of two or more numbers.

*141. We .shall now illustrate the algebraical process of

finding the highest common factor by examples, postponing for

the present the complete proof of the rules we use. But we
shall enunciate two principles, whi<-li the student should bear in

mind in reading the examples which follow.

I. If an expression contains a certain factor, any multiple of
the expression is divisible by that factor.

II. If two expressions hnve a common factor, it will divide

their sum and their difference ; and also the sum and the difference

of any midtiples of them.

Example. Find the highest common factor of

4x3 - 3x2 - 24a; - 9 ^nd Sx^ - 2x2 - 53x - 39.

X
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Example. Find the highest common factor of

24z*-2x^-60x^-32x and 18ar* - ea:^ _ 39^,2 _ jsa;.

We have 24x^ -2x^- QOx"- - S2x = 2x(12x^ -x"^- 30a; - 16),

and 18a:-» - Gar' - 39a;2 - \Sx= 3x(Q:x? - 2x- - Ux - 6).

Also 2x and 3a; have the common factor x. Removing the simple

factors 2x and 3a;, and reserving their common factor x, we continue

as in Art. 141.

2x 6x^ - 2a:2 -
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Resuming the work, we have

3ar'-10a;2+ Ix
-1 - 3x2+ 16a; -21

- 3a;2+10a;- 7

2) 6a; -14

3a:2

3a:2.

10a; + 7 I a?

7x_
-1- 3a; + 7

- 3a;+7

3a;- 7

Therefore the H.C.F. is 3x-7.
The factor 2 has been removed on the same grounds as the factor

9 above.

Example 2. Find the highest common factor of

2a?+ x^-x-2 (1),

and Sx^-2x^+x-2 (2),

As the expressions stand we cannot begin to divide one by the
other without using a fractional quotient. The difficulty may be
obviated by introthicinri a suitable factor, just as in the last case we
found it useful to remove a factor when we could no longer proceed
with the division in the ordinary way. The given expressions have
no common simple factor, hence their H.C.F. cannot be affected if

we multiply either of tlieui by any simple factor.

Multiply (2) by 2, and use ( 1 ) as a divisor :

-2a;

17a;

14

2ar»+ a;2-
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*144-. From the last two examples it appears that we may
multiply or divide either of the given expressions, or any of the

remainders which occur in the course of the work, by any factor

which does not divide both of the given expressions.

*145. Let the two expressions in Example 2, Art. 143, be
written in the form

Then their highest common factor is .r— 1, and therefore

2a.'2+ 3a.'+2 and 3x^+a;+ 2 have no algebraical common divisor.

If, however, we put ^= 6, then

2.r3+^2_,j,_ 2= 460,

and 3.r3 - 2.^•2+^ - 2 = 580
;

and the greatest common measure of 460 and 580 is 20 ; whereas
5 is the numerical value of x~l, the algebraical highest common
factor. Thus the numerical values of the algebraical highest

common factor and of the arithmetical greatest common measure
do not in this case agree.

The reason may be explained as follows : when s= 6, the

expressions '2x-+ 3x+ 2 and 3,v^+ a;+ 2 become equal to 92 and
116 respectively, and have a common arithmetical factor 4

;

whereas the expressions have no algebraical common factor.

It will thus often happen that the highest common factor of

two expressions, and their numerical greatest common measure,
when the letters have particular values, are not the same ; for

this reason the term greatest common measure is inappropriate
when applied to algebraical quantities.

* EXAMPLES XVIII. b.

Find the highest common factor of the following expressions :

1. x3 + 2a;2-13x + 10, x^ + 3?-\<ix + ^.

2. a-^-f)x'^-mx+ 4:0, a;3-6x-2-86r + 35.

3. x3 + 2x2-8a:-16, c(? + 3x^~^x-2'^.

4. x-3 + 4ar2-5a:-20, x^+ %x^-5x-30.

5. 7?-o(?-5x-3, s^-Ax^-Wx-G.
6. a^ + 3a;2-8a:-24, a;^ + 3^^ - 3a; - 9.

7. a^-5a'^x + la3^-33?, a^-3ax^ + 2x?.

8. x*-23?-ix-l, a:* + a^-3x2-a; + 2.

9. 2j(?-5x^+Ux->rl, 4x3-llx2 + 2ox + 7.
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Find the highest common factor of the following expressions

:

10. 2x^ + 'ix'^-7x-U, 6a:3_iOa;2-21a; + 35.

11. 3x*-3x^-2x'^-x-l, 9ari-3a:3_^_i

12. 2x*-23^ + x^ + 3x-6, 4x*-2x^ + 3x-9.

13. 3x3-3ax2 + 2a2x-2a3, 3x^+\2ax^ + 2a'^x + 8a^

14. 2x^-9ax'^ + 9a'^x-la-\ 4x-^-20ax'^ + 20a^x-16a\

15. 10x3 + 25aa;2-5a3, 4a~> + 9ax'^-2a^x-a^.

16. 6a3+13a2;c- 90x2-10x3, 9a^ + I2a^x - Uax^ - lOxi^.

17. 24x^2/ + 72j-V - 6x2y3 - 90xy\ 6xy + 13x-y - 4xV - ISxy*.

18. 4x^0^ + lOar'a" - 60ar'a'» + 54x2a5, 24x5a3 + 30x3„fi _ \2Gx^a\

19. 4x5 + 14ar» + 20x3 + 70x2, Sx^ + 28x6 - Sx^ - 12x^ + 56x-\

20. 72x3 _ i2ax'^ + 72a2x - 420a3, 18x3 + 42ax2 - 282a2x + 270a8.

21. 9x*+2xY + y*^ .Sx*-8x3y + 5xV-2xy3,
22. «^-x3-a; + l, x'+ x^ + x^-l.

23. l+x + x3-x*, l-x<-x« + x7.

24. 6-8a-.32a2-18a3, 20 - .35a - QSa^ - 40a3.

25. 9x2-15x3-45x^-12x5, 42x - 49x2 - 203x3 - 84x*.

26. 3x-'-5x3 + 2, 2x^-5x2 + 3.

27. 4x5-6x3-28x, 6x^ + 10x3 - 17x2 -35x- 14.

*146. The statements of Art. 141 may be proved as follows.

I. If F divides A it will also divide mA.
For suppose A = aF, then mA = maF.
Thus i^ is a factor of inA.

11. If F divides A and B, then it will divide mA±nB.
For suppose A =aF, B= bF,

then mA ± nB=maF± nhF
= F(ma ± nb).

Thus F divides mA ± nB.

*147. We may now enunciate and prove the rule for finding

the highest common factor of any two compound algebraical

expressions.

We suppose that any simple factors are first removed. [See
Example, Art. 142.]

Let A and B be the two expres.sions after the simple factors

have been removed. Let them be arranged in descending or

ascending powers of some common letter ; also let the highest

power of that letter in B be not less than the highest power in A.
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Divide B hy A ; let p be the quotient, and C the remainder.

Suppose C to have a simple factor m. Remove this factor, and
so obtain a new divisor I). Further, suppose that in order to

make A divisible by D it is necessary to multiply J by a simple

factor n. Let q be the next quotient and E the remainder.

Finally, divide D \>j E ; let r be the quotient, and suppose that

there is no remainder. Then E will be the H.C.F. required.

The work will stand thus :

A)B{p
pA

D)nA(q

E)D{r
rE

First, to shew that ^ is a common factor of A and B.

By examining the steps of the work, it is clear that E divides

Z), therefore also qD ; therefore qD+ E, therefore nA ; therefore

A, since n is a simple factor.

Again, E divides D, therefore mD, that is, C. And since E
divides A and C, it also divides pA + C, that is, B. Hence E
divides both A and B.

Secondly, to show that E is the highest common factor.

If not, let there be a factor X of higher dimensions than E.

Then X divides A and B, therefore B-pA, that is, C ; there-

fore D (since m is a simple factor) ; therefore nA — qD, that is, E.

Thus X divides E ; which is impossible since by hypothesis,
X is of higher dimensions than E.

Therefore E is the highest common factor,

*148. The highest common factor of three expressions
A, B, C may be obtained as follows.

First determine F the highest common factor of A and B ;

next find G the highest common factor of F and C; then G will

be the required highest common factor oi A, B, C.

For F contains evevT/ factor which is common to ^-1 and B,
and G is the highest common factor of F and C. Therefore G
is the highest common factor oi A, B, C.



CHAPTER XIX.

Fractions.

[On first readhig the subject, the strident may omit the general
proofs of the rules given in this chapter.

The articles and examples marked with an asterisk must he

omitted by those who adopt the suggestion printed at tlie top of
page 130.]

149. In Chapter xii. we discussed the simpler kinds of

fractions, using the ordinary arithmetical rules. We here propose

to give proofs of those rules, and shew that they are applicable

to algebraical fractions.

Definition. If a quantity x be divided into h equal parts,

and a of these parts be taken, the result is called the fraction

r of X. If X be the unit, the fraction ^ oi x is, called simply

" the fraction r "
; so that the fraction r represents a equal parts,

b of which make up the unit.

Note. This definition requires that a and h should be positive

whole numbers. In Art. 155 we shall adopt a definition whicli will

enable us to remove this restriction.

150. To prove that r=—r? where a, b, m are positive integers.

By r we mean a equal parts, h of which make up the unit ... (1)

;

by —T »ia mh (2).

But h parts in {\)=mh parts in (2);

.•. 1 part =m

.". a parts =ma
,, , . a ma
that i.s, T= —T-

mo
ma a

Conversely. ~^=^.
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Hence, the value of a fraction is not altered ij we multiply or

divide the numerator and denominator by the same quantity.

Reduction to Lowest Terms.

151. An algebraical fraction may be changed into an
equivalent fraction by dividing numerator and denominator

by any common factor ; if this factor be the highest

common factor the resulting fraction is said to be reduced to

its lowest terms.
^Aa^c^x"

Example 1. Reduce to lowest terms . „ 3 21 g^ayS
'

__ . '2Aa?<?x^ 4ac*
The expression= g^2^^3^_2^p3^32i.

Example 2. Reduce to lowest terms ^ To2*

Theexpression = 3^^3^-^^
=

3^.

Note. The beginner should be careful not to begin cancelling

until he has expressed both numerator and denominator in the most
convenient form, by resolution into factors where necessary.

EXAMPLES XIX. a.

Reduce to lowest terms :

_ 3a'^ - Cafe „ ahx+ hx^ „ ax
2a%-4£ib'^' ' acx + cafi' ' a^x^-ax'

*• 100 {a^-a?b)' ^- Ax^+ 6xy' °' 5x^ + 5xy + 5y^'

x(2a^j-3ax) :^-2xy^ {xy-SyT
'' a(4a^x-9x^)' °' x* - 4ury-+ 4y* ^' a^y^-2ly''

3^-5x 3x^ + 6x ba^b + lOa^b'^

^"- x^-4x-5' ^^'
x'^ + ^x+ i'

^'^- 3aW + bab^'

- x^y + 2x^ + 'ixy 3a* + 9a^b + 6a%'^
^^-

ar*-8
'

'•*•
a-« + a36-2a-62

'

ar^-14a:2-51 - x>+ xy-2y'^ 2x^4- 17a; + 21
^^' a;^-2a;2-l5-

l^'
ar*-j^ '

^''
3x'^ + 26x + 25'

IS
a"a^ - 16a^ .^ .3.c^ + 2.Sa;+14 27a + a*

^^' ax^ + 9ax + 20a '' •^r^+4\r + 2(i
'^"' lSa-6a'^ + 2a^'
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*152. When the factors of the numerator and denominator
cannot be determined by inspection, the fraction may be reduced

to its lowest terms by dividing both numerator and denominator
by the highest common factor, which may be found by the rules

given in Chap, xviii.

Example. Keduce to lowest terms r^ „ _ qo 2
—
^—pT*

First Method. The H.C.F. of numerator and denominator is

3x-7.

Dividing numerator and denominator by 3a; - 7, we obtain as

respective quotients rc^ - 2a; + 3 and 5x- -x -3.

3a;3_i3a,.2 + 23a;-21 {3x-7){x'^-2x + S) a;2-2a; + 3
Thus

i5ar'-38a;2-2a; + 21 (3x-7)(5x--a;-3) 5a;2-x-3

This is the simplest solution for the beginner ; but in this

and similar cases we may often effect the reduction without
actually going through the process of finding the highest
common factor.

Second Method. By Art. 141, the H.C.F. of numerator and
denominator must be a factor of their sum 18a;*-51a;'^ + 21a-, that is,

of 3.c(3x-7)(2a;- 1). If there be a common divisor it must clearly

be 3a; - 7 ; hence arranging numerator and denominator so as to

shew 3a; - 7 as a factor,

^. , ^. a;2(3a;-7)-2a;(3x-7) + 3(3a;-7)
the fraction = _ ,7^ ^. 77, 1. \—srss bt5x^{3x -l)-x(3x- t)- 3(3a; - 7)

_(3a;-7)(ar^-2a; + 3)

~(3a;-7)(5a^'-a;-3)

_a;2-2x + 3

~5a;2-a;-3'

*153. If either numerator or denominator can readily be
resolved into factors we may use the following method.

a;^ "f- 3x^ 4a;
Example. Reduce to lowest terms =—5—-r-s

—

-.
'

7a;^-18ar2 + 6a; + 5

The numerator = a;(a;2 + 3a;-4) = a;(a; + 4)(x- 1).

Of these factors the only one wliich can be a common divisor is

af-1. Hence, arranging the denominator,

the fraction = „ ^- ,, ,,—P

—

^—~ —

—

l3?{x-\)-nx(x- l)-r>(x- 1)

_ a;(x + 4)(a;- 1) x (a; + 4)

~(x-l ) (7x2 _ 1 \x^5)~ l3f-\lx-&'
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EXAMPLES XIX. b.

Reduce to lowest terms :

a^ - a?h - ah' - 2¥ 7^-5x'^ + '7x-3
'• '^+3a"b + 3ab- + 2b^'

^'
ar*-3a; + 2

a^ + 2«^-13a + 10 . It? + f)x^y - 30a--y^ + 27y^
*• a» + a2-10a + 8'

*'
^x^-vhxy' -2\y^

. 4a3+12a26-a&2-1563 1 + 2a:2 + a:^ + 2a;*
6.

7.

6a3 + \Za^h - ^\fl - \b¥'
"'

1 + 3a;2 + 23^* + 3a:'»

x^-2x + l
J.

3a^-3a^a+aft^-&^

3a^» + 7a:-10* ^' 4a2-5a6 + 62

- 4ar' + 3aa:'^+ a^ ,- 4a:»- 10x' + 4a?+ 2
^-

a;'» + aa.-3 + a3a; + a^"
^"*

3ar* - 2a:3 _ 3^; + 2

"

16a:*-72xV- + 81a^ 6ar^ + x^ - 5ar - 2
^^-

4a;-+12aa: + 9a- '
^^'

6ar« + 5a;2 - 3a: - 2*

5^3 + 2x^-1 5a; -6 ^. 4a;* + lla;2 + 25

7a,-3_4x2-21x + 12 4ar*-9x- + 30a;-25

3ar^ - 27aa;^ + TSa^^a; - 72a=^ -„ a^? - Sa^x"^ - QQa^x + 40a*
^^* 2a:3+i0aa;2-4a2a;-4Sa-'' ^°" a;* - 6aa;'' - SGa^x^ + SSaV

Multiplication and Division of Fractions.

154. Rule I. To multiply a fraction by an integer:

multiple/ the mimerator hy that integer ; or, if the denominator be

divisible by the integer, divide the denominator by it.

The rule may be proved as follows :

(1) r represents a equal parts, b of which make up the unit

;

-5- represents ac equal parts, b of which make up the unit

;

and the number of parts taken in the second fraction is c times

the number taken in the first

;

, . a ac
that IS y X c= T-.

(2) h^^^^^ h^^ ^y ^^^ preceding case,

=|. [Art. 151.]
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1 55. By the preceding article

a , ah
y •x.b = T-= a,

that is, the fraction r is that which must be multiplied by h in

order to obtain a. But, by Art. 46, the quantity which must
be multiplied by h in order to obtain a is the quotient resulting

from the division of a by 6 ; we may therefore define a fraction

thus :

the fraction i- is the quotient of a divided by b.

1 56. Rule II. To divide a fraction by an integer : divide

the numerator^ if it he divisible, by the integer; or if the numerator
he not divisible, rmdtiply the denominator by that integer.

The rule may be proved as follows :

(1) -T- represents ac equal parts, h of which make up the unit;

r represents a equal parts, b of which make up the unit.

The number of parts taken in the first fraction is c times the

number taken in the second. Therefore the second fraction is

the quotient of the first fraction divided by c ;

that IS , -=-c= T-
o

(2) But if the numerator be not divisible by c, we have

a_ac
,

h~bc'
a ac

••
h^'^hc-^'

= j-, by the preceding case.

157. Rule III. To multiply together two or more
fractions : multiply together all the numerators to form a netU

numerator, and all the denominators to form a new denominator.

To find the value of t x j.d
-. . a c
Let ^~fi^5
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Multiplying each side by bxd, we have

xxbxd=-rx-,xbxd
a

=tx6x^xo? [Art. 29.]

=axc [Art. 154.]

.'. xxbd=ac.
Dividing each side by bd, we have

_ ac

^^^bd'

a c _ac
•'•

b^d~bd'
„. ., , ace ace
Similarly b^'dTW'
and so for any number of fractions.

1 58. Rule IV. To divide one fraction by another : invert

the divisor, and proceed as in multiplication.

Since division is the inverse of multiplication, we may define

the quotient x, when t is divided by -3, to be such that

c _a
""^d'b-

Multiplying by - we have .rx-,x- = -rX-;
c d c b c

ad
'

""^^b-c-

„ a
,
c ad a d r k ^ ,,^^-\

^^"'^^ 6-^5=6^ = 6^? [Art. 157.]

whiot xiioves the rule.

_, 7 1 o- ^•c 2a^ + 3a 4a^-6a
Example 1. Simplify -^^3- ^ 12^^18'

2a2 + 3a 4a?-6a_a{2a + S) 2a (2a -3)
4a8^ ^12a+18~ 4^3— ^ 6(2a + ?,)

_2a-3
12a

'

by cancelling those factors which are common to both numerator
and denominator.
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Example 2. Simplify „^_„. x
9^234a^- 3«x + 2a'

-

_, . 6a;^ - aa; - 2a^ x-a 3ax + 2a'^
Ihe expression = 7, x . ,—j—, x —^

' ax - a- 9x^ - 4a- 2x + a

_ (3x--2a)(2x + a) x-a a{Sx + 2a)
~ a(x-a) (3x + 2a)(Sx-2a) 2x + a

= 1,

since all the factors cancel each other.

EXAMPLES XIX. c.

Simplify

Hx'^-lx , 2x-\ a'^h^+r.ab ,ah + 3
•'• i2x^ + 2'ix^'' x'' + 2x

^'
4a'^-i ' • 2a+r

x^ - 4a^ 2a o^-121 .a + 11
^- a.c + 2a2^a;-2a'

*' a^-\ ' a + 2'

16x---9a^ x-2 * 25a2-J)2 a,-(3o + 2)
^' a~2-4 ^4a;-3a'

°*
9a2a:2-4x2^ 5a + 6 '

_ a^ + 5x + 6 a;g-2a;-3 _ a:V3a: + 2 a;'^ + 7g+12
'• x^-\^ x2-9 '

**•
a~^ + 9x + 20^ a;2 + 5a; + 6'

2a^^ + 5x + 2 -r» + 4a: . 2a:'^+ 13a:+ 15 . 2a:'^+lla; + 5
^' x2-4 ^2:c2+ 9a: + 4' •^"'

4a:2_9 • 4a;2-l '

a^- 14a; -1 5. 0^^-123: -45 2x'' - a; - 1 4ar» + x-14
•^^- a;2-4a;-45 * a;2-6a;-27"

'

2a;2 + 5a; + 2^ 16a^'-49
"

,- ft^-276 462-25 ,. a:3-6a:2 + .36a: a;< + 216.'r

13. Hio—^ X oi5—TTi-r-rs- 14.

15.

16.

17.

262 + 56 262-116+15 "*
a;2-49 ' x^-x-4^

64p2^2_g4 (a;-2)2 . ar'-4

0^2-4 ^8pg+ z2- (a;+2)2'

a;2-a;-20 a;2-a;-2 a:+l

a?2-25 a;« + 2a;-8 •a;2 + g_^

ar2 - 1 8aH- 80 a;2 _ ga; - 7 ^ + 5

a:2 - 5aT - 50 ^ x2 - 15x + 56 ^ x-\

10 :r2 - 8a; -

9

a;2-25 . ar' + 4a;-5
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-Q 4x^ + 3;- 14 4x-^ x-2 2x'^ + 4x
^^' 6xy - 14y ^ a;^ -

4
^ 4a; - 7

' Sx'^-x-U'

-- x^ +x-2 a;^ + 53: + 4 . / x^ + nx + 2 x + 3\
^' x'^-x-20^ x^-x ' \x-'-2x-15^ x^ )'

4a;2-16a;+15 a;2-6x-7 4a;2-l
21.

22.

23.

24.

28.

29.

2:r2 + 3a;+l 2a;2-17a; + 21 4a;2-20a;+25'

a;*-8a; x^ + 2x+\ x'^ + 2x + 4:

x^-^-5 oi?-x'^-2x' x-5

{a + bf-c^ a (a-hf
a^ + ab-ac {a +cf-b^ab-b^-bc

a2 + 2a6+^2_g2 a^^^2ac + c^-^
a2 - 62 _ c2 _ 26c

^
62_26c + c2r^2-

OR a;^-64 a;g+12x-64 . x'^-l6x+ i'4

^' a;2+24x+ 128^ 0^-64 ' x^ + 4x+16'

fy„ {a^+ax)^ (a-x)^ a^-ax + x"^

a^-x^ a^ + a^x^ a^+ 2a?x + ax^'

Sm^ji - bmn^ - 2ra* Om^ - 3mn+ r? ' 2'7m^ + «*'

1 + 8x3 4x-a^ , (l-2a:)g + 2a;

(2 - a;)2 ^ 1 - 4a~2
• 2-5a;+2a;2"

ar'(a: - 4)^ 64 - a;^
.
(x^ - 4a;)^

(a;+ 4)2 -4a; ^ 16 -a;^
~

(a; +4)2
'

OA iP + qf-r' P^+pq+pr . p^-pq+pr
(p + q + rf (p-rf-q^'ip-qf-r^'

Qi
a*-^ ^ /c^x+ o^ a*+a^x^+x^ \

' a^-2ax + x^ '
\ a^-x^ a^x - ax"^ + x?

)'

'*^'
(64a=* - 63) (a^ + ^.-n

^ 4a2 + 21a6 + 56^ ' a^-a^b + ab"^'
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Lowest Common Multiple.

[ The articles and examples marked with an asterisk must be omitted
by those who adopt the siujgestion printed at the top of page 130.]

159. Definition. The lowest common multiple of two or

more algebraical expressions is the expression oi lowest dimen-
sions, which is divisible by each of them without remainder.

In Chapter xi. we have explained how to write down by
inspection the lowest common multiple of two or more simple

expressions ; the lowest common multiple of compound expres-

sions which are given as the product of factors, or which can be
easily resolved into Jactors, can be readily found by a similar

method-

Example 1. The lowest common multiple of 6x^(a - x)^, 8a'(a - x^
and \2ax(a - xf is 2Aa^3p-(a - xf.

For it consists of the product of

(1) the L.C.M. of the numerical coefficients ;

(2) the lowest power of each factor which is divisible by every
power of that factor occurring in the given expressions.

Example 2. Find the lowest common multiple of

3a^ + 9ab, 2a^-l8ab\ a^ + 6a'^b + 9ab\

3a^ + 9ab = 3a{a + 3b),

2a^-18ab'^=2a{a + 3b)(a-3b),

a^ + 6a^b + 9ab^= a(a + Sb)(a + 3b)

= a (a + 36)2.

Therefore the L.C.M. is Qa{a + 3bf(a-3b).

EXAMPLES XX. a.

Find the iowest common multiple of

1. X, x^ + x. 2. a-2, x^-3x. 3. 3x2, ^x^ + gx.

1 21x3, 7.r2(j;+i). 5. ^2-1, x'- + x. 6. a^ + ab, ab+ b\

7. 4xV-y, 2x2 + x. 3^ 6x2 -2x, 9^_3a;.

9. x- + 2x, x2 + 3x + 2, 10. x2-3x-f-2, x^-l.

U. a^+4x+ 4, x2-^5x-^6. 12. xr-5x+ 4, a^-6z+8.
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13. x^-x-6, x'^ + x-2, x^-4x+ 3.

14. a;2 + x-20, a;2-10a: + 24, a;2-x-30.

15. x^ + x-i2, X--UX + 30, X- + 2X-S5.

16. 2a;2 + 3x + l, 2a;2 + 5x + 2, x^ + 3x+ 2.

17. 3a;2+llx + 6, 3a:2 + Sa; + 4, a;2 + 5a: + 6.

18. 5a;2+lla: + 2, 5x2+16a: + 3, a;2 + 5a: + 6,

19. 2a:2 + 3a;-2, 2x2 + 152; -8, a;2+i0a; + 16.

20. 3a:-- a; -14, 3a;2-13x+14, a;2-4.

21. 12x2 + 3a; -42, I2ar* + 3ax2 + 12a;, 32x2-40x-28.

22. 3x* + 26x3 + 35a;2^ 6x2 + 38x-28, 27x3 + 27x2 - 30x.

23. 60x4 + 5x3 _5a;2^ 60x2y + 32x2/ + 4?/, 40xV - 2x2y - 2xy.

24. 8x2 - 38x2/ + 352/2, 4x^-xy-5y'^, 2x~-5xy-ly\

25. 12x2 - 23x2/ + 1Oy\ 4x2 _ g^^ + 5^2^ 32-2 _ 5^^ ^ 2y\

26. 6ax3 + 7a2x2-3a3a;, 3a2x2+ Ha^x-Sa^ 6x2 + 39ax + 45a2.

27. 4ax22/2 + llax2/2-3ay2^ Sxr'y^ + Txy^-Qxy^, 24ax2-22ax+4a.

28. (3x- 5x2)2, 6-7x-5x2, 4x + 4x2 + x3.

29. 14a*(a3-63), 21a%'^(a-bf, 6a^b(a-b){a'^-b%

30. m* + wi2h2 4- jj,4^ m^n + n*, {rn^-mn)^.

31. (2c2-3cd)2, (4c-6rf)3, 8c3-27rf3.

*160. When the given expressions are such that their factors

cannot be determined by inspection, they must be resolved by
finding the highest common factor.

Example. Find the lowest common multiple of

2x* + x3_20a;2-7x + 24 and 2x4 + 3x3- 13x2- 7x+ 15.

The highest common factor is x2 + 2x - 3.

By division, we obtain

2x4 + x3 - 20x2 - 7x + 24= (x2+ 2x - 3) (2x2 - 3x - 8).

2x4 + 3x3 - 13x2 - 7x + 15= (x2 + 2x - 3) (2x2 - X - 5).

Therefore the L.C.M. is (x2 + 2x- 3)(2x2- 3x-8)(2x2- x-5).

*161. We may now give the proof of the rule for finding

the lowest common multiple of two compound algebraical ex-

pressions.

Let A and B be the two expressions, and F their highest
common factor. Also suppose that a and b are the respective

quotients when A and B are divided by F; then A —aF,B— bF.

Therefore, since a and h have no common factor, the lowest
common multiple of A and B is ahF, by inspection.
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*162. There is an important relation between the highest

common factor and the lowest common multiple of two ex-

pressions which it is desirable to notice.

J^et i^be the highest common factor, and X the lowest common
multiple of A and B. Then, as in the preceding article,

A=aF, B=bF.

and X=abF.

Therefore the product AB=aF. hF
=F.ahF
=FX (1).

Hence the product of two expressions is equal to the product of
their highest cmrumon factor and lowest comnum mvZtiple.

Again, from (1) X= ^ =-pX B= j^y,A',

hence the lowest common multiple of tico expressions may he

found hy dividing their product by their highest common factor

;

or hy dividing either of them hy their highest common factor, and
multiplying the quotient hy the other.

*I63. The lowest common multiple of three expressions

A, B, C may be obtained as follows.

First, find X the L.C.M. of A and B. Next find V the

L.C.M. of X and C; then 7 will be the required L.C.M. of

A, />', C.

For F is the expression of lowest dimensions which is divisible

by X and C, and X is the expression of lowest dimensions
divisible by A and B. Therefore F is the expression of lowest

dimensions divisible by all three.

EXAMPLES XX. b.

1. Find the highest common factor and the lowest commoD
multiple of a:2-5x + 6, a^-4, a~*-3x-2.

2. Find the lowest common multiple of

a6(x2+l) + xfa2 + ^2) and ab{3^-l) + x(a^-b%

3. Find the lowest common multiple of

xy - bx, xy - ay, y^ - 3by + 26^, xy - 2bx -ay + 2ab,

xy-bx-ay + ab.
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4. Find the highest common factor and the lowest common
multiple of a:^ + 2x^ - 3x, 2x^ + 5x^ - 3a:.

5. Find the lowest common multiple of

1-a:, (l-x-)'', (l+x)3.

6. Find the lowest common multiple of

a:2-l0a; + 24, x'-^x + \2, x'-Qx + 9,.

7. Find the highest common factor and the lowest common
multiple of Qx^ + ay'-5x-2, 6a^ + 5x^ - 3a; - 2.

8. Find the lowest common multiple of

(bc^-abc)^ 62(ac2_a3), aV + 2ac3 + c*.

9. Find the lowest common multiple of

y.3 _ y3^ ^y _ y^^ y'2 (j, _ y^l
^ x"^ + X}/ + 'If'^

.

Also find the highest common factor of the first three expressions.

10. Find the highest common factor of

6a;2-13a; + 6, 2a;2+ 5a;-12, 6a:2-a;-12.

Also shew that the lowest common multiple is the product of the
three quantities divided by the square of the highest common factor.

11. Find the lowest common multiple of

X* + ax^ + a?x + a*, x* + a^x^ + a*.

*12. Find the highest common factor and the lowest common
multiple of 3a:^ - Ix^y + dxy"^ - y^, 7?y + Zxy"^ - 3a;' - y^,

Sa;^ + bx^y + a;?/^ - y^.

* 13. Find the highest common factor of

4a;*-10a;2 + 4a; + 2, 3a;* - 2x' - 3a; + 2.

14. Find the lowest common multiple of

15. Find the highest common factor and the lowest common
multiple of (2a;- - Zd^)y + {lor - Zy'^)x, {'la? + 'if~)x + (2a;2 + 'ia?)y.

* 16. Find the highest common factor and the lowest common
multiple of a;3 - 9x^ + 26a; - 24, x^ - 12a;2 + 47a; - 60.

*17. Find the highest common factor of

a;5-15aa;2 + 48a2a; + 64a3, a;2-10aa;+ 16a2.

18. Find the lowest common multiple of

2lx[xy-y^)^, 35(a;V-a:V). I5y{x^ + xy)^.
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Addition and Subtraction of Fractions.

164. Uaving explained the rules for finding the lowest

common multiple of any given expressions, we now proceed to

shew how the addition and subtraction of fractions may be
effected.

..^- m a c ad+bc
165. To prove - + - =_^^

Thus in each case we divide the unit into bd equal parts, and
we take first ad of these parts, and then be of them ; that is, we
take ad+ bc of the bd parts of the unit ; and this is expressed

by the fraction —j-^
—

•

a c_ad+bc
' b'^d~~bd'^

„. ., , a c ad— be
Similarly, h—d=~bdr'

166. Here the fractions have been both expressed with a
common denominator bd. But if b and d have a common factor,

the product bd is not the lowest common denominator, and the

fraction —^-7— will not be in its lowest terms. To avoid work-
bd

ing with fractions which are not in their lowest terms, some
modification of the above will be necessary. In practice it will

be found advisable to take the lowest common denominator,
which is the lowest common multiple of the denominators of the

given fractions.
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Bule. I. To reduce fractions to their lowest common
denominator: find the L.C.M. of the given denominators, and
take it for the common denominator ; divide it hy the denominator

ef the first fraction, and multiply the numerator of this fraction hy
the quotient so obtained ; and do the same with all the other given

fractions.

Example. Express with lowest common denominator

5x , 4a
and

2a (x -a) 3x (a;^ - a^)

The lowest common denominator is &ax(x-a){x + a).

We must therefore multiply the numerators by ^x{x+a) an4 2a
respectively.

Hence the equivalent fractions are

\5x^(x + a) , 8a2

%ax{x ~a){x + a) 6aa;(a;-a)(a; + a)

167. We may now enunciate the rule for the addition or
subtraction of fractions.

Rule II. To add or subtract fractions : reduce them to the

lowest common denominator; find the algebraical sum of the

numerators, and retain the common denominator.

rr » , -n- 1 i 1 i j. 2x + (i 5a; - 4a
Example \. Fmd the value of —= 1 ^ •

The lowest common denominator is 9a.

T,, f ,1 • 3 (2a; + a) + 5a: -4a
Therefore the expression= ^

6a; + 3a + 5a: - 4a 11a; -a
9a 9a

Example 2. Find the value of +— .

xy ay ax

The lowest common denominator is axy.

rpv, i-u • a{x-2y) + x{Sy-a)-y('^x-2a)
Thus the expression=—^ ^-^———^ —^-^ '

axy

_ax-2ay+ Sxy -ax- 3xy + 2ay
axy

= 0,

since the terms in the numerator destroy each other.

Note. To ensure accuracy the beginner is recommended to use
brackets as in the first line of work above.
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EXAMPLES XXI. a.

Find the value of

, x-l x+3 x+1 „ 2x-\x-hx-\
^- ~^~'^ 5"^ 10' ^' 3'^6^4"
„ 5a: - 1 3a; - 2 x-5 . 2a;-3 x + 2 5a: + 8
^- 8 "T""*" 4 ' *• 9 6 12

'

_ x-7 x-9 x+ 3 - 2a; + 5 x + 3 27
^- 15

"'""25' "45"' "• X 2x Sx^'

_ a-b b -c c-a „ a-26a-5?»« + 76

»ab be ca
' '2a 4a Sa '

Q b + c c + a a-b -_ a-x a + x a'-x'^
^' "2a""'"'4fe Sc"'

^"- "^""^"o 2ax"'

11 tC +2_x^ x + 2 „ 2a'' - b^ ^-c^
^^' 17x 34x'''51x' ^^' a"

13
a;-3^x2-9 S-x^

^^ 2^ %!
5x lOar* 15x^ ' xy xy^

,_ 2x-3v 3x-22 5 -„ a^-bc ac-b"^ ab-c^
15. ^+ +- 16. -.- — -T—xy xz x be ac ao

Example 3. Simplify —^

The lowest common denominator is (x - 2a) (x - a).

Hence, multiplying the numerators by x - a and x - 2o respectively,

we have
(2x - 3a) (X - a) - (2x - a) (x - 2a)

the expression =
(x-2a)(x-a)

2x^ - 5ax + ia^ - (2x'^ - 5ax + 2a^)

(x-2a)(x-a)

2x'' - 5ax + 3a^ - 2x^ + 5ax - 2a^

(x-2a)(x-a)

(x-2a)(x-a)

Note. In finding the value of such an expression as

- (2x-a)(x-2a),

the beginner should first express the product in brackets, and then
remove the brackets, as we have done. After a little practice he
will be able to take both steps togetiier.

The work will sometimes be shortened by first reducing the

fractions to their lowest terms
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.}•" + oxy - 4^^ 2xy
Example 4. Simplify

The expression =

x"^ - 16y^ 2x^ + Sxy

x"^ + 5xy - 4y^ y

x"^ - IGy^ x + 4y

x^ + 5xy - 4y^ -y(x- 4y)

_ a;^ + ^xy - 4y^ -xy + 4y^

_x^-'r4xy _ X
x"^ - \&y'^~ x-4y'

EXAMPLES XXI. b.

Find the value of

1.
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168. Sonae modification of the foregoing general methods
may sometimes be used with advantage. The most useful

artifices are explained in the examples which follow, but no
general rules can be given which will apply to all cases.

Example 1. Simplify '-

^—5—rs*

Taking the first two fractions together, we have

a2_9_(„2_i6) 8
the expression= —, -r^. ^r „ ,„^ (a-4)(a-3) a- -16

7 8

Example 2. Simplify -

The expression =

"(a-4)(a-3) (a + 4)(a-4)

7(a + 4)-8 (a-3)
(a + 4)(a-4)(a-3)

52 -g
'(a+ 4)(a-4)(a-3)"

1 1

2a;2 + cc-l 3a;2 + 4x + l

1 1

(2a;-l)(a;+l) (3a; + l)(a; + l)

_ 3a;+l+2a;-l
~(2a;-l)(a; + l)(3x+l)

_ 5x

~(2a;-l){a; + l)(3a;+ l)'

Example 3. Simplify s ^—i .•' ^ ' a-x a + x a^+ x^ a* + 2^

Here it should be evident that the first two denominators give
L.C.M. a^-x"^, which readily combines with a^ + x' to give L.C.M.
a*-oe*, which again combines with a* + x^ to give L.C.M. a^-3^.
Hence it will be convenient to proceed as follows

rru • a + x-{a-x)
Ihe expression= ^

' — — -

a^-x^ a'^ + x^

_ 4a;' 4ar'

~a*-x^~ a*-\-X^
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EXAMPLES XXI. c.

Find the value of

x+ y x-y x^ -y"^' ' 2x+ y 2x-y 4a;^ - y^

- 5 3x 4 -13a: 2a 36 86^

l + 2a; l-2a; 1-4x2" '• 2a+ 36 2a-36 4a2-9

- 10 2 1 „ 5x 1 1

9-a2 3 + a 3-a" "'
6(a:2_i) 2(a;- l)^3(a; + l)*

_ __1 1_ b_ 2a 5 4(3a + 2)
'• 2(a-b) 2(a + b) a^-b-

°' 2a-3 6a + 9 3(4a2-9)*

Q 3 2 5a; „ a: y x^y + xy^
^' a;-2 3x + 6 a-2-4"

^^'
x^ + y^ 3?-y^^ a;«-y«

'

11.
l._^+^_>

„,. 12. 1 1

a;2-9a; + 20 x2_iia; + 30 ^"^ x'-lx-\-\2 oc^-5x+ &'

13 __!___ \
. 14

1 3
^^' 2x^-x-\ 2a;2 + a;-3 "' 2a;2-a;-l 6a;2-x-2'

4-7a-2a2 S-a-lOa^' *"* 5 + x-18x2 2 + 5a; + 2a?»*

17. :^-^,4.v..+

18.

a;+ l (x + l)(a; + 2) ' (x+l)(x + 2)(a:+ 3)

5x 15(a;-l) 9(a; + 3)

2(a;+ l)(a;-3) 16(a;-3)(x-2) 16(x+l)(x-2)

1Q
a + Sb a + 2b a + b

^^' Ma+ b)(a +2by(a+ b)(a+Sb) Ma+ 2b)la+ 3b)'

^"- x2-3x + 2^a;2-x-2 a;2-r

21. -,,-^-^+ 1^ 12

a;2+ 5a; + 6 a;2 + 9a;+ 14 x2+i0x+ 21

22 _3_ + -A_ +_4^ + 2^
^* ar2-1^2a: + l 2x2 + 3a;+ l'

™ 5(2a;-3) 7x 12(3a: + l)
^-

ll(6a;2 + a._i) + g^2 + 7^_3 ii(4a;2 + 8x + 3)"

24.
^-^2_^-l

. 25. ^?-^t- '
a;+ 2 a: + 3 x-l' ^' a;-4 a; + 3 x^-lG'
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Find the value of

\+2a 1 - 2a 8a ^ 24a; 3 + 2a: 3-2z
^- l-2a l + 2a (l-2a)2" '^'' 9-12a; + 4x2 3-2x'^3 + 2x-

^' 3^"3 + x 9 + a:2-
-sy- 2a + 3^2a-3 4a2+9"

30. ,-^,.1^.-1,. 31. .,A,, + i

^
"-^

38.

39.

43.

'4{l + x) 4(l-x) 2{l + x2)"
^^- S(a-x) 8(a + x) 4(a^ + x^y

^^* 4 + a;2'*"2-x 2 + x ^' 3-6x 3 + 6x 2+8ar»'

j a_^ 1^
***• 2a - 8a; 3a2 + 48a;2

"*"

2a + 8a;'

3F, _J__._! ^
*'• 6a2 + 54 3a-9 30^-27'

36. A„-c-^+. "
8-8a; 8 + 8a; 4 + 4ar2 2 + 2a;«*

„ 1 _l !_ 28
^- 6a -18 6a + 18 a^ + g o*+ 8i'

x+1 x-l 1

2a:3_4j;2^2a;3 + 4a;2 a;2_4

1 1 3

3a;2-4xy + y2 + a;2-4xy + 32/2 3a;2- 10a;y+32/2*

_L_ 2 3a; -2 1

*"• a;-l"'"a; + l x^-l (x + l)'''

108 - 52a; 4 12 fl+xV
*^* a;(3-x)2 3 -a; a:"^\3-x/'

19
(a + bf a + 2fe + a; {a+ b)x 1

*^* (a;-a)(a; + a + 6) 2(a;-a) "*'a~2 + 6a;-a2-a6"*'2*

3(xg + a;-2 ) _
3(a;'-a;-2) _ 8a;

x2-a;-2 a;2 + a;-2 a;2-4'

169. We have thus far assumed both numerator and deno-
minator to be positive integers, and liave shewn in Art. 155
that a fraction itself is the quotient resulting from the division

of the numerator by denominator. But in algebra division is a
process not restricted to positive integers, and we shall extend
this definition as follows :

Tfie algebraic fraction r is the quotient resulting from the

division of a. by h, lohere a and b mat/ have any values lohatever.
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170. By the preceding article —y is the quotient resulting

from the division of - a by -b; and this is obtained by dividing

a by 6, and, by the rule of signs, prefixing +

.

A-gain, -,— is the quotient resulting from the division of - a

by b ; and this is obtained by dividing a by b, and, by the rule

of signs, prefixing —

.

Therefore ^=-? (2).
o

Likewise —t is the quotient resulting from the division of

a by -h; and this is obtained by dividing a by 6, and, by the

rule of signs, prefixing -

.

Therefore ^= -| (3).

These results may be enunciated as follows ;

1. If the signs of both numerator and denominator of a
fraction be changed, the sign of the whole fraction will be un-

changed.

2. If the sign of either numerator or denominator alone be

changed, the sign of the ivhole fraction trill be changed.

The principles here involved are so useful in certain cases of

reduction of fractions that we quote them in another form,
which will sometimes be found more easy of application.

1. We inay change the sign of every term, in the numerator and
d&aominator of a fraction without altering its value.

2. We may change the sign of a fraction by simply changing
the sign of every term in either the numerator or denominator.

Example 1.

Example 2.

Example 3.

b -a
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ET 1 A o- ^c o, 2x a(3x-a)
Example 4. Simplify -\ + -^ =-i.

x + a x-a a^-x^

Here it is evident that the lowest common denominator of the
first two fractions is x- - a?, therefore it will be convenient to alter

the sign of the denominator in the third fraction.

Thus the expression = 1 5 k-^ x + a x-a x^-a^

_ a(x - a) + 2x(x + a) - aCix - a)

_ aa; - g^ + Id? + lax - Zax + a'~
x^-a^

2ar*

5 .3a; - 1 1
Example 5. Simplify _-- + '-—-^ +

,

3x-3 l-x2^2a;+2

TV, • 5 3a;-

1

, 1
The expression = - -^—p +

3{a;-l) a?-\ 2(a:+l)

_ 10(a;+l)-6(3a;-l) + 3(a;-l)

6{a:2-l)

_ 10a;4-10-18a: + 6 +3x-3
6(a;2-l)"

13 -5a:

~6(ar2-l)

EXAMPLES XXI. d.

Simplify

1 _A L + i_ 9 _3 2 5a_
^- 4a;-4 5a: + 5

"^
1 - a:^"

^- 1+a 1-a a^-T

_ a;-2a 2(a'^-4aa:) .3a . a:-a a'^ + Saa: a;+a

x + a a^-x^ x-a x + a a^-7r x-a

K 1 , 1 , 4a: j£ 2 2_
°' 2x + l 2a;-l'^l-4ar2* °- l-a:" a:-l a: + l"

2-5x 3 + a: 2a;(2x-ll) - 3 -2a: 2a: + 3 12_
'•

a; + 3 S-a:"*" a:2-9 "
***

2a: + 3 3-2x 4a:2-9*

Q 5 3 11 „ 1 \ 1 1

^' 2b + 2 4b-4 G-Gh"^'
^"-

6a + 6 6-6a 3a* -3
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11
y^

I

^y^
12

^-y^ ^y - y^
7^-y^ if -x^' ' xy xy - a;^'

^_ x^ + y"^ X y ,. a:'^ + 2a; + 4 a;^ - 2a; + 4

ir-y^ x + y y-x x + 2 2-x

.f. 1 3a 1 .„ 2b -a 3x{a-b) b-2a
^^' 2a + 56'^2562-4a2 + 2a-56" ^°' x-b b'^-x'^ ^T+x"
._ ax^+b 2{bx+ax^) ax'^-b ,„ a + c

,
b + c

19.

21.

24.

29.

2a;-l ' l-4a;2 2a; + l *"" (a -6) (a; -a) (6 -a) (a; -6)"

a-c 6 -c

(a-6)(a;-a) {b-a){b-x)'

2Q
2a + y ^

g + fe + y x + y-a
(x-a)(a-b) (x-b)(b-a) (x-a)(x~b)1.1 1

(a2 - 62) (a;2+ 52)
^ (^2 _ ^2) (3,2 + ^2) (a,2 4. ^2) (3.2 ^. 52)

99 ^
,

4a
, 1 2a

a; + a a:^ - a'' a - x x^ 4- a^

23 _? 1,3^1
a; + a a;+ 3a a-a; a;-3a

1 1 1 a4_
4a3(a + a;) 4a3(a;-o)"^2a2(a2+ a;2) a^-a;*'

y ,
x^+ y^

,

ary
""• „0 ..•> -.9 , . .9 I - J ^ T^x2-y2 a;2 + y2^2/'*-a^ (a^+ y)(^'*+ 3/^)"

b a a* + b* _ a^

a (a2 - 62) + 6(a2 + 62) + ab(¥-a'*)
~ W^^'

a^-2ax + x^ 2ax{a + x) x^-a^
" 2(a2-a;2) (a - a;) (a2 + 2aa; + a;2) 2(a;-a)'^

00 2 1 36 a6
ttO' _ . I.

~ r—I - m b +a + 6 a-b b''-a^^a^+ ¥'

3 1 1-a; 3
8(1 -x) 8(1 +a;) 4(l + a;2) 4(a;2-l)'

qn l_i_ 1
, 1 . a; 3

X x-1 a;+l l-a;2 a;(a;2-l)*

„, a2 + ac___a2_c2__ 2c 3
^^' a?c-c^ a2c + 2ac2 + c»'^c2-a2 a + c

32 4a + 66 6a^ 4a2 + 662 452 -6a2 206^
• a + 6 a-6 "*

62-a2 ^ a^ + b"^ b* -a^
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*17t. Consider the expression

1
,

1
,

1
.

Here in finding the L.C.M. of the denominators it mnst be
observed that there are not six different compound factors to be
considered ; for three of them differ from the other three only

in sign.

Thus {a-c)=-(e- a),

{b-a)= -(a-b),

(c-b)=-{b-c).

Hence, replacing the second factor in each denominator by its

equivalent, we may write the expression in the form

___J 1 I (1)
(a-b)(c-a) ib-c)(a-b) (c-a)(b-c) ^^

Now the L.C.M. is (b - c)(c - a)(a - b)
;

and the expression =

—

Kt—^w w tv
—

' {b - c){c - a){a - b)

_ - b+c -c+a-a+b
-Jb-c)(c-a){a-b) \J
=0.

*172. There is a peculiarity in the arrangement of this ex-

ample which it is desirable to notice. In the expression (1) the

letters occur in what is known as Cyclic Order ; that is, 6

follows a, a follows c, c follows b. Thus if a, b, c are arranged

round the circumference of a circle, as in the

annexed diagram, if we start from any letter

and move round in the direction of the arrows,

the other letters follow in cyclic order, namely,

abc, bca, cab.

The observance of this principle is espe-

cially important in a large class of examples
in whicli the differences of three letters are

involved. Thus we are observing cyclic order

when we write b-c, c — a, a-b ; whereas we are violating cyclic

order by the use of arrangements such as b — c,a-c,a — b,OT

a — c,b-a,b~c. It will always be found that the work is

rendered shorter and easier by following cyclic order from the

beginning, and adhering to it throughout the question.

In the present chapter we shall confine our attention to a

few of the simpler cases, resuming the subject in Chapter xxix.
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EXAMPLES XXI. e.

Find the value of

1. 7-^:^ . + .. L .+^- '
{a-b){a-c) (6-c)(6-a) (c-a){c-6\

{a-b){a-c) {b -c){b -a) (c-a){c-b)

3 ___^ +
{x-y)(x-z) {y-z)(y-x)' {z-x)(z-y)

4 y+ z
^ z+x ^

x+ y
• (x-y)(x-z) (y-z)(y-x) (z-x)(z-y)'

- b-c c-a a-b
5. 7 ZV-, X + /T TTT ^ + .{a~b){a-c) (b -c)(b -a) {c-a)(c-b)

x'h/z y^x ^ z^zy

{x-y){x-z) iy-z)(y-x) (z-x){z-y)

7
1+a 1+b 1+c

(a- b)(a-c) (b -c)(b -a) {c-a)(c-b)

p-a q-a r-a
' {p-q){p-r) (q-r){g-p) (r-p)(r-q)'

g
p + q-r ^ q + r-p

^
r+p-q

{p-q){p-r) (q-r)(q-p) {r-p){r-q)'

10,
a-

.
h- .

(a2 - 62) (a2 _ c2)
^ (62 _ c2) (62 - a2)

"^
(c2 - a2) (c2'^^/'

11 g+y a;+y ^+y
• (?>-9)(jo-»-) (?-»-){3-i5) (r-23J(r-g)"

12.
g + ^

,

^+;^
, -P + g

{pc-y)(x-z) {y-z){y-x) (z-x){z-y)



CHAPTER XXII.

Miscellaneous Fractions.

[Examples marktd with an asterisk may be taken at a later stage.']

1 73. We now propose to consider some miscellaneous ques-

tions involving fractions of a more complicated kind than those

already discussed.

In the previous chapters on Fractions, the numerator and
denominator have been regarded as integers ; but cases fre-

quently occur in which the numerator or denominator of a

fraction is itself fractional.

174. Definition. A fraction of which the numerator or

denominator is itself a fraction is called a Complex Fraction.

a a

Thua T) -> - are Complex Fractions.

c d
In the last of these types, the outside quantities, a and c?, are

.«!ometimes referred to as the extremes, while the two middle

quantities, h and c, are called the means.

175. Instead of using the horizontal line to separate

numerator snd denominator, it is sometimes convenient to

write complex fractions in the forms

Ih a I a Ic

«/? ir^ hid

176. By definition (Art. 169) - is the quotient resulting

a c
^ ad

from the division of t by -^ ; and this by Art. 158 is t- ;

a

b_ad
" c~ be

d
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Simplification of Complex Fractions.

177. From the preceding aiticle we deduce an easy method
of writing down the simplified form of a complex fraction.

Multiply the extremes for a new numerator^ and the means for a
new denominator.

a + x
_ ,

b ah(a+x) a
Example. , ^ =T-r^ 2\

= »^ a'-x^ (a^ -x^) a-x
ab

by cancelling common factors in numerator and denominator.

178. The student should especially notice the following

cases, and should be able to write down the results readily.

1 , a , h h
-= l-=-y = lx- = -,
a a a

6

« 1 LI.

h

1

a 1.1 16 h

T
b

\ a' h a \ a

1 79. The following examples illustrate the simplification of

complex fractions.

b d [ a c\ [a c\ ad + bc ad -be
Example \. — = [l +d)^[b-d)^~-bd-^-bdr

b d
_ ad + bc bd _ad+ be

bd ad-bc~ad- be'

Or more simply thus :

Multiply the fractions above and below by bd which is the L.C.M,
of their denominators.

Then the fraction becomes —,— , as before.
ad- be
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a"
X +-

Example 2. Simplify

Here by multiplying above and below by x^, we have

J.I. t J.-
x* + a'^x^ x-ix^+ a^)

the fraction=^ 3-=

—

-2 r-
x^~a* x*-a*

x'^ - a?'

1 +1-2
Example 3. Simplify

'^~l—o*

l^2~a

„ ^, . 18 + 2a2-12a
Here the expre88ion=

^^^g^.^g

_2{a^-6a + 9) _2 {a-3)
~{a + 6){a-3)~ a+ 6

'

Example 4. Simplify r ?

—

^ "^ a + b a-b

The numerator

a-b a+b

_ (a^ + by-(a^-l^)'*
"

{a2 + h2)(a2-62)

~(o2+62)(a2-62)"

Similarly the denominator=;

—

—n-. j-.-' {a + b){a- b)

Hence the fraction
4a262 4a6

(a2 + 62)(a2_ft2) • (a + 6) (a -6)

^W {a-\-b)(a-h)

~(a2+ 62)(a2_fc2)>< 4aft

_ ab

~cfi + b^'

Note. To ensure accuracy and neatness, when the numerator
and denominator are somewhat complicated, the beginner is advised
to simplify each separately as in the above example.
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180. In the case of fractions like the following, called

Continued Fractions, we begin from the lowest fraction and
simplify step by step.

9ar^-64
Example. Simplify

x-l- 1

4 + a;

_^ 9a?- 64 9a^2-64
The expression= ? = j——

x-\--. x-\ —
4+x-x 4

4+ x

9x^-64 9a;2-64

4a;-4 - (4 + x) 3x-

4 4

EXAMPLES XXII. a.

Find the value of

9.

13.

m I
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Find the value of

l-x''\l-x l+xj' \a-b a + b ) •'a^-b'^

18 /a^-ax + x- a^ + ax + x^\ . a^

\ a-x a + x / ' a^-x^'

V y-xjy x + y) y + x"^

20. (-£- +Lz^U(_^_l^y
\l + a; X I \l+a; x )

21. "-" "r. 22.

Vi+x
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if<W
«-^ *Q4 2a:2+ 2a? 3(a:-l)

**•
„ (a-x)^' "^ 3 X 3'

a? -ax- o ^ 7-_a a; . 2 a; 4

a; a;-2 a;-4

35.
2-4^_. *36.

^' ^"'"^

43- 1 1
4^-2-. 3^, 1- 1-

1 1

1 + J—
a;2+ x^ j

1 + :. i ccH

—

o;--
4a; -1 X X

181. Sometimes it is convenient to express a single fraction

as a group of fractions.

5a;V-10a;y2+15y»_ 5a:V lOxy" 15y^
Jijxample.

^^^.^^ "lOa^V lOa^V 10a:V

21/ a: 2a;'*'

1 82. Since a fraction represents the quotient of the numerator

by the denominator, we may often express a fraction in an equi-

valent form, partly integral and partly fractional.

„ J
- x + 1 (a; + 2) + 5 .

,
5

Example \. -—^= ^-^^^ = 1 + --^.

Examle2 3a;-2 ^3( a: + 5)- 15-2^ 3(a;-i-5) - 17 ^^ 17_
^ ' x + 5 x + 5 x + 5 x + 5'

In some cases actual division may be advisable.

2a;2 -'jx-i 4
Example 3. Shew that -^ ~ =2a; - 1 ^x~3 x-3

By division, a; - 3 ) 2a;2 - 7a; - 1 ( 2a: - 1

2a;'* - 6a;

- x-1
- x+ 3

-4

Thus the quotient is 2a;- 1, and the remainder -4.

Therefore 2x^-'lx-l ^ g^; _ 1 - -^.
x-3 x-3
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183. If the numerator be of lower dimensions than the
denominator, we may still perform the division, and express the
result in a form which is partly integral and partly fractional.

Example. Prove that :;—^-^=2x - Goi^ + \8x^ - ,—s-o

•

l+Sar l+3x^
By division 1 + Sar^ ) 2x ( 2a; - ex^+ 18a*

18x°+ 54a;7

-54a:''

whence the result follows.

Here the division may be carried on to any number of terms in
the quotient, and we can stop at any term we please by taking for
our remainder the fraction whose numerator is the remainder last

found, and whose denominator is the divisor.

Thus, if we carried on the quotient to four terms, we should have

^^ ;=2x-6ar' + 18ar»-54a;7+ .^^^'^

1 + 3x2 — "- '— "^•*' ^l+.Sa;2

The terms in the quotient may be fractional ; thus if t^
is divided by or'-a^, the first four terms of the quotient are

-+-! + -,+ -fs, and the remainder is -^.

184, Miscellaneous examples in multiplication and division

occur which can be dealt with by the preceding rules for the
reduction of fractions.

Example. Multiply x+ 2a - ^ ^ by 2x - a
mc •\' oa X -f- ct

/ a? \ f 2a^ \
The product= (x + 2a

-

^^^^^j x(2x-a- ^^j
_2a^ + 7ax + 6a^-a'^ 2x^ + ax-a^-2a'~

2x + 3a x+a
_2x^ + 7ax + 5cfi 2x' + ax-3a''

2x + 3a x + a

_ (2x + 5a)(x+ a) (2x + 3a)(x-o)
2x + 3a x + a

:«(2x+ 5a)(x-a.).
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EXAMPLES XXII. b.

Express each of the following fractions as a group of simple

fractions in lowest terms :

1 ^x^y + xy^ - y^ p 3a^a; - 4a%^ + %ao(?

9xy '

'

12ax

„ a^-3a% + 3ab^ + b^ ^ a + b + e

2ab
'

' abc

f-
bc + ca + ab c a%c - 3abh + 2abc

abc '

'

6abc

Perform the following divisions, giving the remainder after

four terms in the quotient :

7. x^(l+x). 8. a^(a-b). 9. (\+x)^(l-x).

10. I^(l-a: + x2). 11. x'^-^ix + 3). 12. 1^(1 -a:)^.

ftS _ 7,3 .3^,2

13. Shew that ^_^= a + 26 + ^-^.

14. Shew that ^'"'^y + y''-
^fy= ^+f-

16. Shew that ,.?!^'=!-i±^^±i^'.

17. Divide x + ^,3je-bya:-l+^^.

18. Multiply ct^-2ax + 4x--^~^^ by 3 - ^^ + 2a:c + 4x2*

12 21!)^

19. Divide 62 + 35_2-g—^by36 + 6-^^— g.

fi'iM 13/)2

20. Divide «' + 9?>' +^Fr962bya + 36 + ^335-

98a; — 27 1 3x + 29
21. Multiply 4x^ + 14x + -^^--^ by g" i2a;2+i8a:+ 27

-

E.A. M
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185. The following exercise contains miscellaneous examples
which illustrate most of the processes connected with fractions.

EXAMPLES XXn. c.

Simplify the following fractions :

Ta^ -ax a^ + 2ax + a;*l

\_bc+bx ^ <^-2cx+x'J
Aa{a?- x^)

x(x + a){x+ 2a) a;(a; + a)(2a;+a)

3a 6a

2
2+a6-26a

2 _ Ax

x-\ x+\ x^-x+ l

3 YJ L_v* h\a-h a + 2bj a-

a ( ^
,
^^ y/^+iy 7 1 1 2 ar

°- U-a:* 1-W'\ a; /
'

''a; {x+\f x+\'^\ + x + x^'

\ + x? Q 2x3-9^2 + 27

l + 2x + 2a;2+a^ «" 3x3-81x+162

g {a^-b^)x a{a^-b'^)a?
^"- 6 62 +"62(6 + ax)

"• \#^:^^2ax + a2~ x-a J
^ x^ + a^ "U «/

a? -a?
. \ g/ \ a/

12.
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2 2

^°' {l+ax)^-(a + x)'^-2\l-x'^l+x)'

19. „^ o„ , o—

•

20,

21.

x3-3x + 2 *
""• 'ix»-2lx^+15x+2(y

2a x-a 2

(a;-2a)2 a^-dax + Ga^ x-3a'

l( a^+ x^\ 1 g + x ( a Y^ 2\a?-x'J 2' a-x Va+ x/

*

23. J(J— -i_)x^^^-l_.
2\a;-y x-\-yJ x-y + xy^ x+y

x + y L2\x + y x-yj x-y + xy^J

25. (3.-6-?)(3«+5-?)^(.-^),

/2 I 11 /g + x a-a;\

\x g+x g-.rj "^g-a; a + xj'
26,

2x-=^

« ^ri^- ^- ('n4)(-^.)G^::>

29.

, g-6 g-6
1 + go

j
.. (a-b)b ^ a{a-b)

\ l+ab I -ab

x^ + y^

y a:2-y"

\-ah \ fa b\

\a-b)\'\h a)'

H),.
^' 11 ^3?+^' ^- 2x+l "^2'

y X

b-a x + y _ a + b a-b
1 +g& i-xy „_ g-6 a + b

i(fe-g
) , ,y(a^+y)' * g^-^ g + 6

'

l + o6 l-a*y a + 6 g-6

„ l+g6 l-xy „_ g-6 g4-6 ab^-a^b

I
a(b-a)^

^ y{x+ yy ^- a_-b_a + b^ ^i?+W'
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Simplify the following fractions :

^' X(l+X)(l-Xf 2^ 1 ,

i+- - - +--1 1+2 i+ig

- m2+— OT-1 + - -^ + -+1 " —
m m m V V y x

38.
a
3x + x3y_ 9 33 - a:2

+ 3x2/ ^2 3x2+1

3x2-1 3 _ 2(x2 + 3)
'

X* - 3x x2 (X^ - X)2

^^ 2_ 2 1

a2-2 a^-l'^a^+l a2 + 2'

.« 1 13
40. ^-—^+,

6to - 2n 3m + 2« 6m + 2n'

d1
3 3 1 x-1

*^- 4(l-x)2'^8(l-x)'^8(l+x)'^4(l+x2)"

42 4 +—5 1 L_.^- 9(x-2) + 9(x + l) 3{x + l)2 1

\y xJ\y^-x^J x2 + xy xy-y2

^-(y-^2 y2-^(2-X)2 Z2_^X-J^
**•

(x + 2)2-y2+(a; + y)2_z2 + (y + 2)2_aJl-

x2-(y-22)2 y2_(2z-a;)a 4z2-(x-y)''
*°'

(2z+ x)2 - y2
"^

(a; +. y)2 - 4z2 + (y + 22)2 - a^j-

46.
(a:-y)(y-2) + (y-2)(z-x) + (2-x)(x-y)

x(2-x) + y(x-y) + z(y-z)
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.„ a-b-c b-c-a c-a-b
47. -, rr, V + 7T TTT -.+

52.

53.

56.

58.

{a-b)(a-c) (b-c){b-a) (c-a)(c-b)'

.Q c + a a + b b + c

(a-b)(a-c) (b-c)(b-a) (c-a){c-b)'

.a x^ - (2y - Sz)^ 4/ - (32 - xf 9e^ -{x- lyf
(Sz + xf - 4y2

"^
(x + 2.yf - 92^

"*"

(2y + 32 )2 - x^'

^ 9y^ - (42 - =lxf 162'^-(2a;-3y)^ 4a;'^ - (3y - 42)^

"•
(2x + 3i/)2 - 162^

"*"

(3y + 42)2 _ 4x2 + (4z+ 2a;)2 - 92^2-

1 ar + a 1 a;-a

CI X x^-\-cfi X x^ + a^
01. "i ^— +

1 a+x 1 a-x

(a: + CT)(a; + fe)-(y + CT)(y + fe) (:i;-a)(y-?)) - (x- 6)(y-a)

x-y a-b

I a + x a-x \ /a^ + a;^ a^-aj^X

\a^-ax + a;'-^ a- + aa; + a;-/ ' \d^-x^ d^ + x^j'

x-\ x-\ a; + 3 a; + 3 6 a; + 3 a: + 3

_. 3 "^a;-2
.

7 a-- + 4 „ "^a; + 3 4 a;+I
°*"

a; + 2 a; + 2'a;-2 a; -2
"

12 ^a;-3 a;-3'

4 ^a;-3 3 +a-l ^ * +
a;+ 3 7 iC-4

<-M'-l*S^a}{-IS^.}-

57. (l+a)2-/l+-
l-a +

1 + a + a^

{a,a:2 + (&-c)a;-/P-{CTx2 + (6 + c)a:-/P

{
ax^ + (6 + e)a; -/^ - { aa;^ + (6 - e)a; -ff
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES IV.

[TVte foliowiiyj Examples for revision are arranged in groups
under different headings ; each group illustrates one or more of the

principal rules and processes already discussed, and for the most
part the Examples present more variety and difficulty than those

of the same type which have appeared in previous exercises.]

Substitutions and Brackets.

1. Find the value of -»—,,, , „—, „. when a= - 4, 6 = - 3.
a^ - 2o(a'' - 6'')

2. When a=l, 6= -1, c=2 evaluate the expression

JSa^b - c) + 3b^c -a) + 3<^(a - b).

3. Simplify

a(b-c)^-a{b- c)(2b^ -bc + 2c^) + {ab + ac)(62 - c")

;

and find its value when a = l, 6 = 2, c=3.

4. Find the value of

^{5(62-c2)-a2} + 't/3{a(a2-c2)-l}

when a = 4, 6 = 5, c= 3.

5. Find the value of

•J{x^ + y^ + z){x -
y -^z) -r Ifxyh^

when x= - 1, y= —3, 2 = 1.

6. When a = 0, 6 = 2, x= \, y= -3, 2 = 5, find the numerical value

of

(1) {x-yf-Zaix-yf + ZbiT?-}^);

(2) (x - of - b\x -y + z) + ^{by? - axy + y'^+z^).

7. If a;=6, t/= 7, 2=8, find the value of

(2. iy{'-'^]-l[y-i%-'-^)M<'*^^]-
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8 Evaluate
2a-fe{c-a(6-c)}

^
la+ bc

when a=2, b=-l, c= L

9. Find the value of

a-[b-{a-{b-c)}-sf2a^ + b'^+ c^

when a=-l, 6=5, c=3.

10. When a=4, b= -2, c=|^, d= -1, find the value of

(1) a^-b^-(a-bf -11 {3b + 2c) (2c^-^Y,

(2) ^4c2-a(a-26-rf) - -^ft^c + llb^da.

11. Find the value of

when i=f, ?n= -^.

12. When a=l, 6- -^, c=0, evaluate

a-[6-c-{2a-26-l(3c-b)}]

a
J

c—
a

13. Simplify

and find its value when x=^, y= -^.

14. If x=6, y=l, 2= 8 find the value of

<) i{-(-f)}-![f-{-3%}^a^
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Resolution into Factors.

(071 Arts. 12&-132.)

Resolve into two or more factors :

15. 37" + 21a;+ 108. 16. a^+ Ga-dh 17. k^ _ 20xt/ + 96y«.

18. am^-Uab-5\. 19. c^ + c^-lSGc. 20. mhi-&mn^ + 9n'.

21. i>*-p2g2_56g4_ 22. d*- 4cPc2-45c^. 23. x^y - a;y - 42ay

24. m2+28m+195. 25. 210 -a- a^. 26. 57 + 16p?-7>V-

27. ar' + 27a:2+176. 28. a^ + Ta'- 98. 29. c2 + 54c + 729.

30. 72 + a;i/-a:V- 31. a^+ Oa^ar^ + Ua.-*. 32. /^^ - Sp^ - IO892.

33. 2a«+ 2a3-264. 34. z* - 2x^ - 6Sx\ 35. 6V + 56c-84.

36. z2 + 34z + 289. 37. a2-22ac + 57c2. 38. j^ + Gy^z-giyz.

39. 2 + x^-3afi. 40. 2a262 + a6-15. 41. V-24p + 16.

42. 35 + 12wm + m2?i2. 43. 119- 10c -c*. 44. Gar^ _ 5jp4 ^. j^s^

45. 6m2 + 7m-3. 46. 4a2-8a6-562. 47. 6p'^-l^g+ 2q^

48. 20a;2-9a:z-2022. 49. 8a;* + 2a;2 - 15. 50. I2y'^ -30y+ 12.

51. 12(a262_i) + 7a6. 52. 2(a*b'^ + 5)-9a^b.

53. 21x2+2y{5a:-8y). 54. 3(6m2-5n2) + l77n».

(On Arts. 133-137.)

Resolve into two or more factors ;

56. a2+26c-62-c2.

a%^ + 343. 59. 512ft3-a«.

61. 2mn + wi2-l + n2

63. (a262-l}a-a;2+ 2xy -3/".

OOO/j^'^^. 66. 6561 - a*.

68, a2-16(6-c)2.

70. p'^-l6q^+p-iq.

72. x+ 3y + a;3 + 27y8.

55.
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(Miscellaneous Factors.)

Resolve into two or more factors :

73. oi^ + x'^yJrxy'^ + y^. 74. acx^ + hcx-adx-hd.

75. 14-5a-a2. 75. QSx^-lx^y^-y*. TI. 51-14a-a2.

78. l-(m2 4.»2)_2TOj9. 79. a6(x2+l)-a;(a2+62).

80. 962-66c-16 + c2. 81. xV-cS + a:^-!.

82. 3x--2ab-x(h-6a}. 83. m^ - n^ - (x^ - mn) {m - n).

84. a(62+ c2_a2) + 6(a2 + c2-62). 85. x^ - a;3 + 8x* - 8.

86. Express in factors the square root of

(x-2 + 8x + 7)(2x2-a;-3)(2x2 + lla;-21).

87. Find the expression whose square is

(2x2 _xy_ i5y2) (4^2 _ 252/2) (2:c2 _ n^cy + 15^2),

Highest Common Factor and Lowest Common Multiple.

88. Find the lowest common multiple of

13a62{ar'-3a2x + 2a3), 6oa^b{x^ + ax-2a'^), 25bHx^-ay.

89. Find the highest common factor of

2(ar* + 9) - 5x^{x + 1), 2ar5(2x - 9) + 81 (x - 1).

90. Find the expression of lowest dimensions which is divisible by
each of the following expressions :

(2ari + 4x3)(x2 + 2x-8), (2x3 - 4x2) (a;2 - 2a; - 8),

(x2-4x)(x2 + 2x-8).

91. Find the H.C.F. and the L.C.M. of the three expressions

a{a + c)-b(b + r), b{b + a)-c{c + a), c{c + b)-a{a + b).

92. Find the divisor of highest dimensions of the expressions

(a + b){a- b) + c{c-2a), {a + 'c){a-c) + b{b + 2a).

93. Find the expression of lowest dimensions such that the L.C.M.
of it and 2«2 - 3ab + b"^ is

2a*-3a^b-a%'^+ 3ab^-b*.
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94. Shew that x^ - 4y^ is the H.C.F. of the expressions

and oc> + 32y5 - 8x-y + 2ar*y + \&xy* - 16xy.

95. Find the lowest common multiple of

[a-cf-ib-cf, a2 + 62-2ac-26c+2o6, a*-t>-

96. Shew that the lowest common multiple of

a(a-hf-ac^, a?b-h{b-cf, {a + cfc-h\

is abc {a* + b* + c*- 2b'^c^ - ^c^a^ - 'iaW).

97. Prove that x* - ISx^+ 75^2 - 1 45x + 84

and a:4_i7aJ+ioia;2- 247a; + 210

have the same H.C.F and L.C.M. as

a:* -13x3 + 53x2 -83a; + 42

and x*-19x3+131x2-389x+420.

Simplification of Fractions.

Simplify

l + x + x^ x-x2 2x-7 2(a;+2^
^^- l-x» (l-x)3"

^-
(x-3)2 x2-9

100 -J—+ ^
. 101

(^+i)^-(a;-iy
,^""'

_ „ l+(2x + l)2
^"^-

3x3 + x
2x2-2

102. ,-,!-,+ 2,1^.
103^

(x3-2x)2-(^-2)^
(1-X)2^1-X2^(1+X)2 ^^- (x-I)(x+l)(x2-2)2

_J 1 1_ X 2 _4__2 I

^"^- 6x-2 ^f \\ l-3x' ^"^- 9"^3"'"x-6 3^6'
i'-i)

'

106
1 1 1 Ix^-xy + v*+— + + 7 -^•

a;2_y2 x-y ' x + y ' X y' xy(x-y)
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mo a^ + b^ + abia^ + b"^) a*+b*-ab{a^ + ^^)
^

12a%^

(a+ bf (a-bf '^(a +bf-{a-W

inQ (o^ + bdf - (aA + bcf {ac + ?)d)^ + {ad + fcc)^
^"^"

(a-h){c-d) (a + h)(c + d) '

111 3!^-{X-\f X^-{0fi-\f X^{x- \f-\
{a?+\f-x^^x'^(x+ \f-\^ 7^-{x-{-\f'

\ + x 4x 8x l-x
.-rt l-x l+x^ 1-x^ 1+x _,„

114.

115.

l-a;2 l+a;4 l + a;^

1 1 X

ic r 2+ - 2a; y
1 X x+ 1

X . l+a;+ «2

^
a; l + 3x + 3x'^+ 2a^'

116. -^('3c+»)-^.(a»+6«)-2a(-»-,V.
a + b\ a) (a + 6f* ' \o + 6/

(a+ 6)8+(a-6)2

117 &-a ^" + <»
.
(a + b)3+(&-„)a

"'• _i 1_ •(a+ fc)2-(a-6)2"

jjo f c-6 c-g fe-g 1

((a-6)(a-c) (&-c)(6-a)'''{c-a)(c-6)/

.
2(a'^+ 6^ + c='-bc-cg-a6)

• {a-6)(6-c)(c-a)
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Harder Equations.

186. In this chapter we propose to give a miscellaneous col-

lection of equations. Some of these will serve as a useful exercise

for revision of the methods already explained in previous chaf>-

ters ; but we also add others presenting more difficulty, the

solution of which will often be facilitated by some special artifice.

The following examples worked in full will sufficiently illus-

trate the most useful methods.

Example 1. Solve ^-^=—^.
Multiplying up, we have

(6.t; - 3) (a; + 5) = (3a; - 2) (2x + 7),

6x2+ 27a; - 15 = 6a;2 + 17x - 14

;

.-. 10a;=l;

_J_
•'• ^-10"

Note. By a simple reduction many equations can be brought to

the form in which the above equation is given. When this is the

case, the necessary simplification is readily completed by multiplying
up, or " multiplying across," as it is sometimes called.

„ , o o 1 8X + 23 5x + 2 2a; + 3 ,Example2. Solve -^^ - g^^^
=-^ 1.

Multiply by 20, and we have

8.-,23-22(^) = 8a + 12-20,
3x + 4

D * '<- oi 20(5a;+2)
By transposition, 31=—s j—

•

Multiplying across. 93a;+ 124= 20 ( 5a;+ 2),

84=7a;;

.'. x=12.
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When two or more fractions have the same denominator
they should be taken together and simplified.

U--X
Example 3. Solve ^-^^^^+—^ + ^^= ^^

+ 4.^ x + 3 ^ ix+ 5 x+ 3

By transposition, we have

23^+8|_
16-^.^-13 + 2^

4x+b " x+ 3

4a; + 5 x+ 3'

Multiplying across, we have

7x2 - ?^ + 21a: - 35 = 12;c + 7a;2+ 15+^.
6 4
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The above equation may also be solved very neatly by the follow-

ing artifice.

The equation may be written in the form

(a;-10) + 2 (a;-6) + 2 ^(a;-7) + 2 (x-9) + 2
.

x-10 x-6 x-7 "*" x-9 '

whence we have

2 2 2 2

which gives ^10+^=^ + ^9-

Transposing. _J_ _ _i^ = -1^ _ -I-^
;

3 3
• {a;-10)(a;-7) {x-9)(x-6y

and the solution may be completed as before.

5a;-64 2x-ll 4a:-55 x-6
Example 5. Solve

x-lS x-6 x-U x-1

We have 5+^3- (2+^) = 4+^- (l+^)>

•• jc-lS a;-6 a:-14 x-1

The solution may now be completed as before, and we obtain

a;=10.

EXAMPLES XXIII. a.

- x + 4: __ x + 5 „ 3x + l _x-2
'• 3a;-8~3a;-7* ^ 3(a:-2)~a:-r

7-5a;^ ll-15a; 3(7 + 6a:) _ .35 + 4r
"^'

l + a;~ l + 3a: ** 2 + 9a; ~9 + 2a;'

. 6a?+ 13 3a:+5 _2x 6x + 8 2a: + 38 _.
°' 15 5x-25~5' °' 2a;+l a:+12~

7 3a;- 1 4x-2_l j, x + 25_2x + 75
'• 2a;- 1 3a;-l~6" °' a;-5~2a;-15"

Q _^_+_^-i 10 6^ + 7_ 1 5a;-5
"• x+2 x+e" ^"* 9x+ 6""12 12a;+8
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2a; -5 _^jz?L-'^^^Jzl -^ i

"• 5 "'"2a;-15~ 10
^'

12.

13.

15.

16.

17.

22.

4(a; + 3)_ 8a;+ 37 7x-29
9 ~ 18 5a;- 12*

(2a;-l)(3x + 8) , _^ ., 2x4-5 2a;+l

6a;(a;+ 4) 5a; + 3 5x + 2 "•

^ 2 5 21

^T3~x+ l~2a;+ 6 2a;+2*

7 60 _ lOl 8

^^~ 5x^30" 3a; -12 a;-6'

3 30 3.5
4-2a; 8(l-a;) 2-a; 2-2a;* •

f_j 16X +4 23_ 30+ 6a; 60+8x_ 48
^''- a;+l 3a;+ 2 ~^^a; + l'

•'^'
a;+ l ^ a; + 3 -^*^a; + l

g^ X x-l-l_x-8 x-9 oi a; + 5 x- 6 x-4 x - 15
^- x^"x=T:~x^~x^' '^^^ a+4~x^~x^"x^^T6-"

x-7 x-9 x-13 x-15
x-9 x-11 x-15 x-17'

- x+3 x+6 _ x+2 x+5 „. x+2 x-7 x+3 _ x-6^' x+6~x+9~x + 5~x-l-8* ^ 'x x-5 x + l~x-4'

4x-17 10x-13_ 8x-30 5x-4
^- x-4 "* 2x-3 ~2x-7"^x-l"

ofi
5x-8 6x-44 10x-8 _x-8^' x-2 "*" x-7 x-1 ~x-6'

„ 2x -

3

_ •4x - -6 go ^Z?_3zi.-»^fi^' ^3^^:^--06x--07* ^'
-05 -0625

~^*''

29. -083 (x - -625)= -69 (x - '59375).

30. (2x+l-5)(3x-2-25)=(2x-l-125)(3x+l-25).

•3x-l •5 + l-2a; .,„ 1 - l-4x^ -7(x- 1)
^^' -Sx-^" 2x--l

* ^^-
•2+ x -l-'Sx'

33.
(:3^Z^j^:il)_l(.3x-2)=-4x-2.
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Literal Equations.

187. In the equations we have discussed hitherto the co-

efficients have been numerical quantities, but equations often

involve literal coefficients. [Art. 6.] These are supposed to be
known, and will appear in the solution.

Examplel. Solve {x + a)(x + b)-c{a + c) = (x-c)(x+c)+ab.

Multiplying out, we have

3tP+ ax + bx + ah - ac - c^= x^ - c^ + ab ;

whence ax + bx=ac,
(a+ b)x=ac;

ac

Example 2. Solve

.-. x=- ,.
a+ b

a b _a-b
x-a x~b x-c

Simplifying the left side, we have

a{x-b)-b{x-a)_a-b
(x-a){x-b) ~x-c

(a-b)x _a-b
{x-a)(x-b) x-c'

(x-a)(x-b) x-c

Multiplying across, x'^-cx=x^-ax-bx + ab,

ax+ bx-cx=ab,
{a+ b-c)x=ab ;

_ ^
~a + b-c'

EXAMPLES XXIII. b.

Solve the equations

:

1. ax-2b — 5bx-3a. 2. a'^{x-a) + VH.x-b}= ahx.

3. a;2 + a2=(6-x)2. 4. {x-a){x+ b)={x-a + b)\

5. a(x-2) +2x=6 + a. 6. m%m-x)-mnx=n^n + x).

7. {a + x){b + x) = x{x-c). 8. (a-b){x-a) = {a-c)[x-b).

- 2x + 3a_ 2{Sx + 2a) .- 2(x-b) _ 2x + b
"' x+a ~ 3x+ a ' 5x-c ~3(x-c)"
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13. _=c(a-6) + -. 14. T" " T" "TT
~
TT'

IK a;-CT_a:-6 ,^ ;r-a_ (a;-5)'^

^^- 6-x"^^^" ^°* 2 2x-a*

,r, 1 / X fx +aV 2a/ a\
17. ^^{^-'^)-[-2-) =-3r"2/

18. (a + fe)a;2-a(6a; + a2)= 6a;{a:-a) + aa:(a;-6).

19. b{a + x)-{a + x){b-x)=x^+—.

20. 6(a-a;)-|(6 + a:)2 + a&(^^+ l^ =0.

21. a:2 + „(2a-x)-^ = fa;-gj +a^.

22. (2a;-a)^a; + ^^=4a;^|-arVl(a-4a;)(2a+3a;).

x-a+b x-b X , x-a
x-a X-23. ^ +

5x;
=

1; + ^ rx-a x-2o x-b x-a-b

24- (i-3)(t-')->-^'<^-'"=(i-'y-'-

„_ b[x-^a) 2x + ^b - a_ 2[x^ + bx -b"-]

Example 3. Solve ax + by=c (1),

a'x + b'y=c' (2).

The notation here first used is one that the student will frequently

meet with in the course of his reading. In the first equation we
choose certain letters as the coefficients of x and y, and we choose

corresponding letters with accents to denote corresponding quantities

in the second equation. There is no necessary connection between
the values of a and a', and they are as different as a and b ; but it is

often convenient to use the same letter thus slightly varied to mark
some common meaning of such letters, and thereby assist the

memory. Thus a, a' have a common property as being coefficients

of a; ; b, b' as being coefficients of y.

Sometimes instead of accents letters are used with a suffix, such as

Oi, Oj, a^ ; bi, 6,. 63, etc.

E.A. N
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To return to the equations ax+ by=c „...,. „ (1),

a'x+ b'y=& (2).

Multiply (1) by 6' and (2) by 6. Thus

ab'x + hb'y= b'c,

a'bx + bb'y= be' ;

by subtraction, (ab' - a'b)x=b'c - be'

;

b'c - be' ,o\

ab -a b

As previously explained in Art. 104, we might obtain y by substi-

tuting this value of x in either of the equations ( 1 ) or (2) ; but y is

more conveniently found by eliminating x, as follows

:

Multiplying (1) by a' and (2) by a, we have

aa'x + a'by= a'e,

aa'x + ab'y= ae' ;

by subtraction, {a'b - db')y= a'c - ac' -,

_ a'e - ac'
•'•

y~a'b-ab"
or, changing signs in the terms of the denominator so as to have the
same denominator as in (3),

ac' - a'e , b'c - be'
y= Ti TLt and X= -T7 TT'" ab - ab ab - ab

Example^. Solve ^Il" + ?^=:i (D.c-a c-b

x+a y-a_a
^2^

From (1) by clearing of fractions, we have

x(c - b) - a(e -b) + y{c - a) -b{c - a) = {c - a)(c -b),

x{c-b) + y{c-a)= ac-ah + be-ah-\-e^-ae-bc + ah,

x(c-b) + y{c-a)=e'^-ab (3).

Again, from (2), we have

x{a - b) + a(a - b) + cy - ca= a{a -b)

x(a-b) + ey = ac (4).

Multiply (3) by c and (4) by c - a and subtract,

x{e(c - b) - (e - a) {a - b)}= c^ - abe - ac(c-a),

x{e^ - ac + a"^ - ab) — e(e'^ - ab - ac+a^)

;

:. x=e;
and therefore from (4) y=b.
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EXAMPLES XXIII. c.

Solve the equations :

1. ax+ hy=l, 2. lx +my=n, 3. ax=by,

bz + ay=:m. px + qy=r. bx + ay=c.

4. ax + hy=a?, 5. x+ ay=a', 6. px-qy=r,
hx+ay=W. ax + a'y= l. rx-py=q.

7. ^+^4 8. ?-^=0, 9. ^+1^=3,
a h ao ah ah
x _y _ 1 6a;+ ay=4a6. 9a; Qy_„
a' b'~a'b'' a h~ '

10. qx-rb=p(a-y), „ ^^y_-i 12. 25a; + gy=0,

^+r=«/'l + ^'l

' "^ "''
'

lx +my=n.
a ^\ bj ^_y^i^

m' m

la (a-b)x={a+ b)y, 14. (a-b)x + {a + b)y.= 2a'^-2b*.

x+ y=c. {a + b)x-(a-b)y='iab.

iR ^^y-^ ifi ^^y-9 17 ^ ^-1

a; y _2 a;_y a: ^_a

(a;

+

y) (m2

+

P) =2 (m'+ ^) + rn/! (x+ y).

19. 6x+cy=a+ 6,

/J 1_\ /_1 1 \ 2a

"^Va— 6 a+ 6/ ^V6-a 6+ a/ a+ &*

20. (a-6)x+(a + 6)y=2(a2-62), aa;-6y=a24-62.

21,
• *("^-* +A)=K"''*~^)' ^+2/=2a».



CHAPTER XXIV.

Harder Problems.

188. In previous chapteis we have given collections of

problems which lead to simple ecjuations. We add here a
^ew examples of somewhat greater difficulty.

Example 1. A grocer buys 15 lbs. of figs and 28 lbs. of currants
for $2.(30; by selling the figs at a loss of 10 per cent., and the
currants at a gain of 'M) per cent., he clears 30 cents on his outlay

;

how much per- pound did he pay for each ?

Let X, y denote the number of cents in the price of a pound of

figs and currants respectively ; then the outlay is

15j; + 28y cents.

Therefore 15a; + 28y= 260 (I).

The loss upon the figs is jj^x 15x cents, and the gain upon the,

currants is ,< x 28y cents ; therefore the total gain is

42w 3x .—^ - cents

;

5 2

.•.f-f = 30 (2).

From (1) and (2) we find that a;= 8, and y= 5; that is the figs

cost 8f. a pound, and the currants cost 5c. a pound.

Example 2. At what time between 4 and 5 o'clock will the
minute-hand of a watch be 13 minutes in advance of the hour-hand ?

Let X denote the required number of minutes after 4 o'clock ; then,

as the minute-hand travels twelve times as fast as the hour-hand,

the hour-liand will move over — minute divisions in x minutes.

At 4 o'clock the miinitc-liand is 20 divisions behind the hour-hand,

iind finally the minute-hand is 13 divisions in advance ; therefore

the minute-hand moves over 20-f 13, or 33 divisions more than the

hour-hand.
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Hence a;=^ + 33,

.-. a;=36.

Thus the time is 36 minutes past 4.

If the question be asked as follows : "At what times between 4

and 5 o'clock will there be 13 minutes between the two hands ?" we
must also take into consideration the case wh^n the minute-hand ie

13 divisions behind the hour-hand. In this case the minute-hand
gains 20- 13, or 7 divisions.

Hence x=^ + 'l,

7
which gives a;= 7Ty-

7'
Therefore the times are 1— past 4, and 36' past 4.

Example 3. Two persons A and B start simultaneously from
two places, c miles apart, and walk in the same direction. A travels

at the rate of p miles an liour, and B at the raie of q miles ; how far

will .4 have walked l)efore he overtakes B ?

Suppose A has walked x miles, then B has walked x- c miles.

A walking at the rate of p miles an hour will travel x miles in -

hours ; and B will travel x- c miles in hours : these two times

being equal, we have ''

X
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On the first supposition the speed per hour is a; + 6 miles, and the
time taken is y-4 hours. In this case the distance traversed will

be rejHX'sentfd by {.v + 6){i/ -4) miles.

On tl»c .second supposition the distance traversed will be repre-
sented by {x -G}(y + 6) miles.

All these expressions for the distance must be equal ;.

.-. xy = (x + (i)(y-4) = (x-G)(y + Q).

From these equations we have

xy = xi/ + 6y-'Lc- 24,

or 6y-4x= 24 (1) ;

and xi/ = xy -fyy + Gx - 36,

or 6x-Gy = 3(y (2).

From ( 1 ) and (2) we obtain x = 30, y = 24.

Hence the distance is 720 miles.

Example 5. A person invests $3770, partly in 3 per cent. Stock
at $102, and partlj- in Railway Stock at §84 which pays a dividend
of 4J per cent. : if his income frf)m these investments is $136.25
per annum, what sum does he invest in each ?

Let X denote the number of dollars invested in 3 per cent.
, y the

uumber of dollars invested in Railway .Stock ; then

x + y-=mO (1).

3.C X
The income from 3 per cent. Stock is $7,,;^) or $kj ; and

4iw 3w
that from Railway Stock is $-ff , or $ *

•' 84 56

Therefore ^ + i|= 136i (2).
34 5o *

51
From (2) ^ + -^ ^^ ^^'^'^ '

therefore by subtracting (1)

oq

whence y = 28 x 37^ = 1050 ;

and from (1) x= 2720.

Tiierefore he invests $2720 in 3 per cent. Stock, and S1050 in

Railway Stock.

EXAMPLES XXIV.

1. A sum of .SlOO is divided anions,' a nnmlicr of persons ; if the

numVicr liad been increased by one-fourtli each would have received

a half-dollar Irss : find the number of persons.
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2. I bought a certain number of marbles at four for a cent ; I

kept one-fifth of them, and sold the rest at three for a cent, and
gained a cent : how many did I buy ?

3. I bought a certain numtjer of articles at five for six cents ; if

they had been eleven for twelve cents, I should have spent six cents
less : how many did I buy ?

4. A boy lost a half of his marbles and one more ; in the next
game he lost a half of what remained and two more, and he then
had only three left : how many had he at first ?

5. A purse containing gold coins is divided amongst three
persons. The first receives a half of them and one more, the second
a half of the remainder and one more, and the third had six. How
many coins did the purse contain ?

6. A number of two digits exceeds five times the sum of its

digits by 9, and its ten-digit exceeds its unit- digit by 1 : find the
number.

7. The sum of the digits of a number less than 100 is 6 ; if the
digits be reversed the resulting number will be less by 1 8 than the
original number : find it.

8. A man being asked his age replied, "If you take 2 years from
my present age the result will be double my wife's age, and 3 years
ago her age was one-third of what mine will be in 12 years." What
were their ages ?

9. At what time between one and two o'clock are the hands of a
watch first at right angles ?

10. At what time between 3 and 4 o'clock is the minute-hand
one minute ahead of the hour hand ?

11. When are the hands of a clock together between the hours
of 6 and 7 ?

12. It is between 2 and 3 o'clock, and in 10 minutes the minute-
hand will be as much before the hour-hand as it is now behind it

:

what is the time ?

13. At an election the majority was 162, which was three-

elevenths of the whole numbers of voters : what was the number of

the votes on each side ?

14. A certain nunilier of jjcrsons paid a bill ; if there had been 10
more each would liave paid $2 less ; if tliere had been 5 less each
would have paid $2.5U more : find the number of persons, and what
each had to pay.

15. A man spends .f 100 in buying two kinds of silk at .$4.50 an^i

%4 a yard ; bj' selling it at $4.25 per yard he gains 2 per cent : hf-^w

much of each did lie buy ?
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16. Ten years ago the sum of the ages of two sons was one-third

of their father's age : one is two years older than the other, and the

present sum of their ages is fourteen years less than their father's

age : how old are they ?

17. A and B start from the same place walking at different

rates ; when A has walked 15 miles B doubles his pace, and 6 hours
later passes ^ : if .4 walks at the rate of 5 miles an hour, what is

fi's rate at first ?

18. A basket of oranges is emptied by one person taking half of

them and one more, a second person taking half of the remainder
and one more, and a third person taking half of the remainder and
six more. How many did the basket contain at first?

19. A person s\vimming in a stream which runs 1^ miles per

hour, finds that it takes him four times as long to swim a mile up
the stream as it does to swim the same distance down : at what rate

does he swim 'i

20. At what times between 7 and 8 o'clock will the hands of a

watch be at right angles to each other ? When will they be in the
same straight line ?

21. The denominator of a fraction exceeds the numerator by 4 ;

and if 5 is taken from each, the sum of the reciprocal of the new
fraction and four times the original fraction is 5 : find the original

fraction.

22. Two persons start at noon from towns 60 miles apart. One
walks at the rate of four miles an hour, but stops 2^ hours on the

way , the other walks at the rate of .3 miles an hour without stop-

ping : when and where will they meet ?

23. A, B, and C travel from the same place at the rates of 4, 5,

and 6 miles an hour respectively ; and B starts 2 hours after A.
How long after B must C start in order that they may overtake A
at the same instant ?

24. A dealer bought a horse, expecting to sell it again at a price
that would have given him 10 per cent, profit on his purchase ; but
he had to sell it for §.")0 less than he expected, and he then found
that he had lost 15 per cent, on what it cost him : what did he pay
for the horse ?

25. A man walking from a town, A, to another, B, at the rate of

4 miles an hour, starts one hour before a coach travelling 12 miles an
hour, and is picked up by the coach. On arriving at B, he finds

that his coach journey has lasted 2 hours : find the distance between
A and B.

26. What is the property of a person whose income is $1140,
when one-twelfth of it is invested at 2 per cent., one-half at 3 per

cent., one-third at 4^ per cent., and the remainder pays him no
dividend ?
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27. A person spends one-third of his income, saves one-fourth,

and pays away 5 per cent, on the whole as interest at 7^ per cent,

on debts previously incurred, and then has $110 remaining: what
was the amoimt of his debts ?

28. Two vessels contain mixtures of wine and water ; in one
there is three times as much wine as water, in the other, five times
as much water as wine. Find how much must be drawn off from
each to fill a third vessel which holds seven gallons, in order that its

contents may be half wine and half water.

29. There are two mixtures of wine and water, one of which con-

tains twice as much water as wine, and the other three times as

much wine as water. How much must there be taken from each
to fill a pint cup, in which the water and the wine shall be equally
mixed ?

30. Two men set out at the same time to walk, one from A to

B, and the other from B to A, & distance of a miles. The former
walks at the rate of p miles, and the latter at the rate of g miles an
hour : at what distance from A will they meet ?

31. A train on the North Western line passes from London to
Birmingham in 3 hours ; a train on the Great Western line which is

15 miles longer, travelling at a speed which is less by 1 mile per

hour, passes from one place to the other in 3^ hours : find the length

of each line.

32. Coffee is bought at 36 cents and chicory at 9 cents per lb. : in

what proportion must tliey be mixed that 10 per cent, may be gained
jy selling the mixture at 33 cents per lb. ?

33. A man has one kind of coffee at a cents per pound, and
another at b cents pCr pound. How much of each must he take to

form a mixture ol a-b lbs., which he can sell at c cents a pound
without loss ?

34. A man spends c dollars in buying two kinds of silk at a
cents and b cents a yard respectively ; he could have bought 3 times
as much of the first and half as much of the second for the same
money : how many yards of each did he buy ?

35. A man rides one-third of the distance from ^ to 5 at the rate
of a miles an hour, and the remainder at the rate of 2b miles an hour.
If he had travelled at a uniform rate of 3c miles an hour, he could
have ridden from A to B and back again in the same time. Prove

that -=l+ -.cab
36. A, B, C are three towns forming a triangle. A man has to

walk from one to the next, ride thence to the next, and drive thence
to his starting point. He can walk, ride, and drive a mile in a, b, c

minutes respectively. If he starts from B he takes a + c — b hours, if

he starts from O he takes b + a-c hours, and if he starts from A he
takes c + b-a hours. Find the length of the circuit.
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Quadratic Equations.

189. Suppose the following pioblem were proposed tor

solution :

A dealer bought a number of sheej) for $280. If he had
bought four less each would have cost ^8 more : how many did

he buy 'i

We should proceed thus :

280
Let .r=the number of sheep; then —^ = the number of

dollars each cost.

If he had bought 4 less he would have had x-4 sheep, and

each would have cost —— dollars,
.r —

4

-
,
280 280

.

X x-4
whence x{x-4)+ 35(x-'i)= 35x;

:. x^-4x+ 35x-l40=35x;

:. x2-4.r=140.

Here we have an equation which involves the square of the
unknown quantity ; and in order to complete the .solution

of the problem we must discover a method of solving such
equations.

190. Definition. An equation which contains the square
of the unknown quantity, but no higher power, is called a quad-
ratic equation, or an equation of the second degree.

If the equation contains both the square and the first power
of the unknown it is called an adfected quadratic ; if it contains

only the square of the unknown it is said to be & pure quadratic.

Thus 2x2-5.r= 3 is an adfected quadratic,

and bx^=20 is a pure quadratic.
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191. A pure quadratic may be considered as a simple equa-
tion in which the square of the unknown quantity is to be found.

9 '^o
Examplt, Solve -^—— = „'' ,, .

Multiplying up, 9a;2 - 99

=

2bx^ - 675

;

.-. 16a;2=576;

a;2=36;

and taking the square root of these equals, we have

x=±Q.

Note. We prefix the double sign to the number on the right-hand
side for the reason given in Art. 117.

'92. In extracting the square root of the two sides of the
equation a;^=36, it might seem that we ought to prefix the
double sign to the quantities on both sides, and write ±x= ±6.
But an examination of the various cases shews this to be un-
necessary. For ±x= ±Q gives the four cases :

+^=+6, +.r=-6, -^=+6, -x=~Q,
and these are all included in the two already given, namely,
57=4-6, ^=—6. Hence, when we extract the square root of

the two sides of an equation, it is sufficient to put the double
sign before the square root of one side.

193. The equation x^= ZQ is an instance of the simplest
form of quadratic equations. The equation (.r — 3)^=25 may be
solved in a similar way ; for taking the square root of both
sides, we have two simple equations,

x-Z=±b.
Taking the upper sign, ar— 3= +5, whence ^=8 ;

taking the lower sign, a;— 3= —5, whence x= —2.

.'. the solution is x=S, or —9.

Now the given equation, (a: -3)^=25
may be written a;^ _ g^+ (3)2= 25,

or a:2- 6^= 16.

Hence, by retracing our steps, we learn that the equation

x^-Qx=\Q.
can be solved by first adding (S)^ or 9 to each side, and then
extracting the square root ; and the reason why we add 9 to

each side is that this quantity added to the left side makes it a
perfect square.
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Now whatever the quantity a may be,

x^+ 2aa-+ a^= (.r+ a)2,

and a?' — 2a^+ a^ = {x - otf ;

so that if a trinomial is a perfect square, and its highest power,

x^, has unity for its coefficient, we must always have the term
without X equal to the square of half the coefficient of x. If,

therefore, the terms in x'^ and x are given, the square may be
completed by adding the square of half the coefficient of x.

Note. When an expression is a perfect square, the square terms
are &\vfa,ys positive. [Art. 114, Note.] Hence, if necessary, the coeffi-

cient of x^ must be made equal to + 1 before completing the square.

Example \. Solve a;'^+14x = 32.

The square of half 14 is (7)^.

.-. a;2+14a; + (7)2=32+ 49;

that is, (a; + 7)2= 81;

.-. a; + 7=±9;
x= -7 + 9, or -7-9;
x=2, or -16.

Example 2. Solve 7a;=a;2-8.

Transpose so as to have the terms involving x on one side, and
the square term positive.

Thus a;2-7a;=8.

n\' 49
Completing the square, x^-lx + {^) =8 + -j-;

that is,

(^-i7=f'
7_,9.

•• ^ 2~*2'

7^9.

ar=8, or -1.

Note. We do not work out ( -) on the left-hand side.

EXAMPLES XXV. a.

1. 5(a:2 + ,')) = 6.c2. 2. 3x2=4(x2-4). 3. a:2 + 2ar= 75.

4. x2 + 24x = 25. 5. a;2=10x-21. 6. (9 + a;)(9-x) = 17.

7. x2 + 3x= 18. 8. x'» + 5x=14. 9, a;2_5a._3e=o.
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to. x^=x + 12. 11. a;2-341=20x. 12. 9a;-x2 + 220=0.

13. 68-a:2=13x. 14. a; + 156=a;2. 15. \Sl=x^ + Qx.

16. 2Zx= \20^x\ 17. 42 + x2=13a;. 18. 22a; + 23-a;2=0.

19. x2-|x=32. 20. «' + ^a;=J. 21. x2-^x-i=0.

22. ¥-J-.^. 23. ^(a: + 6)(a:-2) =?(62^V+T}

194. We have shewn that the square may readily be com-
pleted when the coefficient of xP' is unity. All cases may be
reduced to this by dividing the equation throughout by the
coefficient of x\

Example I. Solve 32-3a;2=10x.

Transposing, ^x"^ + 1Ox= 32.

Divide throughout by 3, so as to make the coefficient of x"^ unity.

Thus x2+^a;=^;

, ,. ., „ 10 /5\2 32 25
completmg the square, ^+"3^ + (o) ^s^+g^'

*v, * • / 5V 121
that IS, (^"^3/ ^"9"'

5_ 11

.-. a;=-g±-g-= 2, or -5^.

Note. We do not add (^j but (5 j to the left-hand side.

Example 2. Solve 5x2-|-llx=12.

11 12
Dividing by 5, 7?+ -=-x=-^]

completing the square, x'^+ -rX+\Y(}) =

that is,
(^+i^y=

12 121,

5 '"100'

361.
100'

11_ 19
^+T0-*I0'
11 19 4 „
10*10= 5' ""' -^-
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195. We see then that the following are the steps required

for solving an adfected quadratic equation :

(1) If necessary, simplify the equation so that the terms in

x^ and X are on one side of the equation, and the term without
X on the other.

(2) Make the coefficient of x^ unity and positive by dividing

throughout by the coefficient of x"^.

(3) Add to each side of the equation the square of half the

coefficient of x.

(4) Take the square root of each side.

(5) Solve the resulting simple equations.

196. In the examples which follow some preliminary reduo-

tion and simplification may be necessary.

Example, 1. Solve
"^

Simplifying,

2x - 3 a; + 4

3x - 2 3x - 8

.... ,35 /35Vcompletm? the square, ^ "o"^ + ( "«"

)

fu * • / 35V ^

that IS,
I

'^^ "
"fi" ) ~

2x-3 x + 4

multiplying across, Sx^ + 10a; - 8= Gx" - 25a;+ 24

;

that is, - 3a;2 + 35x- 32.

Dividing by -3, x'^--^x= --ir',

1225 32.
"36 3

'

841.

36
'

35_ 29
.. X g— ±g .

.-. a;=10f, or 1.

Example 2. Solve 7(a- + 2a)2 + 3a2=5a(7a; + 23a).

Simplifying, Ix"^ + 28ax + 28a2 + Za^= 35rtx + llSa",

that is, 7a;2-7aa;=84a2.

Whence a::*-aa;=12a2;

completing the square, a;^ - aa; + 1 ^ j
= 120^^ + r »

that IS, y"2) "^T"'
a

,
7a.

a;= 4ff or -3a.
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197. Sometimes there is only one solution. Thus if

x^-2x+ l=0, then {x-\)-=0,

whence ^= 1 is the only solution. Nevertheless, in this and

similar cases we find it convenient to say that the quadratic has

two equal roots.

EXAMPLES XXV. b.

1. 5a;2+ 14a:=55. 2. 3a;2+121=44a;. 3. 25a;=6x2+21.

4. 8a:2+a;=30. 5. 3x2+35=22a;. 6. a; + 22-6a;2=0.

7. 15=17a;+ 4x2. 8. 21+a;=2x2. 9. 9a;2- 143-6a;=0.

10. 12a;2=29x-14. U. 20a;2=12-a;. 12. 19a;= 15-8a;2.

13. 21x2+ 22a; + 5=0. 14 50x2-15x=27.

15. 18x2 -27a; -26=0. jg. 5x2=8x+21.

17. 15x2-2ax=a2. 18. 21x2=2ax + 3a2.

19. 6x2=llyfcx + 7/fc2. 20. 12x2 + 23ix + 10^-2=0.

21. 12x2-cx-20c2=0. 22. 2(x-3) = 3(x + 2)(x-3).

23. (x + l)(2x + 3)=4x2-22. 24. (3x-5)(2x-5)=x2 + 2x-3.

__ 5x + 7 „ ,o „e 5^-1 3x n_ 3x-8 5x-2
25. ^irr=3x+2. 26. ^:pi-=2- 27. ^r2=^T5-

28. ?^i=l--^. 29.
'"-^ "-'

4x+ 7 x+ 7 7x-5 2x-13

^ + 3 2X-2 J^ ^^^^- 2x-7 x-3~ ^^'
1 + x 3-x 35

32. ^ti+|z|=6i. 33. ^ * ^

x-4 x-3~ ^ **• 3-x 5~9-2x'

_4 5_^3 „_ 5 4_ 3
^* x-1 x+ 2~x" ^' x-2 x~x+ 6*

36 ^-2, 3x-11 ^4x+13
2^

1
, 5 ^2

* x-3 x-4 x+1 '2x-5a2x-aa

38- 3^32-0+2^330=2^- 39. ^+ (^1
+-)a=26 + -.

198. From the preceding examples it appears that after

suitable reduction and transposition every quadratic equation
can be written in the form

ax'^+ hx+ c= 0,

where a, b, c may have any numerical values whatever. If

therefore we cai. solve this quadratic we can solve any.
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Transposing, ax^Vhx= -c,

dividing by a, x^-V-x——

.

/J \2
Completing the square by adding to each side

(
5-

) >

2.6 ,(hY_ 62 c

that is, (x+^y= ^^^^^-

extracting the square root,

b _ ±J(b^-4ac)
_

^2a~ 2a

_ -b±y/(b^-4ac)^~
2a

199, Instead of going through the process of completing the
square in each particular example, we may now make use of this

general formula, adapting it to the case in question by sub-
stituting the values of a, b, c.

Example. Solve 5a;' +llx-12=0.

Here a=5, 6= 11, c=-12.

^ -llifcv/(ll)g-4.5(-12
)

" ^ 10

-lliv/361 -11 ±19 4 -

which agrees with the solution of Example 2, Art. 194.

-b±J(b^-4ac)
200. In the result x=

2a

it must be remembered that the expression ^(b^-4ac) is the
square root of the compound quantity b^ — 4ac, taken as a whole.

We cannot simplify the solution unless we know the numerical
values of a, b, c. It may sometimes happen that these values

do not make h"^ - 4ac a perfect square. In such a case the exaci

numerical solution of the equation cannot be determined.
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Example 1 . Solve 5a;2 - 15a:+ 11 = 0.

We have ^J^±^rW^EI^
_15±v/5 ns
~ 10 ^

'

Now ;^5= 2236 approximately.

. ^^15^236^^.^236, or 12764.

These solutions are correct only to four places of decimals, and
neither of them will be found to exactly satisfy the equation.

Unless the numerical values of the unknown quantity are required
it is usual to leave the roots in the form (1).

Example 2. Solve a;^- 3a; + 5 = 0.

2

3±\/9^^

w I,
3±\/( -3)2-4. 1.5We have x= ^ ^

Now there is no quantity, positive or negative, whose square is

negative (Art. 110). Therefore it is impossible to find any quantity
exactly or approximately to represent the square root of - 11. Thus
there is no real value of x which satisfies the equation. In such a
case the roots are said to be imaginary or impossible. A reference to

the general formula of Art. 198 will shew that the roots of a
quadratic ax'^ + bx + c = are always imaginary when b^-4:ac is

negative.

Note. If the equation a;- -3a; + 5= is treated graphically, as

explained in Art. ,330, it will be found that the graph never meets
the axis of x. In other words there is no numerical value of x
which makes the expi-ession a;^ - 3x' + 5 equal to zero.

[Chap. XXXV., Arts. 325-330 may be read here.]

201. Solution by Factors. The following method of

solution will sometimes be found shorter than either of the

methods given.

Consider the equation x'^ + ^x= 2.

Clearing of fractions, 3x'^ + 7x-6 = (1)

;

by resolving the left-hand side into factors we have

(3x-2)(j7+-3)=0.
B.A. O
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Now if either of the factors 3r-2, x+ 3 is zero their product is

zero. Hence tlie quadratic equation is satisfied by either of the

suppositions
3.1-2 = 0, or j: -1-3 = 0.

2
Thus the roots are - , - 3.

o

It appears from this that when a quadratic equation has been

simplified and brought to the form of equation (1), its solution

can always be readily obtained if the expression on the left-hand

side can be resolved into factors. Each of these factors equated

to zero gives a simple equation, and a corresponding root of the

quadratic.

Example 1. Solve ^x^ - ax + 2hx—ab.

Transposing, so as to have all the terms on one side of the equation,

we have
2x^-ax+ 2hx-ah = 0.

Now 2a:2 - ax -h 26a; - ah = x('2x - a) + h(2x - a)

= {2x-a)(x + b).

Therefore (2x-a)(x-l-6) = ;

whence 2x-a= 0, or x + h=Q.
"

J,
.•. a:=5, or -o.

Example 2. Solve 2 (x^ - 6) = 3 (x - 4).

We have 2a:2_ i2= 3x - 12 ;

that is, 2x2=3x (1).

Transposing, 2x'^ - 3x= 0,

x(2x-3)=:0.

.-. x= 0, or 2x-3=0.

3
Thus the roots are 0, -.

Note. In equation (1) above we might liave divided both sides

by X and obtained the simple equation 2x= 3, whence x=^, which is

one of the solutions of the given equation. But the student must be
particularly careful to notice that whenever an x, or a factor contain-

ing X, is removed by division from ever}' term of an equation it must
not be neglected, since the equation is satisfied by x=0, which la

therefore one of the roots.
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202. There are some equations which are not really quad-
ratics, but which may be solved by the methods explained in

this chapter.

Example 1. Solve x*-lSx^ + S6=0.

By resolution into factors [x'^-9){z^-'i) = 0;

.: a;2-9 = 0, or x2-4= 0;
that is, x'^=9, or 4,

and x=±3, or ±2.

Example 2. Solve x'^ + 3x- ., ., = 8.^ X- + 3.C

Write y for x^ + 3a;, then we have

20 „
y— =8,9

y
or 2/2 -By -20= 0.

From this quadratic y= 10, or -2;
.-. a:2-t-3x= ]0, or -2.

Thus we have two quadratics to solve, and finally we obtain
x= -5, 2; or -1, -2.

EXAMPLES XXV. c.

Solve by Art. 200, and verify graphically by Art. 330;

1. 3a:2= 15-4a:. 2. 2x2 + 7a:=15. 3. 2a;2 + 7 - 9a:= 0.

4. a;2=3a; + 5. 5. 5a;2 + 4 + 21x=0, 6. a;2+ll = 7a:.

7. 8a;2=a; + 7. 8. 5x2= 17a:- 10. g^ 35 + 9^-2x2=0.

10. 2,oi?= x + \. 11. 3a;2 + 5a; = 2. 12. 2x2 + 5a: - 33 = 0.

Solve by resolution into factors :

13. 6x2= 7 + x. 14^ 21+8x2= 26x.

15. 26x- 21 + 11x2 = 0. 16. 5x2+ 26x + 24=0.

17. 4x2=^x + ^. 18. x2-2==^x.
lo 12

19. 7x2= 28 -96x. 20. 96x2=4x + 15.

21. 25x2= ox + 6. 22. 35-4x=4x2.

23. 12x2-1 lax = 36a2. 24. 12x2+ 36a2 = 43ax.

25. 3562= 9x" + 66x. 26. 36x2-35&2=126x.

27. x2-2ax+ 4a&=26x. 28. x^ - 2ax + 8x = 16a.

29. 3x2-2ax-6x= 0. 30. ax2 + 2x=6x.
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Solve as explained in Art. 202 :

31. 4= 5x2 -a:*. 22. x* + 36 = l3x'^.

33. x^ + l3^=8. 34. 3^-\9jc>= 2\6.

35. 16(x2+ ^)=257. 36. z'^ + '^^a'^ + h^

37. 3^ (19+ sc^) = 216. 38. (x2 + 2)2 + 198 = 29(ar' + 2).

39. x^-x + -^^^l8. 40. ^(^-2a) =^^^ + 7a2

202^. The method of solution by factors is applicable to

equations of higher degree than the second.

For example, if

(^-2)(a:+ l)(^ + 2)=0,

the equation must be satisBed by each of the values which
satisfy the equations

^-2 = 0, ^+1=0, x+ 2 = 0.

Thus the roots are x=2, -1, -2.

Example. Solve the equation 3x^ + 5x~= 3x+ 5.

Putting the equation in the form

3x3+ 5a;2_3x-5=0.
we have x^(3x + 5) - (3x + 5) = 0,*

or {a?-l){3x + 5) = 0;

that is, (a:+l)(x-l)(3a: + 5)=0;

whence a; + l=0, or x-l = 0, or 3a;+ 5=0.

Thus the roots are - 1, 1, - ^.

Note. At the stage marked with an asterisk we might have
divided throughout by 3x + 5, but in so doing the factor must be
equated to zero to furnish one root of the equation.

202b- If o"6 root of an equation is known, or can be obtained

by trial, a corresponding factor of the first degree can be re-

moved. When this is done we have left an equation of lower
degree than the original equation.

Example. Solve the equation

x3-3x2-6a: + 16 = 0.

By trial it will be found that the left-hand side vanishes when
x=2.
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Hence x = 2 is one root of the equation and corresponding to this

k'oot we have a factor x ~2; the equation may now be written

a;2(x- - 2) - a:(a; - 2) - 8(a: - 2) = ;

or (x^-x-S)(x-2)=0.

Removing the factor x-2, we have

x2-x-8=0:

„ l±v/33
whence x

Thus the three roots are 2,

2

l+\/33 l-\^
—2—' -2-'

EXAMPLES XXV. d.

Solve the following equations by the method of factors.

1. a? + x^-x-\ = Q. 2. 3^-2x--x + 2^0.

3. x3-4x=cc2-4. 4. ar'' + 7a;2 + 7a;-15 = 0.

5. cc3-3x-2r=0. 6. a^ + 2x=3x\ 7. x3 + 30=19a;.

Solve the following equations having given one root in each

case.

8. a;3_ 39a. + 70^:0. [x=5.] 9. rc^ - 37a; - 84 = 0. [a;=-3.]

10. x3-12a2x= l!6a3. [a;==4a.] 11. x^ + i32a^x= 108a'^x^. [x=Qa.]

Solve the following equations by the method of Art. 200,

giving the roots to two places of decimals.

12. x2 + 2a;==3-2. 13. a;^- 3a;- 351=0.

14. x2 + :i;= 1-0956. 15. a;^- 36x + 323-7 = 0.

16. x2- 7a; + 6 035=0. 17. a:2-5-5a; + 7-3776= 0.

18. Find two values of x which will make x(3a; - 1) equal to -362,

giving each value to the nearest hundredth.

19. Find to the nearest tenth the values of x which will make
2a;(2-a;) equal to 1-73.

20. Solve the equation a;^ + a..r - a- = 0. If a =12, give the

numerical values of the roots to three decimal places.

21. Solve the equation a; (a- a;) = c2. Give the numerical values

of the roots to three decimal places, when a = 16, c = 6.



CHAPTER XXVI.

Simultaneous Quadratic Equations.

203. We shall now consider some of the most useful methods
of solving simultaneous equations, one or more of which may be
of a degree higher than the first ; but no fixed rules can be laid

down which are applicable to all cases.

Example 1. Solve x + y= \5 (1).

xy =m (2,.

From (1) by squaring, x'^ + 2xy + y^='23J5',

from (2) 4a:y= 144;

by subtraction, x"^ -2xy + y'^=^\
;

by taking the square root, x - y = ± 9.

Combining this with ( 1 ) we have to consider the two cases,

x+ y= 15,"j x +y= 15,"J

x-y= 9.J x-y= - 9./

from which we find ^' !
,
„' }

y= 3. J y= l2.)

hxample2. Solve x-y= l2 (1),

xy= 85 (2).

From (I) 3^-2xy+y^=lU;
from (2) 4a:y=340;

by addition, ai^+2xy + y^=4S'i

;

by Caking the square root, a; +y=±22.

Combining this with ( 1 ) we have the two cases,

x + y=22,\ a; + y=-22, I

x-y=l2.) x-y= 12. J

Whence "^"^H "^"",^'1 [See Art. 333.]y= 5. J y= -17.J '
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204. These are the simplest cases that arise, but they are
specially important since the solution in a large number of

other cases is dependent upon them.
As a rule our object is to solve the proposed equations sym-

metrically, by finding the values of x+y diwA x—y. From the
foregoing examples it will be seen that we can always do this as
soon as we have obtained the product of the unknowns, and
either their sum or their difference.

Examplel. Solve x'^^y^=14: (1),

xy = 35 (2).

Multiply (2) by 2 ; then by addition and subtraction we have

x^ + 2xy + y'^=\U,
x^-2xy + y^= 4;

Whence x +y= ± 12,

X -y=± 2.

We have now four cases to consider ; namely,

x+ y=l2,'\ x + y= 12,\ x+y=-12,\ x +y=-l2A
x-y= 2.) x-y= - 2.) x-y= 2.) x-y=- 2.)

From which the values of x are 7, 5, - 5, - 7 ; [Compare
and the corresponding values of y are 5, 7, -7, -5. Art. 333.]

Example2. Solve x'^ + y^=\8?» (1),

x + y= 17 (2).

By subtracting (1) from the square of (2) we have

^xy=\04:^,

:. xy= 52 (3).

Equations (1) and (3) can now be solved by the method of
Example 1 ; and the solution is

a; = 13, or 4,

y— 4, or 13. }
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Solve the following equations :

10. a:y=-2193, 11. x~y = -lS, 12. xy = - 1914,

x+y=-8. xy =1363. x+y=-65.
13. x^+ y^=89, 14. x" + y-^\70, 15. z' + y^=^,

xy =40. a:y=13. xy =28.

16. x2+ 2/2 = i78, 17. x +y =15, 18. x -y =4,
X +y =16. z'^ + y' = 125. x^ + y^= l06.

19. x^+ y^=\80, 20. a;2 + y2=i85, 21. a;+y=13,
X -y =6. X -y =3. a;2 + 2/2= 97.

22. X +y =9, 23. X -y =3, 24. x^. a:^/ +y^=76,
a:=»+ a:y + y'2=61. a:2-.3a;y + y2= - 19. a;+y=14.

25. i>-j/)
= l. 26. ^4-1=2, 27. ^+^=^.

x--4xy + y'^=52. x + y= 2. a:y=12,

28. ax + by=2, 29. x- + pxy + y"= p + 2,

abxy=l. qx- + xy + i]y-= 2q + l,

205. Any pair of equations of the form

x'^±'pxy-\-y'^= o? (1),

x±y = h (2),

where p is any numerical quantity, can be reduced to one of

the cases already considered ; for by squaring (2) and combining
with (1), an equation to find xy is obtained ; the solution can
then be completed by the aid of equation (2).

EximpLtX. Solve x^.^a^ggg (Ij^

x-y = 3 (2),

By division, a:^^ 3.^ + ^2 -333 (3).

from (2) a;2-2a:y + y2= 9;

by subtraction, 3a:y=324,

a^=108 (4).

From 2) and 4
'

,„ >
y= 9, or - 12. J

ExampU2. Solve x*-¥ix?y^+y*=2Q\^ (1),

x^ +xy +y2= 67 (2).

Dividing (1) by (2) x'^-xy+y'^= 39 (3).

From (2) amJ (3) by addition, a;-+?/2= 53 .

by subtraction, xy= 14;

whence ^"'to *H [Art. 204, Ex. 1.]
y=±2, ±7.

J

••
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Examples. Solve 1-1=1 (1),
X y S

i+i=5 (2).
x^ y- 9

12 11From ( 1 ) by squaring, —,
f-
- — -

;

by subtraction,

x- xy y^ 9

xy~9— 7\ >

adding to (2), + JL -|. = 1 .

X' xy y^

••• 1 + 1=±L
X y

12 1
Combining with (1), - = s> or -=.

X 3 3

1 1 2
- = 5. or -5;
7/3 3

3 3
.*• a?=o» oi" ~3. and ?/= 3, or -^-

EXAMPLES XXVI. b.

Solve the equations :

1.
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Solve the equations

:

m ^+^=lrk. 20. ^-p=91.

206. Tlie following method of solution may always be used
when the equations are of the same degree and homogeneous.

[See Art. 24.]

Example. Solve x^ + xy + 21/^=1^ (1),

2x2 + 2a;y + y2=73 (2).

Put y= mx, and substitute in both equations. Thus

x'^(\ + m + '2m'^)= lA (3).

and x2(2 + 2m + m2) = 73 (4).

o A- l+m + 2m2 74By division, ^r

—

6

=

st; 5

.-. 73 + 73»n + 146m2= 148 + 148m + 74m2

;

.-. 72m2- 75m -75= 0,

or 24m2- 25m -25=0;
.-. (8m + 5)(3m-5)= 0;

5 5
••• "^="8' ""S-

5
(i) Take m= - 5, and substitute in either (3) or (4).

o

From (3) ^'(^
-i +i)^^* ;

„ 64x74 ..
a:2=-T^=64;

a;=±8;

(ii) Take m= ^ ; then from (3)

,/, 5 50\ _.

2 74x9 o
^ = -74- = ^'

a;=±3;

'3'y=ma: =s^= ±5'
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207. When one of the equations is of the first degree and
the other of a higher degree, we may from the simple equation

find the value of one of the unknowns in terms of the other, and
substitute in the second equation.

Example. Solve 3x-4:y= 5 (1),

Sa^-xy-3y^=2l (2).

From (1) we have x=—o~^'

and substituting in (2), ^(5+M'

_

Vj^M _ Sy-^^21 ;

.-. 75 + 120y+ 48j/2- 15^-122/2-272/2=189;

9y2 + l05y- 114=0,

3.(/2 + 35y-38= 0;
.-. (y-l)(3y + 38)=0;

1 38.

137
and by substituting in (1), x=S, or --q-J

208. The examples we have given will be sufficient as a
general explanation of the methods to be employed ; but in some
cases special artifices are necessary.

Examplel. Solve x'^ + 'ixy + 3x= 40-6y-4y''^ {]),

2xy-x^=3 (2).

From (1) we have x'+ 'ixy+ 4:y'^ + 3x + 6y=40;
that is, (a; + 22/)2+ 3(a; + 22/)-40= 0,

or (x + 2y + 8)(x + 2y - 5)= ;

whence x +2y= -8, or 5.

(i) Combining x + 2y= 5 with (2) we obtain

2a;2-5a; + 3=0;
3whence x=l, or g;

7
and by substituting in a; +2y= 5, y=2, or j.

(ii) Combining x + 2y= - 8 with (2) we obtain

2x2 + 8a; + 3= 0;

whence .=^^^ and y=^p^H
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Example^. Solve xh/'^-^=U-'iy (1),

3rj/ + y=2(9 + x) (2).

From{l) a;V-6a; + 3y= 34;

from (2) 9xy - 6a;+ 3y= 54

;

by subtraction, xh/^ - 9xy + 20= 0,

{xi/-5)(xy-'i) = 0;

.: xy = 5, or 4.

(i) Substituting xy=5 in (2) gives y-2x= 3.

From these equations we obtain x= l, or - o» I

y=5, or -2.)

(ii) Substituting an/=4 in (2) gives y-2x=6

From these equations we obtain x= ^-—
and y=3±\/17

EXAMPLES XXVI. c.

•1

Solve the equations

:

i. 5x-y = l7, 2. x'^ + xy=\5, 3. a;-y=10,
xy=l2. y'^ + xy = \0. x'^-2xy-3y^=8^

4. 3a; + 2,y=16, 5. 3x-y=\], 6. a;-3y= l,

scy= lO. 3a:2 -3^2=47. x^-2xy + 9y^=n.

7. x + 2y=9, 8. x^ + v^=5, 9. 5a; + y= 3,

3y2-5ar2= 43. 2a:y-.v2= 3. 2x^-3xy-y^=l.

10. .3ar2-5y'^=28, 11. 3a;2-y2=23, 12. a^2+ an/ + jr=.3J.
3xy-4y2=8. 2a:2-a:y=12. 2x2_3a^ + 2y2=2f.

13. oc^~3xy + y^+l-0, 14. Tary-Sr^^lO,
3j;^ -xy + 3y^= 13. Syi* -9xy = 18.

15. x2-2a;i/ = 21, 16. x^ + 3xy= 5'i, 17. aJ' + y5=152,
aT/ + y-=18. a;y + 4y2=^115, xV+ a^'^=120

18. x-^-y^=l2'J, 19. a:3_y3= 208, 20. xh/- + 5xy= 84,

x^y - ary'^ — 42. ary (x - y) = 48. ar + y= 8.

21. x2+4y2 + 80= 15a: + 30y, 22. 9x2 + y2_63x-21y+ 128 = 0,

a::y=6. a:y=4.



CHAPTER XXVII.

Problems leading to Quadratic Equations.

209. We shall now discuss some problems which give rise

to quadratic equations.

Example \. A train travels 300 miles at a uniform rate; if the
rate had been 5 miles an hour more, the journey would have taken
two hours less : find the rate of the train.

Suppose the train travels at the rate of x miles per hour, then the

time occupied is — hours.

On the other supposition the time is — - hours ;

.-. ^^,J^-7.. (1);

whence x^ + 5x - 750= 0,

or (a; + 30)(a;-25)=0,

.-. a; =25, or -30.

Hence the train travels 25 miles per hour, the negative value
being inadmissible.

It will frequently happen that the algebraical statement of the
question leads to a result which does not apply to the actual problem
we are discussing. But such i esults can sometimes be explained by
a suitable modification of the conditions of the question. In the
present case we may explain the negati vc solution as follows.

Since the values a: =25 and -30 satisfy the equation (I), if we
write - X for x the resulting equation,

300 ^300 2 (2)-x+5 -X

will be satisfied by the values a;= -25 and 30. Now, by changing

XI. 1- ^ .. ,r.^ , 300 300 „
signs throughout, equation (2) becomes = = 1- 2, ;

and this is the algebraical statement of the following question :

A train travels 300 miles at a uniform rate ; if the rate had been
5 miles an hour /ess, the journey would have taken two hours more :

find the rate of the train. The rate is 30 miles an hour.
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Example 2. A person selling a horse for § 7"2 finrls tliat his loss

per cent, is one-eightli of the number (;f dollars that he paid for thu

horse : what was the cost price ?

Suppose that the cost price of the horse is x dollars ; then the

lesson $100 is $|.

Hence the loss on $.r is a; x ^r— , or -- dollars ;

X^
.: the selling price is x - rr^ dollars.

Hence ^-^=72,

or X- - 800.C + 57600 = ;

that is, {x- 80) (x - 720) = ;

.-. a;= 80, or 720;

and each of these values will be found to satisfy the conditions of

the problem. T'hus the cost is either $80, or $720.

Example 3. A cistern can be filled by two pipes in 33j minutes ;

if the larger pipe takes 15 minutes less than the smaller to fill the

cistern, find in wliat time it will be filled by eacli pipe singly.

Suppose that the two pipes running singly would fill the cistern

in X and a; -15 minutes. When running together they will fill

( - H 1 of the cistern in one minute. But they fill —-, or -^
\x^x-l5J ^ 33^ 100
of the cistern in one minute.

TT 113
Hence - h = -—

,

a: a: -15 100

100(2a;-15) = 3a;(x-15),

3a:2- 245a; 4- 1500= 0,

(x-75)(3a;-20) = 0;

a; = 75, or 6^.

Thus the smaller pipe takes 75 minutes, the larger 60 minutes.

The otlier solution 6| is inadmissible.

Example 4. By rowing half the distance and walking the other

halt, a man can travel 24 miles on a river in 5 hours with the stream,
and in 7 hours against the stream. If there were no current, the

journey would take 5| hours : find the rate of his walking, and
rowing, and the rata of the stream.
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Suppose that the man walks x miles per hour, rows y miles per

hour, and that the stream flows at the rate of z miles per hour.

With the current the man rows y + z miles, and against the

current y -z miles per hour.

Hence we have the following equations :

12 12 _ ,,>—+——= 5 (1),
X y + z

'^+^= 7 (2),
X y-z

12 12 .„ ,,>— +— = 52 (3).
X y ^

From (1) and (3) by subtraction, — = TS ('*)•
^ ' ^ I J '

y y + z 18

Similarly, from (2) and (3) J- -1 = 1 (5).
y-z y 9

From (4) \%z^y[y + z) (6);

and from (5) 92 = y(y-2) (7).

u + z
From (6) and (7) by division, 2=^-^ ;

whence y= 3z;

:. from (4) z^l^ ; and hence y = 4^, x= 4.

Thus the rates of walking and rowing are 4 miles and 4^^ miles

per hour respectively ; and the stream flows at the rate of 1^ miles

per hour.

EXAMPLES XXVn.

1. Find a number whose square diminished by 119 is equal to

teu times the excess of the number over 8.

2. A man is five times as old as his son, and the sum of the

squares of their ages is equal to 2106 : find their ages.

3. The sum of the reciprocals of two consecutive numbers is

— : find them.
56

4. Find a number which when increased by 17 is equal to 60
times the reciprocal of the number.

5. Find two numbers whose sum is 9 times their difference, and
the difiference of whose squares is 81.
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6. The sum of a number and its square is nine times the next

highest number : find it.

7. If a train travelled 5 miles an hour faster it would take one

hour less to travel 210 miles : what time does it take?

8. Find two numbers the sum of whose squares is 74, and whose
sum is 12.

9. The perimeter of a rectangular field is 500 yards, and its

area is 14400 square yards : find the length of the sides.

10. The perimeter of one square exceeils that of another by 100

feet ; and the area of the larger s<]uaie exceeds three times the area

of the smaller hy 825 square feet : find the length of their sides.

11. A cistein can be filled by two pipes running together in

22i minutes ; the larger pi])e would fill the cistern in 24 minutes

less than the smaller one : find the time taken by eacli.

12. A man tra\els 108 miles, and finds that he could have made
the journey in 4^ hours less had he travelled 2 miles an hour faster :

at what rate did he travel ?

13. I buy a inimber of foot-balls for .SKX); had they cost a dollar
apiece less, I should have had live more for the money : find the cf).>-t

of each.

14. A boy was sent for 40 cents' worth of eggs. He brt)kc 4 on
his way home, and the cost therefore was at the rate of 3 cents more
than the market price for 6. How many did he buy ?

15. What are eggs a dozen when two more in 24 cents' worth
lowers the price 2 cents per dozen ?

16. A lawn 50 feet long and .S4 feet broad has a path of uniform
width round it ; if the area of the path is 540 square feet, find its

width.

17. A hall can be paved w ith 200 square tiles of a certain size ;

if each tile were one inch longer each way it would take 128 tiles

:

find the length of each tile.

18. In the centre of a square garden is a square lawn ; outside
this IS a gravel walk 4 feet wide, and then a flow er border 6 feet

wide It the flower border and lawn together contain 721 square
feet, find the area of the lawn.

19. 1>y lowering the price of apples and selling them one cent a
dozen eiieaper, an ai)plewf)man finds that she can sell 60 more than
she used to do for 60 cents. At wliat price per dozen did she sell

them at first?

20. Two rectangles contain the Hatiie area, 480 squaie yards.

The difference of their lengths is 10 yards, and of their breadths
4 yards : find their sides.
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21. There is a number between 10 and 100 ; when multiplied by
the digit on the left the product is 28U ; if the sum of the digits

be multiplied by the same digit the product is 55 : required the

number.

22. A farmer having sold, at $75 each, horses which cost him x
dollars apiece, finds that he has realized x per cent, profit on liis

outla}' : find x.

23. A tradesman bought a number of yards of cloth for £5 ; he
kept 5 yards a?nd sold the rest at 2s. per yard more than he gave,

and got £1 more than he originally spent : how many yards did he
buy?

24. If a carriage wheel 14| ft. in circumference takes one second

more to revolve, the rate of the carriage per hour will be 2^ miles

less : how fast is the carriage travelling ?

25. A broker bought as many railway sliares as cost him $1875 ;

he reserved 15, and sold the remainder for $1740, gaining $4 a share
on their cost price. How many shares did he buy ?

26. A and B are two stations 300 miles apart. Two trains start

simultaneously from A and B, each to the opposite station. The
train from A reaches B nine hours, the train from B reaches A four

hours after they meet : find the rate at which each train travels.

27. A train A starts to go from P to Q, two stations 240 miles
apart, and travels uniformly. An hour later another train B starts

from P, and after travelling for 2 hours, comes to a point that A
had passed 45 minutes previously. The pace of B is now increased

by 5 miles an hour, and it overtakes A just on entering Q. Find
the rates at which they started.

28. A cask P is filled with 50 gallons of water, and a cask Q with
40 gallons of brandy ; x gallons are drawn from each cask, mixed
and replaced ; and the same operation is repeated. Find x when
there are 8|- gallons of brandy in P after the second replacement.

29. Two farmers A and B have 30 cows between them ; they sell

at different prices, but each receives the same sum. If A had sold

his at Z?'s price, he would have received $320 ; and if B had sold his

at ^'s price, he would have received $245. How many had each?

30. A man arrives at the railway station nearest to his house

1^ hours before the time at which he had ordered his carriage to

meet him. He sets out at once to walk at the rate of 4 miles an
hour, and, meeting his carriage when it had travelled 8 miles,

reaches home exactly 1 hour earlier than he had originally expected.

How far is his house from the station, and at what rate was his

carriage driven ?

E.A. F
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31. P is a point in a line AB oi length a. Find AP when
AB . BP= AP^. Explain both solutions.

32. If a straight line 6 cm. in length is divided internally so that
the rectangle contained by the whole and one part is equal to the
square on the other part, find the segments of the line to tlie nearest

millimetre.

33. A line AB is produced to P so that AB . AP=BP^ If

AB = % cm., find the lengths oi AP and BP to the nearest milli-

metre.

34. If a line .45 of any length is divided externally as in the

last Example, shew that

(i) AB'^^-AP^='iBP^; (ii) (AB + AP)'^^5BP^.

35. A line AB is, produced to P so that BP-^2AB^. If

AB= 3'5 cm., find AP lo the nearest millimetre.

36. Find a point P in a straight line AB so that

AP(AP-BP) = BP^.

If AB= 4-2 cm., find AP and BP to the nearest millimetre. By
substituting these values verify the truth of the given relation.

37. Divide a straight line 1.3 centimetres long into two parts so

that the rectangle contained by them may be equal to .30 square
centimetres.

38. Justify the following graphical solution of the previous

Example :

On AB, a line 13 cm. in length, describe a semicircle. At A
draw AP perpendicular to AB and 6 cm. in length; through P
draw a line PQB to cut the semicircle in Q and R ; draw QX, B Y
perpendicular to AB. Then J B is divided as required either at X
or Y. Verify the algebraical solution of Example 37 by actual

measurement.

39. Solve the following equations graphically, taking a centimetre
as unit and giving the roots to the nearest millimetre.

(i) a;(7-a;) = 12; (ii) x^-llx + SO^O;

(iii) x^-6x + 4= 0; (iv) x'^+\3= 8x.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

Harder Factors.

210. In Cliapter xvii. we have explained several rules for

resolving algebraical expressions into factors ; in the present

chapter we shall continue the subject by discussing cases of

greater diflSculty.

211. By a slight modification some expressions admit of

being written in the form of the difference of two squares, and
may then be resolved into factors by the method of Art. 133.

Example 1. Resolve into factors x* + x^y^ + y*.

= {x^ + y''-f-{xyf

= (a;2 'ry^-irxy) (x^ + y'^- xy)

= {x^ + xy + y"^) {x^ -xy + y^).

Example 2. Resolve into factors x^ - Idx'^y'^ + 9y*

x^ - 15xY + 9y*= {x*- 6a:V + 9y*) - 9xY
= {x^-3y'^f-(3xyf

= (a;2 - 3/ + 3xy) (x^ - 3y'^ - 3xy).

212. Expressions which can be put into the form ^^±-3 may

be separated into factors by the rules for resolving the sum or

the diflference of two cubes. [Art. 136.]

Example 1. 1 - 276«= f-Y - (3fe2)3

Example 2. Resolve a'^x^—-3 -o^H—§ into four factors.
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Example 3. Resolve a' - 64a^- a^ + 64 into six factors.

The expression =a^(a* - 64) - (a" - 64)

= (a«-64)(a3-l)

= (a3 + 8)(as-8)(a»-l)

= (a + 2)(a2-2a + 4)(i-2)(a2 + 2a + 4)(a-l)(a2 + o + l).

Example 4.

a(o- l)a;2-(a-fe-l)xy-6(6+l)y2= {aa;-(6 + l)y}{(a-l)x + %}.
Note. In examples of this kind the coefficients of x and y in the

binomial factors can usually be guessed at once, and it only remains
to verify the coefficient of the middle term.

213. From Example 2, Art. 52, we see that the qiiotinit of

a^+ P + c^-Zabc by a + b+ c is a^+ 6^+ 0^ — 10 — 00-06

Thus a^ +P+ c^-3abc = {a + b + c){a^- + b^+ (^-bo-ca-ah)...{\).

This result is important and should be carefully remembered.
We may note that the expression on the left consists of the sum
of the cubes of three quantities a, b, 0, diminished by 3 times
the product abc. "Whenever an expression admits of a similar

arrangement, the above formula will enable us to resolve it

into factors.

Example 1 . Resolve into factors a^-b^ + c? + 3abc.

a3-63 + c3 + 3o6c=«3 + (
. i,)3 + (2_2a{-b)c

-{a-h + c){a- + b'^ + c^ + bc-ca + ab),

- b taking the place of 6 in formula ( 1 ).

Example 2.

a-^-8y^-21-l8xy=xi^ + (-2yY + {-3)^-3x(-2y){-S)
= [x-2y-3){x'' + 4y^ + 9-6y + 3x + 2xy).

EXAMPLES XXVIII a.

Resolve into factors

:

1.
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11. 1^3-1. 12. 216a3-|. 13. ^5 + 2/3.

14- W-^- 15. ^ + 1000. 16. 5^2-1-

Resolve into two or more factors :

17. x2y + 3a^2_3a^_y3. jg. 4mJi2 - 20^3 + 45nm2 - Qm^.

19. ai(a~'+l) + a;(a2 + 62). 20. 2/232(a:4- l) + a;V-2'').

21. a3+ (a + 6)aa; + 6x2. 22. jon(m'^ + l) -m(;3- + w-).

23. 66a;(a2+l)-a(4a;2 + 962). 24. (2a2 + 3y2)a:+ (2a:2 + 3a-)3/.

25. (2x2 -3a2)y + (2a2- 32/2) X.

26. a(a-l)a:2 + (2a2-l)a; + a(a+l).

27. 3a:2-(4a + 26)a; + a2+ 2a6.

28. 2a2r2-2(36-4c)(6-c)i/2 + a6a:y.

29. (a2-3a + 2)x2 + (2a2-4a + l)a: + o(a-l).

30. a(a + l)x2 + (a + 6)xy-6(& -1)2/2.

31. 63 + c3-l + 36c. 32. aH8c3+l-6ac.

33. a3 + 63 + 8c3-6a6c. 34. a^ - 276^ + c^ + 9a6c.

35. a3-6'-c3-3a6c. 36. %a^^1W + c^ -X'iahc.

37. Resolve x* + 81a:^ + 6561 into three factors.

38. Resolve (a^ - 2a252 _ ^,4)2 _ i^^^^x jj^to f^m. factors.

39. Resolve 4 (a6 + cd)2 - {a- + h'^-c'^- cPf into four factors.

40. Resolve a? - ?rz-x into four factors.
2oD

41. Resolve x^^ - y^^ into five factors.

^. Resolve x^^ - y^^ into six factors.

Resolve into four factors :

43. ^.-^x-a? + ^x?. 44. x^ + 3?y^-^:x^y^-%y\

Ah2 q„3
45. a;9 + a:8+j64a;3 + 64. 46. 4a-96 +^-^.

*'• 72 32 9a;2^4
^'*- ^oar + D^ ^ar*.

Resolve into five factors :

49. r7 + x*-16a:3_i6. 50. IGx^- Sla:^. jga^+ Sl.
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214. The actual processes of multiplication and division can
often be partially or wholly avoided by a skilful use of factors.

It should be observed that the formuliT which the student
has seen exemplified in the precedinr,' pages are just as useful in

their converse as in their direct apph'cation. Thus the formula
for resolving into factors the difference of two squares is equally

useful as enabling us to write down at once the product of the

sum and the difference of two quantities.

Example 1. Multiply 2a + 36-c by 2a-36 + c.

These expressions may be arranged thus :

2a + (36-c) and 2a-(36-c).

Hence the product={2a+ (36-c)}{2a-{36-c)}

= (2a)2-(36-c)2 [Art. 133.]

= 4a2-(9&2-66c + c2)

= 4a2-962 + 66c-c2.

Example2. Multiply (a'^ + a + l)x-a-l hy (a-l)x-a'^ + a-l.

The product = {(a2 + a + l)a;-(a + !)}{(« -I)a:-(a2-a + l)}

= (a^-l)x^-{{a* + a^+l) + (a^-l)}x + {a^ + l)

= {a^ - l)x^ - (a* + 2a'^)x + a^ + 1

= {a^-l)x^-a-(a'^ + 2)x + a^+l.

Note. The product of a^ + a + 1 and a^-a + l is a* + 0^+1 and
should be written down without actual multiplication.

Examples. Multiply {3 + x-2x^f-{3-x + 2x'^)^ (1),

by (3 + a; + 2x2)2 -(3 -a; -2x2)2 (2)

The expression (1)

= (3 + a:- 2x2 + 3 -x + 2x2)(3 + a;- 2x2- 3 + x- 2x2)

= 6(2x-'4x2)

= 12x(l-2x).

The expression (2)

= (3 + x+ 2x8+ 3-x-2x2)(3 + x + 2x2-3 + x+ 2a;3)

= 6(2x + 4x2)

= 12x(l + 2x).

Therefore the product= 12x(l - 2x) x 12x(l +2x)

= 144x2(1-4x2).
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Example 4. Divide the product of 2x'^ + x-Q, and Gx^-Sx+l
by 3a;2 + 5a;-2.

Denoting the division by means of a fraction, the required quotient

_ (2ar4-a;-6)(6a^-5a:+l) -

3a;2 + 5:c-2

_ (2a;-3)(a;+ 2)(3a;-l)(2a;-l)

(3a;-l)(a; + 2)

= (2x-3)(2a;-l).

Example 5. Shew that {2x + ^y-zf + {Zx + ly + zf is divisible
by 5(x + 2y).

The given expression is of the form A^ + B^, and therefore has a
divisor of the form A + B.

Therefore (2x + Zy -zf + i'^x + ly + zf

is divisible by (2x + 3y - z) + (3a; + ly + z),

that is, by 5a; + \0y,

or by 5[x+ 2y).

Example 6. Find the quotient when a^ + 8 - 56 (256^ - 6a)
is divided by a - 56 + 2.

The expression = a^ + 8 - 1256^ + 30a6

= aS + (-56)3 + (2f-3.a(-56)(2)

= (a-56 + 2)(a2 + 2562 + 4+106-2a + 5a?).

[Art. 213.]
••. the quotient is «2^ 256^ + 4 + 106 - 2a + 5a6.

Example 7. li x + y= a, and x-y = b shew that

Mx*- 6xY + y*) = 6a262 -a*- h\

v^ - Qxhf'^ + y^-(x^- 2a;V + y*)- 4a;V
= (a;2- 2/2)2 __(4^y)2

={{x^y){x-y)f~\{{x + yf-(x-yff

= (a6)2-i(a2-62)2;

.-. 4 (a;4 - 6a;V + ^4) := 4^252 _ („2 _ j2)2

=6a262- 0^-64.
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EXAMPLES XXVIII. b.

Find the product of

1. 2x-7y + 3z and 2x + 7y-3z.

2. Sx^-ixy + ly^ and 3x^ + 4xy + 7y^.

3. dx^ + Sxy-dy'^ and Sx'^ - 5ocy - 9y'^.

4. Ix^-Sxy + Sy'^ and lx^ + Sxy-3y^.

5. x^ + 2a;^y + 2x7/'^ + y^ and a:^ - 2x"y + 2x2/^ - y'.

6. {x + y)'^ + 2{x + y)-\-4 and (x + y)2-2(a; + y) + 4.

7. (l+x + 2a;2)2-{l-a;-2a:2)2 and (1 +a;-2a;2)2- (1 -x + 2x2)2

8. (a2 + 3a-l)2-(a2-3a-l)2 and {a^ + a + l)'^-(a'^-a + lf.

9. x3-4x2 + 8a;-8 and oc^ + 4a? + 8x + 8.

10. x3 - 6az2 + iSa^x - 27a3 and a^ + 6ax^ + 18a-x + 27a'.

,, a? a^ , x^ a^
11. x-a and x + aH .ax ax
12. (2a:2 + 3a; + l)2-(2a;2-3x-l)2 and (x^ + 6x - 2)"^ - (x- - 6x +2)1

Find the continued product of

13. x^ + ax + a^, x^-ax + a'^, x*-a'^x^ + a*.

14. l-x + x\ l+x + x^, l-x'^ + x*, l-ar* + a::8.

15. {a-x)\ (a + x)\ {a^ + x^)\

16. (\-xf, (l + a;)2. (l+a:2)2, (l+a:4)2.

17. ar^ + 4a; + 3, x- + x-2, x'-Sx+ G.

18. ar' + 2a;-3, x^-5x + 6, x2 + 3a; + 2.

19. x + 2, 3? + 2x + 4, x-2, x--2a; + 4.

20. Multiply the square of a + iVi l)y a^ - Gab + 9h\

21. Multiply ^(a-?))2 + i(6-c)2 + i(c-o)2 by a + b + c.

22. Divide (4.r + 3y - 22)2 - (Sr - 2y + 3r,)2 ^y x + 5y-5z.

23. Divide x^ + 1 6a*x* + 2r)6a« by x^ + 2aa; + 4a2.

24. Divide (3x + 4y- 2zf - (2x + 3y - 4z)- by x + y + 22.

25. Divide the product of x2 + 7x + 10 and x + 3 by x^ + Sx + G.

26. Divide 2x(x2-l)(x + 2) by X- + X-2.

27. Divide 5x(x- ll)(x2-x- 156) by x3 + x2-132x.
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28. Divide x«+ 19x3-216 by {x"^ - 3x + 9) (x - 2).

29. Divide (5x'^-3z-6f-(2x^-'Ix + 9)- by the product of 3a; -5
and x + 3.

30. Divide a^ - b^ by the product of a^ + ab + 6^ and a^ + a%^ + Ifi.

31. Divide (t^ - 3xhff - (^xy"^ - y^f by {x-yf.

32. Divide (x'^-yzf+ %y\^ by x'^-'ryz.

33. Divide 18a;y + 1 + 27^3 - %y^ by 1 + 3a: - 21/.

34. Divide (2x2 + 3a:- l)2-(a;2 + 4a: + 5)2 by the product of 3a; + 4
and x + 2.

35. Divide the product of 6a2-23a + 20 and 22a- -SI a +14 by
33a2-50a + 8.

36. Divide the product of x'^ + (a-b)x-ah and x'^-(a-h)x-ab
by x^ + {a-\-b)x + ah.

37. Divide a^ -8y^ -9x(3x^ + 2ay) by a-3a;-2y.

38. Divide 21 -^3^ -My^ -12xy by 3-2(a; + 2y).

39. Shew that {2x-3y-\-\f-(\-3x + 2yf is divisible by 5 (a;

-

y).

40. Shew that the square of a; + 1 exactly divides

{x^ + x'^ + Af -{7? -2x + 3f.

41. Shew that 26 + 2rf is a factor of the expression

(a + b + c + df-(a-b + c- df.

42. Shew that (3x2 - 7a; + 2)3 - (x^- 8a; + 8)3 jg divisible by 2x-3
and by x + 2.

43. Shew that (7x2 + 3x-3)3 + (5x2-4x- 3)3 is divisible by 4x-3
and by 3x + 2.

44. Shew that the sum of the cubes of 2x2-5x-9 and x2 + 6x-5
is divisible by the product of 3x + 7 and x-2.

45. If X + 3/ =m and x-y = n, express y? -{-y"^ m. terms of m and n.

46. If x + y—m and x-y= n, shew that

16 (x^ - 7xV + 2/^) = {^m'^ - n"^) (5w^ - fn\

47. Find the value of af*+ xhj^ + y* when x + y= 2a, x-y— 2b.

48. If X + y= 2a and x - y = 2b prove that

X* - 23:ry _,_ y4= (7(^2 _ 3^,2) (7^,2 _ 3(j2)_

49. Find the value of x'^-iTx^y'^ + y* in terms of p and q when
x +y=p and x-y— q.

50. Find the value of x/^ - 2x^y + 2ay' - y* when x= a + b and
y=a-b.



CHAPTER XXIX.

Miscellaneous Theorems and Examples.

215. Examples upon the simple rules, e.g. Division, Highest
Common Factor, Evolution, etc., frequently occur which cannot
be neatly and concisely worked without a ready use of factors

and compound expressions. These we have hitherto excluded
as unsuitable for the student until he has gained confidence and
power by practice. We propose in the present chapter to bring
together a miscellaneous collection of examples, for the most
part not new in principle, but requiring some skill for their

solution. The chapter will be found useful as a revision of the
earlier chapters.

Example. Divide

ax*-{ap-b)i)i? + {aq-bp-c)x'^+(hq + cp)x-c.q by ax^ + hx-c.

ax^ + 6a; - c
I

ax"* - (op - 6)a;^ + {aq -bp-c)x^ + {bq + cp)x- cq Ix^ -px + q
ax* + bx^ - cx"^

i

- apx^ + {aq -bp)x^ + (bq + cp)x
- apx^ - bpx"^ + cpx

aqx"^ +bqx-cq
aqx^ + bqx - cq

Note. When the coefficients in divisor or dividend are compound
quantities it is best to retain them in brackets throughout the work.

216. In the process of finding the highest common factor,

by the rules explained in Cliap. xviir., every remainder that

occurs in the course of the work contains the factor we are

seeking. Hence when any one of the remainders admits of

being resolved into factors, we may often shorten the work.

Example 1. Find the H.C.F. of 2^^ -{4a -3c)x'^ + 6(b - ac)x + %c
and 2x3 + (2a + 3c) x^ + {Sac ~4h)x- 6bc.

2x3 - (4a -3c)x2 + 6(6 -ar)x + 96c 12x3 + (2a + 3r)x2 + (3ac-46)x- 66c 1)

1

2x3 - (4a - 3c )x'' + (66-6ac)x + 96c
|

6ax" + (9ac- 106)x - 156c

Now the remainder= 6a.r^ + 9acx - 106x - 156c

= 3ax(2x + 3c)-56(2x + 3c)

= (2x+ 3c)(3ax-56).
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Of these factors, Sax-5h may clearly be rejected; therefore if

there is a common factor it must be 2x + Sc. And by division, or by
the method explained in Art. 152, we find that 2x + 3c is a factor of

each expression

Hence the H.C.F. is 2x + Sc.

Example 2. Find the H . C. F. of {a^ '2a)x^+ 2{2a-l)x-a'+\
and (cfi-a-2)x^+(ia+\)x-a^-a.

Each of these expressions can be resolved into factors as explained
in Art. 212, Ex. 4. Thus

(a--2a)x^ + 2{2a-l)x-a^ + l = a(a-2)x~ + 2(2a-l)x-{a + l)(a-'[)

= {{a-2)x + {a + l)}{ax-{a-l)}.

(a? -a- 2)x^ + (4a + l)a; - a2 - a= (a - 2) (a + 1 ) x2 + (4a + 1 ) X - a (a + 1

)

= {(a-2)x + (a+l)}{(a + l)a;-a}.

Hence the H. C.F. is (a - 2) x + a + 1.

EXAMPLES XXIX. a.

Divide

1. 3i?+ {a + h-^c)x'^-'r(hc-\-ca + ah)x + ahc by x'^-\-(a + h)x + ah.

2. x*-{5 + n)x^ + {4 + 5a + b)x^-(4a + 5b)x + 4b by x^-5x+ ^.

3. a:^-(a-b)x^-{ab + 2b^)x + 2ab" by x-b.

4. a?-(p^ + 3q'')x+ 2p^q-2q^ by x+p + q.

5. a^ - (3mn+n^)x + m{m^ -n^) by x +m + n.

6. a(a - l)a:2+ (2a2 - l)x+ a(a+l) by (a-l)a;+ a.

7. x* + {a + b)x'^ + {a'' + ab + b'^)x'^ + {a^ + b^)x + a'b'' by x^+ ax+ lfl.

8. 2Px^-2(3m-4:n){m-n)y^ + lmxy by lx + 2(m-n)y.

9. {a^ + a-2)x^ - (2a + l)xy - {a^ + a)y^ hy (a-l)x-ai/.

10. x^-{a-b-2)x^-(ab + 2a-2b)x-2ab by (a:-a)(a: + 2).

11. (a; + l)8 + 4(a:+l)« + 6(a; + l)* + 4(a; + l)2 + l by a:2+ 2a;+ 2.

12. (m+l){bx + an)b^x^-(n + l){mbx + a)a'^ by bx-a.

Find the H.C.F. of

13. (m^-3m + 2)x^ + {2m^-4m + l)x + m(m-l) and
m(m-l)x^ + (2m'^- l)a; + m(m + l).

14. mp3^ + (mq - np) x" - {mr + nq)x + nr and
maa^ - (mc + na) x^ - {mb -nc)x + nb.

15. 2ap^ + (3a - 2b) p^q + (a - 3b)pq^ - bq^ and
3ap^ - (a + 3b) p-q + {2a + b)pq'^ - 2bq^.

16. acx^ + (be + ad)x^ + (bd + ac)x + bc and
2acz3 + (26c - ad) x« - (3ac + bd)x- 36c.
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Find the H.C.F. of

17. 2a^x^ - (4b + S) ax" + 2 {3b -ac)x + ^c and
2a^j^ + (2b - 8) aa.-2 - (4ac + 36) x + 6c.

18. 2ax^ + (4a2 -l)bx^- (2ab'^ + 3c)x- 6ubc and
ao^s - (3 - 2a2) bx'^ + (2c - 6ab^)x + 4abc.

Find the L.C.M. of

19. x!*-px^ + (q-l)x'^+px-q and x*- qx^ + (p-l)x^ + qx-p.
20. p(p+l)x'^ + x-p(p-l) a,nd p(p + 2)x'^ + 2x-p'^+l.

21. (a2-5a + 6)a:2 + 2(a-l)x-a(a + l) and
a{a - 3)x^+ 12x - (a + 1) (a + 4).

217. We add some miscellaneous questions in Evolution.

The fourth root of an expression is obtained by extracting the
square root of the square root of the expression.

Similarly by successive a])plications of the rule for finding

the square root, we may find the eighth, sixteenth ...TOot. The
sixth root of an expression is found by taking the cube root of

the square root, or the square root of the cube root.

Similarly by combining the two processes for extraction of

cube and square roots, certain other higher roots may be
obtained.

Example 1. Find the fourth root of

Sir* - 2\Qx^y + 216xV - 96a:y3 + iQyi_

Extracting the square root by the rule we obtain Qx^- 12xy+ 4y^,

and by inspection, the square root of this is 3x-2y,

which is the required fourth root.

Example 2. Find the sixth root of

By inspection, the square root of this is

3 1
whicli may be written ofi-3x-\ -3 ;

and the cube root of this is x—

,

X
which is tlie required sixth root.

218. In Chap. vi. we have given examples of inexact division.

In a similar manner when an expression is not an exact square
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or cube, we may perform the process of evolution, and obtain as

many terms of the root as we please.

Example. To find four terms of the square root of 1 + 2a; - 2oi?.

I-\+2x-2x'^(\+x- |a;2+r

'

2+x \2x-2aP'
[2a; + x^
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same stage of the work. We see from (1) that iV- a* divided by

2a gives x, the rest of the quotient required, increased by —

•

We shall shew that ^ is a proper fraction, so that by neglecting

the remainder arising from the division, we obtain x, the rest of

the root.

For X contains n figures, and therefore x^ contains 2« figure?

at most ; also a is a number of 27i+ 1 figures (the last n of which
are ciphers) and thus 2a contains 2n+ l figures at least; and

^2
therefore „— is a proper fraction.

From the above investigation, by putting n = l, we see that

two at least of the figures of a square root must have been ob-

tained in order that the method of division, which is employed to

obtain the next figure of the square root, may give that figure

correctly.

Example. Find the square root of 290 to five places of decimals.

S90( 17-02

1

27
I

190
189

3402 10000
6804

3196

Here we have obtained four figures in the square root by the

ordinary method. Three more may be obtained by division only,

using 2 X 1702, that is 3404, for divisor, and 3196 as remainder. Thus

3404)31960(938
30636

13240
10212

30280
27232

3048

And therefore to five places of decimals s'290 - 17 "02938.

When the divisor consists of several digits, the method of con-

tracted division may be employed with advantage.

Again, it may be noticed that in obtaining the second figure of

the root, the division of 190 by 20 gives 9 for tiie next figure ; this is

too great, and the figure 7 has to be obtained tentatively. This is

one of the modifications of the algebraical i ide to which we referred

in Art. 124.
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*221. If the cube root of a number consists of 2n + 2 fgures,

when the first n + 2 of these have been obtained by the ordinary

method, the remaining n may be obtained by division.

Let N denote the given number ; a the part of the cube root

already found, that is the first ti + 2 figures found by tlie common
rule, with n ciphers annexed ; x the remaining part of the root.

Then ^N=a+ x ;

.-. N=a^-\- Za^x+ 2ax^+ x^ ;

N-a^ x^
, a^ fx\

• -3a2 =^+a+3^ ^^^

Now N-a^ is the remainder after n+ 2 figures of the root,

represented by a, have been found ; and 3a^ is the divisor at the

same stage of the work. We see from (1) that N-a^ divided

J)y Sa^ gives x, the rest of the quotient required, increased by

- + —-2. We shall shew that this expression is a proper fraction,

so that by neglecting the remainder arising from the division,

we obtain x\ the rest of the root.

By supposition, :f is < 10", and a is > 10' in + l

^2 10^" 1
••

-^ i^ < 102^1 '
^^^^ ^^' ^ To

'

3^ 10*" 1

^^""^ ^+^^«<^+3^lV-"

and is therefore a proper fraction.

EXAMPLES XXIX. b.

Find the fourth roots of the following expressions :

1. x* - 28x3 + 294x2 - 1372x + 2401.

„ ,, 32 24 8 1

2. 16 +-2-—3 +—4-

m, m^ m* m*

3. a* + Sa^x + I6x* + 32ax^ + 2'ia'^x\

4. \+4x + 2x'^-83^-5x* + Sx^+ 2x^-4x'^ + x'^.

5^ 1 + Sx + 20x2 + 8j--' - 26x* - 8x5 + 20x8 - Sx^ + x^.
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Find the sixth roots of the foUowing expressions :

7. afi- I2a3^ + 240a*x^ - 1 92a^x + GOaV - I60a^x^ + 64a».

8. a« - I8a^x + I35a*x^ - SiOa^x^+ 1215a2ar* - U58ax^ + 729a*.

Find the eighth roots of the following expressions :

9. n^- Sx'^y + 2%afiy~ - 56ary + 70aV - 56a;3y» + 2%xh/^ - Sxy^ + y^.

10. {3^ + 2(p-l)aP+(p'^-2p-l)a^-2(p-l)x+\}*.

Find to four terms the square root of

11. l+x. 12. l-2x. 13. 4 + 2x. 14. l-x-a~».

15. a^-x. 16. ar^+as. 17. a*-3x^ 18, 9a?+l2ax.

Find to three terms the cube root of

19. x^-a\ 20. S + x. 21, K + 9x.
a"

22. l-6a; + 21a;2. 23, 27a:« - 27x6 - 18a:«. 24. 64-48a;+9«».

Identities and Transformations.

*222. Definition. An identity is an algebraical statement
which is true for all values of the letters involved in it.

Examples. a^ + b^=(a + b)(a^-ab + b^).

a^ + 'i^ + z^~3xyz=(x+y+ z){x'^+y^+z^-yz-zx-xy).

*223, An identity asserts that two expressions are always
equal ; and the proof of this equality is called " proving the

identity." The method of procedure is to choose one of the

expressions given, and to shew by successive transformations

that it can be made to assume the form of the other.

Example 1. To prove that

he {b - c) + ca{c - a) + ab (a - b)= - (b - c)(c - a)(a - b).

The first side= bc(b-c) + c'^a- ca^ + a% - ab^

= 6c(&-c) + a2(6-c)-a(62-c2)

= {b - c){bc + a^ - a(b + c}\

= (b-c) {be + a'^-ab- ac}

= (b - c){a(a-b} - c(a-b)]

= (b-c)(a-b)(a-c)

= - (b - c)(c - a)(a - b),

changing the signs of the factor a-c, so as to preserve cyclic order.

[Compare Art. 229, Example 3.]
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The expression on the left-hand side can be readily put in the

following forms

:

-{a(62_c2) + 6(c2-a2) + c(a2-?)2)}.

Hence we have the following results

:

bc(b-c) + ca{c-a) + ab(a-b)= -{b- c){c -a)(a-b)',

a^{b-c) + b^(c-a) + c^{a-b)=-(b-c)(c-a)(a-b);

a{62_c2) + 6(c2-aa) + c(a2_62) = (6-c)(c-a)(a-6).

These identities are of such frequent occurrence that they should

be carefully noticed and remembered.

Example 2. If 2s=a + 6 + c prove that

1 _1^ J__l_ £*£
8-a s- h 8-c s~ 8(s -a)(s -b){8- c)'

The first 8ide= ( ~ + ^~t ") + f7^ " j)\8-a 8-0/ \«-C 6 /

_ 8-b + 8- a 8 - 8+e
*"(s-0)(8-6) 8(8 -C)

_ 28-a-b c

~{s-a)(8-b) s{s-c)

=__^ + _£_
{8-a)(8-b) s(s-c)

^ fsCs -c) + {8 -a)(8-b) ^

\ s(s-a)(8-b){8-c) )

_c{s^ -cs + 8^-08 -bs+ab}
~ 8{s-a){s-b)(8-c)

_ cj 2s2 - s(a + b + c) + ab}
~ s{s-a)(s-b){8-c)

=-, w'^^.-x, -X.
for s(a + 6 + c)= s.2s=2s2.

s{s-a)(8-b)(s-c)

Note. Here 2s is a convenient abbreviation of a + b + c; and the

reduction is much simplified by working in terms of s instead of

substituting its value at once. In examples of this kind, as a rule,

the student should avoid substituting as long as the work can be
carried on in terms of the symbol of abbreviation.

Examples. If x^ + v?=2{xy+yz+zu-y^-z^)
prove that x= y= z= u.

By transposing, we have

x"^ -2xy + y^ + y'^ -2yz+z^+ z'^ -2zu + u^=0,

or (x-yf + (y-z)'^ + (z-u)'^=0.

B.A.
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Now since the square of aiij' quantity is always positive, each of

the expressions {x - v/)^, (y - z)'^, (z - u)- is positive. Hence their sura

cannot be zero unless each of tliem be separately equal to zero.

x-y = 0, y-z= 0, z-u= ;

or x = y = z — u.

Note. The student should be careful to notice the di (Terence

between the conclusions to be drawn from the two statements

{x-af + (y-br-^0 (1),

and {x-a)(y-b) = (2).

From (1) we infer that both x-a= and y -b = aimvltaneously,

while from (2) we infer tiiat either x-a= or y -b = 0.

*EXAMPLES XXIX. c.

Prove the following identities :

1. b{7? + d^) + ax [x"^ - a-) + a^ (x + a) = (a + b] (x + a) (x^ - aa: + a^).

2. (ax + 6y)2 + (<iy - bxf + c^x^ + (fiy"^= {x^ + y2) (a^ + 6^ + c").

3. (x + y)3 + 3(a: + y)2z + 3(a: + y)22+z3
= (a; + 2)3 + 3 (x + 2)V + 3 (a: + =)y2 + y3.

4. {a + b + c) (ab + fee + ca) - abc = (a + b){b + c) (c + a).

5. (a + b + c)- - a{b + c - a) - b(a + c -b) ~ c{a + b - c) = 2(a'^ + b'^ + c"^).

6. {x-y)^+(x + y)^ + S(x-yf(x + y) + 3(x + yf(x-y) = 8x^.

7. xHy-z)+yHz-x)+zHx-y) + {y-z}(z-x){x-y)=0.

8. a^(b-c) + b^c-a) + c^{a-b)=-(b-c)(c-a)(a-b)(a-^b + c).

9. II x + y + z = 0, prove that x^ + y^ + z^= 3xyz.

10. Prove that (fe - cf + {c- a)" + (a

-

bf=3(b -c)(c- a) (a - b).

It2s= a + b + c, shew that

11. (s - a)^ + (s - bf+ {s - cf + s-= a'^ + b^+ c^.

12. (s -af + {s- fe)3 + {s- r)3 + 3afee = s^,

13. 16s (s - a) {s - b) {.« -r)r-. 2b^c^- + 2c"-a'^ f 2«2fe2 -a*-b*-c*.

14. 2 (s - a)(s - b)(8 - c) + a{s - b){s - c) + b(s - c) (.s - a)

+ c{s-a){s-b) = abc.

If a + fe + c = 0, shew that

15. (2a - fe)3 + (2fe - cf + (2c - a)3= 3 (2o - fe) (2fe - c) (2c - a).

16
«'

,

^^
I

C _
2a2 + fec"^2fe-' + ca"^2c2 + ofe~

17. Prove that

(x + y + s)=* + (a: + y-2)3 + (x-y + 2)3 + (x-3/-2)3= 4a:(a:2 + 3y2+3;2).
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18. li a + b + c^s, prove that

(s - 3af + {s- 3bf + (s- Sc)' - 3 (s - 3a) (s - 36) (s - 3c) = 0.

19. If X = b + c-2a, Y^c + a-2b, Z=a+ b-2c, find the value of

X^+Y^ + Z^-3X¥Z.

20. Find the value of a{a^ + bc) + b(b'^ + ac)-c{c^-ab) when a=-7,
6 = -08, c=-78.

21. Prove that (a - b)'^ + (b - c)'^+ (c - af
= 2(c- b){c - a) + 2(b - a)(b - c) + 2(a- b)(a-c).

22. Prove that a'^{b^ - c^) + b'^(c^ - a^) + c^ia^ - fcS)

= (a - 6) (6 - c) (c - a) (a6 + bc + ca)

= a2(6-c)S + 62(c_a)3 + c2(a-fe)3

= - [a262(a ~b) + b^c^ib - c) + c^a^{c - a)].

23. If {a + b)^+{b + c)^ + {c + df= i{a:b + bc + cd), prove that

a=b=c=d.

24. If x=o + d, y=b + d, z= c + d, prove that

a^+ y*+ z'^ - yz - za; - a;i/= a'^+ 1^ + c'^ - 6c - ca - a6.

25. If a + fc + c=0, prove that

1 1 1

62+ c2 _ a2 + ^2 + a2 - 62 "'"02+ 62 - ca~"'

26. It a + 6 + c = 0, simplify

^(6'' + c2-a2) + ^i^(c2 + a2-62) +^^(a2 + 62-c2).
be ca ab

27. Prove that the equation

(x-o)2 + (y-6)2 + (a2 + 62-l)(a;2 + y2_i) = o,

is equivalent to the equation

(aa; + 6y- l)2 + (6a;-ay)2= 0;

hence shew that the only possible values of x and y are

a 6

^^2:r62' a^jip'

28. If 2 (x2+ a2 - oa;) (j/2 + 62 _ ^^ ) ^ ^2^2 + 0.262, shew that
,

Ix - af(y - bf + (bx - ay)'^= 0,

and therefore that x=a, y= b are the only possible solutions.

*224. We shall now give some further examples of fractions

to illustrate the advantage of arranging expressions with regard
to cyciic order, [Art. 172.]
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Example. Find the value of

?L + ^- + «___.
(a-h){a-c){x-a) (h - c){h - a)(x -h) [c - a)(c -h){x - e)

Changing the sign of one factor in each denominator, so as to

preserve cyclic order, we get for the lowest common denominator,

(a -h)[h - e)[c - a)(x -a){x-b)(x-c).

The whole expression has for its numerator

-[a(6-c)(x-6)(x-c)+ + ]

or -[a(h - c){x^ -{h + c)x+ bc} + + ].

Arrange it according to powers of x ; thus

coefficient of x'^= - {a{h- c) + b[c-a) + c(a-h))

= 0;

coefficient of x ={a{h'^-c^) + b{c^-a^) + c{a?-h^)}

= (6-c)(c-a)(a-6); [Art. 223.]

terms which do not contain x

= - {abc{b - c) + abc<c- a) + abe{a-b)}

= -abc{b-c + c-a + a-b}
=0.

Hence the expression =
^^ _ ^j ^^ _ ^^ ^^ _ jj(- Z^^^-Z^^^c)

~{x-a)(x- b) (x - c)'

Note. In examples of this kind the work will be much facilitated

if the student accustoms himself to readily writing down the follow-

ing equivalents

:

(l>-c) + {c-a) + (a-b)=0.

a(b -c) + b{c-a) + c(a-b)=0.
a'^(b-c) + h'^(c-a) + c^{a-b)=-{a-b){b-c){c-a).

bc(b-c) + ca{c ~a) + ab{a-b)= - {a - b){b - c)(c - a).

a{,b^ ~ c'^) + b(c^ - a'') + c{a^ - b^) = {a-b)(b - c){c- a).

Some of the identities in xxix. c. may also be remembered with
advantage.

1.

EXAMPLES XXIX. d.

a
_

b c

(a-b)(a-cy{b-c)(b-ay{c-a)[c-b)'

o be ca ab
^ (a -b){a-cy{b~ c){b -ay{c-a){c- b)'
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gg Ifl c'

^- {a-h){a-c)'^{h-c)[h-a)'^(c-a){c-h'{

a? fe" c»

*• {a-h)(a-c)'^{h-c)[b-ay{c-a){c-h)'

_ a{h + c) hja + c) c{a + h)

^' (a-h){c-ay{a-h){h-c){c-a){h-cS

°- a(a-6)(a-c)^6(6-c)(6-a)^c(c-a)(c-6)

6c ca ah
'' a {a? - b^) (a2 - c")

"^
6 (6^ - c^) (62 - a^)

"^
c (c' - a^) (c^ - V^)'

ft
(a?-ft)(a:-c) (a;-c)(a;-a) (a;-a)(a;-6)

^' {a-b){a-cy (b-c)(b-a)'*' {c-a)(c-b)'

bc{a + d) ca(b + d) ab{c + d)

(a-6)(a-c) (6-c)(6-a) (c-a)(c-6)

10. . . .„'.„. . ..^^..A,,^^, 1
(a-6)(a-c)(a;-a) (6-c)(6-a)(a;-6)^(c-a)(c-6)(x-c)

(a - 6)(o - c)(x+ a) (6- c)(6-a)(a; + 6) (c-a)(c-6)(a;+c)

„ ^^ (a + 6)(a + c) „ (6 + c)(6 + a) „ (c + a)(c + 6)
^-^^ " (a-6)(a-c)"^^ (6-c)(6-a)"^'' (c-a)(c-6)'

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

a3(6-c) + 6»(c-o) + c3(a-6)

(6-c)3+ (c-a)3+ (a-6)3
'

02(6- c) + 62(c-a) + c2(a-6) + 2(a- 6) (6 -c)(c-a)
(6-c)3+(c-a)S+ (a-6)3

a8(6 - c) + 68(c - g) + c3(a - 6)

g2(6 - c) + 62(c - o) + c\a - b)'

a^jb - c)»+ 6^(c - g)»+ c^(g - 6)8

(g-6)(6-c)(c-g)

-{b-c) + ^(c-a) + -{a-b)

a[h^~^)'^bW'ay'^cW'"^)

bc\c b) ca\a c) ah\b a)
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*225. Tojmdwhen x^-i-px- + qx + r (1),

is divisible hy x^+ ax + b (2)

Divide (1) by (2) in the ordinary way ; thus

x^+ax+hla^+px^+qx+r \x-\-{p-a)
ofi+ ax'^+ ox

t
-d)x'^+ (q-b) x + r
— a)x^+a(p-a) x+ b{p-a)

{(q-b)-a{p-a)\x+ r-b(j>-a) (3)

Now if the remainder ia zero the division is exact. This is

the case when

{{q-b)-a<j)-a)}x + r~b(j)-a)=0,

or x^ b(p-a)~r
q-b-a(j>-a)

Hence when x has this value, (1) is divisible by (2)

But if in (3), q-b-a{p-a)= (J,

and also r-b{p-a) = 0,

the remainder is equal to zero whatever value x may have. Thus
x^+px^+ qx+ b is divisible by a^ + ax+ b for alt values of x,

provided that

q - b - a(p — a)=0,

and r-b(p~a)=0.

*226. To find the condition that x^+ px + q may be a perfect

square.

Using the ordinary rule for square root, we have

a^+px-\-q\x+^

2^+f
px+q

If therefore a?-\-px-¥q be a perfect square, the remainder,

J -^, mugt be zero.

pi
Hence q-*^ = 0, or p^= 4q, ia the condition required.
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*227. To prove that s*+ px^+ qx^+ rx+ s is a perfect sqicare

^(q — ^j ='Js and r''= p2s.

The square root must clearly be a trinomial expression of the
form x^+Ui+m ; if therefore we put

we have, on expanding the right-hand side

a^+px^+ qx^+rx+ s=x^+ 2t3c^+ x^{l^+ Zm)-\-2lmx+ m^.

Since this is to be true for all values of x, we may assume that

the toefficieitts of the like powers of x are the same ; hence

2Zm=r, m?= s.

From these equations, by eliminating the unknown quantities
t and m, we shall obtain the necessary relations between p, q, r,

and s.

Thus we have g-^ = 2m= 2^s,

r=2lm=p^s;

[9—'^) =^s and r^=ph.

Note. The method of Art. 226 might have been used here. Also
the method of the present article may be used to establish the
results of Arts. 225 and 226.

*228. The proposition in the preceding article has been
given to illustrate a useful method, which admits of very wide
application. In the course of the proof we assume the truth of

an important principle ; namely,

If tioo rational integral expressions involving x are identically
equal, the coefficients of like powers of x in the two expressions are
equal.

[An expression is said to be rational when no term contains a
square or other root, and it is said to be integral with respect to x
when the powers of x are all positive integers.]

The demonstration of this principle belongs to a more
advanced part of the subject, and could not be discussed com-
pletely here. [See Higher Algebra. Art. 311.]
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The Remainder Theorem.

*229. // a rational integral algebraical expression

X° + p,X"-'+ PjX""*+ PaX""'+ . . . + p„-ix + p„

he divided bi/ x-a,, the remainder mil be

a"+ pia—*+ p^a"-' + psa°~' + . . . + p„_ia+ p„.

Divide the given expression hy x-a till a remainder is ob-

tained which does not involve x. Let Q be the quotient, and R
the remainder ; then

x"+pix''-^+p2x''-^+...+p„-iX+pn= Qix-a)+R.

Since R does not contain x, it will remain unaltered whatever
value we give to x.

Put x=a, then

a"-|-p,a"-^+j02a""H ... +p„-ia+i3„= § X 0+ /?,

.-. Ji^a" +pia''-^ +p2q.''-^+ ...+p„-ia+p„ ;

which proves the proposition.

From this it appears that when an algebraical expression is

divided by x — a, the remainder can be obtained at once by
writing a in the place of x in the given expression.

Again, the remainder is zero when the given expression is

exactly divisible hy x-a ; hence we deduce another important
proposition, known as the Factor Theorem.

If a rational integral expression im^olving x become equal to

when a is written for x, it mill contain x — a. as a factor.

Example 1. Resolve into factors a^ + Zx"^- l.Sx- 15.

By trial we find that this expression vanishes when x=3 ; hence
a; - 3 is a factor.

.'. a:3 + 3a;2_i3a;_i5 = a.2(a._3) + 6a;(x-3) + 5(a;-3)

= (a;-3)(x2+ 6a;+ 5)

= (T-3)(a;+l)(x + 5).

Note. The only numerical values that need be substituted for x
are the factors of the last term of the expression. Thus, in the

present case, by making trial of - 5, we should have detected the

factor a; + 5.
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Example 2. The remainder when x*-2cc^+ a;-7 is divided by
X + 2 is

(-2)^-2(-2)3 + (-2)-7;

that is, 16 + 16-2-7, or 23.

Or the remainder may be found more shortly by substituting

x-= -2in[{(x-2)a;}a;+l]x-7.

Example 3. Find the factors othc{Jb-c) + ca(c-a) + ab{a-h).

On trial, this expression vanishes when h= c; therefore 6-c is a

factor. Similarly c~ a, a-h may be shewn to be factors.

.•. hc[h-c) + ca{c-a) + ah(_a-h)= M{h-c){c-a){a-h) (1)

;

and since the left-hand member of this identity is only of three

dimensions in a, b, c, the factor 31 must be some numerical quantity
independent of a, b, c ; its value can therefore be found by giving

particular values to a, b, c, or by equating the coefficients of like

terms on each side.

Let a= 0, 6 = 1, c= 2, then (1) becomes

2(-l) + + 0=i{f(-l)x2x(-l);

whence M= - 1.

.•. bc(b - c) + ca{c - a) + ab [a -b)= - (6 - c) (c -a){a- b).

*230. We shall now give general proofs of the statements
made in Art. 55. "We suppose n to be positive and integral.

I. To prove that x" — y° is ahoays divisible by x — y.

By the remainder theorem when x^'-y" is divided by x—y
the remainder is

i/"-y", or 0,

that is, x"—y" is always divisible hy x—y.

II. To prove that x" + y" is divisible by x+ j when n is odd,

but not when n is even.

By the remainder theorem when x^+y^ is divided by x+y
the remainder is

(1) if Mis odd, ( -y)" 4- _y" =-?/"+ ?/" = ;

(2) if » is even, (-y)"+y"=z y''+y" = 2y" :

hence there is a remainder when n is even, but none when n is

odd ; which proves the proposition.

In like manner it may be proved that x^—y" is divisible by
x+y when n is even ; and x"+y" is 7iever divisible by x—y.
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By going through a few steps of the division, the form of the
quotient in each case is easily determined. The results of the

present article may be conveniently stated as follows :

(i) For all values of ?t,

X" -y" = {x-y) (.r" - *

+

sf^h/ + x'^-^y'^+ . . . H-y"-^).

(ii) When n is odd,

ar" +y"= (x+ y){x^-'^ - af-'^y+af-^y^ - . .. +y"~').

(iii) When n is even,

x''-y"={x+y){x"-^-x"-y+ x''-^y--... -y"~')-

*EXAMPLES XXIX. e.

Find the values of x which will make each of the following

expressions a perfect square :

1. xr' + Gx^+VSx^ + lSx-l. 2. x* + 63^+ llx^+ Sx + 3l.

3. x*-2au^-h{a^ + 2h)3y^-3abx + 2b^.

4. ip^x* - 4pqx^ + (q^ + 2p'^)a^-5pqx + ^.
_ a^x^ abx* 2acx^ Qb'^x'^ 5bcx „ j

6. x*+ 2aaP+3a^x'^ + cx + d.

7. Find the conditions that x*-ax^+l>x'^-cx+l may be a perfect

square for ail values of x.

Find the values of x which will make each of the following

expressions a perfect cube :

8. 8xs-36.c2 + 56a;_39. g, ^-^+4a*x^-2Sa\

10. m^x^-9m'hix* + 39mn'^x'^-5\n^

11. Find the relation between b and c in order that

x^ + Sax^ + bx+ c

may be a perfect cube for all values of x.

12. Find the conditions that

xf^ + 3a3f' + 3hx* + a{6h-^a^)x^ + 3h{b-a'^)x'^ + iicx+ d
may be a perfect cube for all values of x.

13. What number must be added to x^+ ix' in order that the

expression may be divisible by a; + 4?

14. If X+ ct be a common factor oi x^ +px+ g and a^ + lx + m, shew

, m-q
that a=:-,—^.

l-p
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Resolve into factors

:

15. x3-6x2+llx-6. 16, x3-5a?-2x + 24.

17. x3+ 9ar2+ 26a;+ 24. 18. x^-x-^-Ux + lOS.

19. a:3_39a;+ 70. 20. x^ - 8x^ - Six - ^.

21. 6x^+7ii^-x-2. 22. 6x^+ x'^-19x+ 6.

Write down the quotient in the following eases :

23.
^+y\

24.
^~^

. 25.
^~^

. 26.
'^"'^^

x+y x+y x-y x-y

Find the square root of

27. ar« + (2a-4)rc3 + /a2_2a + 4)x2 + (2a2-4a)x+ a2.

28. (a + l)2a;4+ (2a2 + 2a)r3 + (3a2-4a-6)a;2 + (2a2-6a)x + a2-6a+ 9.

29. Find what values of m make 3»ia^+(6TO-12)a;+ 8 a perfect
square.

30. If 4ar*+ V2a?y + Px^'^ + 6xy^+ y* isa, perfect square, find P.

Without actual division shew that

31. 32a^o - 33a^+

1

is divisible by a; - 1.

32. Sx*+ 53^-\3x^-20x+ 4: a;2_4_

33. x* + 4x^-5x^~d6x-36 x^-x-B.

Without actual division find the remainder when

34. x* - 5x2^5 jg clivided by x - 5.

35. x3-7x2a+ 8xa2+i5a3 x+ 2a,

36. If ctx^ -bx + c and da^ -bx + c have a common factor, then

a^-abd+ C(P=0.

37. If 71 be any positive integer, prove that S^" - 1 is always
divisible by 24.

38. Shew that 1 - x - x"+ x"+i is exactly divisible by

l-2x+ x2.

39. If oc^+px + r and 3x'^+p have a common factor, prove that

27 4 "•

40. Shew that if x^+jyy^+qz" is exactly divisible by

x^- (ay+ bz)x + abyz,



CHAPTER XXX,

The Theory of Indices.

231. Hitherto all the definitions and rules with regard to

indices have been based upon the supposition that they were
positive integers ; for instance

(1 ) a"= a . a . a ... to fourteen factors.

(2) a"xa3= a"+3^ai7.

(3) a"-ra3= ai*-3= a»
(4) (ai*)3= ai*x3=a«

The object of the present chapter is twofold : first, to give

general proofs which shall establish the laws of combination in

the case of all positive integral indices ; secondly, to explain

how, in strict accordance with these laws, intelligible meanings
may be given to symbols whose indices are fractional, zero, or
negative.

"We shall begin by proving, directly from the definition of a

positive integral index, three important propositions.

232. Definition. When m is a positive integer, a" stands

for the product of m factors each equal to a.

233. Prop. I. To prove that a"xa"= a"+°, when m aifid n
are positive integers.

By definition, a^=a.a.a ... torn factors ;

a"= a . a . a ... to n factors ;

.•. a"* X a"= (a .a .a ... to m factors) y.{a .a.a ... to n factors)

= a.a .a ... to 7W + ??. factors

= 0*"+", by definition.

Cor. If p is also a positive integer, then

n'^xa'^y. aP= a"*+"+'

;

and 80 for any number of factors
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234. Prop. II. To prove that a°-ra°=a°'~'', wheii m and n
are positive integers, and m > a.

_ „ a"" a. a.

a

to wi factorsam^(jn_— _
a" a. a.

a

to n factors

=a.a .a to m — n factors

235. Prop. IIL To prove that (a°')''=a°"', when m and n are
positive integers,

(a"'y= a'^. a"*, a" to n factors

= (a. a. a ... to TO factors)(a. a. a ... to m factors) ...

the bracket being repeated n times,

=a.a.a co mn factors

236. These are the fundamental laws of combination of

indices, and they are proved directly from a definition which is

intelligible only on the supposition that the indices are positive

and integral.

But it is found convenient to use fractional and negative

indices, such as a^, a'"', or, more generally, a«, a~" ; and these

have at present no intelligible meaning. For it is plain that the

definition of a"*, [Art. 232], upon which we based the three pro-

positions just proved, is no longer applicable when m is fractional,

or negative.

Now it is important that all indices, whether positive or
negative, integral or fractional, should be governed by the same
laws. We therefore determine meanings for symbols such as
£

a?, a~", in the following way : we assume that they conform to

the fundamental law, a™xa"=a'""''", and accept the meaning to

which this assumption leads us. It will be found that the
symbols so interpreted will also obey the other laws enunciated
in Props, ii. and iii.

p

237. To find a meaning for a<i, p aTid q being positive

integers.

Since a"^ x a^= a^'^'^ is to be true for all values of m and n,

by replacing each of the indices m and n by — , we have

P P P.P 2p
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P f P 25 £ 2p^£ ip

Similarly, a^ xa^ xa^—ai xa^ =at »=a«.

Proceeding in this way for 4, 5, q factors, we have
p p p «p

a« xa9 xa^ to q factors=a« ;

p

that is, {a<>)9= aP.

Therefore, by taking the g"" root,

p
or, in words, a? is equal to " the g-"" root of a^."

Examples. (1) x^=SJit^,

(2) J=^a.

(3) 4^=x/4S=^64=8.

(4) a^xJ= J'^^=a^.

(5) A^x/fc*=)fc^*=i*^.

(6) 3a^6* X 4a*6» = 12a^6*^= 12a^6i

238. To find a meaning for a**.

Since a"'xa"=a"*+" is to be true for all values of m and n,

by replacing the index m by 0, we have

a^xa^'^a^-^''

=a";

a"

= 1.

Hence cwiy quantity with zero index is equivalent to 1.

Example, a:*-''xa:«-''=a;*-<^«-*=x°=l.

239. Tb ./?«<£ a meaning for a~'.

Since a"* x a"= 0"*+" is to be true for all values of m and n, by
replacing the index m by — n, we have

a~"xa'*= a~"+"=a<'.

But a''= l;
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hence a~"=—

,

and a" = —r;i-

From this it follows that any factor may be transferred from

the numerator to the denominator of an expression, or vice-versS,,

by merely changing the sign of the index.

Examples. (1) ^~^=-^'

(2) -^=y^=^y.
y

*

(3) 27-*--^--^—*^-^ = i.

240. To prove that aJ^-r a," =&''-'' for all values of m and n.

a'"-4-a"=a'"x—
a"

= a"*xa-''

=0™-", by the fundamental law.

Examples- (1) a^-ra'=a^~*=a-2=-g.

_8 14.8 IS

(2) c-fc ^=c +^=c^.

(3) x"-''-=-a:»-''=a;<»-*-(''-<:>=a:<'-*.

241. The method of finding a meaning for a symbol, as ex-

plained in the preceding articles, deserves careful attention. The
usual algebraical process is to make choice of symbols, give them
meanings, and then prove the rules for their combination. Here
the process is reversed ; the symbols are given, and the law to

which they are to conform, and from this the meanings of the
symbols are determined.

242. The following examples will illustrate the different

principles we have established.

_,
, ,,, 3a-» 3a:

Examples. (1) 5^zi^=g^-
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(4) 2Ja +-^ + a^ =2^+3^+ 0,^

a-*

EXAMPLES XXX. a.

Express with positive indices :

1. 2x~\ 2. 3a"i 3. 4a:-i^^ 4. S^a"*.

i; ^_ R -J_ 7 3a-8x^
3

x»2r^

4a-2- *>• g^-^- '• 5y2c-4-
»• 6- •

9. 2a:*x3x-'. 10. l-r2o"i U, xy^^a;-!. 12. a-^x-HSK.

13. -i^-
14. -5^3. 15. ,^. 16. ^,.

17. a-2a;-^-^a-3. 18. ^-i^^/a. 19. ^a-^^^d?.

Express with radical signs and positive indices :

20.
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Find the value of

41. 16^. 42. 4"i 43. 125^. 44. 8"^. 45. 36"f

46. ^. 47. 2431 48. (i)-*.
49. (fi)^. 50. (S)''.

243. To prove that (a°)''=a""' is universally true for all valves

of m and n.

Case I. Let » be a positive integer.

Now, whatever he the value of m
(a^)"=0^.0^.0^ to n factors

= a"

= 0"

t+m+m+ to n terms

Case II. Let w be unrestricted as before, and let w be a

positive fraction. Replacing n by —, where p and q are positive
p 9

integers, we have (a"')"=(a"*)».

Now the j"" power of (a"*)* ={(«'")« }«

=(a'»)''
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Examples. (1) (h^^= h^^^=h^

.

(2) {(a;-2)3}-4=(a;-«)-4=a;'^.

(3) Va^-V =a:<»-c =x^-^<=.

244. To jorove ^Aa^ (ab)''= a"b", tvkatever be the value of n;
a and b 6ew«^ any quantities whatever.

Case I. Let ti be a positive integer.

Now (a6)"= a6. ah. ah to n factors

= {a.a.a ... to » factors)(6. h. b... to » factors)

Case II. Let n. be a positive fraction. Replacing n by P,

E ?
where ^ and q are positive integers, we have (a6)"= (a6)9

.

p p
Now the 5'"' power of (a?))? ={(a6)« }«

= (a&)p [Art. 243.]

p p

=(a9 6?)«. [Case I.]

p p p
Taking the g'"' root, (a6)«=a«6».

Case III. Let n have any negative value. Replacing n by
— r, where r is positive,

Hence the proposition is proved universally.

The result we have just proved may be expressed in a verbal

form by saying that the index of a product may be distributed

over its factors.

Note. An index is not distributive over the terms of an expres-

sion. Thus (a- + 6^)2 is not equal to o + 6. Again (a^+ fc^)- is equal

to \/a^+ &', and cannot be further simplified.
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Examplea. (1) {yzY-''(zxY[xy)-'=y^-''z'*-''z''3fx-''y-''

(2) {(a-6)*}-'x{(a+ 6)-*}'=(a-6)-«x(o+ 6)-«

={{a-6)(a+ 6)}-«

= (a2-62)-w.

245. It should be observed that in the proof of Art. 244 the
quantities a and b are wholly unrestricted, and may themselves
involve indices.

Examples. (1) {x^y'^)^-T(x^y-^)~^=x^y *-fa:~'y^

4

= x^y~^.

ba~

={ah~^^ab~h*

= (a^f=a\

EXAMPLES XXX. b.

Simplify and express with positive indices :

1. (Va2p)6. 2. (s/x=^^)-^ 3. («^-*)8x(a;V)-''

7. { V(»~V)'}~^- 8. ^/x^/x^. 9. (4a-2-r9a;T*.

10. (aj^^x)" 11. \xx!^x »;i-».
12. (^a;»^^ar)r-a

13. ^/cFHx^/€A^. 14. v'aF^c^x(a-i6-2c-4r^.

15. 4/ii*^x(a^ «-!)-». 16. Ifi^W'^'M'x'
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Simplify and express with positive indices :

, 1 _i

17. {a"^^x)-^xsJx--sJa-\ 18. C/a"+*627.-t^(a"6 »»)*.

19. \/{a + 6)6x{a+6ri 20. {(a; - 2/)-»}"-f {(a;+y)"}«.

23. {a~h^'>Jax~^*/x^) . 24. s/{ci^^<ix{a'-b^f^-

29. (a'»'-ir^'+^^. 30. (x"^r'V^.
1

„f.
2" X (2"-^)» J^ Of.

2"+^
.

4"+^
'^''* 2"+^ X 2^-^ ^ 4-"' (2")"-i (2"-^)"+''

3.2"-4.2»-'» og 3»+« -6.3"+^

246. Since the index-laws are universally true, all the

ordinary operations of multiplication, division, involution and
evolution are applicable to expressions which contain fractional

and negative indices.

247. In Art. 121, we pointed out that the descending powers
of X are

^' ^' ^' ^' ^' ^' ^'

A reason for this may be seen if we write these terms in the form

x^, X*, x\ xf>, x-\ «~*, «"',
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_\ 2 1

Example 1. Multiply Zx ^+ x+2x^ by x^ -2.

Arrange in descei.ding powers of x.

X +2a;^ + 3a;"^

x^-\-2x +3

-2x -^x^-Qx~^

a;' -4a;^+3 6a;

Example 2. Divide l&a-^ - 6a-2+ 5a-i + 6 by 1 + 2a-\

2a-i+ l)16a-3- 6a-2+ 5a-i + 6(8a-2-7a-i + 6

16a-3+ 8a-2

-14a-2+ 5a-i

- 14a-2- 7(t-i

12a-» + 6

12a-i + 6

Example 3. Find the square root of

*^%N^ _ 2a; + 1 + a;3 _ 4^(^y-i).

Getting rid of the radical signs, and arranging in descending
powers of x, we have

a;S-4a;^y"^ + 4a;2y-J + a;^y* -2a;+| (
a:^ -2a;y~^+^

2x^-2a;y ^ 5 _1

6 _ 1

-4a;^y ^+ 4a^y-^

a;'y*-2a;+|

a;^y^-2a;+|

Note. In this example it should be observed that the introduction

of negative indices enables us to avoid the use of algebraical fractions.
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EXAMPLES XXX. c.

1. Multiply 3a;'-5 + 8a;~^ by 4x^ + 3x~^.

2. Multiply 3a^-4a^-a~^ by 3a^ + a~^ -6a~^.

3. Find the product of c* + 2c-*-7 and 5-3c-^ + 2c',

4. Find the product of 5+2ar^+3a;-2" and 4x<»-3x-».

5. Divide 21a; + a;^+ a;^ + l by 3a;^+l.

6. Divide 15a-3a*-2a~^ + 8a-J by 5a^ + 4.

7. Divide I6a-^+ 6a'^+ 5a-'^ - 6 by 2a-i-l.

8. Divide 56^ - 66* _ 46"^ - 46" * - 5 by 6* - 2b~ *.

9. Divide 21a3^+ 20 - 27a* - 260^^ by 3a* - 5.

10. Divide 8c-" - 8c"+ 5c^ - 3c-3" by SC-Sc-".

Find the square root of

11. 9a; -12a;- + 10- 4a;" -+a;-^

12. 25a^ + 16-30a-24a* + 49ai

13. 4a;" + 9a;-" + 28-24a;~^-16x'.

14. 12a*+ 4 - 6a»* + a** + 5aK

15. Multiply a^-8a~^ + 4a~*-2o* by -la~^+a*+4a"'.

16. Multiply 1 - 2 4/a; - 2a;* by 1 - ^x.

17. Multiply 2^- a* - - by 2a - 3 a/- - a"^

18. Divide ^+ 2x^ - \6z~^ -— by a;^ + 4a;~^+-7^ •

a; •' y/x

19. Divide 1 - ^a - 4j + 2a'' by 1 - a^.

20. Divide 4 s/x'' -8x^^-5 + ^-*- Sx~ ^ by 2x" - JS'a; - J
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Find the square root of

21. 9x-*-18x-\fy + ^-^-6^(^^^+y^

22. 4Vx3 - 12 4/(a;3y) + 25^y -24:^i^\ + 16x~%.

23. 8lf^+l)+36j-(a:V'-l)-158
y

*

24. 16+1+5^^,-2 +"2^ ^vy-

248. The following examples will illustrate the formulae of

earlier chapters when applied to expressions involving fractional

and negative indices.

Ag h p h h h P ^ P P P

Example 1 (a*-6»)(a~* + 6~9)= a*~*-a~*6»+a*6~i?-t»~«
h p A P

= l-a~*6« + a*6~«-l
h p h p

Example 2. Multiply 2a;2i'-a:P+ 3 by 2x"p + xp-S.

The product = { 2x'^p -[xP-3)\{ 2x^p+ {xp - 3)

}

= (2x2p)2-(xP-3)2

=^a^p-x'^p + &xP-9.

Example 3. The square of 3a;--2-a; ^

=9a; + 4 + x-i - 2 . 3x* . 2 - 2 . 3a;* . a;~^+ 2 . 2 . a?"^

= 9a; + 4 + a;-i-12a;*-6 + 4a;"*

= 9a; - 12a;* - 2+ 4a;~ ^ + a; -\

by collecting like terms and rearranging.

:^n . 3

n

« _ n
Example 4. Di\nde a"^ + a "^ by a^ + a ^.

The quotient =(a^+ a""^)4-(a^ + a"")

={(a^)3 + (a"^)3}-^(a" + a~^)

= (a")2-a^.a"^ + (o"^)«

sa^-l + a-".
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EXAMPLES XXX. d.

Write down the value of

1. (a:*-7)(a;*+ 3). 2. (4a;-5«-»){4a;+3ar-i).

3. (7x-9y-i)(7a;+9y-»). 4. (ar^-^rXar^+y").

5, (a«-2a-')* 6. (a'+a'^.

7. fx'-ix-»y. 8. (5a-y-3a:-«y-*)(4a:V+6a;-'^-*).

9. (y-a"^V 10. (3x<^-»+ 5ar-V)(3a^y*-5a;—y-»)

11. U'-2-a-*j. 12. (X--X "+«)*.

13. {(a+ 6)* + (a-6)*}2. 14. {(a+h)^ -{a-b)-^\\

Write dovm the quotient of

15. x-9a by x^+3oi 16. x^-27byx^-3.

17. a^'-ie by a'-4. 18. aj*'+ 8 by a-» + 2.

19. c^ - C-' by c* - c~ 2, 20. 1 - 8a-3 by 1 - 2a"\

21. a*'-3fi by a2^+x3 22. a:-*-l by a;-» + l.

23. x^-lbyx^-l 24. cc^ + 32 by a^ + 2.

Find the value of

25. (x+x^-^)(x + x^-+i). 26. (2x^ + 4 + .3a:"*) (2x^+ 4 -3a;"*).

27. (2-x* + x)(2 + x* + x). 28. (a' + 7 + 3a-')(a'-7-3a-').

2 »

SI
x^ - 4 ^x-'^ go a-+a6 ^Jc

4/x''+ 4 + 4x ' ^



CHAPTER XXXI.

Elementary Surds.

249. Definition. If the root of a quantity cannot be exactly
obtained the root is called a surd.

Thus V2, ^5, 4/a3^ -v/o^TPare surds.

By reference to the preceding chapter it will be seen that

these are only cases of fractional indices ; for the above quanti-
ties might be written

Since surds may always be expressed as quantities with frac-

tional indices they are subject to the same laws of combination
as other algebraical symbols.

250. A quantity may be expressed in a surd form without
6

really being a surd. Thus ^x* or x^, though apparently a surd,

can be expressed in the equivalent form x\

251. A surd is sometimes called an irrational quantity;
and quantities which are not surds are, for the sake of distinction,

termed rational quantities.

252. In the case of numerical surds such as ,^2, 4^5, ...,

although the exact value can never be found, it can be deter-

mined to any degree of accuracy by carrying the process of

evolution far enough.

Thus v''5 = 2-236068 ;

that is ^/5 lies between 2-23606 and 2-23607 ; and therefore the
error in using either of these quantities instead of ^5 is less than
-00001. By taking the root to a greater number of decimal
places we can approximate still nearer to the true value.

It thus appears that it will never be absolutely necessary to

introduce surds into numerical work, which can always be carried

on to a certain degree of accuracy ; but we shall in the present
chapter prove laws for combination of surd quantities which
will enable us to work with symbols such as ^/2, ,^5, ^^a, ... with
absolute accuracy so long as the symbols are kept in their surd
form. Moreover it will be found that even where approximate
numericai results are required, the work is considerably simpli-
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fied and shortened by operating with surd symbols, and after-

wards substituting numerical values, if necessary.

253. The order of a surd is indicated by the root symbol, or

surd index. Thus sl^, %/« are respectively surds of the third

and «" orders.

The surds of the most frequent occurrence are those of the

second order ; they are sometimes called quadratic SUrds. Thus

v/3, ^a, 'Jx+y are quadratic surds.

254. It will frequently be found convenient to express a
rational quantity in a surd form.
A rational quantity may be expressed in the form of a surd of

anif required order by raising it to the power whose root the surd
expresses, and prefixing the radical sign. Thus

5= V25 = ;^1 25 = 4/625 = ^5"
;

255. A surd of any order may be transformed into a surd of

a different order.

Examples. (1) ^2 = 2^ = 2^*^ = '2/24.

1 -1

(2) ^a= aP = aP«=^a«.

256. Surds of different orders may be transformed into surds

of the same order. This order may be any common multiple of

each of the given orders, but it is usually most convenient to

choose the least common multiple.

Example. Express i^a^, ;^^, ^a* as surds of the same lowest

order.

The least common multiple of 4, 3, 6 is 12 ; and expressing the

given surds as surds of the twelfth order they become ^i^a^, ^^b^, ^'W'''.

257. Surds of different orders may be arranged according to

magnitude by transforming them into surds of the same order.

Example. Arrange ,^/.3, 4^6, ,^10 according to magnitude.

The least common multiple of 2, .3, 4 is 12 ; and, expressing the
given surds as surds of the twelfth order, we have

^3 ='</36 =14/729,

^6 =12/6* =12/1290,

^'10=14/103=
i;/1000.

Hence arranged in ascending order of magnitude the surds are

>/3, 4/10, ^6.
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EXAMPLES XXXI. a.

Express as surds of the twelfth order with positive indices

:

1. a*. 2. a-^-^a'^. 3. 4/a^x ^a-^x-\

Express as surds of the w*"" order with positive indices :

7. ^^. 8. x^. 9. ai 10. V«""-

13. ^. 14.

Express as surds of the same lowest order :

15. Va, ^a". 16. ^a\ Ja. 17. ^/x^, ^a^, ^^a^.

18. '4^ic4, ^4/a;io. 19. '^/^^, n/^. 20. x/S^, n/S»^.

21. n/5, 4/11, ^13. 22. 4/8, v'S, 4^6. 23. ^2, 4/8, 4/4.

258. The root of any expression is equal to the product of
the roots of the separate factors of the expression.

For '^ab= {ahf
1 i

=«"&", [Art. 244

= Vja . X/h.

Similarly, \Jabc= ll/a .J^b .J^c,

and so for any number of factors.

Examples. (1) 4/15=4/3 .^5.

(2) 4/^= 4/a6.4/&=a24/&.

(3) v/50 =V25.^2=5v^.

Hence it appears that a surd taay sometimes be expressed as
the product of a rational quantity and a surd ; when so reduced
the surd is said to be in its simplest form.

Thus the simplest form of ^128 is 8^2.

Conversely, the coefficient of a surd may be brought under
the radical sign by first reducing it to the form of a surd, and
then multiplying the surds together.
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Examples. (1) 7J5 = yJi9.^5=J2A5.

(2) a> = >«.4/6=/^a86.

When 80 reduced a surd is said to be an entire surd.

259. When surds have, or can be reduced to have, the same
irrational factor, they are said to be like ; otherwise, thej are

said to be unlike. Thus

5v/3, 2^3, gV3 are like surds.

But 3v'2 and 2v'3 are unlike surds.

Again, 3^20, 4^/5, ^J^
are like surds ;

for 3v/20= 3v/4.V5=3.2V5=6V5;

260. In finding the sum of a number of like surds we reduce

them to their simplest form, and prefix to their common irrational

part the sum of the coefficients.

Example I. The sum of 3^20, 4^6, -jg

=6V5 + 4V5+^v/6

- 6
^^

Example 2. The sura of x \/8a?o

+

yy/ -y*a -z\f^
=x.2x^a + y{-y)i^'a-z.z^'a
= (2ar»-y2_22)3/a,

261. Unlike surds cannot be collected.

Thus the sum of 5^/2, -2^3 and ^6 is 5v'2-2v3+n'6
and cannot be further simplified.

EXAMPLES XXXI. b.

Express in the simplest form :

1. v/288. 2. v/147. 3. 4^256. 4. ^432.

5, 3^150. 6. 2^/720. 7. 5s'245. 8. ^^1029.

9. 4^3125. 10. -^"2187. 11. J36^'. 12. v/27o»6».
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13. v/-108xV'. 14. ^a;3«y2«+5. i5_ Pj-jcf^+vy-^p.

16. \/a3 + 2a-6 + a62. 17. v'8xV^24xyT24xV^^8xtA

Express as entire surds :

18. 1W2. 19. 14 V5. 20.

11 \ 8

19. 14 V5.

2c V9a26'

27a;-»2a ^27;

3j; V a'

32

6^4. 21. 54/6.

24. ^a/^'.

97 2a ^7
63"

.271+1

30. J^V^

ax a'^ - x^

a - X V tt'-x'*

Find the value of

33. 3V45-V20 + 7x/5.

35. v/44- 5^176 + 2^99.

37. 2 3/189 + 3 4/875-7 4/56.

39. 34/I62- 74/32+ 4/1250.

41. 4^128 + 4^75-5^162.

43. v/252-V294-48Jg.

34. 4^63 + 5^7-8^28.

36, 2^363 - 5^243 + v/192.

38. 54/8I-74/192 + 44/648.

40. 5 4^^54 -24/^^ + 44/686.

42. 5^24-2^/54-^6.

44. 3^147-^^1- ^i.

262. To multiphj two surds of the same order: nudtiply
separately the rational factors and the irrational factors.

1 1

For a Vjx x h ^ii= ax^ x />//"

1 1

= ahx^y'^

1

= ah{poyY'

= ah Vxy.

Examples. (1 ) 5 v/3 x 3 v7 = 15 ^21.

(2) 2;^xx3v'^=6x.

(3) 4/^+6 X 4^^^= sl{a + b){a-h) = ij^^^^.
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263. If the surds are not in their simplest form, it will save
labour to reduce them to this form before multiplication.

Example. The product of 5;^32, ^48, 2^54

= 5 . 4 v'2 X 4 v/3 X 2 . 3^/6=480 . v/2 . v/3 . ^6=480 x 6=2880.

264. To multiply surds wkifh are not of the same order:

reduce them to equivalent surds of the same order, and proceed as

before.

Example. Multiply 5^ by 2J5.

The product= 5 ^2^ x 2 ^5" = 10 y/W^x^= 10 ^/500.

265. Suppose it is required to find the numerical value of

the quotient when J5 is divided by v'^-

At first sight it would seem that we must find the square
root of 5, which is 2 "236 ..., and then the square root of 7, which
is 2-645 ..., and finally divide 2-236 ... by 2-645 ... ; three trouble-

some operations.

But we may avoid much of this labour by multiplying both
numerator and denominator by ,^^7, so as to make the denomi-
nator a rational quantity. Thus

<J5_J5 n/7_v^5x7_V35
V7 ^7^x77 7 7^

Now v/35 = 5-9)6,

^5 5-916

,

= •845....•
n/7

266. The great utility of this artifice in calculating the
numerical value of surd fractions suggests its convenience in the
case of all surd fractions, even where numerical values are not

n
required. Thus it is usual to simplify —^ as follows

:

ajh _a^h'x.sjc_as/hc

sfc y/cx y/c c '

The process by which surds are removed from the denomi-
nator of any fraction is known as rationalising the denominator.
It is effected by multiplying both numerator and denominator
by any factor which renders the denominator rational. We shall

return to this point in Art. 270.
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267. The quotient of one surd by another may be found

by expressing the result as a fraction, and rationalising the

denominator.

Example 1. Divide 4^/75 by 25^/56.

TV, *• . 4v^75 4x5v/3 2V3The quotient=25;^=25
x 2^14=5^11

_ 2^3 X ^14 ^ 2^/42 ^^/42
5^/14x^14 5x14 35

ExampU2. _=V__^__^_.

EXAMPLES XXXI. c.

Find the value of

1. 2^14x^21. 2. 3^8x^/6. 3. 5slax2^Z.

4. 2^15x3^5. 5. 8^/12x3^/24. 6. \/^T2xv/^^.

7. 2V384-f8^/98. 8. 6^/27-^3^24. 9. - 13^/125 ^5;v^65.

10. ^168x^147. 11. 5^128 x2»/432. 12. 6^14^2^21.

io /I.8 M / 1^ 3^/11 . 5 „ 3v/48 . 6^/84

,^ 3 /a2 4 /x^ ,r, 3 r2F / ISa;^

Given ^2= 1-41421, v'3= l-73205, ^'5= 2-23607, v/6= 2-44949,

^7= 2"64575 : find to four places of decimals the numerical value

of

18.
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269. The multiplication of compound surds is performed
like the multiplication of compound algebraical expressions.

Example 1. Multiply 2sJx-5 by ^ijz.

The product=3^/a;(2^x - 5)

= 6x-l5^x.

Example 2. Multiply 2^b + Z^x by Jb-^x.

The product= (2^5 + 3 ^a;) (^6 - ^x)

=2v'5 . s/5+ 3>J5 . sjx -2^5 . Jx-ZJz . ^x
= 10-3x+ij5x.

Example 3. Find the square of 2ijx + n/7 - 4a;.

(2Va+ \/7-4a;)2= (2^a:)2+ {V7-4a:)» + 4 ^a: . v/f^^
=4a;+ 7-4a: + 4\/7a;-4ar'

=7 + 4\/7x-4ar».

EXAMPLES XXXI. d.

Find the value of

1. (3s/x-5)x2^x. 2. (^x-Ja)x2^z.

3. {fja + ^)x>ja^. 4. (Vx+ y-l) v var+ y.

5. (2^3 + 3^2)2. 6. (n/7 +5V3)(2^-4^).

7. (3v/5-4^2){2V5+ 3^2). 8. (3Va-2s/a:)(2^o+ 3Var).

9. {>Jx+iJx-l)xs/x-l. 10, (\'z + a-\'a:-o)x>/x+o.

11. (.sla + x-2sja)\ 12. (2^o-\/l+4a)2.

13. (sja + x-sja-x)\ 14. (\/S+^- 2)(\/a + x-l).

15. (x/2 + V3-v/5)(^2+V3 + v/5).

16. (v/5 + 3V2 + x/7)(v/5 + 3^/2-v/7).

Write down the square of

17. 'j2x-{-a-sj2x-a. 18. slifi-2y- + 'j3?+ 2'i/^.

19. sJm + n + slm-n. 20. SN/a^ + ta-Ox/a^-ft^.

21. 3a:^-3\/7-2x». 22. ^/4a^2+ 1 - n/I^^.
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270. One case of the multiplication of compound Burds
deserves careful attention. For if we multiply together the sum
and the diflference of any two quadratic surds we obtain a rational

product.

Examples. (1) (Va+^/^>)(Vo-\/&)=(^/a)«-(^/5)«=a-6.

(2) (3^5 + 4^3)(3V6-4v'3) = (3V6)''-(4x/3)^=45-48= -3.

Similarly, (4 - s/a+b) (4+ >Ja,+b)=(4y - {^/a+W= 16 - a - 6.

271. DEFiinTiON. When two binomial quadratic surds differ

only in the sign which connects their terms they are said to be
conjugate.

Thus 3^ + 6^11 is conjugate to 3/7-5^/11.

Similarly, a — 'Ja^-a^ is conjugate to a +x/o* - si^.

The product of two conjugate surds is rational [Art. 270-1

Example. {3^a + \/x-9a) [3Ja- >Jx-^)

= {3^'af-{^/x-9a)^=9a-(x-9a} = 18a-x.

272. The only case of the division of compound surds which
we shall here consider is that in which the divisor is a binomial

quadratic surd. If we express the division by means of a frac-

tion, we can always rationalise the denominator by multiplying

numerator and denominator by the surd which is conjugate to

the divisor.

Example 1. Divide 4 + 3^/2 by 5-3^/2.

The auotient-*±^-*-±-^x^^^Ihe quotient-g-g-^_ g-g-^ ^5 + 3^/2

_20+18 + 12^+15^/2_ 38 + 27n^
25-18 ~ 7

Example 2. Rationalise the denominator of
sfofi+^+a

™ . 6= -Ja^+ h^-a
The expression=

,
—— x

,

•Jcfi+^+ a sfcfi+B-a

^b^{s/c^+V^-a}
(a2+62)_a2

=v'a='+fc2-a.

B.A. S
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Example 3. Divide \ _ J^
by j^z~j2

The quotient=^-^x^^ = j^-2T8;^3^T73

= Q - =2-;v^3, on rationalising.

87
Example 4. Given ^5 = 2 '236068, find the value of

,^ .^
.

Rationalising the denominator,

7-^='-^fi^=^(7-^2^^) = ^*-*^«^«-

It will be seen that by rationalising the denominator we have
avoided the use of a divisor consisting of 7 figures.

EXAMPLES XXXI. e.

Find the value of

1. (9^2 -7) (9^/2 + 7). 2. (3 + 5v/7)(3-5v/7).

3. (5^8 -2^7) (5^8 + 2^/7). 4. (2^11 + 5 J'2){2^/n -5^2).

5. (Ja + 2Jb){^a-2^b). 6. (3c-2Vx)(3c + 2^x).

7. {'Ja + x-ija)(\^a + x + ^a).

8. (s/2p + 3g -2Jq) {s/2p + Sq + 2 ^fq).

9. ("s/a + X + sja-x) ("Ja + x- Ja - x).

10. (5v/#^^2 + 'Ja) (sVi^Tsy^ _ y^).

11. 29-f(ll + 3^/7). 12. 17^(3^7 + 2^3).

13. (3V2-l) + (3v/2+l). 14. (2^/3 + 7^/2) + (5^3 -4^).

15. (2x-J^)^{2'J^-y). 16. (3 + ^5) (^/5- 2) -=-(5-^5).

17 y/g .s/g + y/a: 18 2 v/15 + 8 .8^/3 -6^/5

V« - -vZ-J; V-*^
'

' 5 + y/15 5^y3-3y/5

Rationalise the denominator of

,Q 25^3-4^/2 o« 10y/6-2y/7 o. s7 + n^2

7v/3-5y/2"
^-

3y/6 + 2y/7" 9 + 2^/14

22. 2s^3 + 3^. 23. —f-"— 24
5 + 2y/« ' x + Jx^-y^ '

\'x^ + a- + a

„c s.'\+^ - s.f\ - x^ nn 2s'a + h + ^>Ja-b
Cm}. . ^D.

1
-. -•
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V9T^2 + 3* 5^3-2^12 -v/32 + v/50

Given v/2 = 1-41 421, ^3= 1-73205, ^^5 = 2 -23607 : find to four

places of decimals the value of

oq 1 on 3 + x/5 oi V5 + v/3 30 v/5-2

33. y^^-^^JZ^. 34. (2-^/3)(7-4^3)-f(3V3-5).
;^5-l 3 +,^5

273. The square root of a rational quantity cannot he 'partly

rational and partly a quadratic surd.

If possible let ^n=a+^m ;

then by squaring, n= a'^-]-m + '2aiJm;

n-a^-m
Jm= 2a

that is a surd is equal to a rational quantity ; which is im-

possible.

274. If x + Jj = 2i+ s/h, where x and b, are both rational and

.Jy and y/b are both irrational, then vdll x = a and y = b.

For if X is not equal to a, let x=a+ m ; then

a+m+jy= a+ sjh ;

[Art. 273.]

that is,

which is impossible.

Therefore
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276. If v/a+Vb =s/x+Jy then wiU Ja.-^==Jx

-

.^y.

For by squaring, we obtain

.-. a=x+2/, Jb= 24xy. [Art. 275.]

Hence a-Jb=x- 2,Jm/ +y,

and ^-^h=^x- ^y.

Q.n. To fimd the squcvre root o/ a+,Jb.

Suppose sfa,+ >/b= >Jx+^y ;

then as in the last article,

x-¥y=a «.„ (1),

2j^=Jb (2X

.'. {x-yf={x+yf-Axy
=a^-b, from (1) and (2),

.•. x—y=Ja^ — b.

Combining this with (1) we find

a+Ja^-b J a - Ja^ - b
x=—^ , and y=—^2~"

278. From the values just found for x and y, it appears that

each of them is itself a compound surd unless a^—b is a perfect

square. Hence the method ofArt 277 for finding the square rootof

a+ ,Jbisoiiio practical utility except when a^ - 6 is a perfectsquare.

Example. Find the square root of 16 + 2,^55.

Assume s/l6 + 2^55 =ijx+ ^y.

Then lQ+ 2sJ55=x+2>/xi/+y.
.: x+y=16 (1),

2j^=2sl55 (2).

••• {x-y)'^={x+y)^-4xy

= 16^-4x55, by (1) and (2).

=4x9.
x-y=±6 (3).

From (1) and (3) we obtain

x=ll, or 5, 8uid y=5, or 11.

That ia, the required square root is .^1 1 + J5.
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In the same way we may shew that

^6-2^55 = ^11-^5.
Note. Since every quantity has two square roots equal in magni-

tude but opposite in sign, strictly speaking we should have

the square root of 16 + 2;^55= ±(v/ll +V5).
16-2^55= ±{Vll-v/5).

However it is usually sufficient to take the positive value of the

square root, so that in assuming ^a - h^^= s/x - s/y it is understood
that X is greater than y. With this proviso it will be unnecessary
in any numerical example to use the double sign at the stage of work
corresponding to equation (3) of the last example.

279. When the binomial whose square root we are seeking
consists of two quadratic surds, we proceed as explained in the
following example.

Example. Find the square root of ,JV15 - ,^147.

Since ^\15- y,IUl=^{^-^2\) = ^{5-^2\l

:. Vs/175-v/n7=^ . v/5-V21.

And, proceeding as in the last article,

.-. 7V175-^147= V7(<>^-^|).

280. The square root of a binomial surd may often be
found by inspection.

Example 1. Find the square root of 11 + 2^/30.

We have only to find two quantities whose sum is 11, and whose
product is 30 ; thus

11+2^30=6 + 5 + 2^/6x5

=(v/6 + ^5)2.

.-. ^/IT+2</30=v/6 + v/5.

Example 2. Find the square root of 53 - 12^0.

First write the binomial so that the surd part has a coefficient 2

;

thus 53- 12^10=53 -2^'?60.

We have now to find two quantities whose sum is 53 and whose
product ia 360 ; these are 45 and 8

;
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hence 53-12^10-45 + 8-2745x8

.-. ^/53-12v'10=^/45-^/8
=3^5-2^.

EXAMPLES XXXI. f.

Find the square root of each of the following binomial
surds :

1. 7-2^10. 2. 13 + 2^30. 3. 8-2^7.

4. 5 + 2^6. 5. 75 + 12^21. 6. 18-8^5.

7. 41-24^2. 8. 83+12^35. 9. 47-4^33.

10. 2| + ^5. 11. 4^-|v3. 12. 16 + 5^/7.

13. ^27 + 2^6. 14. s/32-,^24. 15. 3^5+ ^40.

Find the fourth roots of the following binomial surds :

16. 17 + 12^2. 17. 56 + 24^5. 18. |V5 + 3j.

19. 14 + 8^3. 20. 49-20V6. 21. 248 + 32^60.

Find, by inspection, the value of

22. x/3^^^. 23. ^4 + 2^3. 24. ^/6^^2;/5.

25. ^19 + 8^3. 26. ^/8+2V15. 27. >J9^2JU.

28. ^11+4^6. 29. >y 15 -4^14. 30. V29 + 6V22.

Equations involving Surds.

281. Sometimes equations are proposed in which the un-
known quantity appears under the radical sign. Such equations
are very varied in character and often requiie special artifices for

their solution. Here we shall only consider a few of the simpler
cases, which can generally be solved by the following method.
Bring to one side of the equation a single radical term by itself :

on squaring both sides this radical will disappear. By repeating
this process any remaining radicals can in turn be removed.
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Example 1. Solve 2fjx - >J^x- 1 1 = 1.

Transposing 2^x -1=sl^ -11.

Square both sides ; then 4x - 4:^x+ 1 = 4a; - 11,

4Vic=12,

s/x=3',

.: x=9.

Example 2. Solve

Transposing

Here we must cube both sides ; thus a; - 6= 1331 ;

whence x=1336.

Examples. Solve \/xT5 + v'3x +4=nA2x+T.

Squaring both sides,

a; + 5 + Sx + 4 + 2V(^+6)73x+ 4 j ^ 12a;+ 1.

Transposing and dividing by 2,

s/(x + 5)(3x + 4)=4x-4 ...(1).

Squaring, (x + 5) {3x + 4) = IQx^ - 32x + 16,

or 13a;2-51a;-4=0,

(a;-4)(13a; + l)=0;

• 3^=4. or- 1.

If we proceed to verify the solution by substituting these values in

the original equation, it will be found that it is satisfied by a:=;4, but

not bv x= -tt;. But this latter value will be found on trial to
•' 13

satisfy the given equation if we alter the sign of the second radical

;

•^^"^
s/^:5 - v'3^+4= \a2^+l.

On squaring this and reducing, we obtain

-v'(a; + 5)(3a:+4) =4x-4 (2);

and a comparison of (1) and (2) shews that in the next stage of the

work the same quadratic eq^iafion is obtained in each case, the roots

of which are 4 and - r^, as already found.

From this it appears that when the solution of an equation
requires that both sides should be squared, we cannot be certain

without trial which of the values found for the unknown quantity
will satisfy the original equation.
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In order that all the values found by the solution of the equation

may be applicable it will be necessary to take into account both

signs of the radicals in the given equation.

EXAMPLES XXXI. g.

Solve the equations :

1. s/x^^S.

3.

5.

7.

9.

11.

13.

15.

17.

19.

21.

23.

25.

27.

29.

7-V«^=3.
'JEx^=2>JxT3.

2v/5a;-35 = 5N/2a:-7.

\/x+ 25 = 1 + ^x.

'<Jx + 3 + ^x=5.

13 - n'5x^=7.

2\/3-7a:- 3\'8x-12=0,

\/9a~2-lla:-5= 3a:-2.

\/4ar'-7a: + i=2x-lf

v/8x + 33-3=2N/2a:.

2.

4.

6.

8.

10.

12.

14. 10-^25 + 95=3^*.

Vx-4 + 3 = n'x+TI.

V4x+ 5 - ^a: = v'a:+ 3.

n/8x+17 - V5I = v/2acT9.

Vi25^->/35^=V27a;-2.

%/ic+2+V4x+r- v'9x+7=0.

^x f >/4aTr= 2 \'h + X.

5 'v'705+29= 9^14x^^.

\/9x^=3V'a:+ 4-2.

n/25x-29 - \/4a:-ll = 3^/x.

\/3a: - 11 +v'3x=\/12x - 23.

\/a:+ 3+\/x+ 8-\/4a;+21=a

-Jx + iab = 2a +^/x.

•Ja-x + \'h + x=Ja + Jb.

ifxB-Sx^+'7x-n=x-i.

^/m+y/lTx=^2.

282. When radicals appear in a fractional form in an equa-

tion, we must clear of fractions in the ordinary way, combining
the irrational factors by the rules already explained in this

chapter.

Example 1. Solve ^
, =—

y

^ .

0\^'X i^X -- o

Multiplying across, we have

6x+25sJx-66=6x + Z^z,
that is, 25^'x-SsJx=66,

22v'ar=66,

v'a:=3,

x=9.
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Example 2. Solve \l9 + 2x-sl2x=-
v'9 + 2a;

Clearing of fractions, 9 + 2a: - \/2x(9 + 2a;)=5,

4 + 2ar=\/2a?(9 + 2a:).

Squaring, 16 + 1 6a; + 4a;'^= 1 Sa: + 4a;'',

16= 2a;,

a;=8.

EXAMPLES XXXI. h.

Solve the equations

:

6v/a;-21 ^ 8v/a;-ll
^' 3Va;-14~4^a;-13*

v/a; + 3 _ 3Va;-5
^- ^x-2 3Va;-13'

_ 2^x-\ _yJx-2
0- - 4- 4"

2s/a;+g »y^-3

12Va;-1 1^ 6Ja;+ 5

4^/a;-4|-2^^^2-

- 9^a;-23_ 6^/a;-17
^- Zslx-^~ 2^x-Q'

sJx + 3_,Jx+9

« 6^/a:-7 7>ya;-26
°' ^a;-l 7v/a;-2r

4. 2-

7.

9. \/x-l+v/a;=

IL 'Jx + 5 +Jx=

13. 3Va;=

2

JIO

sfx'

8. vTTa;+ v'a;=

10. s/x-sfx-8=

s/l+x

2

\/a;-8'

12. 2v/a: - \'4a; - 3= ,

^
.

N/4a;-3

v^Oa; - 32
+ V9a;-32. 11 v'^-7 =

V^ + 7

15. (Va;+ll)(v/a;- 11)+ 110=0. 16. 2v/x=^~^^.

17. 3^a;-l =
S^x + 7

1^- ^;c^-^ + ~2—

19. V+^i^ +^^=0. 20. 2=^^^ + ^2-a;

/2 + x - v/2 - X1-a; ,^a;+l ^a;-!'

21. ^:_^, =2>/g-2-i.
/a; -2+1

22.
3

a;-6 + ^a; ^2^-2 v'a^ + S'
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1.

3.

5.

6.

8.

10.

- + h^

EXAMPLES XXXI. i.

/.r + 3 \'x-\8

ija + six -a sia + sfx^-a

sia + X + s!a -X_
sla + x - sja - X

X + six''' - 1 X - six' - 1

= V a. 2.

s/x
4. ^ = 1

x-l ^slx-5

X - slx^ - 1 x + six'' - 1

/aj+l \x-\

\/3a;2 + 4 + 2 ^

= 4x(a;- 1).

\/3a;2 + 4-2

x+ sl2-x^ x-sl2- X-

7.

9.

11.

/a; + 3 /x-3
'a;-3"^ \a; + 3'

N/l+.r + \/a;-7

>/! + a; - N^a; - 7

1 1

=2.

: +
a- + \/a;2-50 a;-\/a;2-50 25

14. \/4 + a; + \/6-a;=\/6 + 2x. 15. a:-'v/j;2-l =
2(x+l)'



CHAPTER XXXII.

The Theory of Quadratic Equations.

283. Is Chapter xxv. it was shewn that after suitable re-

duction every quadratic equation may be written in the form

ax^+ ba:+ c=0 (1),

and that the solution of the equation is

-° -'"f^° (^^

We shall now prove some important propositions connected
with the roots and coefficients of all equations of which (1) is

the type.

284. A quadratic equation cannot have more than two roots.

For, if possible, let the equation ax^+ bx+e= have three

different roots a, (3, y. Then since each of these values must
satisfy the equation, we have

aa^+ ba+c= (1),

aB'-+ bl3+ c=0 (2),

a-y2+ 5y + c=0 (3),

From (1) and (2), by subtraction,

a(a2-/32) + 6(a-/5)=0;

divide out hy a — {3 which, by hypothesis, is not zero ; then

a{a + f3)+ b= 0.

Similarly from (2) and (3)

a(j3+ y)+ b= 0;

:. by subtraction a(a - y)=0 ;

which is impossible, since, by hypothesis, a is not zero, and a is

not equal to y. Hence there cannot be three different roots.
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285. The terms 'unreal', 'iniaginiivy', and 'impo>;sil)le' ;n<-

all used in the same sense : namely, to denote expressions which
involve the square root of a negative quantity. It is important
that the student should clearly distinguish between the terms
real and rational, imaginary and irrational. Thus J2b or f),

3i, — f are rational and real ; si" is irrational but real ; while

si — 1 is, irrational and also imaginary.

286. In Art. i'83 if the two roots in (2) are denoted by
a and jS, we have

- ^ + slb'^ - Aac ., -b- -Jl)^ — Aac
""=

2a ' ^ =— 2^ •

(1) If b'^-4ac, the quantity under the radical, is positive,

a and /3 are real and unequal.

(2) If b^-4ac is zero, a and (3 are real and equal, each

reducing in this case to -^^

(3) If i- - 4ac is negative, a and jS are imaginary and unequal.

(4) If b'^ - Aac is a perfect square, a and /? are rational and
unequal.

By applying these tests the nature of the roots of any
quadratic may be determined without solving the equation.

Example 1. Shew that the equation 2a;"-6.r + 7 = cannot be
satisfied ))y any real values of x.

Here a = 2, i = - 6, c— 1; so that

62-4ac= (-6)2-4.2.7= -20.

Therefore the roots are imaginary.

Note. If the equation is solved graphically as in Art. 330, it will

be found that the graph does not cut the axis of x. Tlius there are

no real values of x which make 2x- - 6x- + 7 equal to zero.

Example 2. For what value of k will the equation Sx^ -6x + k=0
have equal roots ?

The condition for equal roots gives

{-6f-4.3.k=0,
whence k= 3.

Example 3. Shew that the roots of the equation

x^ - 2px + p^ - 9" + 27?- - »-- =
are rational.

The roots will be rational provided (
- 2p)- - Alp"^ - q- + 2qr - r^) is

a perfect square. But this expression reduces to Aiq" -2qr + r'), or

A(q- r)-. Hence the roots are rational.
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287. Since a= ^ , (3= ^ ,

we have by addition

r, -b + Jb' — 4ac - 5 - Jb- — Aac"^^^ 2^ '

2a a ^^^'

and by multiplication we have

"^~
4a-

_ {-b)--(b^-4ac)

4a2

_4ac_c ,„

-4^-a ^^^'

By writing the equation in the form

b c

a a

these results may also be expressed as follows :

In a quadi'atic equation whei-e the coefficient of the first term is

unity,

(i) the sum of the roots is equal to the coeflBcient of x with
its sign changed

;

(ii) the product of the roots is equal to the third term.

Note. In any equation the term which does not contain the

unknown quantity is frequently called iht absolute term.

b c
288. Since -- = a + /3, and - = a^,

b c
the equation 3>^ + -x+ - mav be written

a a '

x2-(a + /3)^+ a/3= (1).

Hence any quadratic may also be expressed in the form

x^ — (sum of roots) .r + product of roots= (2)

Again, from (1) we have

(x-a)(^-j8)= (3).

We may now easily form an equation with given roots.
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Example 1. Form the equation whose roots are 3 and -2.

The equation is (a: - 3) (a; + 2) =0,

or r^ - a; - 6= 0.

3 4
Example 2. Form the equation whose roots are = and - =.

The equation is (^"t/I^'^s)"^ '

that is, (7a; - 3) (5x + 4) = 0,

or 35x2+ 13a; -12=0.

When the roots are irrational it is easier to use the following

method :

Example 3. Form the equation whose roots are 2 + ^^3 and 2 - ,^3,

We have sum of roots = 4,

product of roots= 1 ;

.•. the equation is x^ - 4a; + 1 = 0,

by using formula (2) of the present article.

289. The results of Art. 287 are most important, and they
are generally sufficient to solve problems connected with the

roots of quadratics. In such questions the roots should never he

considered singly, but use should be made of the relations ob-

tained by writing down the sum of the roots, and their product,

in terms of the coeflBcients of the equation.

Example 1. If a and /S are the roots of a;*-pa: + g'=0, find the

value of (1) o2+/32, (2) a? + ^.
We have a + ^=p,

ap= q.

:. o«+ /32= {a + /3)2-2a/S

=p'^ - 2g.

Again, a'+ p^= {a + p){a'' + p''-ap)

=p{(a + /3)2-3a;3}

=p(p2-3g).

Example 2. If a, /3 are the roots of the equation Is^+mx + n^^O,

find the equation whose roots are -5, -.

We have sum of roots= - + - =/3_a2 + /

^^
product of roots= 3 . -=1

;

P «
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.". by Art. 288 the required equation is

or o/3ar2-(a2+|S2)x + a/3=0. '

As in the last example a^ + /3^=

—

^— , and a/3=-T.

-. the equation is ^3? j^
— a;+ j=0,

or 7i.'ar^ - (m^ - 27iZ) a; + JiZ= 0.

Bxam'ple 3. Find tlie condition that the roots of the equation
aa;2 + 0x + c= should be (1) equal in magnitude and opposite in

sign, (2) reciprocals.

The roots will be equal in magnitude and opposite in sign if their

sum is zero : therefore — =0, or h = Q-
a

Again, the roots will be reciprocals when their product is unity
;

therefore - = 1, or c=a.
a

Example 4. Find the relation which must subsist between the
coefficients of the equation px^ + gx + r=0, when one root is three
times the other.

We have a+ i3=--, aB= ~
;

P P
but since a =3/3, we obtain by substitution

4/3=-^, Z^=-.
P P

From the first of these equations ^=To-2> ^^'^ irom the second

• l(^~3p'

or 3g2= 16pr,

which is the required condition.
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EXAMPLES XXXII.

Find (without actual solution) the nature of the roots of the

following equations :

1. a;2 + a;- 870=0. 2. S+ 6x=5x^. 3. ^x'=U-3x^

4. a2+7=4a;. 5. 2a;=a?»+5. 6. (aj+ 2)2=4x4-16.

Form the equations whose roots are

7. 5, -3. 8. -9, -11. 9. a + b, a-b.

10. I I-
11. la.

-*». 12. 0, l
13. If the equation x^ + 2{l + k)x + k-=0

has equal roots, what is the value of i ?

14. Prove that the equation

3mx- - (2m + 3n)x + 2n-0
has rational roots.

15. Without solving the equation Sx'^-4x -1=0, find the sum,

the difference, and the sum of the squares of the roots.

16. Shew that the roots of a(x^- l) = (fe - c)x are always real.

Form the equations whose roots are

17. 3 + ^5, 3-v/5. 18. -2 + ^/3, -2-^3. 19. -|. g-

1 _ „, a + b a-b oo " ^
20. 2(4±v/7). 21. ^3^. ^^- 22. 26- 2^-

If a, /3 are the roots of the equation pa^+qx + r=0, find the

values of

23. a^+ iS-. 24. {a-/3)». 25. a2^ + a^.

26. a* + P*. 27. o.^^ + a^^\ 28. ~+^.

29. If a, /3 are the roots of x'^-px+ q = 0, and a^ /?* the roots of

x'^-Px + Q=(i, find P and Q in terms of /) and q.

30 If a, /3 are the roots of a;2_aa; + 6=0, find the equation whose

a /3

roots are ^s. -s-^ a-

31. Find the condition that one root of the equation

ax'^ + bx + e=0

may be double the other.
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32. Form an equation whose roots shall be the cubes of the roots

of the equation 2x {x-a) — cfi.

33. Prove that the roots of the equation

are always real.

34. Shew that (ra + 6 + c)x--2(a + ?>).-c+(a + 6-c) =
has rational roots.

35. In the equation /jx-- + g.c + r= the roots are in the ratio of

I to m, prove that

{l"^ + »i^) %)r + lm{'2pr - q-) — 0.

36. If one root of a;''-9-626:c+ 13-672408=0 is 7894, find

the other root.

37. If one rott of x-— 2ax-\-a'— Ab'^—^c'^^\2bc= is a+ 26
— 3c, what is the other root?

38. If a and /i are the roots of the equation 3x^—7x+2=0,
form the equations whose roots are:

li) 5and^; (ii) a + ^ and 1 + 1; (iii) ?±^ and ^1±^

;

§ a a /3 a p

(iv) aS and — ;
(v) a + i and (3 + -.

aj3 /3 a

39. If the following equations have equal roots, find the values

of k and the roots

(i) a;2-(^• + 4)x + {^•- 2)2=0;

(ii) (F - 2)x2 + dkx + 3(k- + 2) =0

;

(iii) 4a''' + ox- + A-= 0.

40. Form the equation whose roots are (i) greater by 2, (ii) less

by 2, than those of x" - 8.c+ 12= 0.

41. Form the quadratic equation whose roots are 5±;^/6.

If the roots of x'^-px + q = are two consecutive integers,

prove tliat p^ - 4:q - I =0.

42. Form the equation whose roots are greater by 3 than those

of a;2 + 5x--8 = 0.

43. Form the equation whose roots are greater by I than those

of ax:- + hx + c = 0.

44. If the roots of ax' + 2bx + c = are in the ratio of 2 to 3,

prove 246-=25ac.

45. What is the relation between p and q if one root of the

equation x^+px + q= is (i) 3 times, (ii) 4 times, (iii) m times, the

other ?

E.A.
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46. If one root of ax'-i-bx + c +0 is the square of the other, shew

that b^ + ac' + a'-c = 3abc.

47. If a and |3 are the roots of x^-px + q = 0, form the equations

(ii) a + p and a/3 ;

a.
, /3

(IV) ^and-;

(vi) a + mand^ + m;

a/3
(vii) a + j3and ' ; (viii) {a + ^)- and (a - jif.

48. Find the sum of the s(|uares of the routs of the equations,

(i) x^ + 6x + 3^0; (ii) x- + 3ax + a-^0.

49. If x'-' - 2a; - a= and x^ - 4a; - 5 = have a common root, shew

50. If 2x'^-7a; + 6=0 and 6j;- - ^a; + 6 = have a common root,

find the vahie of k, and the common root.

51. If the sum of the roots of 5kx' -'ix + k = is equal to their

product, find the vahic of k.

52. If a and /3 are the roots of a^cx"^ + bcx + I —0 and vi and n

whose roots



CHAPTER XXXIII.

Miscellaneous Equations.

290. Many kinds of luiscellaueous equations may be solved

by the ordinary rules for quadratic equations as explained in

Art. 202 ; but others require 8ome special artifice for their

solution. These will be illustrated iu the present chapter.

Example 1. Solve +-5—j;=6.
X x^-6

a' -6
Write y for ; thus" X

5
y+ -= 6, or 2/^-6^ +5=0;

whence 2/ =5, or 1.

.. =5, or =1

;

XX
that is, 3t^-5x-Q=0t or x'^~x-6=0.

Thus x=6, -1; or x=3, -2.

Example 2. Solve 2,^+^ - 55= 28 (3* - 2).

This equation may be written 3' . 3^ - 28 .
3"= + 1 = 0.

By writing y for 3*, we obtain

27y2-28y + l=0; that is, (27y-l)(y-l)=0 ;

whence 2/=27' °^ !•

Thus 3'=^=3-8, or 3^=1=3°.

and therefore x=: -3, or 0.
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Example 3. Solve 2x^

-

3 >J27?-Ix + 1 = Ix

-

3.

On transposition, {2x'^ - Tx) - 3 s/23^ - 7x + 7= - 3.

By putting 'J2x^ - 7x + 7 = y, so that 2ar^-7a: + 7=y^ we obtain

(y'-7)-3y=-3, or y-'-3y-1=0;

whence y= 4, or - 1.

Thus \/2a;2-7a; + 7 = 4, or J2x'^-7x + 7=^ - 1

;

that is, 2a;2-7a;-9=0. or 2a;2_ 7a; + 6=0.

9
From the first of these quadratics we obtain x=^, or - 1, and from

3
the second x= 2, or ^.

It should be noticed that in this solution we have tacitly fissumed

y to be the positive value of the expression \''2x'^ -lx + 7, so that the

roots obtained from the solution of •>/2x^ -lx + l= - 1 will only
satisfy the original equation in the modified form obtained by
changing the sign of the radical.

Thus a;=|, or - 1 satisfies 2sc^-Z-<j23?-lx + l= lx-Z.
o

and a; =2, or '5 satisfies 2a;2+ 3\/2x2_7a;+7=7a;- 3.

EXAMPLES XXXIII. a.

SolvB the following equations :

3. (a^ + ^) -*(^ + i)=^- *• 8x0 + 6507' + 8=0.

»• (-ly + 4a; -— =6. 10. 27a:^ - 1 =26a;^
X

11. 7n/x^-v/21x+ 12=2V3. 12,
4'>'+i + 16=65.4'.

13. a;+2=N/4+^\/8^. U. 3^ + 3~^=2.
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15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

^ 25.

\

28.

29.

30.

31.

_ 32.

. 33.

34.

2a:2-2x + 2\/2a;''-7x + 6=5x-6.

2\/x2-6a; + 2 + 4a; + 1 = a;^ - 2a;.

\/4x2 + 2a; + 7 = 12a;2+ 6a; - 1 19.

3a;(3-a:) = ll -4\/a;2-3a; + 5.

V- \^^-

a*-a; + 3v'2x2-3a; + 2= ^ + 7.

3x~_3
3x \2-a;~2'

(a - 6) a;2 + (6 - c) a; + c - a = 0.

a(6-c)a;^ + 6(c -a)a;+c(a-6) =

'Ja-x + s/b-x= \'a + b- 2x.

22. a/--a/-=^^-

• + 5

6 -a; a-

fx-p + six -q =

1 1

:+
six-q slx-'p

v/(x-2){a;-3) + 5 y|^=v'x2+ 6x+ 8.

\/x2 +4x-4 + \/a:2 + 4x-10 = 6.

3/ 3/ T 3/rvx - a - vx - = vo - a.

4/^Tl7-4/J^2#t.

v/x'^ + ox-v^2x+l _l

\/x2+ 5x + \/2xTl ^

Vx- lO- 4/x-12= v2.

(x2 + 2x - 3)2 - 7 (x2 + 2x) = 39.

82
9"

oc / a; \2 /x + 2\2 {
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291. No general methods can l)e j^iven for the solution of

simultaneous equations containing two or more unknowns.
The simpl(;r cases have been considered in C^hapter xxvi.

The following examples can be solved by special artifices :

^

EXAMPLES XXXIII. b.

1. 3x -2y = 11, 2. x^ + 2/^= 91, 3. ar» - 2/3= 335,

9a;2- 4^2^209. x^y + xy^=M. x'h^-xy'^= 70.

4. x^+ xy + y'= M, 5. x-+ xy + y'^=\%%

X +sjxy + y =14. x -slxy + y = 9.

„3 122 l/„232-,
a;'- xy y"^ 9 7 x"^ xy y^

3 2^4 / 12
X y 2> X y

8. x^y-ity'^x='^,
(

9. a;2-7a;y + 42/2= 34,

1^ 1 _5 2x + y a;-3y_,,o

X y
~4" x-3y 2x + y ^

10. x'^-xy + x= 35, 11. (x + ?/)2 + 3(x-y) = 30,

xy-y'^ + y—\b. xy + 3(x-y) = \\.

12. (a;-2/)2=3-2x-2y, 13. .r»+ l = 81(i/2 + 3/),

2/(a;-y + l)=a;(?/-x+ 1). x--\-x= 9(2/^+1).

14. .T2-3.rv = 4.r, 15. \l-+\l~-'i\y
2x'^-5xy-4y = 8. ^^ ^

^'

sly Jx

1 ,

2/ i*j '

. y

x + y x-y 152 1

,—1- + .-Jl- ^Y^- 2/ + - = l-

"Jx-y \fx + y i«* ^

+ ^. = 161.

16. ->/'""-•'+ V"f-1*' 17,\x-y yx + y 15



CHAPTER XXXIV.

Ratio and Proportion.

Ratio.

291. Definition. Ratio is the relation which one quantity
bear.s to another of the same kind, the comparison being made
by considering what multiple, pait, or parts, one quantity is of

the other.

The ratio of A to B is usually written A : B. The quantities

A and B are called the termx of the ratio. The first term is

called the antecedent, the second teini the consequent.

292. To find what multiple or part .4 is of 5 we divide A
by B ; hence the ratio A : B may be measured by the fraction

A
p, and we shall usually find it convenient to adopt this notation

In order to compare two quantities they must be expressed

in terms of the same unit. Thus the ratio of ^2 to 15 cents is

A X. .X. f . 2x100 40
measured by the traction ——— or -^.

lO o

Note. Since a ratio expresses the nttmber of times that one
quantity contains another, every ratio is an abstract quantity/.

293. By Art. 151, A^~ft '

and thus the ratio a -.b is equal to the ratio ma : mh ; that is,

the value of a ratio remains unaltered if the antecedent and the

consequent are multiplied or divided hy the same quantity.

294. Two or more ratios may be compared by reducing their

equivalent fractions to a common denominator. Thus suppose

a : b and a; :v are two ratios. Now , =— , and -= 7-; hence^ by y by

the ratio « : 6 is greater than, equal to, or less than the ratio

x : y according as ay is greater than, equal to, or less than bx.
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295. The ratio of two fractions can be expressed as a ratio of

a

two integers. Thus the ratio r : -; is measured by the fraction -,° a '' c

or T-; and is therefore equivalent to the ratio ad : be.

296. If either, or both, of the terms of a ratio be a surd

quantity, then no two integers can be found which will exactly

measure their ratio. Thus the ratio ^^2 : 1 cannot be exactly

expressed by any two integers.

297. Definition. If the ratio of any two quantities can

be expressed exactly by the ratio of two integers the quantities

are said to be commensurable ; otherwise, they are said to be

incommensurable.

Although we cannot find two integers which will exactly

measure the ratio of two incommensurable quantities, we can

always find two integers whose ratio diflFers from that required

by as small a quantity as we please.

rrv, v^5 2-236067... ..ra^aThus -.-=
;,

= -659016...
4 4

J ^ . V5 559016 , ^ 559017
and therefore — > ^^^^^ and

<yoooo00'

and it is evident that by carrying the decimals further, any
degree of approximation may be arrived at.

298. Definition. Eatios are compounded by multiplying

together the fractions which denote them ; or by multiplying

together the antecedents for a new antecedent, and the conse-

quents for a new consequent.

Example. Find the ratio compounded of the three ratios

2a:3b,6ah: 5c\ c : a.

_,, . ... 2a Qah c 4a
The required ratio=kv x ^-o'x=^--^ 3b 5c' a 5c

299. When two or more ratios are equal, many useful pro-

positions may be proved by introducing a single s3'nibol to

denote each of the equal ratio.s.

The proof of the following important theorem will illustrate

the method of procedure.
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Tf *_£_?_
•^ b~d~f~ '

, ,,i ,. /pa''+ qc''+ re-'+...Y
each of these ratios =(gb°+qd°+ rf°+..j '

where p, q, r, n are any quantities whatever.

T X ace J

then a=bk, c=dk, e=fk, ...

;

whence pa'*=pb"k'', qc"= qd"k", re'"= rfk", ...

;

. pa" 4- gc"+ re"+ . .

.

_pb''k''+ qd"k"+ rfk"" +...

pb"+ qd"+ rf"+ ...~ pb"+ qd''+ rf"+ ...

=k-;

\W+qdF+rf^+::J '"'I'd^pb"+qd^+rf

By giving different values to p, q, r, n many particular casea

of this general proposition may be deduced ; or they may be
proved independently by uaing the same method. For instance,

., ace 1 r i.u 4.- a+ c+ e
if T = -,=>, each of these rati08= , .,,_, ,

b d f b+d+f
a result which will frequently be found useful.

Example 1. If - = 7 find the value of ^ ^,
2y

5x - 3y y 4 3^

y 4

Example 2. Two numbers are in the ratio of 5 : 8. If 9 be
added to each they are in the ratio of 8 : 11. Find the numbers.

Let the numbers be denoted by 5x and 8x.

Then 5^+9^^
8a; + 9 11

'

.. x=3.

Hence the numbers are 15 and 24.
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EXAMPLES XXXIV. a.

1. U X .y = 5 : 7, find the value oi x -i- y : y - x.

2. If - = 3i, find the value of ^~^'.
y «*

'2.x - oy

3. li h •.a = 2: 5, find the value of 2a - 3b : Sh - a.

. T. . a 3 1 ^ 5 „ , ^

,

, . 3ax - few

4. If -, = ,, and - = -„, find the value ot -r-, =^--
h 4 y 7 \by - lax

5. li 7x - 4y : Sx + y — 5 : 13, find the ratio x : y.

6. If ?^Z^=^, find the ratio a : b.

a^ + b- 41

7. Two lumibers are in tiie ratio of 3:4, and if 7 be subtracted
from each the remainders are in the ratio of 2 : 3. Find them.

8. What number must lie taken from eaeh term cf the ratio 27 : 35
that it may become 2 : 3 ?

9. Wliat number nuist be added to eaeh term of the ratio 37 : 29
that it may become 8:7?

10. If ,-£_=--?- =—^, shew iha.tp + q + r^O.
-c c-a a-b

11. If _:^ ^ JL^ =_A_ , shew that x - w + = = 0.
h + c c + a a ~ b

12. If -= '-=-^, shew that the square root of
b d f

a% - 'Ic't + Sa^ch"^ .
ace

¥-'M>/+3b*ccPe'' ^^ ''^"'^^ ^" bdf'

13. Prove that the ratio la+mc + ve Jh + md + i)/ will be equal to

each of the ratios n -.b, c :d, e :/, if these \>c all equal ; and
that it will be intermediate in value between the greatest and
least of these ratios if they be not all equal.

14. If ^':jl^i/^f':^J:-«^ = =Lt2', then will each of these fractions be
cy -az by - ax x + z

X
equal to , luiless b-rC = 0.

15. If
2x - 3y^ sj- y_x + 3z

^
.^ ^,^,^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^..^^j^^ j^

3z + y z-x 2y - 3.C

equal to '
; hence sliew that either x= y, w z— x-\-y.
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Proportion,

300. Definition. When two ratios are equal, the four
quantities composing them are said to be proportionals. Thus

if T=^ then a, b, c, d are proportionals. This is expressed by

saying that a is to 6 as c is to d, and the proportion is written

u -.0
: -.c -.d ',

or a : b = c : d.

The terms a and d are called the extremes, b and c the means.

301. If four quantities are in proportion, the product of the

extremes is equal to the product of the means.

Let a, b, c, d be the proportionals.

Then bv definition r = -5

!

6 d
whence ad=be.

Hence if any three terms of a proportion are given, the

fourth may be found. Thus if a, c, d are given, then 6= —.

Conversely, if there are any four quantities, a, b, c, d, such
that ad=bc, then a, b, c, d are proportionals ; a and d being the

extremes, b and c the means ; or vice versa.

302. Dkfinition. Quantities are said to be in continued
proportion when the first is to the second, as the second is

to the third, as the third to the fourth ; and so on. Thus
rf, b, c, d, are in continued projwrtion when

a_b_ c_bed
If three quantities a, 6, c are in continued pro2iortion, then

a : b= b : c
;

ac= F-. [Art. 301.]

In this case b is said to be a mean proportional between a and
c ; and c is said to be a third proportional to a and b.

303. If four quantities, a, b, c, d form a proportion, many
other proportions may be deduced by the pioperties of fractions.

The results of these operations are very useful.
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(1) If a : b= c : d, then b : a= d ; c.

For T = -7 ; therefore 1 4-t = 1 -J--,

;

b d b d

that IS, - = -
>

or b:a=d:c.

(2) If a : b= c : d, then a : c= b : d.

For ad= bc ; therefore —,=—,;
cd cd

that is,
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Example \. If a •.h = c : d = e :f,

shew that 2a^ + Sc^ - 5e^ : 2b- + 3d:^ - 5p=ae : bf.

Let - = -— -^=k: then a= bk, c = dk, e=fk ;

b d f '

262 + 3^2-5/2" 262 + 3^2-5/2

or 2ci2 + 3c2 - 5e2 : 2^2 + 3d^'- 5P= ae : bf.

Example 2. Solve the equation -—~~^ =— —
cc — Zi ox — o

-^ =^^; [Art. 303 (4).]
X -2 5a; - D

whence, dividing by x"^, which gives a solution x^O,

1 ^ 4 .

a:-2~5.r-6'

whence x= -2,

and therefore the roots are 0, - 2.

Example 3. If

(3a + 66 + c + 2d)(3a-66-c + 2cZ) = (3a-66 + c-2(Z)(3a + 66-c-2c?),

prove that a, b, c, d are in proportion.

We have
3a + 66 + c- + 2rZ 3a + 66-c-2d

^^^.^ ^^j^
3a-66 + c-2fZ 3a-66-c + 2fr

'" '

and .§:i^+«) ^^(^"r*^)
, [Art. 303 (3), (4).]

2(66 + 2rf) 2(66-2f0
•-

and 3^^ + cJh + 2d
^^ ^ 3^3 (2,^

Agiiin, |^=¥?; [Art. 303 (3), (4).]
2c 4a

whence a :b = c id.

EXAMPLES XXXIV. b.

Find a fourth proportional to

a, ab, c. 2. a?, 2ab, 3b^. 3. x^, ^y, 5x^y-

Find a third proportional to

a%, ab. 5. x^, 2ar. 6. 3x, Qxy. 7. I, x.
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Find a mean proportional between

8. cr, h\ 9. 2x'', 8.f. 10. l^ax"; 3a^ 11. -I-ia?}?, 36.

If a, b, c are thi-ee proportionals, shew that

12. a .a + h =a-h : a-c.

13. [h"^ + bc + C-) [ac -bc + c-) = ¥ + ac^ + c*.

If a:b= c :d, prove that

14. ah + cd:ab-cd= a^ + c^ : a^ - <?.

15. a-^ac,-\-c^:d?-ac^c^ = W-^M-V(r-:\i--hd^r(P:

16. a:h= \/3a2 + b^ : »]W^ +MK

Solve the equations :

17. 3a:-l :6a;-7 = 7a;-10:9a;+10.

18. a;-12:y+ 3=:2a;-19:5)/-13 = 5:14.

„ x--2a; + 3 _ a:^-.3.r + r) 2x -

1

a; + 4

2.C-3 3a;-o ' " a;2 + 2.t-l a-- + .r + 4'

21. If {a + ?>-3c-3fZ)(2a-2/;-r: + fO

= (2a + 2?>-c-(Z){a-6-3c + 3d)

prove tliat a ?>, r, cZ are proportionals.

22. If a : 6 = c : fZ= e :/, prove that

(i) 5a-7c + 3e:5?)-7f/ + 3/=c:f?.

(ii) 4a2-5ace + 6ey:4/>2-5/>7e + 6/'-'= a^ :/;/".

(iii ) d^ce : /A//= 2a-'^- + Sa^e^ _ 5ey : a* + 3/<2/-2 - 5/».

23. If a :h = x : y, jwove that

(
i

) al + xm : hi H- ym = ap + xq : hp + yq.

(ii
)

pa? + qax + rx^ : ph"^ + qhy + i-y"^= a- + x^:b'^ + y^.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES V.

1. Simplify —n~r7~i''f ^^^ ^^'^ ^^^ value when a--2, 6= 3,

a^h'^c*
and c = 432.

2. If r=-;i shew tliat
a

2a + 36_2£+3rf g^ - c'^_^ (ff +2c)(a -(-3c)

^' 3o-76~3c-7d' ^^ 6'^ - cP ~ (6 + -Jt/) (6 + 3d/
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3. If T-^ =-^=—^:. prove that
- c c-a a-o

(1) x + y + z= 0; (2) (b + c)x + (c + a)y + {a + b)z=0.

4. '^ T~ 2~ •^' P^'^"^^ ^^^^ v^.Ju:'-' + Sy'^ + Iz- = 5y.

5. Simplify ^/45 + ^8 -^m + ^\^+sll - ^^.

6. If T = T = -., prove that each ratio is equal tohat

7. If 3a + 5& : 3a - 5b = 3c + 5fZ : 3c - 5d,

prove that a:b = c -.d.

8. Reduce to their simplest forms :

3

(1) S^+^STB; (2) ^—TX^/a^-62.

9. When x= -— , find the value of

x^ + ax + V? x^-ax + cfi

ar* - cv" x^-va?

10. Simplify

(I) r^-^n^^.'ffl. (2)
2-^^-2x2"

\17a J
• V ^- 2"+''^x4 •

11. Find the value of

n/19 + 4^/21 + v/7 - v/12 - x/29^2;/28.

12. If r-^— = _Zl_ =
-''\

shew that
02 - cy cx + OS a^/ + ox

ap + bq - cr= 0, and a^J -yi+ ^'>~= 0.

1 3/

13. Simplify ^

sja^ - b'^ X (a + b)~^
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14. li a .b = c -.d, prove that

(1) a + c:a + b + c + d= a:a+b;

io\ ir. t\ I. w\ (n- b)(b-d)
(2) (a-b)-(c-d) = g .

15. Given that 4 is a root of the quadratic x^- 5x + q = 0, find

the value of q and the other root.

16. A person having 7 miles to walk increases his speed one mile

an hour after the first mile, and finds that he is half an hour
less on the road tlian he would have been had he not altered

his rate. How long did he take ?

17. If {a + b + c)x = { -a + b + c)y-(a-b + c)z~{a + b-c)w,

shew that - h 1- — = -.
y z to X

18. If a, ^ are the roots of x^+px + q= 0, shew that p, q are the

roots of the equation

X^ + (a + /3 - a/3) X - a/3 (a + /S ) =^ 0.

,_ CI- ^c x^-bc x'^-ca a"-ab
19. Simplify J— + -r rjT r +

(a -b)(a-c) (b- c)(b - a) (c -a)(c- b)'

20. Solve the equations :

(1) (x'^~5x + 2f= X'-5x + 22.

(2) (-^4)V4(xV^) = 12.

21. Prove that

{y-zf+(x~yf + S(x-y)(x-z){y-z) = {x-zf.

22. Simplify ^'x^i^^^; and find the value of

.3n/27 4n^ 7n'48

^
, given that ^/5= 2-2.36.

3^5-6

23. Form the quadratic equation whose roots are

,
., ,

2ab
a + b+r^a^ + b- and

24. Solve the equations :

(1) x'(b-c)+ax(c-a) + a-{a-b)=0,

(2) (x''-px+p-)(qx +pq+p^) = q3^+p-q'^ + P*-
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Easy Graphs.

[Arts. 304-310 ma// be read as soon as the student has had sufficient

practice in substitutions iiivolving negatioe qtiantities. Arts.

311-324 may be read after Simtdtaneous Equations of the first

degree. Subsequent articles should be postponed until the

student is acquainted with quadratic equations.^

304. Definitiox. Any expression which involves a variable

quantity x, and whose value depends on that of x, is called a

function of x.

Thus the expression 3.r + 8 will have different values if

different values are substituted for .r, and is called a function

of .r of the first degi'ee.

Similarly 2^2_|.gj;_7^ .^•3-2.r+ l are functions of x of the

second and third degree respectively.

305. The words " function of .v " are often briefly expressed

by the symbol /(r). If two quantities .i- and ?/ are connected by
a relation y= f{x), by substituting a series of numerical values

for X we can obtain a corresponding series of values for f{x\
that is for y.

Since in such a case the values of y depend upon the different

values selected for x, it is sometimes convenient to call x the

independent variable, and y the dependent variable.

306. Consider the function x{^-x-), and let its value be

represented hj y ; so that y=x{^-x'^).

Then, when x= 0, y=0x9= 0,

„ x=\, 3/= 1x8= 8,

„ x= 2, j/ = 2x5 = 10,

„ .r= 3, y =3x0= 0,

x= A, y= 4x(-7)=-28,
and so on.
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By proceeding in this way we can find as many values of the
function as we please. But we are often not so much concerned
with the actual values which a function assumes for ditlerent

values of the variable as with the way in xohich the vacue of the

function changes. These variations can be very conveniently

represented by a graphical method which we shall now explain.

307. Two straight lines XOX', YOY' are taken intersecting

at ii<,dit angles in O, thus dividing tlic plane of the paper into

four spaces XOY, YOX', X'OY', Y'OX, which are known aa the

first, second, third, and fourth quadrants respectively.

V
Fio. 1.

The lines X'OX, YOY' are usually drawn horizontally and
vertically ; they are taken as lines of reference and are known
as the axis of X and y respectively. The point O is called the

origin. Values of x are measured from O along the axis of jr,

according to some convenient scale of measurement, and are

called abscissae, positive values being drawn to the right of O
along OX, and negative values to the left of O along OX'.

Values of >/ are drawn parallel to the axis of ?/, from the ends
of the corresponding abscissae, and are called ordinates. These
are positive when drawn above X'X, negative when drawn heloio

X'X.

308. Suppose y= 3, when .r= 2. To express this relation

graphically we first mark off OM, 2 units in length, along OX
;

then at M we draw MP, 3 units in length, perpendicular to OX
and above it. Thus the position of a point P is determined.

Slmilaily any pair of corresponding values of x and y will

determine a point relatively to the axes.
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309. The abscissa and ordinate of a point taken together

are known as its coordinates. A point whose coordinates are

X and >/ is briefly spoken of as " the point (.r, y)."

The process of marking the position of a point by means of

its coordinates is known as plotting the point.

Example. Plot the points

(i) (-3,2); (ii) (-3,-4); (iii) (6,0).

(i) We proceed as in Art. 5, but since x is negative we first take

3 units to the left of O, that is along OX'; then 2 units at right

angles to OX' and above it. The resulting point Q is in the second

quadrant. See Fig. 1.

(ii) Here we may briefly describe the process as follows : Take
3 steps to the left' then 4 doivn ; the resulting point R is in the

third quadrant.

(iii) Take 6 steps to the right, then no steps either up or down
from OX. Thus the resulting point S is on the axis of X.

Note. The coordinates of the origin are (0, 0).

310. In practice it is convenient to use squared paper. Two
intersecting lines should he chosen as axes, and slightly thickened
to aid the eye, then one or more of the length- divisions maybe
taken as the linear unit.

We shall generally use paper ruled to tenths of an inch, but
for greater clearness a larger scale will sometimes be adopted.

Example 1. Plot the points (5, 2), (-3, 2), (-3, -4), (5, -4) on
squared paper. Find the area of the figure determined hy these points,

a882iming the ditnsions on the paper to be tenths of an inch.

Taking the points in the
order given, it is easily seen
that they are represented by
P, Q, R, S in Fig. 2, and that
they form a rectangle which
contains 48 squares. Each of

these is one-hundredth part of

a square inch. Thus the area
of the rectangle is 0'48 of a
square inch.

[Yl

FlQ. 2.
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Example 2. The coordinates of the points A and B are (7, 8)

and (
- 5, 3) ; plot the points andfind the distance between them.

After plotting the points as

in the diagram, we may find

AB approximately by direct

measurement.

Or we may proceed thus :

Draw tlirough B a line par'

to XX' to meet the ordinate

of A at C. Then ACB is a
rt. -angled A in which BC=12,
and AC = 5.

Now AB2=BC2 + AC2
= 12^ + 52

= 144 + 25

= 169.

.-. AB= 13.
Fio. 3

EXAMPLES XXXV. a.

[The folloioing examples are intended to he done mainly hi/ actual

measurement on squared paper ; where possible, they should

also be verified by calculation.^

Plot the following pairs of points and draw the line which joins

them

:

1. (3, 0), (0, 6).
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11. Plot the points (5, 6), (-5, 6), (5, -6), (-5, -6). If each

unit is supposed to represent one millimetre, find the area of the

figure in square centimetres.

12. Plot the points (1, 3), (
- 3, - 9), and shew that they lie on a

line passing through the origin. Name the coordinates of other

^ points on this line.

13. Plot the following points, and shew experimentally that

each set lie in one straight line.

(i) (9, 7), (0, 0), (-9,-7); (ii) (-9, 7), (0, 0), (9, -7).

Explain these results theoretically.

14. Plot the following pairs of points ; join the points in each

I/' case, and measure the coordinates of the mid-point of the joining

^^^-
(i) (4, 3), (12, 7) ;

(ii) (5, 4), (15, 16).

Shew wTiy in each case the coordinates of the mid-point are

respectivelj"- half the sum of Che ahscissca and half the sum of the

ordinates of the given points.

15. Plot the following pairs of points ; and find the coordinates

^^i the mid-point of their joining lines.

(i) (0, 0), (8, 10) ;
(ii) (8, 0), (0, 10)

;

(iii) (0, 0), ( - 8, - 10) ;
(iv) ( - 8, 0), (0, - 10).

16. Plot the following points, and calculate their distances from
the origin.

(i) (15, 8) ; (ii) (
- 15, - 8) ; (iii) (2-4", -7")

;
(iv) (

- -7", 2-4").

Check your results by measurement.

17. Plot the following pairs of points, and in each case calculate

the distance between them.

(i) (4, 0), (0, 3)

;

(ii) (9, 8), (5, 5)

;

(iii) (15, 0), (0, 8)

;

(iv) (10, 4), (-5, 12);

(v) (20, 12), (
- 15, 0) ;

(vi) (20, 9), (
- 15, - 3).

Verify your calculation by measurement.

18. Plot tho eight points (0, 5), (3, 4), (5, 0), (4, -3), (-5, 0),

(0, -5), (-4, 3), (-4, -3), and shew that they are all equidistant

from the origin.
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19. Plot the two following series of points :

(i) (5,0), (5,2), (5, 5), (5, -1), (5, -4);

(ii) (-4, 8), (-1,8), (0,8), (3, 8). (6, 8).

Shew that they lie on two lines respectively parallel to the axis

of y, and the axis of x. Find the coordinates of the point in which
they intersect.

20. Shew that the points ( - 3, 2), (3, 10), (7, 2) are the angular
points of an isosceles triangle. Calculate and measure the lengths

of the equal sides.

21. Explain by a diagram why the distances between tlie

following pairs of points are all equal.

(i) (a, 0), (0, h) ; (ii) (h, 0), (0, a) ; (iii) (0, 0), (a, b).

22. Draw the straight lines joining

(i) (a, 0) and (0, a) ;
(ii) (0, 0) and (a, a)

;

and prove that these lines bisect each other at right angles.

23. Find the perimeter of the triangle whose vertices are the
points (7,0), (0, 24), (

- 10, 0).

24. Draw the figure whose angular points are given by

(0, -3), (8, 3), (-4, 8), (-4, 3), (0, 0).

Find the lengths of its sides, taking the points in the above order.

25. Plot the points (13, 0), (0, - 13), (12, 5), (
- 12, 5), (

- 13, 0),

iy (-5, -12), (5, -12). Find their locus, (i) by measurement, (ii) by
calculation.

26. Plot the points (2, 2), (-3, -3), (4, 4), (-5, -5), shewing
that they all lie on a certain line through the origin. Conversely,
shew that for every point on tliis line the abscissa and ordinate are

equal.

27. If .v
= 2a;+ 10, find the values of y when x has the values 0, 1,

3, -2, -5. Plot the five ])oiiits determined by these values, and
shew experimentally that they lie on a straight line. Where does
the line meet the axes ?u

28, By gi\nng different values to x find by trial a series of points

whose coordinates satisfy the equation '2y = ox. Shew that they all

lie on a straight line through the origin.

[It will be convenient here to take two tenths of an inch as the unit.}
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Graph of a Function.

311. Let /(.r) represent a function of x, and let its value be
denoted by y. If we give to a; a series of numerical values we
get a corresponding series of values for y. If these are set off

as abscissie and ordinates respectively, we plot a succession of

points. If all such points were plotted we should arrive at a

line, straight or curved, which is known as the graph of the
function f{x), or the graph of the equation y=f{x). Thus the
graph of the function 2x — b is the same as the graph Df the
equation y= 2x — b.

The variation of the function for different values of the
variable x is exhibited by the variation of the ordinates as we
pass from point to point.

In practice a few points carefully plotted will usually enable
us to draw the graph with sufficient accuracy.

312. The student who has worked intelligently through the
preceding examples will have acc^uired for himself some useful

preliminary notions which will be of service in the examples on
simple graphs which we are about to give. In particular, before

proceeding further he should satisfy himself with regard to the

following statements

:

(i) The coordinates of the origin are (0, 0).

(ii) For every point on the axis of x the value of y is 0.

Thus the graph of y = is the axis of x.

(iii) For every point on the axis of y the value of x is 0.

Thv^ the graph ofx — O is the axis of y.

(iv) The graph of all points which have the same abscissa is

a line parallel to the axis of y.

Thus on page 298, Ex. 19, (i) gives a line parallel to the axis of y,
and this line is the graph of .c = 5.

(v) The gra})h of all points which have the same ordinate is

a line parallel to the axis of .r.

Thus on i^age 298, Ex. 19, (ii) gives a line parallel to the axis of x,

and this line is the graph of y = 8.

(vi) The distance of any point P(.r, ?/) from the origin is

given by OP'^=x^+y'^. (See Ex. 18, p. 297.)
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Example 1. Plot the graph q/"y= x.

When x—0, y— 0; thus the origin is one point on the graph.

Also, when x^\, 2, S, ... -1,-2,-3, ...,

2/ = l, 2, 3, ...-1, -2, -3,....

Thus the graph passes through O, and represents a series of points

each of which lias its ordinate equal to its abscissa, and is clearly

represented by the straight line POP' in Fig. 4.

ExAMPiiE 2. Plot the graph o/ y= x + 3.

Arrange the values of x and y as follows :

X
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Note. Bj' observing that in Example 2 each ordinate is 3 iinits

greater than the corresponding ordinate in Example 1, the graph
ni y= x + 3 may be obtained from that of ,v

= .f bj' simply producing
each ordinate 3 units in the positive direction.

In like manner the equations

y= x + 5, y= x-5
represent two parallel lines on opposite sides of y= a; and equi-

distant from it, as the stxxdcnt may easily verify for himself.

Example .3. Plot the graphs represented by the equations:

(i) 3y= 2x; (ii) 3y = 2.f + 4; (iii) 3y= 2a;-5.

First put the equations in the equivalent forms :

(i)y=
2x '^r 4 "^f 5

(ii)y=% + 3; (iii)2/=^-3,

and in each ease find values of y corresponding to

x= -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3.

For example, in (i) we have the following values of y :

y- ^' 7$' 3' "' U' 3' '^•

In plotting the corresponding points it will be found convenient
to take three divisions of the paper as our unit.

The graphs will be found to be as in Fig. 5.

^^

^

^

Y
FiQ. 5.

Each graph should be verified in detail by the student.
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EXAMPLES XXXV. b.

[Examples 1-18 are arramjed in groups of three; eachgroup should
be represented on the same dutgrani so as to exhibit clearly th"

position of the three graphs relatively/ to each other.J

Plot the graphs represented by the following equations :

1. y= 5x. 2. y= Sx - 4. 3. y= 5x + G.

4. y=-3x. 5. y=-3x + 3. 6. y= -3x-2.

7, y + x=0. 8. y + x= 8. 9. y + 4 = a;.

10. 4x= 3y. 11. 3y = ix + 6. 12. 4y + 3x=8.

13. a;-5=0. 14. y-G = 0. 15. 5y=6x.

16. 3x + 4y=10. 17. 4x + y=9. 18. 5x-2y=8.

19. Shew by careful drawing that the three last graphs have a

common point whose coordinates are 2, 1.

20. Shew by careful drawing that the equations

x + y=10, y=x-4
represent two straight lines at right angles.

21. Draw on tlie same axes the graphs ofx=5, x=9, y = 3, y=n
Find the number of units of area enclosed by these lines.

22. Taking one-tenth of an inch as the unit of length, find the

area included between the graphs of a; =7, x= -3, y= -2, y— S.

23. Find the area included by the graphs of

y= x + 6, y= x-6, y=-x + 6, y=-x-6.

24. With one millimetre as linear unit, find in square centimetrea

the area of the figure enclosed by the graphs of

y=2x + 8, y= 2x-8, y= -2x + 8, y=^-2x-8.

25. Draw the graphs of the following equations :

x + y^5, 2x-y=\0, 2x + 3y=-30, 3y-x=\5.

If the paper is ruled to tenths of an inch, shew that the graphs

include an area of 1 '5 sq. in.
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313. The student should nf»w be prepared for the following

statements :

(i) For all numerical values of a the equation y^ax re-

presents a straight line through the origin.

If a is positive x and )i have the same sign, and the line lies

in the first and third quadrants ; if a is negative x and _?/ have
opposite signs, and the line lies in the second and fourth
quadrant.

In either case a is called the slope of the line.

(ii) For all numerical values of a and h the equation
y=ax+ h represents a line parallel to y— ax, and
cutting off an intercept h from the axis of y.

The graph of y= ax+ b is fixed in position as long as a and b

retain the same values.

If a alone is altered, the line will have a different direction

but will still cut the axis of y at the same distance (b) from the

origin.

If b alone is altered, the line will still be parallel to y— ax,

but will cut the axis of _?/ at a different distance from the origin,

further or nearer according as b is greater or less.

Since the values a and b fix the position of the line we
are considering in any one piece of work, they are called the

f^onstants of the equation.

Note. The slope oi y= ax + b is the same as that of y= ax.

(iii) From the way in which the plotted points are deter-

mined from an equation, it follows that the graph
passes through all points whose coordinates satisfy the

equation, and through no other points.

314. Since every equation involving x and y only in the first

degree can be reduced to one of the forms y= aj\ y = ax+ b, it

follows that every simple eqv.uti<ya connecting two variables repre-

sents a straight line. For this reason an expression of the form
ax+ b is said to be a linear function of x, and an equation such
a.s y= ax + b, or ax+ by+ c= U, i.s said to be a linear equation.
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Example. Sheio that the points (3, -4), (9, 4), (12, 8) lie on a
straight line, andjind its equation.

Assume y =ax+b as the equation of the line. If it passes

through the first two points given, their coordinates must satisfy

this equation.

Substituting a;= 3, y= - 4, we have

-4= 3a + 6 (i)

Again substituting a;= 9, y=4, we have

4 = 9a + b (ii)

By solving equations (i) and (ii) we obtain

a = l,b=..8.

4
Hence y= ^x-8, or 4x-3y — 24,

is the equation of the line passing through the first two points.

Since a;= 12, y = S satisfies this equation, the line also passes through
(12, 8). Tliis example may be verified graphically by plotting the
line which jt)ius any two of the points and shewing that it passes

through the third.

315. Since a atrairrht line can always be drawn when am/ two
points on it are known, in drawing a linear graph only two
points need be plotted. The points where the line meets the
axes can be readily found by putting ?/ = 0, .r = 0, successively in

the equation, and these two points will always suffice, though
they are not always the best to select.

Example. Draw the graph of 4x - 3y= 13.

If we find the intercepts on the axes we have

13
when y= 0, ^ = -j- (intercept on the x-axis),

13
and when x= 0, y= --^ (intercept on the y-axis).

As both of these values involve fractions of the unit, it would be
difficult to di'aw the line with sufficient accuracy.

In such a case it is better to find by trial integral values of x and
y which satisfy the equation.

Thus when a; = l, y= -3, and when y = l, x= i.

The graph can now be drawn by joining the points (1, - 3), (4, 1).
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Application to Simultaneous Equations.

3 1 6. When there is only one simple equation connecting x and

y, it is possible to find as many pairs of values of x and i/ as we
please which satisfy the given equation. We now see that this

is equivalent to saying that we niay find as many points as we
please on any given straight line. If, however, we have two
dmultaneous equations between x and ?/, there can only be one
pair of values which will satisfy both equations. This is

equivalent to saying that two straight lines can have only one
common point.

Example. Solve graphically the equations:

(i)3i/-x = 6, (ii) 3a; + 5y^38.

In (i) the intercepts on the axes are -6, 2. Thus the line is

found by joining P( - 6, 0) and P'(0, 2).

In (ii) when x= l, y=1, and when y — 1, x= 11.

Thus the line is found by joining Q(l, 7) and Q'(ll, 1).

JY

Fio. 0.

It is seen from the diagram that these lines intersect at the point
R whose coordinates are 6, 4. Thus the solution of the given
equations is aj = 6, 2/ = 4.

The student should verify this result by solving the equations
algebraically by any of the methods applicable to simultaneous
equations.

317. It will now be seen that the pi'ocess of solving two linear

simultaneous equations is equivalent to finding the coordinates
of the point at which their giaphs meet.
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Example. Draw the graphs of

[i] 5x + Gy = m, (ii) G7/-a; = 24, (iii)2x-y= 7;

and shew that they represent three lines which meet in a point.

In (i) when y = 0, x=\2; when x= 0, y = 10.

Thus the intercepts on the axes are 12 and 10, and the graph is

the line PP'.

In (ii) when x = 0, y = 4 ; when a; =12, y = 6, and the graph is the

line joining Q (0, 4) to Q' (12, G).

In (iii) when x = 0, y= -1 ; when x= 8, y-9, and the graph ia

the line joining R (0, - 7) to R' (8, 9).

Fia. 7.

From the diagram it is evident that these t*hree lines all pass

through the point S whose coordinates are 6, 5.
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318. Two simultaneous equations lead to no finite solution

if they are inconsistent with each other. For example, the

equations

are inconsistent, for the second equation can bewritten .r+ 3?/= 2§,

which is clearly inconsistent with ^• + 3_?/ = 2. The gi^iphs of

these two equations will be found to be two parallel straight

lines which have no finite point of intersection.

Again, two simultaneous equations must be independent.

The equations
4x+ Si/= l, 16.r+12j/= 4

are not independent, for the second can be deduced from the

first by multiplying throughout by 4. Thus am/ pair of values
which will satisfy one equation will satisfy the other. Graphi-
cally these two equations represent two coincident straight lines

which of course have an unlimited number of common points.

EXAMPLES XXXV. c.

Solve the following equations graphically :

y= 2x + 3,
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319. Measurement on Different Scales. For the sake of

simplicity we have hitherto measured abscisste and ordinates on
the same scale, but there is no necessity for so doing, and it will

often be convenient to measure the variables on different scales

suggested by the particular conditions of the question.

For example, in drawing the graph of ?/= llx + G,

when a; has the values -2,-1,0, 1, 2, 3,

the corresponding values of y are - 16, - 5, 6, 17, 28, 39.

Thus some of the ordinates urc much larger than the abscissae,

and rapidly increase as x increases.

On plotting these points with x and y measured on the same
scale, it will be found that with a small unit the graph is incon-

veniently placed with regard to the axes. If a larger unit is

employed the graph requires a diagram of inconvenient size.

[The student should prove this for himself experimentally.]

The inconvenience can be obviated by measuring the values of y
on a considerably smaller scale than those of x.

For example, let us take ^^ of an inch as unit for y and one inch

as unit for x ; then the graph of y=\\x + Q will be as in Fig. 8, in

which the line has been drawn by joining the points (0, 6), (2, 28).
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320. When a graph has been accurately drawn from plotted
points, it can be used to read off (without calculation) corre-

sponding values of the variables at intermediate points. Or
if one coordinate of a point on the graph is known the other
can be found by measurement. Sometimes, of course, results so

obtained Avill only be approximate, but, as will be seen later,

some of the most valuable results of graphical methods are
arrived at in this way. The process is known as interpolation.

Example. From the gro/ph of the expression llx + 6, fnd its

value when x=r8. Also Jind the value of x which will make the

expression equal to 20.

Put y= llx + 6, then the graph is that given in Fig. 8. Now
we see that a;=l"8 at the point P, and here y = 26, nearly.

Again y-20 at the point Q; and a;= OR = r28, approximately.
In obtaining this last result we observe that OR is greater than 1"2

and less than 1 '3, and we mentally divide the tenth in which R falls

into ten equal parts [i.e. into hundredths of the unit) and judge as
nearly as possible how many of these hundredths are to be added
to 1-2.

EXAMPLES XXXV. d.

\_In some of the following Examples the scales are specified; in

others the student is left to select suitable units for himself.

When two or more equations are involved in the same piece of
work, their graphs must all he drawn on the same scale. In
every case the units employed should be marked on the axes.'\

1. By finding the intercepts on the axes draw the graphs of

(i) 15a; + 20?/= 6; (ii) 12a; + 217/= 14.

In (i) take 1 inch for unit, and in (ii) take six tenths of an inch a3
unit. In each case explain why the unit is convenient.

2. Solve 2/ = 10.r + 8, lx + y= 25 graphically.

[Unit for x, one inch ; for y, one tenth of an inch.]

3. With the same units as in Ex. 2 draw the graph of the
36 - 5x

function — From the graph find the value of the function

when a;=l'8; also find for what value of x the function becomes
equal to 8.

4. On one diagram draw the graphs of

?/ = 5a; + ll, 10a;-2//=15.

What is the slope of these graphs ? Find the length of the y-axis
intercepted between them.

E.A. X
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5. Draw the graphs of tho equations :

3-4x + 5y = 17, x-y^O-8, y-0-5x= 0-45;
and shew that they all pass through one point.

6. Draw the triangle whose sides are represented by the
equations: 3y-x^9, x + ly=n, 3a;^7/=13;

and find the coordinates of the vertices.

7. With an inch as unit draw the triangle whose sides are
given by the following equations, and find its vertices.

10y + 2.c = 31, y= 3-5z, 5y-2x = 6-5.

8. I want a ready way of finding approximately 0'866 of any
number up to 10. Justify the following construction. Join tho

origin to a point P whose coordinates are 10 and 8 '66 (1 inch being

taken as unit) ; then tlie ordinate of any point on OP is 0'866 of

the corresponding abscissa. Read off from the diagram,

0-866 of 3, 0-866 of 6-5, 866 of 4 8, and -I- of 5.
xj'obo

321. The last example gives a simple illustration of a graph
used as a "ready reckoner." We shall now work two other

examples of this kind.

ExAMPi.K 1. Given that 5-5 kilograma are roughly eqtial to 12-125

pounds, shew graphically how to express any number of pounds in

kilograms. Express 7^ ^''^- *" kilograms, and A\ kilograms in pounds.

Let y kilograms be equal to x pounds, then evidently we have
5-5

y— ioiot; ^> which is the equation of a straight line through the

origin. Hence measuring pounds horizontally and kilograms verti-

cally the required graph is obtained at once by joining the origin to

the point whose coordinates are 12-125 and 5-5.

Y
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Example 2. Tht expenses of a school are partly constant and
partly proportional to the mimber of hoys. The expenses were
$650 /or 105 hoys, and $742 for 128. Draw a graph to represent
the expenses for any number of boys ; fvd the expenses for 115 hoys,

and the number of boys that can be maintained at a cost o/$7lO.

If the total expenses for x boys are represented by $y, the
variable part may be denoted by $ax, and the constant part "by $b.
Hence x and y satisfy a linear equation y = ax + b, where a and b are
constant quantities. Hence the graph is a straight line.

Y
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12. Tlie highest marks gained in an examination were 136, and
tlicse are to be raised so that the maximum is 200. Shew how this

may be done by means of a grapli, and read off, to the nearest
integer, the final marks of candidates who scored 61 and 49 re-

spectively.

13. A man buys 10<J eggs ior $1.20 and has t(j pay 30 cents for

freight. He wishes to sell them so as to gain 20 per cent, on his

whole outlay. Draw a graph to sliew to tiie nearest cent the

selling price of any number of eggs up to IW, and read (jff the price

of 6.5. From the graph find the number of eggs which could be
bought for $2.25.

14. The highest and lowest marks gained in an examination are

297 and 132 respectively. These have to be reduced in such a way
that the maximum for the paper (200) shall be given to the first

candidate, and that there shall be a range of l^O maiks between the
first and last. Draw a graph from which the reduced marks may be
read off, and find what marks should be given to candidates who
gained 200, 262, 163 marks in the examination.

Find the equation between x, the actual maiks gained, and y, the

corresponding marks when reduced.

15. For a certain book it costs a publisher $500 to prepare the

type and .50c. to print each copy. Find an expression for the total

cost in dollars of .r copies. Make a diagram on a scale of 1 inch to

10<X) copies, and 1 inch to $50(J to shew the total cost of any number
of copies up to 5000. Read off the cost of 2500 copies, and the

number of copies costing $2750.

322. In all the cases at present considered the graph has
been a straight line obtained by first selecting values of .?• and y
which satisfy an equation of the first degree, and then drawing
a line so as to pass tlirough the plotted points. Tlie method is

quite general, and it is easy to see that it may be a])plied when
the varial)les are connected by an equation which in not linear.

In such a case it will be found that a line drawn through the
])lotted points will take the form of some curve differing in

sliape according to the equation which connects the variables.

Before discussing such cases we nuiy observe that, whenever
two variable quantities depend on each other so that a change
in one produces a corresponding change in the other, we can
draw a graph to exhibit their variations without knowing
any algebraical relation between them, provided that we are

furnished with a sufficient mimber of corresponding values accurately/

determined.
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But we frequently have to deal with cases in which a liiuiteJ

number of corresiwnding values of two variables have been
obtained by observation or experiment. In such cases the data
may involve inaccui'acies, and consequently the position of the

plotted points cannot be absolutely relied on. Moreover we
cannot correct irregularities in the graph by plotting other
points selected at discretion. One method of procedure is to

join successive points by straight lines. The graph will then be
represented by an iiregular broken line, sometimes with abrupt
changes of direction as we pass from point to point. In case?

where no great accuracy of detail is required this simple method
is often used to illustrate statistical results. A familiar instance

is a Weather Chart giving the height of the barometer at equal
intervals of time.

The chief disadvantage of this method is that, although it

gives a general idea of the total change that has taken place

between the plotted points, it furnishes no accurate information
with regard to intermediate points.

Example. The readings of a thermometer taken at intervals oj

2 hours beginning at 10 a.m. were 62 "5°, 64°, 69 "6°, 69°, 66 "5°, 65 "7°.

Draw a chart to shew the changes of temperature.

Measuring degrees vertically and hours horizontally, with the
Scales indicated on the diagram, we obtain the broken line PQRSTV
shewn in Fit;. H.
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plotted points. Now if the chart had i)eon ohtained hy means of a

self-registering instrument, the graph (representing change from

instant to instant inst(^ad of at long intervals) would probably have

been somewhat like the continuous waving curve drawn through

the points previously registered. From this it would appear that

the maximum temperature occurred shortly before 3 p.m., and that

TV (which represents a very gradual change) is the only portion of

the broken line which records with any degree of accuracy the

variation in temperature during two consecutive hours.

323. Although in tlie last example we were able to indicate

the form of the curved line which from tlie nature of the case

seemed most probable, it is evident that any number of curves
can be drawn thiough a limited number of plotted points.

In such a case the best plan is to draw a curve to lie as evenly
as possible among the plotted points, passing through some
perhaps, and with the rest fairly distributed on either side of

the curve. As an aid to drawing an even continuous curve
(usually called a smooth curve), a thin piece of wood or other
flexible material may be bent into the requisite shape, and held
in position while the line is drawn. A contrivance known as
" Brooks' Flexible Curve " will often be found useful. When
the plotted points lie approximately on a straight line, the
simplest plan is to use a piece of tracing paper or celluloid on
which a straight line has been drawn. When this has been
placed in the right position the extremities can be marked on
the squaied paper, and by joining these points the approximate
graph is obtained.

When the graph is linear it can be produced to any extent
within the limits of the paper and so any value of one of the
variables being determined, the corresponding value of the other
can be read off. When large values are in question this method
is inconvenient ; the following Example illustrates the method
of procedure in such cases.

Example. Coi^responding values of x and y, some of which are
slightly inaccurate, are given in the following table :

X
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After carefully plotting the given points we see that a straight

line can be di-awn passing through three of them and lying evenly

among the otliers. This is the required grapli.
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As the page is too small to exlii])it the graphical work on a
convenient scale we sliall merely indicate the steps of the solution,

whicli is similar in detail to that of the last example.

Plot the values of P vertically and the values of W horizontally.

Taking 0'5 of an inch as unit for /*, and 01 of an inch as unit for W,
it will be found that a straiglit line can be drawn through the points
corresponding to the results marked with an asterisk, and lying
evenly among the other points. From this graph we find that when
r=70, P= 7.

Assume P= air+6, and substitute for P and W from tlie values
corresponding to the two points througli which the line passes.

By solving the resulting equations we obtain a = 0'08, 6 = 1'4. Thus
the linear equation connecting P and W is P= 0"08 W+ 1 "4.

This is called the Law of the MacMne.
From this equation, when 1^=310, P= 26-2; and when P= 180-6,

fF=2240.

Thus a force of 26 2 lbs. will raise a weight of 310 lbs. ; and when
a force of 180 "6 lbs. is applied the weight raised is 2240 lbs.

[The student should verify all the details of the work for himself.]

Note. The equation of the graph is not only useful for determin-
ing results difficult to obtain graphically, but it can always be used
to check results found by measurement.

Example 2. Tht following table gives statistics of the popitlation

of a certain country, where P is the number of millions at the beginning

of each of the years specified.

Year 1830 1835
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EXAMPLES XXXV. e.

[In Examples 1-4 the plotted points may he joined b>/ straight

lines. In other cases the graph is to he a straight line of

smooth curve lying evenly among the plotted poi7its.'\

1. In a terra of 11 weeks a boy's places in his Form were as

'°"°"'=
8, 6, 11. 10, 9, 6, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1.

Shew these results by means of a graph.

2. The mean heiglits of the barometer in inches for the first

10 days of January 1*J04, recorded at the Royal Observatory, were
as follows

:

29-21, 2912, 2900, 20-25, 29-37, 29*26, 2946, 28-83, 2866, 28-76.

Exhibit these variations by means of a chart.

3. The highest and lowest prices of Consols for the years 1895

to 1904 were as follows :

Year
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5, Corresponding values of x and y are given in the following

table

:

X
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9, The following table gives approximately the circumferences
of circles corresponding to different radii :

G
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13. The connection between the areas of equilateral triangles and
their bases (in corresponding square and linear units) is given by tlie

foUowintf table :

Area
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325. We sliall now give some graphs of functions of higher

degree than the first.

Example. Draw the graph o/y = x^.

This is one of the most useful and interesting graphs the student

will meet with ; it is, therefore, important to plot the curve carefully

on a suitable scale.

Take 0'4 of an inch as unit for x, and O'l of an inch for y, then
positive values of x and y may be tabulated as follows :

X
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326. In any equation of the form i/ = ux-^ where a is constant,

if rt is a positive integer, the curve will be as in Fig. 14 but
will rise more steeply in the dii-ection of OY. If a is a
positive fraction, we shall have a flatter curve, extending
more rapidly to right and left of OY. If a is negative, the
curve will lie below the y-axis, and will be steeper <ir flatter

than the graph of y=x^, according as a is greater or less than
unity. In every case the axis of x is a tangent to the curve at

the origin.

327. We shall now discuss the graphs of some quadratic
functions of the form ax^ + bx+ c.

Example. Find the graph of y = 2x +—

.

Here the following arrangement will be found convenient

:

X
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also increases. Hence the portion of the curve in the first quadrant
lies as in Fig. 15, and can be extended indefinitely in this quadrant.
In the present case only two or three positive values of x and y need
be plotted, but more attention must be paid to the results arising

out of negative values of a:. It is found that the values of y are

negative between x= and a; = - 8. When a;= - 8, y= 0, and the
curve crosses the x-axis ; after this the values of y are positive.

328. In the last Example, since the value of ^ + 2:r is repre-

sented by y, the expression — + 2j? has a zero value when the

ordinate is zero. Thus we can obtain the roots of the equation

—+ 2x=0 by reading off the values of x at the points where

the curve cuts the .r-axis. These are a'=0, x= - 8, at the points

O and M.

We can apply this method to an equation of any degree : thus
if any function of x is represented by /(.r), a solution of the equa-
tion /(^)= may be obtained by plotting the graph of y =f{x),
and then measuring the intercepts made on the axis of x.

These intercepts are values of x which make y equal to zero,

and are therefore roots of f{x)— 0.

329. In the graph of y= x^ (Fig. 14) it will be noticed that
as we pass from right to left along the curve the ordinate is

constantly decreasing until it becomes zero at O ; after this the
ordinate begins to increase. The point at which this changp
takes place in a graph is known as a turning point. Thus the
origin is a turning point oi y=x^, and of all curves represented
by an equation of the ferm y= ax^. Again in Fig. 15 there is a
turning point at the point (-4, -4). In each of these cases
the algebraically least value of the ordinate is found at the
turning point.

330. If a function gradually increases till it reaches a value
o, wliich is algeb7-aically greater than neiglibouring values on
either side, a is said to be a maximum value of the function.

If a function gradually decreases till it reaches a value 6,

which is algebraically less than neighbouring values on either
side, h is said to be a minimum value of the function.

Let the function be represented by f{x\ then when y=f{x) is

treated graphically, it is evident that maximum and minimum
values oi f{x) occur at the turning points, where the ordinates
are algebraically greatest and least in the immediate vicinity of
such points.
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Example. Draw the graph of y = 3 - 4x - 4x''. Thence find the

roots of the equation 4x*+ 4x - 3 = 0. Shew that the expression

3-4x-4x'^ is positive for all real values of x between 5 aiid - I'o,

and negative for all real amines of x outside these limits. Also find
the maximum value ofS-ix- 4tx^.

Take the unit for x four times as great as that for y, and use the
following table of values :

X
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The maximum value of the expression 3 - 4x - 4x^ is the value of

the greatest ordinate in the graph, namely 4. This may also be
obtained algebraically as follows :

3-4a;-4x2=:3 + l-(l+4a; + 4x2) = 4-(l + 2x)2.

Now (1 +2x)^ must be positive for all real values of x except x= - ^,

in which case it vanishes, and the value of the expression reduces to

4, which is the greatest value it can have.

Note. Another method of dealing with examples of this class will

be found in Art. 334.

EXAMPLES XXXV. f.

1. Draw the graphs of (i) y= x', (ii) y= 8x^.

In (i) take 0"4" as unit for x, 0'2" as unit for y.

In (ii) 1" X, 0-1" y.

2. On the same scale as in Ex. 1. (ii) draw the graph of y= 16a;'.

Shew that it may also be simply deduced from the graph of Ex. 1. (ii).

3. Plot the graph of y= x'^, taking 1 inch as unit on both axes,
and using the following values of x.

-0-4, -0-3, -0-2, -01, 0, O'l, 0-2, 03, 0-4.

4. Draw the graphs of y= x-, and x= y^, and shew that they
have only one common chord. Find its equation.

-V.2

5. From the graphs, and also by calculation, shew that y=—
cuts x= -y^ in only two points, and find their coordinates. °

6. Draw the graphs of

(i)y'^=-4:x; (ii) y= 2x--^; {Hi) y =— + x-2.

In each case give the coordinates of the turning points.

7. Draw the graph of i/ = x + x^. Shew also that it may be
deduced from that of y = x-.

8. Shew (i) graphically, (ii) algebraically, that the line y= 2x~3

meets the curve y=—+ x-2in one point only. Find its coordinates.

9. Find graphically the roots of the following equations to 2
places of decimals :

(i) ^ + x-2=0; (ii) x2-2x= 4; (iii) 4a;2- 16x4-9= 0.

From the graphs deduce solutions of

(iv) ^+ x-2=6; (v) x2-2x= 8; (vi) 4x2- 16x-t-9= -6.
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10. On a large scale draw the graph of x^-lx + W ; hence find

the roots of the equation a;^-7a;+ll = 0, and the minimum value of

the expression x* - 7a; + II.

11. Find the minimum value of x'^-2x- 4, and the maximum
value of 5 + 4x - 2x^.

12. Draw tlie graph of 'i/ = (x-l){x-2) and find the minimum
value of (x -l)(x- 2). Measure, as accurately as you can, the values
of X for which (x—l)(x-2) is equal to 5 and 9 respectively. Verify
algebraically.

13. Shew graphically that the expression a;--2.r-8 is negative
for all values of x between - 2 and 4, and positive of all values of x
outside these limits.

331. The distance from the origin of any point P (.»•,.?/) is given
by the relation OP'^=.v'^+i/'. Hence any eciuation <>f tlie form
a^+y'^= a', where a is constant, represents a circle, of radius a,

whose centre is at the origin, since every point (.r, ^) which satis-

fies the equation is at a constant distance a from the origin.

Example. Solve graphically the aimvltaneoua equations

(i) x'' + y^=^l, (ii) y= 2a:-a

The graph of (i) is a circle. Since the equation is satisfied by
x=4, y=5 (the point P), the graph may be drawn by describing a
circle with centre O and radius OP.
The graph of (ii) is a straight line, which cuts the axes at the

points (1-5, 0), (0, -3).
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Infinite and Zero Values.

332. Consider the fraction - in which the numerator a has a

certain fixed value, and the denominator is a quantity subject to

change ; then it is clear that the smaller x becomes the larger

does the value of the fraction - become.
a

For instance

^=10a, _^=lO00a,
j

= 1000000a.

10 lOOO 1000000

By making the denominator x suflBciently small the value of

the fraction - can be made as large as we please ; that is, if x is
X

made less than any quantity that can he named, the value of -

will become greater than any quantity that can he named.

A quantity less than any assignable quantity is called zero
and is denoted by the symbol 0.

A quantity greater than any assignable quantity is called

infinity and is denoted by the symbol oc

.

We may now say briefly

when X= 0, the value of ~ is <x>

.

' X

Again if jp is a quantity which gradually increases and finally

becomes greater than any assignable quantity the fraction

becomes smaller than any assignable quantity. Or more briefly

when X= 00 , the value of - is 0.
•' X

It should be observed that when the symbols for zero and
infinity are used in the sense above explained, they are subject

to the rules of signs which aflfect other algebraical symbols.

Thus we shall find it convenient to use a concise statement such
as "when :p= +0, y= + oo" to indicate that when a very small

and positive value is given to x, the corresponding value of y is

very large and positive.
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Example. Find the graph of xy = 4. Shew that it coiisiata of tiuo

infinite branches, one in thejirat and the other in the third qvadrant.

4
The equation may be written in the form y = -,

from which it appears that when x= 0, y=«> and when ar = oo
, y = 0.

Also y is positive when x is positive, and negative when x is negative.
Hence the graph must lie entirely in the first and third quadrants.

Take the positive and negative values of the variables separately.

(1) Positive values

:

X
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(2) Negative valu&s

:

X
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Example. Solve thefollowing pairs of equations graphically:

(i) x-y = 2 \. (ii) x' + y'-.

r=35r r= 35j"xy=60) xy-

In each case we shall require the graph of xy= 35. Proceeding as
in the example of Art. 332, wo find that the curve lies in the first

and third (juadrants.

In (i) X - y= 2 is a straight line QS making intercepts 2 and - 2
on the axes.

In (ii) a;- + y'= 74 is a circle. Since the equation is satisfied by
x=5, y — l, the graph can be drawn by finding this point (P), and
describinj' a circle with centre O and radius Or.

The roots of (i) are the coordinates of Q and S ; that is,

x= 1, y = 5; or x= -5, y= -1.

The roots of (ii) are the coordinates of P, Q, R, and S ; that is,

x=5,y=l;x=l,y=5; x=-7, x=-5; a;=-5, y=-7.
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334. Combination of two graphs. The method employed

in tlie example in Ait. 33(1 is quite general, and may be applied to

functions of the third or higher degree, but the same lesuits

may often be more readily obtained by combining two graphs

in the manner illu.strated below.

Example. Solve the eqiiation 2x- - x - 3 ==0 graphically. Between

what values of x is the expression 2x- - x - 3 positive ?

X 3
Write the equation in the form a;^ = ^ + ^•

X 3
Put yi=x' (i), and y2=2"'"2 ^"^"

and plot the graphs of these equations, taking the x unit twice as

great as the y unit.

For (i) we may use the values :

X
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Again, tlie expression 2.r^ - a; - 3 is positive or negative according
as y, is greater or loss than y.,. From the graph we see y^ is less

than ?/., between Q and P, tliat is hetwcen a:= - 1 and 1 "5, and y^
is greater tiian y., for all other values of x. Hence 2x---x-3 is

j)ositive for all values of x except such as lie between - 1 and 1 "5.

335. The solution of the last example might have been
effected equally well by drawing the graphs of y = 'i.v^ and
?/=.?-f3. But if a number of quadratic etpiations have to be
solved graphically it is convenient to reduce them to the form
x^=p.r + (/ as a first step. The graj)h of i/^.r'^ can then be
plotted once for all on a suitable scale, and the Vww y=px-\-q
can be leadily drawn for different values of p and q.

EXAMPLES XXXV. g.

1. Solve the following equations graphically.

(i) a;2 + y2=53, (ii) a;2 + y2^100,
y-x= 5; x + y=\A;

(Hi) a;2 + j/2= .34, (iv) x^ + y'^=m,
2x + y = 11 ; 4x + .3?/ = 12.

[Approximate roots to be given to one place of decimals.]

2. riot the graphs of a'- + 2/- = 25, 3z' + 4y — 25, and examine
their relation to each other where thej' meet. Verifj- the result

algebraically.

3. By the method of Art. 334 find graphically' the roots of the
following equations to two places of decimals :

(i) ^ + a;-2= 0; (ii) x2-2a; = 4 ; (iii) 4a;2- 16a: + 9 = 0.

4. Solve graphically the equation 3 + 6a:= x'^, and find the
maximum value of the expression 3 + 6ar-a,'^.

5. Shew by the method of Art. 334 that the expression
4.r- + 4a; - 3 is negative of all real values of x between O'S and - 1 5,

and positive for all real values of .r outside those limits.

6. Draw the graphs of x- and of 33"+ 1. By mo.ans of them find

approximate values for the roots of x^-Sx- 1— 0.

7. Show graphicall}' that the expression x'^-4a; + 7 is positive
for all real values of x.
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8. On the same axes draw the graphs of

y= x", y = x + Q, y = x-Q, y=-x + &, y^-x-Q.
Htnee discuss the roots of the four equations

a;2-a;-G = 0, x'^-x-\G=0, a;-H-a;-6 = 0, x'^^x + %= 0.

9. If X is real pi'ove graphically that 5-4a:-a;^ is not greater
than 9; and that 4x'^-4a; + 3 is not less than 2. Between what
values of x is the first expression positive ?

10. The reciprocal of a number is multiplied hy 2"25 and the
product is added to the number. Find graphically what the number
must be if the resulting expression has the least possible value.

11. Shew graphically that the expression 4x-2 + 2a: - 8 -75 is positive

for all real values of x except such as lie between 1 "25 and - 1 '75.

For what value of x is the expression a minimum ?

12. Solve the following pairs of equations graphically :

(i) x + y = \5, (ii) a;-y = 3, (iii) a;2 + 2/^=13,

a;y = 36; xy=\S; xy = Q.

Miscellaneous Applications of Graphs.

336. When two quantities x and y are so related that a
change in one produces a proportional change in the other, their
variations can always be expressed by an equation of the form
y = ax, where a is constant. Hence in all such cases the graph
which exhibits their variations is a straight line through the
origin, and only one other point is required to determine the
graph. For instance, such examples as deal with work and
time, distance and time (when the speed is uniform), quantity
and cost of material, principal and simple interest at a given
rate per cent., may all be illustrated by linear graphs through
the origin.

Note. It must be admitted that solutions of this kind are often
very artificial, and they should be regarded mainly as exercises in

ingenuity. The graphical treatment of a quite simple problem may
often prove cumbrous and elaborate in detail, and in such a case a
straightforward arithmetical or algebraical solution is to be preferred.
For example, it is an unprofitable waste of time and skill to devise
graphical solutions for certain types of easy problems which at most
require only a few lines of very simple Arithmetic or Algebra.
When, however, the answer to a question involves several allied

results (as in Exam])lcs XXXV. e. 14-16) a graphical method is often

useful and interesting.
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Example 1. P and Q are two towns 30 miles apart. At 1 p.m.
X starts to loalkfrom Q, to P at ^ mi. an hour, and after walking two
hours finds it necessary to run hack for his watch. This he does at

6§ mi. an hour, and after a delay of 6 minutes he again startsfrom Q,
at 4 mi. an hour. Meanwhile Y starling frotn P at I p.m. sets out for
Q, at 4: mi. an hour ; after locdking for two hours, he spends half an
hour with a friend from luhom he borrows a bicycle on ivhich he

continues his journey at 12 mi. an hour. Draw graphs to shew the

position of each man relative to P and Q at any time between 1 p.m.
and 5.30 p.m. Alsofrom the graphsfind

(i) when and where X and Y meet ;

(ii) at what times respectively they were 18 mi. and 8 mi. apart.

In Fig. 21, on the opposite page, time is measured horizontally

(1 inch to 1 hour), and distance vertically (1 inch to 10 miles). Thus
each division on the horizontal axis represents 6 minutes and each
division on the vertical axis stands for 1 mile.

The graph shewing the course of X is drawn downwards from
Q; similarly F's course is shown by a graph drawn upwards from P.

At 3 p.m. X has gone 6 miles, therefore if A is taken 6 inch

below the point which marks 3 p.m., QA is his graph for the first

2 hours.

To get back to Q at 6tj miles an hour will take 6 -f 65, or yjj of an
hour. Hence B is the next point on his graph.

The delay at Q, before he starts again at 4 miles an hour at

4 p.m. is represented by BC, which denotes 6 minutes. If D is

taken 04 inch, representing 4 miles, vertically below 5 p.m., the

line CDE completes the graph.

For y's graph measure 0"8 inch vertically above 3 p.m. to F ; then,

since he walks 8 miles in 2 hours, PF is the first stage of the graph.
The next half-hour is spent without advance towards Q ; therefore

the corresponding portion of the graph is FG.

GH represents the course of the bicycle ride at 12 miles an hour,
and it will be found that it cuts X's graph at D.

Hence the point of meeting is at D, which is 4 miles from Q, and
the time is 5 p.m. By inspection of the graphs we find LM and KH
represent 18 and 8 miles respectively. The corresponding times are
3 '3 and 4 '5 hours ; that is X and Y are 18 and 8 miles apart
at 3.18 p.m. and 4.30 p.m. respectively.

They were also 18 mi. apart, approximately, at 18 min. before 3.

Note. The solution has here been given in full to illustrate and
enforce the general principle on which the linear graphs depend.

Solutions may usually bo presented with less detail, and the results

quickly obtained from a well-drawn diagram on a suitable scale.
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Example 2. A, B, and C run a race o/'300 yards. A and G start

from scratch, and A covers the distance in 40 xtconds, beating C hy
60 yards. B, with 12 yards' start, beats A by 4 seconds. Supposing
the rates of running in each case to be uniform, find graphically
the relative positions of the nmners when B passes the winning post.

Find also by how many yards B is ahead of A when the latter has
run three-fourths of the course.

In Fit;. 22 let time be measured horizontally (0"5 incli to 10
seconds), and distance vertically (1 inch to 60 yards). O is tlie start-

ing point for A and C; take OP cipial to 0"2 inch, representing
12 yards, on the vertical axis ; then P is B'a starting point.

A's graph is drawn hy joining O to the point which marks 40
seconds. From this point measure a vertical distance of 1 inch
downwards to Q. Then since 1 inch represents 60 yards, Q is C'a
position when A is at the winning post, and OQ is 6"s graph.

Along the time-axis take TS inch to R, representing 36 seconds;
then PR is B's graph.

Through R draw a voilical line to meet the graphs of A and C in

S and T respectively. Then S and T mark the positions of A and
C when B passes the winning post.

By inspection RS and ST represent 30 and 54 yards respectively.

Thus B is 30 yards ahead of A , and A is 54 yards ahead of C.

Again, since A runs three-fourtlis of the course in 30 seconds, the
difference of the corresponding oz'dinates of A'a and /^"s graphs after

30 seconds will give the distance between A and B. By measure-
ment we find \/W = 0'45 inch, which represents 27 yards.

The student is recommended to draw a figure for himself on a
scale twice as large a.s that given in Fig. 2"2.

partly constant and iw

proportional to a variable quantity x, the algebraical relation

between x and i/ is of the form >/ = ax+ b, where a and h are

constant. The corresponding graph will therefore be a straight

line ; and since a straight line is completely determined when
the positions of two points are known, it follows that, in all

problcTus which can be illustrated by linear graphs, it is

sufficient if the data furnish for each graph two inaependent
pairs of simultaneous values of the variable quantities.
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EXAMPLES XXXV. h.

1. At noon A starts to walk at 6 miles an hour, and at 1.30 p.m.
B follows on horseback at 8 miles an hour. When will B overtake
A ? Also find

(i) when A is 5 miles ahead of B ;

(ii) when .4 is 3 miles behind B.

[Take 1 inch horizontally to represent 1 hour, and 1 inch vertically

to represent 10 miles. J

2. By measuring time along OX (1 inch for I hour) and distance

along OY (1 inch for 10 miles) shew how to draw lines

(i) from O to indicate distance travelled towards Y at 12 miles

an hour

;

(ii) from Y to indicate distance travelled towards O at 9 miles

an hour.

If these are the rates of two men, starting at noon tp ride towards
each other from two places 6(1 miles apart, find from the graphs
when they are first 18 miles from each other. Also find (to the
nearest minute) their time of meeting.

3. Two bicyclists ride to meet each other from two places 95
miles apart. A starts at 8 a.m. at 10 miles an hour, and B starts
at 9.30 a.m. at 15 miles an hour. Find graphically when and where
they meet, and at what times they are 37^ miles apart.

4. A can beat B by 20 yards in 120, and B can beat by
10 yards in 50. Supposing their rates of running to be uniform,
find graphically how much start A can give C in 120 yards so as to
run a dead heat with him. Ii A, B, and C start together, where
are A and G when B has run 80 yards ?

5. A, B, and C run a race of 2(X) yards. A gives B a start of
8 yards, and G starts some seconds after A. A runs the distance in

25 seconds and beats G by 40 yards. B beats A by 1 second, and
when he has been running 15 seconds, he is 48 yards ahead of G.
Find graphically how many seconds G starts after A. Shew also
from the graphs that if the tliree runners started level they would
run a dead heat. [Take 1 inch to 40 yards, and 1 inch to 10
seconds. ]

6. A cyclist has to ride 75 miles. He rides for a time at 9
miles an hour and then alters his speed to 15 miles an hour covering
the distance in 7 hours. At what time did he change his speed ?
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7. A and B ride to meet each other from two towns X and Y
which are 60 miles apart. A starts at 1 p.m., and B starts

36 minutes later. If they meet at 4 p.m., and A gets to Y at 6 p.m.,

find the time when B gets to X. Also find the times when they are

22 miles apart. When A is half-way between X and Y, where is .S?

8. At 8 a.m. A begins a ride on a motor car at 20 miles an hour,

and an hour and a half later B, starting from the same point, follows

on his bicycle at 10 miles an hour. After riding 36 miles, A rests

for 1 hr. 24 min., then rides back at 9 miles an hour. Find graphi-

cally when and where he meets B. Also find (i) at what time
the riders were 21 miles apart, (ii) how far B will have ridden by
the time A gets back to his starting point.

9. I row against a stream flowing H miles an hour to a certain

point, and then turn back, stopping two miles short of the place
whence I originally started. If the whole time occupied in rowing
is 2 hrs. 10 mins. and my uniform speed in still water is 4^ miles an
hour, find graphically how far upstream I went.

[Take 1 "2 of an inch horizontally to represent 1 hour, and 1 inch

to 2 miles vertically.]

10. A boy starts from home and walks to school at the rate of

10 yards in 3 seconds, and is 20 seconds too soon. The next day he
walks at the rate of 40 yards in 17 seconds, and is half a minute
late. Find graphically the distance to the school, and shew that he
would have been just in time if he had walked at the rate of 20 yards
in 7 seconds.

11. Taking 1 inch as unit for x, and 0"5 as unit for y, draw the

graph of y = x", and em]iloy it to find the squares of 0''72, 1'7, 3"4

;

and the square roots of 7 '56, 5 "29, 9 '61.

12. Draw the graph of y = \^ taking the unit for y five times as

great as that for x.

By means of this curve check the values of the square roots found
in Ex. 11.

13. Draw a graph which will give the square roots of all numbers
between 25 and 36, to three places of decimals.

[Take the origin at the point 5, 25, and plot the graph of y = x-

;

use for units of x and y, 10 inches and 0"5 inch respectively.]

14. From the graph of y= 3^ (on tlie scale of the diagram of

Example 13) find the values of 4^9 and 4/9 '8 to 4 significant figures.
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1. Simplify b-{b-(a + b)-[b-(b-a^)] + 2a}.

2. Find the sum of

a + b-2(c + d), b + c-3{d + a), and c + d-4t(a + b).

12 1

3. Multiply 2^ + ^y by x-^y.

4. If a;=6, y= 4, 2= 3, find the value of y/2z + Sy+z.

5. Find the square oi2-3x + ifi.

6. Solve^+^= 2.
x-l x-G

7. Find the H.C.F. ofa3-2a-4 and a^-a--^

8. Simplify ^^ + ^-^-^,-^,.

9. Solve |x + |=13l

3^"8"
^J

10. Two digits, which form a number, change places when 18
is added to the number, and the sum of the two numbers
thus formed is 44 : find the digits.

11. If a = l, b= -2, c=3, d= -4, find the value of

a%^ + b'^c + d(a-b)
10a -(c + 6)2 •

12. Subtract -x- + y^-z^ from the sum of

y+ly\ lr+lz\ and Iz'-l^^

13. Write down the cube of a; + 8y.

14. Simplify ^^x^l^.x?'.

15. Solve |(2x-7)-|(a:-8)=^|-V4.

16. Find the H.C.F. and L.C.M. of

X*+ x^+ 2z-4 and x^ + SsP-^.
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17. Find the square root of 4a* + 9 ( I - 2a) + Sa^ (7 - 4a).

18. Solve y=H^4
_y + h a

19. Simplify (^-^-^^K^\x + a x-aj x'+ax

20. When 1 is added to the numerator and denominator of a
3

certain fraction the result is equal to ^ ; and when 1 is

subtracted from its numerator and denominator the result

is equal to 2 : find the fraction.

21. Shew that the sum of 12a + 66-c, -7a -b + c, and a+ b + 6c,

is six times the sum of 25a +136 -8c, -13a-136-c, and
- lla + 6 + lOc.

3 1
22. Divide x^-xy + j^y"^ by a:--y.

23. Add together isi^-U^ + z^X,

24. Find the factors of

(1) 10x2 + 79a: -8. (2) 729x^-y^.

„ „ , 2x-i5x+ ^ „ 4a: -118
25. Solve —g—+-jy-=3 jj

26. Find the value of

(5a - 36) (a - 6) - 6{ 3a - c (4a - 6) - 6^(0 + c)},

when a=0, 6=-l, c = ^-

27. Find the H.C.F. of

7ar'-10a;2-7a;+ 10 and 2a:3 _ ^^2 _ 2x+ 1.

28 Simplify
^''-7^y + 12y''^ x2-5a;y + 4y''

M. simpmy
3.2+ 53.^ + 61/2

• x' + xy-2y-^

29. Solve 3a6a;+ y= 96\
4a6a: + 3y= 176r

30. Find the two times between 7 and 8 o'clock when the hands
of a watch are separated by 15 minutes.
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31. If a=\, 6= -2, c = 3, d= -4, find the value of

,JcP-4b + a^ - 'J^+b^^+ d.

32. Multiply the product of -rx^ - ^xy+y^ and ^a; + y by a:^ _ gyS.

33. Simplify by removing brackets

a^-{4a3-(6a2-4a+l)}
_[_2-{a'»-(-4a^-6a2-4a)}-(8a-l)].

34. Find the remainder when 5x* - 7ar + Sx^ - a; + 8 is divided

by a: - 4.

x^ + y"^ xy -y"^ x
35. Simplify

x^-xy x*-y* y

36. Solve ^'+y= 18|

37. Find the square root of 4x« - 12a:* + 28*3 + 9aJ2 _ 42a;+ 49.

38. Solve -OOGa: - -491 + -7233:= - -005.

39. Find the L. C.M. of a;^ + yS^ g^-z ^ Oxy - y\ and a^-xhf + xy-.

40. A bill of $12.o0 is paid with quarters and half-dollars, and
twice the number of lialf-dollars exceeds three times that of

the quarters by 10 : how many of each are used ?

41. Simplify

(a + 6 + c)2-(a-6-l-c)H(a + fe-c)2-(- a + b + c)\

42. Find the remainder when a* - 3a% + 2a'^b'^ - h* is divided

by a'^-ab + 2h^.

43. If a=0, 6 = 1, c= -2, rf= 3, find the value of

(3abc - '2i)cd) ^a^bc-c^bd + 3.

44. Find an expression which will divide both 4x^ + 3x-10 and

4a:^ + 7a;2 - 3a; - 15 without remainder.

ab
J_

1

.- o- If a-b a? b"^

45. Simplify __^x-p-j-.
" a«+ 6» a b

46. Find the cube root of i3r^-2x''~y +^ -^.

47. Solve 9x + 8y = 43a:y\

8x + 9y = 42xyJ
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3 2 x-1
x-4 x~5 (x-2)(x-Z)'

49. Find the L.C.M. of S^c^ + SSa:^ + 59a; + 30

and 6a;3-13a;2-L3a; + 30.

50. A boy apent half of his money in one shop, one third of the
remainder in a second, and one-fifth of what he had left in a

third. He had 20 cents at last : how much had he at first ?

51. Find the remainder when x'' - \Qx^ + 8a;° - 7.t^+ Sa- - 11 ia

divided by x^ -5x + 4.

52. Simplify 4|a-|^6-^U|i(2a-6) + 2(6-c)j.

25 3
53. If a= ^, 6 = 1, c= J, prove that

(a - ^h)
(
^a + 6)V^Tfe =-i^.

54. Find the L. C. M. of a:^ - 7a; + 12, Zx^ - 6a; - 9, and 2a;2 - 6a; - 8.

55. Find the sum of the squares of ax + hy, hx-ay, ay + bx,

by -ax; and express the result in factors.

<-, , a; y 3a; - 52 2 7v ,

56. Solve g +|=-^- =g+j|= l.

en a- ^c a^ + b^ Ci + b Ifa-b 1 1
57. Simplify ^,_-^,-^^,-2(^^,-^^}.

58. Solve =^-(3-«-"^) = ^(2a: + 67) +|A+|Y

59. Add together the following fractions :

2 -4x x^ -x^
x^ + ary + y^' y?-y^^ j/^i^-yT^. ^y-y*'

60. A man agreed to work for 30 days, on condition that for every
day's work he should receive $2.50, and that for every day's
absence from work he should forfeit $1.50; at the end of the
time he received $51 : how many days did he work ?

61. Divide —- + 27 j 4a'^ + —
,3

^ by ^ + 3 - x.
•i 4: o 4 " Z

62. Find the value of

when a;= -5 and y—2.
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63.

64.

65.

Simplify
lOx-11 lOar-l 3^-2x + 5

3(x2-l) 3{z''+ x+iy(a^-l)(x+l)'

Find the cube root of , „ af j— af+— a^- -oX*.

^ , 4a:- 17 10a;- 13
Solve -7- + -^ =- -

a; - 4 2r - 3

Find the factors of

(1) x^ + 5x^+ x + 5.

8a: - 30 5a: - 4

2a: - 7 a; - 1

(2) a;2-2xi/-323y'».

67. Solve |(a: + y) + 2z=21

3x-^{y + z) = 65

x+ ^{x + y-z)-. :38

68. Simplify
a: + 2

T^-y

3x2 + 63xy + 70y2

2x2 + 3a:y-35y2'

69. Find the square root of - (36-2c-2o)3{2(a + c)-36}.

70. The united ages of a man and his wife are six times the united
ages of tlieir children. Two years ago their united ages were
ten times the united ages of their children, and six years
hence their united ages will be three times the united ages of

the children. How many children have they ?

71. Find the sum of

o 2 1 1
x^-3xy-'^y\ 2y^-^ + z^, xy-^y'^ + y^, and 2xy-:^^.

72. From { (a + fe) (a - a:) - (a - h) {h-x)} subtract (a + 6)2 - 26a:.

73. If a = 5, 6=4, c= 3, find the value of

llQahc + (6 + c)» + (c + o)3 + (a + 6)3 - (a + 6 + c)».

74. Find the factors of

(1) 2jc^ + &x^-\%^x. (2) a2 + 2a6 + 62 + a + 6.

75. Solve px= qy\

{p + q)x-(q-p)y= r

x+\ r
76. Simplify

2xr' + xy +T<^j^'
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_ Q, a;-7, 1 2a; -15
77. Solve ^:^ + 2(^p=^= 2^36-

X* - x"^ -2x + 2
78. Reduce ,, , i— to its lowest terms.

2ar - a; - 1

79. Add together the fractions :

1 1 ^ , 1

2a:2-4a: + -2' 2x2 + 4x + 2' l-a;^"

80. A number consists of three digits, the right-hand one being
zero. If the left-hand and middle digits be interchanged the
number is diminished by 180 ; if the left-hand digit be halved,
and the middle and right-hand digit be interchanged, the
number is diminished by 336 : find the number.

81. Divide I -5x + ^a^-~x*-^3fihy l-x-^ar^.

82. Iip = l, q=^, find the value of

( P^+ g") -ip-q) x/pg+2?^^T^2

2p + g-{p-(g-p)}

83. Multiply ^-5x2 -f-
1 -f 9 by y-aj-fS.

84. Find the L.C.M. of

(a%-2ab^)", 2a--3ab-2b\ and 2{2a'^ + abf.

or a 1 2a;-f3 4x-l-5 3x-f3
85. Solve —= -. T + ^ zr-

x+\ 4a; -f 4 3a;+l

86. Reduce
3a^%~a.2/i6t;-48 *° '*^ ^^^^^^ *®""^-

87. Find the square root of

4a* -I- 9 f a2 -(-^^ + 12a {a2 -I- 1
)

-I- 18.

88- Solve
J^ + |;= « + '' 1

3x_2y_

Multiply

^-|^= 6(6-a)

3a; +4y-Fi^ by IQx-Zy-^.
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90.

91.

92.

93.

97.

A bag contained $10 in quarters and ten-cent pieces; after

17 ten-cent pieces and (i quarters were taken out, thrice
as many quarters as ten-cent pieces were left : find the
nunil)cr of each coin.

Find the value of

5(a-b)-2{3a-{a + b)} + ']{{a-2b)-(5a-2b)},

when a= -q&-

Divide 3a:* - 5a:3 + 7^2 -llx- 13 by 3a; -2.

Find the L.CM. of

I5(p^ + ^), 5(p'^-pg + q\ 4{p^+pq + q'^), and 6{p*-g').

Resolve into factors

:

(2) -a;2 + 2z-l+a:*.

94.

95. Solve

(l)a=

x + a

- 8¥\

x + 3a

x+b x+a+b
Simplify

35aWc^ - 49ft3c8
(1)

Solve

(2)
65a^6c - 91a»6V

7a;-9y-f4z = 16

x + y _ x + y + z
~3"~

2

2a;-3y + 4z-5=

2y

y*-'Jf + Sy''-\2y
2j/2-2y-60 '

98. Simplify
r-;

r- y ' W-
-5y

_2y

y + 1

6^j^2>
6y + 6 y + 2;

99. Find the square root of

4a' -I2ab- 6bc + 4ac + Qb"^ + c"

4a2 + 9c2_l2ac

100. The express leaves Bristol at 3 p.m. and reaches London at 6

;

the ordinary train leaves London at 1.30 p.m. and arrives at

Bristol at 6. If both trains travel uniformly, find the time
when they will meet.

101. Solve (1) •^x+ •75x--\^ = x- -SSSx + S.

37 . 4 7
(2)

«2-5x + 6 x-2 3-«
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102. Simplify (1) „.^"1^^^2+ ^2_"';/^^2+ ^4+ ^^^. +^>

(2) {l+xf^

103. Find the square root of

also the cube root of the result.

104. Divide 1 - 2a; by 1 + 3a; to 4 terms.

105. I bought a horse and carriage for $450 ; I sold the horse at a
gain of 5 per cent., and the carriage at again of 20 per cent.,

making on the whole a gain of 10 per cent. Find the

original cost of the horse.

106. Find the divisor when {4a^ + '7ab + 5b'^)- is the dividend,

8 (a + 26)2 the quotient, and b'^{9a+llb)^ the remainder.

107. Solve (1) 5a;(a;-3) = 2(a;-7).

1 3 2
^^^ (a;-l)(a;-2)"^^^^^"^^^'

inn re t (ci - b)^ , tt + b ob
108. If x=a + b + ], '.. , and y=—r- +—tT"4(a + 6) " 4 a+ b

prove that {x - af -{y- bf=b\

109. Find the square root of

.„ . 1051a;2 14a;3 q^
*9^ +-25— -T-5- + 9-

110. Solve -.-^±^+ -

""' ^
a^ + ax + x"^ a^-ax + x"^ a;(a* + a'^a;'^+a;*)

111. Subtract -^ ^p: from
a;2 + a;-12 a;2-a;-12'

and divide the difference by 1 + w^—s rri*^ a;2 + 7a; + 12

112. Find the H.C.F. and L.C.M. of

2a;2 + (6a-106)a;-30a6 and 3a;2-(9a + 15ft)a;+ 45a&.

US. Solve (1) 2coi?-abx + 2abd='^cdx.

m ^ g 5 _ x"" 8a;- 1

^ ' 2(a;+3) ^'x^-^ 4(x-3)"
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114. If a= l, 6=2, c = 3, d= 4, find the value of

a* + 6" + C*

6" + c* + rf'^ + (a + 6) (ft + c)
+Ha'^+i^'+cn[l+l+]).

115. I rode one-third of a journey at 10 miles an hour, one-third

more at 9, and the rest at 8 miles an hour ; if I had ridden

half the journey at 10, and the other half at 8 miles per

hour, I should have been half a minute longer on the way :

what distance did I ride ?

116. The product of two factors is (3x + 2y)^- (2x + 3yf, and one
of the factors is a; - y ; find the other factor.

117. If a -f 6 = 1 , prove that (a^-b^f=a^ + b^- db.

118. Resolve into factors :

(1) 3(? + y^+ Zxy{x + y). (2) m^-n'-m(m'-n')-l-n(m-n)^.

119. Solve (1) a;3_y3^28\ (2) x^-Gary-l- lly'*=9)

ar2-(-xy + y2= 7 /' x-3y=l/'

120. Find the square root of

{a-h)*-2(a? + h^)(,a-bf + '2(a* + h*).

121. Simplify the fractions :

a+—-Y X--
a+1 X

122. Find the H.C.F. of

a?b + b'^c - abc - ab- and ax"^ + ab-a'^- bx^.

123. A constituency had two-thirds of its number Conservatives

:

in an election 25 refused to vote, and 60 went over to the

Liberals ; the voters were now equal. How many voters

were there altogether ?

124. Solve (1) -f^
+ („-l,)=|^^.

125. Si„p>«, ,„ (,.^-±^^).(.-^4p^).

(2)
(x+\)^-(x-lf
{x+l)*-(x-l)*

126. Divide

.c* -f (a - 1 ) a:3 _ (2a -I- 1 ) a;2 + (a2 -)- 4a - 5) X -t- 3a -f-

6

by x^-3x+ a+ 2.
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127. Resolve into factors

:

(I) aP + 5xy-24:y'^ + x-3y. (2) cc^--.

128. Find the square root of p^-3q to three terms.

129. Solve (1) ^_^=^-^.x-6 x-7 x-2 x-3

(2) ax + l = by + l=ay+ bx.

130. Find the H. C. F. of Sa;^+ (4^ _ 25)x-2ab + a^ and

3^+(2a- b)a?- {2ab -a?)x- a%.

131. Simplify

(x^f (x*)3 laff 1 t /i/^x 2 -,/-i

(1) ^+c ^ 3;C+a ^ 3.0+6* (")

132. At a cricket match the contractor provided dinner for 27
persons, and fixed the price so as to gain 12^ per cent,

upon his outla}'. Six of the cricketers being absent, the

remaining 21 paid the fixed price for their dinner, and the

contractor lost $3 : what was the charge for the dinner?

133. Prove that x(y + 2) + - + ^is equal to a, if

y X

x=^-T and w=—Pi—

•

y + 1 " 2

134. Find the cube root of

a:3-12r2+54a:- 112 +^-^ +4X ar or

135. Find the H.C.F. and L.C.M. of

x^+ 2ax''+ a^x+2a^ and x^ - 2aaP+ a^x - 2a^.

136. Simplify

(1) 42{*^-?^}-56{?^-?^}.

^ ' 3b + a'^a-3b'^a?-9b^'

137. Eesolve 4a2(x3 + ISab"^) - (32a6 + %h^) into four factors.

138. Solve (1) 5\/3x-l=\/75x-29.

(2) ^^= 70, -^-= 84, ^^ = 140.
x+y ' x+z y+z
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139. Shew that the difference between

X X X J a b c+
J-
+ and + j +x-a x-o x-c x-a x-b x-c

is the same whatever value x may have.

140. Multiply x" + 2y^ + 3s^ by x^ - 2y^ - 3zi

141. Walking 4i miles an hour, I start l^y hours after a friend

whose pace is 3 miles an hour : how long shall I be in over-
taking him ?

142. Express in the simplest form

(1) (8'' + 4-^)xl6 \ (2)
fr'-^^\s^.}

27"

3^" X 9

143. Find the square root of

^4-^ + 3-2j5-2J^.
y X \y \x

144. Simplify

,j> / X 1 \ x^-\ (x-\f(x+\f+x^
yX-\ x+\J'x^ + \' x* + a;2+l

(2) r a*-y* tt'^ + gy 1 f g" - aV .
a* - 2a^y +aV)

\a?-2ay-^y-' a-yj \ a^ + y'^ ' a'-ay + y'^ /"

145. Find the value of

(1) \/8+ VSO- v/l8+\/48. (2) \/35+14V6.

146. Solve (l)^Z^-^= 2{a-b)
_

x-a x-b x-(a + b)

(2) 2.f + 3y-lil
4x- + Qxy + 9y^^nj

147. Shew that

{a + h)^ - (-3 (& + c)3-a3 {c + a)3-b^

{a + b)-c b + c-a c + a-b

is equal to 2{a + b + c)^ + a- + b- + c\

in 11
148. Divide a-x + 4a*x* -4a^x-

by a-+2a*x* -x^.

149. Find the square root of

(a-l)* + 2(a'« + l)-2(a2+l)(a-l)2.
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150. How much are pears a gross when 12 more for a dollar lowers

the price five cents a dozen ?

151. Shew that if a number of two digits is six times the sum of

its digits, the number formed by interchanging the digits ia

five times their sum.

152. Find the value of

1 1 1

(o-6)(6-c) (b-c)(a-c) (c-a)(b-a)

153. Multiply

3+5x -.—

=

by 5 - 2a; + s

—

:j

•

4 + 7x •' 3 -4a;

154. If x- -= 1, prove that x^ + -^=3, and a^-^=4.

155. Solve (1) ?^ + ^=i(a: + 5).

(2) 2a:2-3i/2=23'j

2xy-3f= 3)'

156. Simplify

(l)l|V20-3V5-4 (2)4/^y4

157. Find the H.C.F. oi (p^-l)x^+ (3p-l)x-p(p-l) a.nd

p{p + l)x^-{p'^-2p-l)x-{p-l).

158. Reduce to its simplest form

ax + ~ x^ + ~„ -(xy-l)'^
y y^ ^

X-- bx^- „ k(xV-1)
y y^ 3^ " '

159. Find the square root of

(1)1- 22«+i + 42". (2) 9« - 2 . 6" + 4«

160. A clock gains 4 minutes a day. What time should it indicate

at 6 o'clock in the morning, in order that it may be right at
7.15 p.m. on the same day?

161. If X= 2 + v/2, find the value of x^ + ^.
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173. Reduce to fractions in their lowest terms

/I 1 IV/ x+ y + z 1 \ ^
^ \z y z) ' \x^ + y'^ + z'^- xy -yz-zx x + y+ zJ

174. Express as a whole number

2 3. 2 1/2
(27)^ + (16)*--^+^^

175. Simplify

176. Solve

, , , x-'ia x-5a x+ 6a x + 5a
(0 ::^-or+:7-x; = -r—?:;+,x-3a cc-4a x-4a x- 3a

(2) 3x2-

8ar2.

a^x^+ 2ah^x^+ b*x*

7' + xy + Sy^=8^ }

'-3xy + 8y^=nlj'

177. Find the square root of ,^ r. ™^
a^"' + 2a^x"+ x''"

178, Simplify

(1) -pxVacx^x -.
(2)

1

3^3=^ J

179. A boat's crew can row 8 miles an hour in still water ; what is

the speed of a river's current if it take them 2 hours and 40
minutes to row 8 miles up and 8 miles down ?

180. Iia= x^-yz, b—y^-zx, c=z'^-xy, prove that

a^ -hc=x{ax + hy + cz).

181. Find a quantity such that when it is subtracted from each
of the quantities a, b, c, the remainders are in continued
proportion.

182. Simplify

a^-y^(x+ y
x + y-

(1)
xy

I
X' -y

x+ y

lO^
2(7x-4) x-lO 2(4a;-l)

• ' 6cc2-7a:+2"^6a^-x--2 4x2-1
*
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183. Find the sixth root of

729 - 2916a;2 + 4860z* - i320x^ + 2160a:« - 576x"

+

Qix^.

184. Simplify

(I)
'

X + six- - 1 X - slx"^ - 1*

(2) 4/16 + 4/81-4/^^512+3/192-74/9.

5
185. Solve (1)

D-X

186. Simplify

(2) x-2/- + 192 = 28xy'|

a: + y = 8 J

h-e c-a a-b
o--(6-c)='"*'62_(c-^2+c2_(a-6)»'

187. Solve (1) r-15| +—^3=6.

(2) 2(x + i/-i) = 3(a;-i-y)=4.

188. If xy=ab(a + b) and x--a:y + 2/^^=0' + 6' prove that

(M)(M)=»-
189. Find the H.C.F. of

(2o2-3a-2)ar + (a2 + 7a + 2)a:-a2-2a

and (4a2 + 4a + l)a:2-(4a2+2a)x + o2.

\/2x + \/2l2^^)—

^

v2a;

-i + V2(2x-l)-N^.

a*b'' + 6*c= + 0*0^ - a-b* - b\* - cV
a^h + t^c + c^a - aiP' - bc^ - ca\

7 1 lOx-1

190.
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193. If P be the difference between any quantity and its reciprocal,

q the difiference between the square of the same quantity
and the square of its reciprocal, shew that

194. A man started for a walk when the hands of his watch were
coincident between three and four o'clock. When he
finished, the hands were again coincident between five and
six o'clock. What was the time when he started, and how
long did he walk ?

195. If n be an integer, shew that 72n+i + l is always divisible

by 8.

196. Simplify / f^p) \.r

197. Find the value of

... 7 + 3V5 7-3V5
^ ' 7-3^/5 "^7 + 3^/5*

'\+x-sl\-x
(2) -^== j== when x=:^^-^.

198. If a + b + c + d=2s, prove that

^ah+ cdf-(a^ + b'^-c^-cPf=\6{s-a){s-b){s-c){s-d)i

199. A man buys a number of articles for $5, and sells for $5.40

all but two at 5 cents apiece more than they cost : how
many did he buy ?

200. Find the square root of

2{Hlx^ + y^) -2(9.1-" + if) {:ix-yf + (3x-y)*.

201. If X : a : : 1/ : h : : z : c, prove that

(be + era + ab)'^(x- + y'^ + z^) = (bz + ex + ay)-(n- + b- + c^).
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I. e. Page 8^.

1. 20, 2, 2, 12, 30. 2. .3, 5 25, 8, 11 25, 15. 3. 6.

4. 4-48, 17-76, 27-52, 40. 6. 504. 8. The first by 24.

10. 21, 0. 12. 190.
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1 2
20. x'-r x-y + lxy^-\-Z'^. 21. -a--^.

22. -Za-\b. 23. -^a + |fe-lc. 24. |a-|^-^c.

25. \x'^-'^xy + ly\ 26. la^ + Lft-ift^.

27.

3~ 3^;, . 2^ • —• 6 ' 5 6

^x?--^xy-^y\ 28. - -^a? + :^ax^ -V -^a^x.

29. -gx'^-xy+^y^ 30. -aS-^^a^fe + lafta + fcs.

rV. a. Page 21.

1. -2a-2c. 2. 3a-56-4f. 3. 13x + l8y-]9z.

4.
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Miscellaneous Examples L Page 23.

1. (1) 2x + a;2: (2) -3a + b

3. (1) 21 ; (2) 108. 4. (1) 11 ; (2) 18.

6. 8a^-2a. 9. 2x3-2a;2.

12. 47; 12. 13. -y'^ + y. 15. 36.

18. a; + 2z. 20. Ixy. 21. 8.

26. 30 B.C. 26. 2a^-2x.

29. a + 3b miles south of 0.

2. 2a + 2c

IL 2a -{36 + 5c).

16. 0. 17. o^ft.

23. 4a. 24. 118.

28, a + b-{c- d).

30. 2x^ + 7x-S.

V. a. Page 27.

1.

6.

9.

13.

17.

20.

22.

24.

26.

35x7.

8a368.

28a''6'.

2;cV-

2.

6.

10.

14.

18.

a<^b + aW-a^bc^.
20a*b(^ + I2a%^(^ - 8a^b(f.

4Sa^f - 40»V + 56a;3y».

20a». 3. 56a<6». 4. 30xhf\

6a-hc*. 7, 4a6fe«. g. 10a»6.

5a^l^x^y^. 11. Ga'^x'y^. 12, ahcxyz.

2»a?h^oc'. 15. 40a"car». 16. SOa^y*.

3a5x8y'6. 19. o^ft^ + oSftac.

21 \02? + %xhf.

23. atV + a^k^-aSt^c.

25. 15xSy + Za^y^ - 2\a*y'^.

27. 6a»6'c - 7a36«c2.

1. 36.

6. -12

11. - 16.

16. 500.

21. 40.

26. 3.

2. -48.

7. -9.

12. 375.

17. - 180.

22. - 63.

27. 1.

V. b. Page 30.

3. 5. 4. 24- 8. -16.

8. -24. 9. -168. 10. 480.

13. 500. 14. 140. 15. -2000.

18. -56. 19. -1000. 20. -224.

23. 118. 24. -130. 25. -54.

28. 0. 29. 29. 30. -13.

V. c. Page 31.

1. -3aV. 2. 14a262a;2. 3. -a^'.

6. Sa'ftVrfS, 6 -5a?y*^\ 7,

8. aWc'-aWc* 9. Sr^+Sxy + 3xz. 10

11. a'^V^c-aiflc' + a^c^.

13. i5arV - 18a~y + 2ix'f.

15. -^z-yh'^ + 3^^^-Sa^y^?. 16.

17 nx*y^ + I053*y*. 18.

19l -aS>V+a»6V + o»&»(r. 20.

4. - 60a^».

-363^h-4Sxyh''.

a*bc - al?c + aJtx^.

12 14a^6=' + 28a»6*.

14. 56aV + 40arV-

-48x»y«c» + 96a:*yV.
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11. apx^-(2a + Sp)x- + (6-aq)x + 3q.

12. a;«-(a2 + 26)a;* + (2ac + Z>2)x2-c2.

13. a^x^ + (6a - 1 ) x* + (9-2b)x^- b\

14. x8 - ( a2 + 2&) a;« + (2ac + 62 + 2d) X* - (2hd + c^) x^ + oP.

VIII. (1). Page 54^.

1.
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22. ah-t 23.?^. 24. *^ hours. 25. ?^.
9 4a; 20 156

26. 1^. 27. 1-days. 28. t/z. 29. J'
. 30. ^^.

31. ^(^-l)(j9-2) = 2/. 32. &n = x. 33. pq = 5(a-b),

34. -=m + n + 10. 35. o + a; + 5= 2(a + 5) ; 35 ; 24.

36. _^+^] 37. />-5 = 7(g-5).
100

IX. c. Page 08^.

1. (i) 272 sq. ft. ; (ii) IG ft. ; (iii) 6 cli. 84 Iks.

2. (i, 50 cu. ft. ; (ii) 4^ cu. ft. ; (iii) 5 ft.

3. (i) 49 ; (ii) 1 hr. 20 min. ; (iii) 37^.

4. (i) 144 -9 ft.
;

(ii) 5 sees.

5. 22 in., 38-5 sq. in. ; 11 ft., 9625 sq. ft.

6. (i) 24-64 sq. in. ; (ii) 1 ft. 9 in.

7. (i) 2{x + y)ft.; (ii) ary sq. ft.; (iii) 2z{x + y)sq. ft.

8. 59 ft. 10 in. ; 210 sq. ft. ; 718 sq. ft. 9. 10 ft. 6 in.

10. (i)22sq. cm. ;
(ii) 3-6 sq. in. 11. 1-5 in. 12. 27 sq. ft.

13. 328. 14. 15. 15. 55. 16. (i) and (iii)

20. (i) 17; (ii) 24; (iii) 40; (iv) 1-6.

21. (i) -7854; (ii)96-6; (iii) 294. 22. 40. 23. 12.

24. (i) 9780 ;
(ii) 1 ;

(iii) 12 ;
(iv) - 40-5.

25. 4, 5i 6f , 7f , 8i 10.

X. a. Page 71.

1. 17, 12. 2. 13, 5. 3. 75. 4. 20 miles.

5. 15, 43. 6. 162. 7. 1. 8. 50, 55.

9. 27, 28, 29. 10. 3, 5. 11. 15, 5. 12. $20.

13. 5. 14. 60, 61. 15. 6, 3.

16. A $100, 5 $130, C$150. 17. 16 quarters, 30 ten-cent pieces,

18. Silk $1.50, Linen 30 cts. 19. 48,12. 20. 65,40.

21. 60, 10. 22. 20 half-dollars, 5 dollars, 10 ten-cent pieces.

23. 25, 5. 24. 123 runs, 10 byes, 5 wides.

25. 15 ft., 12 ft. 26. 18 ft., 10 ft.
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XII. b. Page 77.

1 ?^ 2 - 3
^^^"'^^

4 14&3

36 ' '6c
'

be '

'

15c^y

_ 3mnz^ g 9m7ty)
7 ^

8
'*^^

' 2x ' ^F~* 2^" '

441y3'

9. ^. 10. 3. 11. ^. 12. ,-^-. 13. 7^.
Tix* 4a 4a^c Soda;

14. 6^^. 16. ?^'. 16. 8. 17. ^. 18. y^.
5a 4a:'*y lOa;^

XII. c. Page 78.

1 '*^' y 2 ^^' ^y^

2a
*

3a;2y '

4 ac?, 6c, 26rf g 6ac, 6^

6d 36c 20/1

„ 3^, 2p g 2to, n - a^, 6^ . aa;, 6

6x ' ' 6x ' ' abc
'

' x^

,. 2y, 3a; ._ x^, y"^, Sx'h/ .„ 4x^, 9y'^

xy ' ' xy ' Qxy

J.
8ac, 3a6 9ac, 56^

,
18, 3ct6, a^

106c * ' 216c ' 9a

XII. d. Page 79.

y. 3 -^ 4.
^'^^"^^

20' ' 12" 3a; '

3a -26 „ 3m-2?i « 2m -Sw

1. —. 2. ^. _. .

6 20 12 3a;

5. ?^±^ 6.
3 12 24

o
3x-y 3a + 6 3^-9

' 21 39 48

'- ^- "• S- ^^- !• ^«-

.„ 11a _ 5z 7a; u...
17. -3^. 18. 24- 19- 18- 20. ^
21. ^. 22. ^. 23. ^^:;^. 24.

25. ^^. 26. ^^:^. 27. ^^-^ 28.
c z

"-

29- ^^ 30. -^
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Miscellaneous Examples II. Page 80.

1. 3x^ + 7x-8. 2. 132. 3. 20.

4. a- + b- + c\ 5. a:5_iia;_io. 6. (l)J;(2)-3.

7. a;2 + 2a;-3. 8. -4a + 5ft. 9. 5x.

10. 4a;2-6x-l. 11. (1) a:2+14a;-51 ; (2) 24x2 -55a: -24.

12. (l)j; (2)1. 13. -a6. 14. |

15. 16a2 + 2a6. 16. afi + 4x* + 'iSx - 32.

17. 29a. 18. (1) -2; (2)41. 19. 3j^-5p^ + 2p.

20. 6a + 2c -2d 21. 23:^-z^-x. 22. 1.

23. 1935. 24. 4. 25. 4m-57i.

26. 3x-9. 27. 0. 28. (1) - 15 ; (2)4.

29. 32/» - 92/2 + 2y - 1. 30. A $ 800, i? $320.

31. 14. 32. 6»i'«-96. 33. x-2.

34. op + 6g miles ;
— hours. Numerically, 55 miles ; 5 hours.

35. (1)^; (2) 7^^. 36. .$1080,8360,8180.

XIII. a. Page 86.

1. x=2, y=l. 2. ar= 3, y-5.

4. a;=4, y= -1. 5. x= 1, y=2.

7. x=5, y = 6. 8. a;= 1, y— 2.

10. a;= 2, y= l. 11. x= 1, y= 3.

13. a:= 7, y=5. 14. a;=10, y= 3.

16. x=7, y= 8. 17. a;= 6, y=8.

19. a;=-7, y=-3. 20. x=17, y=-19. 21. a;=l, y= 2.

XIII. b. Page 87.

3.
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XIII. c. Page 90,

1. x= \, y= 2, z= 3. 2.

3. x^2, y^ 3, z= 1. 4.

5. x-2, 2/= 2, z= -4. 6.

7. a:=5, y= 6, 2= 7. 8.

9. x=2, y= -2, z= 5. 10.

11. x==8, y= 10, z= 14. 12.

13. x=6, y= 8, z= 5. 14.

16. a;=6, y= 2, z= 1. 16.

x= -2, z/= 4,

a;= 1, 3/= 2,

a:= 3, y= 2,

x= 1, y= 2,

a:= 4, y= -3,

x= 3, y= 9,

3 2
^= 2' ^= 3'

a;= 35, y= 30,

2= 1.

2= 3.

2= 1.

2= 3.

z= 2.

2=15.

5
^= 6-

2= 25.

1, a;=5, y= 3.

1 1
4.

7.

10.

13.

x=2, y=-3.

x=9, y=25.

1 1

XIII. d. Page 92.

2. x=2. y=l.

x=7, y=6.

^-2' ^~3' ^~4

5.

8.

n.

15. x=3, y=-2, 2=1.

x= -5, y=4.

1
x=^, y=i

3. a;=3, y=2.

1 1
6. ^=3, y=5-

2 3
9- x=v y=T

12. x= 5. ,=
g

14. a;-g, y-j^, 2-^

XIV. Page 95.

1. 22, 12. 2. 55, 18. 3. 25, 17. 4. 53, 23.

5. 23, 17. 6. Tea 85c. , Sugar 5c. 7. H(jrse $23. Cow $ 16.

$20. 9. A $99, 5 $115, C $.33, D $23.

11. A 55 years, B 21 years.

13. C 3i miles, D 4^ miles.

16. ^. 17. :^.- 18. 28, 82.
15 14

21. 72. 22. $5, 8 ten-cts.

A 140, B $60, C $70, D
A 36 years, 5 14 years.

A 5 miles, B 4 miles.

13 15
25- "• 26-

19. 85, 58. 20. 27.

23.

8.

10.

12.

14.

8 white, 12 black. 24. 860. 25. Man $1.75, Boy 60c.

26. 20 lbs. , 40 lbs. 27. 15 miles. 28. 8 hours.

29. 6 miles, 3 miles an hour. 30. 45.

31. $500. 32. 3 mile|, 4y miles an hour.

i!:.A. 2 B
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XV. c. Page 101.

1. x^+3ax- + 3a^x + a^ 2. a^ - 3aaP + 3a^x - a\

3. x^ - Gx-y + I2xy' - Sy^. 4. 8x^ + 12xry + 6xy^+i^.

6. 27a:3-135a;2i/ + 225an/--12cV. 6. a^b^+3aWc + 3abc^+ <^.

7. 8a^b^-36a%^c + 5'kibc'^-27c^ 8. 125a^-15a^bc + 15ab^<^-b^c^

9. afi + \2xY + 48a;V + 64/.

10. 64x6 _ 240a;V + 300xV - 125y6.

11. 8a» - 3Qa%^ + 54a364 _ 2766.

12. 125x15 -300a;iV + 240a;5/-64yi2.

13. a3_2a25 + !„52_ 8
j3^ ^^ l.a^ + '^cfi +^+ 8.

15. ^a;6_a,5+ 9a.4_27a^. le. ^a3+ga2a;+ 2aa;2+8a;3^

XVI. a. Page 103.

L 2aft2- 2. 3x3^.. 3. 5xV. *• ^^(?- 5. 9a3&4

6. 10a;*. 7. aPbh\ 8. a^j^e. 9. gar-yS. 10.
ai8'

11. _. 12. -^ 13. j^. 14. g^g. 15. ---^.

16. "^^- 17. 3a26c 18. -2a*b'. 19. 4xV:'- 20. -la^b^

a^^J^ „„ 2ar' „, 5a62 3.»^' „^ „ ,
^^' -5- 22. gp. 23. g^. 24. -^^,, 25. a^x3.

26. a;V' 27, 2a;2/2_ 28. 3a^b. 29. 2ax*'. 30, -a:^,,^.

XVT. b. Page 106.

1. a;+2y. 2. 3a+ 26. 3. x-5y. 4. 2a;-3?/.

5. 9x+ 2/. 6. 5x-3y. 7. x^-y\ 8. l-o.^

9. a2_„4.i. 10. 2x2-3x+ 5. 11. 3x2-2x-l.

12. x2_2a;+l. 13. 2a2 + a_2. 14. l-5x + a;^.

15. 2x+ 3y-5z. 16. ia? + 2x^-7^. 17. a;3_iix+17.

18. 5a;2_3aa; + 4a2 jg^ 2x2+y2_322. 20. a6-2ac + 36c

21 2a2+62_3c2_ 22. 2x2-xy + 3y-. 23. 3x2-5x+ 7.

24. l-2x4 3x2-4a:8^ 25. ax^- 26x2+ 3c.
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XVII. b. Page 113.

1. {a+ h){a + c). 2.

4. (a + .3)(a + c). 5.

7. (5 + 6)(a + fc). 8.

10. [p + q)(r-s). 11.

13. {2x + y)(a+ b). 14.

16. {x-2y){m-n). 17.

19. (a + b)(x- + 2). 20.

22. (3a: + 5)(:c2+l). 23.

25. (a + &c)(a;i/-s). 26.

28. (aa:+6!/)(m.r-ny). 29.

(a-c)(a4-6). 3.

(2 + c)(a: + c). 6.

(a-y){h-y). 9.

{x-y)(7n -n). 12.

(3a-6)(a;-y). 15.

{ax-3by)(x-y). 18.

(:i:-3)(x-y). 21.

{x+l){x^+ 2). 24.

(y^+ ^')(a^-a). 27.

(a-&-c)(a;-2/). 30.

1.
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19. (a+ 5)(a-17). 20. (a + 8)(a-19). 21. {xy + 5){xy -S).

22. (x+\2y){x-5y). 23. (,x + 7a)(x-6a). 24. (x + 3y)(a;- 35y).

25. {a+Uy){a-l5y). 26. (a: + 23) (a: -5). 27. (a; + 4y)(a:-24y).

28. (a; + 26) (a; -10). 29. (a + 2)(a-13). 30. (ay + 24) (ay- 10).

31. (a^ + 762) („2 _ 3J2)_ 32. (^^2 + 3) (3.2 _ 17). 33. (^2 + 93.2) (y2 _ 33-2)

34. (a6 + 2c)(a6-5c). 36. (a+ 14M(a-25a;).

36. (a + 9a:y)(a-27a:y). 37. {x^ + 25a'^){x'^-12a^).

38. (a;2 + lla")(a;2-12a2). 39. (x2+ 21a2)(a;'2-22a2).

40. •(a;3+ 30)(a^_29). 41. (1 +a»)(2-a;). 42. (2 + a;)(3-a;).

43. (ll+x)(10-x). 44. f20 + a;)(19-x). 46. (15 + ar)(8-ox).

46. (5 + xy)(13-a;y). 47. (14 + a;)(7-x). 48. (17 + a;)(12-a;).

XVII. e. Page 119.

L (a;+l)(2a;+ l). 2. (a;+l)(3a; + 2). 3. (a; + 2)(2x + l).

4. (x+ 3)(3a: + l). 5. (x + 4)(2a; + l). 6. (a; + 2)(3ar + 2).

7. (a;+ 2) {2a; + 3). 8. (x + 5)(2a; + l). 9. (x + 3)(3x + 2).

10. (a;+ 2)(5x + l). 11. (a; + 2)(2a;- 1). 12. (a;+l)(3a;-2).

13. (a;+ 3)(4a;-l). 14. (a: + 5)(3x- 1). 15. (a; + 8)(2a;- 1).

16. {2a; + l)(a;-l). 17. (a: + 3) {3a; -2). 18. (a; + 4) (2a; - 7).

19. (a; + 6) (3a; -5). 20. (2a; + 3){3x- 1). 21. {3x+ 1 ) (2a; - 3).

22. (3a; + 4){a; + l). 23. (a; + 7)(3a; + 2). 24. (2a; + 5) (a; -3).

25. (a; + 7) (3a; -2). 26. (a; -7) (3a; + 2). 27. (3a; -5) (2a; -7).

28. (4a; -7) (a; + 2). 29. (a; -2) (3a- - 7). 30. (x+13)(3a; + 2).

31. (a; + 5) {4a; + 3). 32. (2a; + y)(a;-3y). 33. (2a;-7)(4x - 5).

34. (3x-2y)(4x-5y). 35. (15x- l)(x+15). 36. (15x-2)(x-5).

37. (12x + 5){x-3). 38. (12a;-7){2x + 3). 39. (8x-9)(9x- 8).

40. (8x + y)(3x-4y). 41. (2+ x){l-2x). 42 (3-x)(l +4a-).

43. (2 + 3x)f3-2x). 44. (4 + 3x) ( 1 - 2a;). 45. (l + 7x)(5-3x)

46. (7 + 3a;)(l+a;). 47. (6-x){3-5x). 48. (4+5a;)(2-x).

49. (5 + 4a;){4-5x). 50. (8 - 9x) (3 + 8x).

XVII. f. Page 120.

1. (x + 2)(x-2). 2. (a + 9) (a -9). 3. (y + 10)(y- 10).

4. (c + 12)(c-12). 5. (3 + a)(3-a). 6. (7 + c)(7-c).

7, (ll+x)(ll-x), 8. (20 + a)(20-a). 9. (x+ 3a) (x - 3o).

10. (y + 5x)(y-5x). 11. (6x + 56) (6x - 56). 12. (3x+l){3x-l).

13. (6JO + 79) (6^0-77). 14. {2k+\)(2k-l). 15. {7 + \Ok)(7-lOky

16. (l + 5x)(l-6x). 17. (a + 26) (a -26). 18. (3x + y) (3x - y).
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19.

21.

23.

25.

28.

30.

33.

36.

38.

41.

43.

45.

47.

49.

61.

63.

65.

67.

69.

61.

pq + 6){pq-6). 20.

x2 + 3)(x2-3). 22.

5x + 8){5x-S). 24.

x^ + 5){j^-5). 26.

9x3 + 5a) (9x3 -5a).

a + 8x3)(a-8x3)_ ^i

l+aJ)){l-ab). 34.

3a^ + 5b-)(Za--ob^).

X -r oy) [x - ay). 39.

lla + 92:){lla-9x),

8x + 523)(8x-52;3).

9ph? + bh){%i^-5h).
6x18 + 7a7) (6x^8 -Ta^).

5x* + 4a*)(5x*--ia'*).

1000x150= 150000.

1000 X 50O X 500000.

1006x500 = 503000.

2000x1446 = 2892000.

2500x112-2 = 2805000.

16264x2= 32528.

(ab + -2cd){,ah-2cd).

{3a2 + ll)(3a2-ll).

(9a2 + 7x2)(9a2-7x2).

(l + 6a3)(l-6a3). 27

29

(ai + 3x3)(a6-3x3). 32.

(2 + x)(2-x). 35.

37.

(l + 10?;)(l-10i). 40.

42.

44.

46.

48.

50.

52.

54.

56.

58.

60.

62.

(3x2 + a) (3x2 -a).

(x2a + 7)(x-a-7).

(x3y3+ 2)(x3y3-2).

(3 + 2a) (3 -2a).

(x2 + 4i)(x2-46),

(o + 8x)(5-8x).

(j99 + 8a2)(^7-8a2).

(7x2 ^ ^y'i)['Jx^ - 42/2)

(4x8 + 3^)(4x8-3y3).

(l-rl0a362c)(l-10a362c).

(ab-c^ + x8) (ot^c^ - xS)^

241x1=241.

658x20= 13160.

200x2= 400.

2378x900 = 2140200.

3000x2462 = 7.386000.

10002 x 10000= 100020000.

XVII. g.

1. {a + h + c)(a rb-c).

3. (x+i/ + 22)(x + y-22).

5. (a + 36 + 4x)(a + 3i-4x).

7. (x + 5c + l)(x + 5c- 1).

9. (2x-3a + 3c)(2x-3a-3c).

11- {x+ y + z)(x-y-z).

13. (3x+ 2a-3fe)(3x-2a + 3i).

16. (c + 5a-36)(c-5a + 36).

17. {a-b + x + y)(a-b-x- y).

19. {a + b + m-n){a + b-m + n).

21. {b-c + a-x){b-c-a + x).

23. (a + 2i + .3x + 4y)(a + 25-3x-
24. (l + 7a-36)(l-7a + 36).

26. (a-3x + 42/)(a-3x-4y).

28. (a + b-c + x-y + z)(a + b-c
29. (3a + 2i + c + x-2y)(3a + 26-

Page 121.

2. [a-b + c){a-b-c).

4. (x + 2!/ + a)(x + 2i/-a).

6. (x + 5a + 3i/)(x + 5a -3y).

8, (a-2x + 6)(a-2x-6).

10. {a + b-c){a-b + c).

12. {•2a+ y-z){2r,-y + z).

14. (l + a-6)(l-a + 6).

16. la + b + c + d)(a+ b-c-d).
18. (7x + y + l)(7x + ?/- 1).

20. (a-7i+ 6 + 7n)(a-K-i-m).
22. (ia + x+ b + y){4a + x-b-y).

42/).

25. (a-6 + x-y)(a-6-x + y).

27. (2a-5x + l)(2a-5x-l).

-x + y-z).

c-x+ 2y). 30. y{2x + y).
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31. y(2ar-y). 32. (x + 5y){x + y). 33. 41x{x + 2y).

34. {8x-\-y){2x+3y). 35. 5y{Qx-5y). 36. (12.r- l)(2x + 7).

37. 5a (a + 2). 38. (Ta+l )(«-!). 39. 3a(« + 2/)-2c).

40. x(a;-14y+2z). 41. 2/{2a; +y- 16). 42. o(4x + a-6).

XVII. h. Page 122.

1. {x + y + a){x + y-a). 2. (a-6 + x)(a-?)-a;).

3. (a: -3a + 46) (a: -3a -46). 4. {2a + 6 + 3r)(2a + 6-3c).

6. {x + a + y)(x + a-y). 6. {a + y + x){a + y-x).
7. (.r + a + 6)(a;-a-6). 8. {y + c-x)(y -c + x).

9. (l + a; + ?/)(l -a:;-y). 10. (c + a;-3/)(r -a; + y).

11. {x + y + 2xy)(x + y-2xy). 12. (a-26H-3ar)(a-26-3ac).

13. {x + y + a + b){x + y-a-b). 14. (a-6 + c + d){a-6-c -rf).

15. (x-2a + 6-y)(a;-2a-6 + y). 16. {y + b + a + 3x){y + b-a-'!ix).

17. (a;-l + a + 26)(a;-l-a-26). 18. (.3a-l + a: + 4rf)(3a-l-a;-4d).

19. {x-y + a-b){x-y-a + b). 20. (a-o + c + cZ)(a-6-c-d).

21. {2x-Sa + c + k){2x-3a-c-k).
22. (a-56 + .36a:-l)(a-56-36x+l).

23. {n^ + 4x- + 53^-3)(a'^ + 4x--5x^ + 3).

24. (.r2-«2 4.a._3)(a;2_a2_^^_3v_

S5. (a- + a6 + 6'^(a2-a6 + 62). 26. (x'^ + 2xy + 4y~){x--2xy + 4y%
27. (/>2 + 3iD7 + V)(p2_3^^ + 5^2)^ 28. (c'^ + cd + 2(P)(c^-cd + 2cP).

29. (.r2 + 3.ry-j^2)(a;2_3^y_y2)_

30. (2m2 + 3mn + n^) (2m2 - 3mn + li^), or (4m- - ?/2)(,n2 - h^),

XVII. k. Page 123.

1. (x-y){x^+ xy + y-). 2. {x + y){x^-xy + y^).

3. (a:-l)(a;2+ a;+l). 4. (1 +a)(l -a + a^).

6. (2a;-y)(4x2 + 2cn/ + i/2). 6. {x + 2i/){x^-2xy + 4y^).

7. (3a- + l)(9x2-3x+l). 8. (l-2?/)(l+2y + 4y2).

9. {ab-c){a%'^ + abc + c^). 10. (2.r4-3.y)(4x-2-6.rv + ny').

11. (l-7x){l+'lx + 49x'^). 12. (4 + y)(16-4y + y2).

13. (5 + a)(25-5a, + a2). 14. (6 -a)(36 + 6a + a2).

15. (ab + H){aVr-~Rah + 64). 16. {\0y -l)(lOOy^-+\Oy+l).

17. (.-c + 42/)(a;2-4j.y+16y2). ig. (3- 10x)(9 + .30a-+ lOOx^).

19. (ah + 6c){a^b^-6abc + 36c'^). 20. (7 -2a-){49+ 14a- + 4a-2).

21. (a + 36) (a2- Soft + 962). 22. (.3a;-4y)(9x2 + 12ry+ IG/A

23. (5j;-1)(25x2 + 5x + 1). 24. (6p- 7) (36;/^ + 42/* + 49).

26. {xy+ z){xY-xyz + z'^). 26. (oftc- l){a26V + a6c+l).
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27. {7x + lOy) (49x2 - 'JOxy + lOOy^).

28. (9a-46)(81a2 + 36a6 + 16?>2).

29. (2ab + dx)(4<i^b^ - lOabx + 25x%

30. {xy-%z){x'^y'^ + Qxyz + mz^). 31. {x'^-'iy){o(^ + Zxhj + 9y'^).

32. (4a;2 + 53/)(16a;*-20x2i/ + 25y2). 33. (2a; -z^) (4^2 + 20:22 + 2^).

34. (6ar2-6)(36a;* + 6a;2fe + 62). 35. (a + 76) (a^ - 7a6 + 4962).

36. (a2 + 96)(a^-9a"6 + 8162). 37. (2x-9y'^){^x^+\Sxy'^+S\y*).

38. (;9g-3a:)(;52g2 + 3^g,a; + 9a;2). 39. (z-'^y'^){z'^+ ^zy'^+lQy*).

40. (a;y-8)(a;2y2 + 8a;y + 64).

XVn. 1. Page 124^.

x-l){x-2). 2. (a + 2)(a + 5). 3. (6 + 4)(6-3).

:2/-7)(2/ + 3). 5. (c+l)(c+ll). 6. (x'-5)(a; + l).

M + 2)(n + 10). 8. (y + 10)(y-l). 9. (p-Qq)[p + ^q).

y + U)(y-\Q). 11. (2-15)(2 + 6). 12. (/t-6)(^-8).

a + 9) (a + 9). 14. (6 -27) (6 + 3). 15. (c + 27)(c + 3).

a;-7)(cc-7). 17. [y + lz)(y + ^z). 18. (2 + 9)(2-7).

?i + 8)(?i + 3). 20, (i9-8)(i9 + 3). 21. {l + \2)[l-Z).

ab-2){ab-2). 23. (a6 + 8)(a6 + 2). 24. (6 -9) (6 + 5).

wi+ll)(TO-8). 26. (9i-15)(w4-3). 27. (p+l3}(p-3).

xy-9){xy + 8). 29. (z-5)(2 + 4). 30. (x + Sy){x-ly).

a-\3b)(a + 2b). 32. (a6 -8)(a6 + 7). 33. {y"+\3)(y^-12).

22-13)(22 + 6). 35. (2/2 + 5) (2/2 -7). 36. (x+l3y){x-'ly).

1.

4.

7.

10.

13.

16.

19.

22.

25.

^8.

31.

34.

37. m^n"{m-3n). 38. 5x^{2 + 5xy). 39. {y-5){y + S).

40.

43.

46.

49.

52.

65.

68.

31.

a + b)(x + y). 41. {x + y)(x-z). 42. (3c-2)(c+l).

26 + l)(6 + 5). 44. {x-3y){x-3y). 45. (3a;- l)(x-3).

crf+l)(crf-2). 47. (2a:+ 3)(3x-l). 48. (a-fe)(4-c),

a3 + 2)(a!.+ l). 50. 2c2c? (c - 3(Z + ^2). 51. xy(x + 9)(x~'7).

2y-3)(3y + l). 53. (2a-- 3)(2.t;-3). 54. (3 + 4p) ( 1 - 3jt5).

4+j9g)(4+jig). 56. z(42-3)(2 + 2). 57. a(a + 7)(a-6).

m3 + 2)(2OT-l). 59. a^a-b)(a-3}. 60. (7 + x)(2-a;).

17-2)(l-2). 62. (2m2 + 3)(TO2-7). 63. {5x-3y){x+2y).

fi4. (3»i3-5)(2m3 + 9). 65. (3m - 4) (3ot - 4). 66. (5 + 9a) (5 - 9a).
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67.

69.

71.

73.

75.

77.

79.

81.

83.

86.

87.

89.

91.

93.

95.

96.

97.

98.

99.

100.

102.

104.

105.

106.

107.

109.

111.

113.

115.

117.

118.

(a-b'^ + S){a-b--3).

{l-4TO)(l+4m+lGw-).

{pq-l)(p^q^+2>q+\).

(l+8a;)(l-8a;).

4(5a62+l)(.5ai;-^-l).

(a + x+l)(a + x- 1).

x(3x + 2y){3x-2y).

l(l-7)(l + 6).

(ix^-3y)(lQx* + l2x^y + 9i/%

(a;2+17)(x2-17).

(lOz- 3) (1003^302 + 9).

{a + b + c)(a-b-c).

(a;2 + y-2 + Sxy)(x'^ + y^- 3xy).

68. (3 + l)(9-3l + P).

70. (L^ + 5l)(l^-5l).

72. (22 + l)(4z2_2s+l).

74. 2(5p+l)(25j>'^-5p+l).

76. (9 + cd) {81 -dcd + c^cP).

78. (4 + 6-c)(4-6+c).

80. (p-5q)(p + 4q).

82. (abc + 9d)(abc-9d).

84. (x-n){x+l9).

86. (^+17)(/-16).

88. (a + 23) (a -13).

90. (\ + x-3y){l-x + 3y).

92. (a2 + a + 2)(ti2-a + 2).

(6 -29) (6 + 27). 94. (x + 2){x'^ -2x + 4)(x-2)(x'^i 2x + i)

(3y + 2x) (9y- - Qxy + Ax"^) (3y - 2x) {Qy"^ + Qxy + 4a;2).

(x«+l)(a;2+l)(a;+l)(a:-l).

ab{3a + b) [9a^ - Sab + b-] (3a -b){9a^ + 3ab + b^).

a- {ax + 2y) (a^^^ - 2axy + iy-)(ax- 2y) {a^x"^ + 2axy + 4y-).

(a2 + 62)(rf«-a-/>2 + />^)(ci + 6){a,2_a6 + i2)(a-6)(a2 + a6 + 62).

(a;2 + 22/222) (a;2 + 2j/V). loi. {ah + %){a%'^ -8ab + Q\).

(2a; + 7)(x- + 5). 103. 20y(5a; + y)(5a; -?/).

{{a-\-bf+\]{a + b + \)(a-¥b-\).

{c + d-\){{c + df + c + d + \).

(l"a; + 2/){l+x-2/ + (:c-.y)2}.

(.r- 19) {a: + 1.3). 108. (a + 9)(a-31).

2{5(a-/0 + l}{25(o-6)2-5(a-6)+l}. 110. 2c{c- + 3d2).

9y(4a;2 + 2;ry + 2/2). 112. {x-2y){x + 2y+\).

(a-6)(a + 6 + l). 114. (a + 6)(ffl + ?'+ 1).

(a+ b){a^-ah + h'^+\). 116. (a + 3b) (a -36 + 1).

(x-y){2(a:-y) + lH2(a;-2/)-U.

a:y(a; + y)(a;-y)(x-y).
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Miscellaneous Examples III. Page 126.

1, 3(?-2x. 2. 42a -406 + 30c. 3. a^-c^.

4. (1) 12; (2)x = 5, 2/= 6. 5. y^ + 'ix-l.

6. 72. 7. 1^. 8. .^ + |x + |.

9. 2x2 -x. 10. {\){ax-b){ax + Z); [2)(2m^ + ^q){2'm?-^pq).

11. (1) a;=-2, y = 4; (2) a;= 5, y= -2. 12. ^ miles.
ph

13. 84x^+25a:3+]oia;-30. 14. (1)7; (2) -l|.

15. a:*+14a;3 + 27a;2- 154a; + 121.

16. (\) {x+ 2a)[x-h); {2) {x^+Uy){x' -'ky).

17. H.C.F.=7; L.C.M.=3528a36V. 18. $14. 19. 3p

21. (1) m-n = a + c; (2) 3a26- + c^=^ (m + ?i).

22. 8. 23. Qx'^-xy-y\

24. Train 31 miles, coach 7 miles.

25. (x-5)[2x-Z){x+\). 26. 33. 27. 2a;2 + 9x7/ - 7^^.

28. x= 2, y=z3, 2 = 0.

29. (1) xy(x + 2y){x-2y); (2) (m + ?i)(?rt- 7i)(2m2 + 3n2).

am
30. — days, 2^

XVIII. a. Page 129.

1, a + b. 2. .T + i/. 3. .T(a;-3/). 4. 2x-3y.

5. x + y. 6. ab{a-b). 7. a(a-a;). 8. a + 2a:.

9. b(a + b). 10. a;-3y. 11. a-x. 12. 2a; + y.

13. 2(5.r-l). 14. 3x + 2y. 15. ar + l. 16. y{x-]).

17. {x-yf. 18. a;2 + «2. 19. a; + 27/. 20. a; -3a.

21. a; + 2. 22. x-5. 23. x-S. 24. a;-3.

25. 3a:+l. 26. x--l. 27. cx + d. 28. x'^+ y.

29. x(a-^h). 30. 2a; + 1. 31. x'-'(3a; + 2).
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13.

16.

5z + 2
[x2-3].

7a; -4
3(x-3a){x 4a)

2(x + 3a)(x + 4a)

14.

[x-2a]. 16.

2a;2 + 3x + 5

2a;2 + 3x-5
a{x + 8a)

x(x + 7a)

[2x2 -3a; + 5].

[a;2-13aa;+ 5a2].

1.

6.

8.

11.

13.

15.

17.

19.

21

1.
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XX. b. Page 146.

1. H.C.F. a;-2. L.C.M. (x+ l)2(x + 2)(a;-2)(x-3).

2. {ax + b)(ax-b){bx + a). 3. xy (x - a) {y - b) (y - 2b).

4. H.C.F. x(x + 3). L.C.M. x(a;-l)(a; + 3)(2a;-l).

6. (l+x)3(l-x)2. 6. {x-2){x-4){x-6). .

7. H.C.F. 2x+l. L.C.M. (2x + l)(a:+l)(x-l)(3x + 2)(3a:-2}.

8. ab'^c'^(c + af{c-a)\
9. L.C.M. y^(x-yf(x'^ + xy + y^). H.C.F. x-y.

10. H.C.F. 2x-3. L.C.M. (2x-3)(3x-2)(x + 4)(3x + 4).

11. (x + a)2(x2 + ax + a2)(x2-ax + a2).

12. H.C.F. 3x-y. L.C.M. (3x-y)(x + yf(x-y)'^.

13. x-1. 14. {a + b)(a-b)(a-2b){a^ + ab + b%
15. H.C.F. a2 + a;y. L.C.M. (a2 + xy)(2x + 3y)(2x-3(/).

16. H.C.F. (x- 3) (x- 4). L.C.M. (x-2)(x-3)(x-4)(x-5).

17. x-8a. 18. \05x'h/''{x + y)^{x-yf.

1.

XXI. a. Page 150.

4(x + l) 13 (x- 2) 3 2.5x - 61 ^ 17x

5 12 56 * 36'

. 19X-201 12x^ + 28x-27 „ q g 3(a + 3&)

225 8x2 8a

g eb'^c + 6bc2 + 3ac^ + 3a\ - 4a% + 4ab'^ ^^ a'^ + 3x2

12a&c
*

2ax

5x + 31 a*b^-b*c^ + a^c* . llx^- 18x2-27x- 16

102x a26V • • 30x3

14 x^ + y^ 15 3y + 2z .- d^ +¥ + c^-3ahc

x^* yz abc

XXI. b. Page 151.

- 2x+ 5
2

x + 5 , 1

(x + 2)(x + 3) (x + 3)(x + 4) (x-4)(x-5)

2(x + ^)) _ {a-b)x g {a + b)x-2ah
(x^~6)]x + 2)' (x + a)(x + 6)' " (x-a)(x-/.)

2 g 4ax g 8x

(x + 2)(x + 4)' a2 - x2' ^^^
10 6

11 _f^_ 12
5x+ 9

(x-2)(x-5)" x^-a^'
'

x2-9"

IS
x+2y -^ 3ax ._ 4^ib

'

ii^^^V" a2-4a«" 4a2-62'



28.

34.

37.
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16.
^"^^

-. 17. ^ . 18. .

19.
_5_x^

2j,_
^+ y^

. 21.
*«'

25x^-y'^ ' xy{x^-y*)' ' x(x + 2a)'

22. -1^. 23. —^^. 24. 26.
x^ -y^ a''- oar

25
^(^-^)

26
^' + «'

(a; -2)2 (a: + 2)' ' ax (x - a) {x + a)"^

XXI. c. Page 153.

1 -^ 2
^

3 Ir^ 4 4ag+ fe
2

'

a; + y 4a;2-y2-
• iS^^'^' ' 4a2_%2-

6 1+°^
6

't^-S - Q 8 12a2-4a + 7

9-a2-
•

6(a;2-l) *
"

' 3(4a2-9)
'

g 2(13a: + 7) j- a^+ y-' ^^ 2

3(x2_4)" a;4 + ^2y2 + y4- • i^x-4:)(x-G)'

12. = ?-^ ^. 13.
^

{x-2)(x-3)(x-4)' ' (x-l)(2a:+l)(2a; + 3)'

14. _ ^ , ^. 15.
17«

(a;-l)(2a;+l)(3a;-2)' "
(1 -2a) (4 + a) (3 + 5a)'

16.
23r „_ a: + 2

(l+2a;)(2+a;)(5-9a;)' (a:+ l)(a: + 3)'

18. 1 . 19. 1 20.
--3X + 2

a;+l a + 6 (x-2){x-l)(x+ l)

21. J_. 22. S^ti^l^ 23. ^

a; + 2" (x-\)(x-^l)(2x+l)' '
2a:+ r

24.
^^^+^1

26.
2X+13

(a:-l){a; + 2)(a; + 3)' ' (x + 3)(x + 4)(a;-4)*

26.
32a2

27
^Gx^

(l-2a)2(l+2a)' '

(3 - 2a:)2 (3 + 2cc)'

4a^

81 -a;*'

3j a(a'^ + 2aa; + 3a:^)

4(a'»-x^)

2a(a2 + 32.r2)

3(a^-256x-^)'

36a4

a8-656l" x2(a;2-4)' ' (3x - y) (x - 3y)'

40. ?
s- «• 1- 42. 0. 43. ^,.

(a;-l)(a; + l)2 ar^-i
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XXI. d. Page 156

1 a;-ll
2

1 g aH-3a ^ 2x-a

6.

20(x- 1) l-a'^ x + a x + a*

6 ^^ 7 ^- 8
^^('^^+^)

' \-x^' ' x-3' ' 4x^-9 '

6 1 216 2 n y^ 12 ?
12(1 -62)' 3(1 -a^)' ^^' y

13. J^. 14. ^^. 16. ^^
. 16 ^^''" + '

a; + y a;--4 4a2-2562' ' x^-fc'-i

17. __2^ 18
a^ + c

jg
a^-c

{x-a)(x-h) ' (x-a){x-h)

20. ,
"^ -. 21. 0. 22. '^"\. 23

*^"^

4a:2-l'
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ANSWERS. 389

17. '^--^. 18. 2. 19. -^^—„. 20.
2 X2+ 2/2

^"'
2x2-1

21.
2(a+ 6). 22. a + x. 23. 1. 24. I±^.
a-b x^ l + x^

25.
°^'-°^+^

26. 6 +£+^. 27.
"^<y^ + ^)

28. \-x.
2a -1 8a;(y + 6) xi/z + nx + wiz

29. ^'-f+| . 30. 2 31.
«::C^

32
6

x'^- 4x4-1 ar 1+ac a

33. —i-. 34. 4. 36. Sx^-l. 36. 2x^.
a + x

XXII, b. Page 167.

• 3 9 9x" 4 3
"^ 2' 2& 2

"^ 2 ^2a"

*. ^i
—=-• O. —t- ^ 4—

.

6. —

.

be ca ah a he 6 2 3

7. ar-x^+x^-x*; Rem. x^ 8. l + - + -i; + -g; Rem. -5.
a a- a-* a*

9. l + 2x + 2x2 + 2x3; Rem. 2x*. 10. l + x-x^-x^*; Rem. x^.

11. X-3+ ^;Rem. ^. 12. 1 + 2x+ 3x2+ 4x3 ; Rem. Sx^ - 4x».X x-^ x^

17. ^. 18. 3(a-2x)2. 19.
^"7^^"^

.

a:-4 6-6
a2-4b2

21
(2a;-3)(2x + 7)

a+36' 6

XXII. c. Page 168.

4(c-x) - x(x + a)
3.

3(a + x)' 2 a2+a6-2&a'

8xy(x2 + y2) 4x(2-x) g x^

(x2-y2)2 • • (a;-l)(x3+l)'
' 1 - X^'

1
g

1-X + X2

«;(x+ 1)2(1 +x+x2)' l+x + x2

g 2.r + 3 jQ 6x+ «
jj

ax3(x2-fa2)

3(x+6)' ax + h'

'

x3+ a3

12
«^

13 _ (a; + l)^
14 «±y

(a-x)(a + x)2' 3x3 + 6x2-x-8"
"

a?-y

IB
^^'"' + "+^)

. 16. \-^ 17. *
.

a(a+l)(a+ 2) 2(3-2x 1-x*
'••A

9.
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(2ar-l)(a;+l) „ a: -2
18. 1. 19. ^l"-" ±Q±2_i' 20.

{x + 2)(x-l) 4ar2-5a;-5

21. ^^72 22.
,
"'"';?,, . 23. 1. 24. 1.

(a;-2ar (x-a)(a + xr

25. 9a:--. 26. ^„. 27. ?;—t^^^
—

ti- 28.
a:' 2a:2' *'' 2ar(2a:-l)* i^ + a^

29. r- 30. a:. 31. x. 32. 6a:. 33. —^.
a + b 2

34. 1. 35. I a;--). 36. 1. 37. 1,(-^)-

38. -ir^—

—

rh- 39. 7-3

—

.,, . , , 40.
x2+4a; + l (a*-4)(a*-iy (3m + 2n)(9»i2-n2)

l+a; + a;2 2a: ^„ 1

(l+a;)(l+a:2)(l-a:)2
'''•

(a;-2)(a;+ 1)^' *"*•
a: + y'

44. 1. 45. 1. 46. 1. 47.

a^ + b''^ + c--bc-ca-ah ,„ , ^« 1 „ /^
48. —-T TT r-. j-r— . 49. 1. 50. 1. 51. 0.

{b-c){c-a)(a-b)

52. 2, + a + 6. 53.
(2^!±^!H^)

64. |«/^.^
a'^a; 9(a; + 3)

66. Ir^l 66. :c + 3. 57. l+a-a'. 68. --.

Miscellaneous Examples IV. Page 172.

1. -^. 2. 6. 3. aic(6-c); -6. 4. 7. 5. |.

6. (1)232; (2) -29. 7. (1) -19; (2)0. 8. 1. 9. -~.

10. (1) -12; (2)1. 11. 1. 12. Si. 13. 98a: -2y; 19^.

14. (1)1; (2)21. 15. (a: + 9) (a: +12). 16. (a-7)(a + 13).

17. (x-Sy)(x-l2y). 18. (a6- 17)(a6 + 3). 19. c(c + 13) (c - 12)

20. 71(771 -S7i)(m-3n). 21. (p- + 1q^)(p^-8q^).

22. (d'^ + 5c-){d + 3c)(d-3c). 23. xy(x + 6y){x-'ty).

24. (m+13)(m+15). 25. (l4-a)(15 + a). 26. {19 -pq)(S + j>q).

27. (a:2+16)(a:2+ll). 28. (a2+ 14)(a2- 7). 29. (c + 27)(c + 27)-

30. {9-xy){8 + xy). 31. (a^ + 2x^)(a^ + 7x^).

32. (p-l2q)(p + 9q). 33. 2(a3+ 12)(a3- 11).

34. a;2(a:-9)(a:+7). 35. (/«•+ 12)(6c -7). 36. (z+)7)(z + 17).

37. (a-3r)(a-19r). 38. yz(y -l){y+\3).

39. (2+33ir')(l-x)(l+x+x% 40. (2a6 -5)(a6 + 3).
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41. (3p - 4) (3p - 4). 42. {5 + mn){7 + m7i). 43. (17 + c)(7-c).

44. a^{2-x){3-x). 45. (2>?i + ,3)(3?«- 1). 46. (2a- 56)(2a + ?;).

47. {6p-q)(p-2q). 48. (5a; + 42) (4a; -5z). 49. (2.r2 + 3)(4x2-5).

50. 6(2y-l){y-2). 51. (3a6 + 4)(4a6 - 3).

52. (2a^b-5){a^b-2). 53. (7a; + 82/)(3.r-22/).

54. (9m-5»i)(2m + 3w). 55. {c + a-b)(c-a + b).

56. (a + 6-c)(a-6 + c). 57. (ox + 3y)(25x^-15xy + 9y-).

58. (a6 + 7)(a-i2-7a6 + 49). 69. (86-a2)(64/>2 + 86(i2 + a*).

60. {a + 2x-2y){a-2x + 2y). 61. (m-l-7i + l)(m + ?i- 1).

62. 2c'^(3c-^'i}{c-d). 63. (r(262_ i +a;_2/)(a2^2_ i _a. + y)_

64. (l+2w l-2m)(l-2m + 4m^){\+27n + 4m%
65. p3(i + i()^)(i_io^+100?2). 66. (81+a2)(9 + a)(9-a).

67. (a;2-l+y-z)(x2-l -?/ + £). 68. (a + 4?> -4c)(a-4& + 4c).

69. {c-d)(l + 2c-2d){l-2c + 2d). 70. (p-4r/)(p + 4g + 1).

71. 2[l+4a + 46][l-4(a + ?>) + 16(a + fc)2].

72. {x + Sy){l+x-~3xy + 9y-). 73. (a; + i/)(a;2 + 2/2).

74. (cx-d){ax + b). 75. (7+a)(2-a).

76. (14a;2+ 2/2)(7a;2-2/2), 77. (17 + a)(3-«).

78. (l+m+p)(l -wi-p). 79. (bx - a){ax-b).

80. (36-c + 4);(36-c-4). 81. (c + l)(c2-c + l)(x+ l)(x-l).

82. {3x-b){x + 2a). 83. (TO-7i)(m + 7i + a;)(?n + ?i-a;).

84. {a + b){c + a-b)(c-a+ b).

85. (x + 2)(x2-2a; + 4)(a;2+l)(a;+l)(x-l). 86. (a;+ l)(.T + 7)(2a;-3).

87. {2x + 5y){x-3y}{2x-5y). 88. 325a363(^2_a2)2(a. + 2a).

89. 2a;2-9a; + 9. 90. 2x^x'^~4){x'^-l6).

91. H.C.F.=a + 6 + c, Ij.C.M.=(a + b + c){a-b)(b-c){c-a).

92. a + &-c. 93. («-6)2(a + 6). 95. {a*-¥)(a + b-2c).

97. H.C.F.=(a;-7)(a;-3),

L.C.M.-:(a;-l)(a;-2)(a:-3)(x-4)(a;-5)(a;-7).

98. —1
. 99.

^-Q
. 100. %+^

(l-a-)2 {x^-9){x-3) (2x+l)2(2a;-l)

101. ?. 102. *
„-„. 103. 1. 104. 0. 105. -.

X (1-X2)2 9

106. ^^^^. 107. y-x. 108. ab. 109. 2(ac + &d)(a(i + 6c).

110. 1. 111. 1. 112. ('g''+ 2)(^+l). 113. J_.

114. -L_. 115. a;(l+a;-a;-). 116. ^^. 117. a + 6. 118. 1,
x+l a+b
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XXIII. a. Page 180.

1. 6. 2. ly"*^. 3. ~. 4. 1. 6. 20.

6. 2. 7. j=. 8 0. 9. 2. 10. -6|

11. 5. 12. 6. 13. -^. 14. -^. 16. 1.

16. -10. 17. -4. 18. 3f. 19. 3. 20. 4.

21. 6. 22. 13. 23. -7. 24. 2. 26. 2|.

26. 4. 27. U. 28. 14. 29. \. 30. 2}.

31. t 32. 3. 33. 20.

4

6

XXIII. b. Page 18L.

1. 7^- 2. a + 6. 3. —pjT

—

4. -

5. 3. 6. m-n. 7. , 8.

Ibc
^- "• ^«- 96 + 43- "• —

-

^2. 17a.

13. I 14. Sa + 2b. 16. ^. 16.
«'-2^'

3.
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.. _mm'{Tn + m/) _mm' (m - m')

OT- + 7n^ m^ +m '^

12 ^- g" „- P" 13 ^_^t^) „-li£zl).
ql-pm ^ mp-lq m m

14. x-a + h, y= a-h. 15. x = Za, y- -2b.

,. 2aa'b 2abb' ,_ f.
16. x=^n 71, y-^r, 71- 17. x= a, y= 0.

ab +aV ^ ab' + a'b
"

18. x=m + l, y=m + l. 19- ^=T> !/=-•

20. x= a + b, y=a-b. 21. x= a^-b^, y = a^ + b\

XXIV. Page 188.

1. 40. 2. 60. 3. 55. 4. 22.

5. 30. 6. 54. 7. 42. 8. 48, 23.

9. 21 j-^y' past one. 10. ITyy' past three.

11. 32y«y past six. 12. 5\^' past two. 13. 378, 216.

14. 15 persons ; 5 dollars. 15. 8 yards at $4.50 ; 16 yards at $4.

16. 17, 15. 17. 3 miles per hour.

18. 54. 19. 2i miles per hour.

20. 21yy' and 54^^' past seven At 5yi' past. 21. y^.

22. 10 p.m.; halfway. 23. I^ hours. 24. $200.

25. 30 miles. 26. $36000. 27.

3 2 fft,

28. 4 and 3 gallons. 29. "- and ^ of a pint. 30. ^^-;— miles.° u 5 ^ p+q
31.



S94

6.

9.

13.

17.

21.

26.

29.

33.

37.

1,

6.

9.

13.

17.

21.

26.
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XXVI. b. Page 205.

1. x=7, 4; y=4, 7. 2. x = 8, 5, y= 5, 8.

3. x=14, 9; y = 9, 14. 4. a;=7, -5; y = 5, -7.

6. a;=ll, -7; 2/ = 7, -11. 6. a:= 13, 0; y= 0, -13.

7. a;=±6, ±4; y=±4, ±6. 8. a;=±7, ±3; y=±3, ±7.

9. a;=±9, ±5; 7/= ±5, i9. 10. a;=±9, ±3; y=±3, ±9.

11.
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XXVII. Page 211.

1. 13. 2. 45, 9. 3. 7, 8. 4. 3. 5. 15, 12.

6. 9. 7. 7 hours. 8. 7,5. 9. 90 j'ards, 160 yards.

10. 55 feet, 30 feet. 11. 36', 60'. 12. 6.

13. 5 dollars. 14. 20. 15. 18 cents. 16. 3 feet.

17. 4 inches. 18. 121 square feet. 19. 4 cents.

20. 40, 12 ; 30, 16 yards. 21. 56. 22. 50. 23. 25.

24. 6§ miles. 25. 75. 26. 20, 30 miles an hour.

27. 40 and 45 miles an hour. 28. 10 gallons.

29. A, 16; B, 14. 30. Distance, 12 mi'es ; rate, 8 miles nn hour.

31. -(-l±v/5). 32 3-7 cm., 2-3 cm.

33. ^P = 20-9cm., SP=12-9cm. 35. 8-4 cm.

36. 2 6 cm., 1 -6 cm. S7. 9 cm., 4 cm.

39. (i)3, 4; (ii) 5, 6 ;
(iii) 5-2, O'S ;

(iv) 5-7, 2-3.

XXVTII. a. Page 216.

1. (a;2 + 4x + 16)(a:2-4a:+16). 2. (9a2 + 3a6 + ?)')(9a2-3a6 + /^2)_

3. {x^ + 3x7/ + y~){x--3xy + y-). 4. (m? + 4m7i-n-)(m'^-imn-vP).

5. {x^ + 2xy - y"^) (x"^ - 2xy - y^).

6. (2x2 + 9xy - 3i/2) {2x'^ - Qxy - 3y2),

7. {2mr + Ginn + Sn^) {2m? - 6??z?i + Zv?).

8. {3x^ + xy + 2y'^){Zx'^-xy + 2y\

9. (x^ + 3xy - Zy"^) {x- - 3xy - Sy"^).

10. (ia-~Gab + b^){4a^ + Gah + ¥).

13.

/'6a -
.^V36a'-^ + 3a& +

-^ )

/x \ / x" xy
^
A ,. /mn ,\ /mni^ mn .\
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- (|-o)(f -.»..>c.). .e, (I-J)(g.l.^).

17. (ij-3x)(x + y){x-y). 18. {m- [,n)(2n + Sm){2n-Sm).

19. (ax + b)(bx + a). 20. {xh'^ + y^){xy + z){xy -z).

21. (a'^ + bx){a + x). 22. (m7i-p)(/)m-n).

23. (3a6 - 2.t;) (2ax - 36). 24. {2x + 3y)(a^ + xy).

25. (2a;-3y)(a2 + xy). 26. {ax + (a + l)}{(a- l)x+a}.

27. (a; - a) (3a; - a - 26).

28. { ax + 2 (6 - c) y }
{ 2a.T - (36 - 4c)y }.

29. {(a-l)a; + a}{(a-2)a; + (a-l)}.

30. {(a + l)x-(h-l)y}(ax + by).

31. (6 + c-l)(62 + c2+l-6c + c + 6).

32. (a + 2c -h 1 )
(a^ + 4c2 + 1 - 2ac - a - 2c).

33. (a + 6 + 2c) (a- + 6^ + 4c2 - a6 - 26c - 2ca).

34. (a - 36 + c) (a2 + 962 + c2 + 3a6 + 36c -ca).
/

35. (ci-6-c)(a2 + 62 + c2 + a6-6c + ca).

36. (2a + 36 + c) (4a.2 + 96^ + c^ - 6ab - 36c - 2ca).

37. (x* - 9.c2 + 81 ) [x- + 3x + 9) (a,-2 - 3a: + 9).

38. (a*-4a262-6-«)(a- + 62)(cn-6)(a-6).

39. (a + b + c-d){a + b-c + d)(c + d + a-b)(c + d-a+b).

41. {x« + y^)(x* + r/](x^+y^){x + y){x-y).

42. (x6 + .x-3.y3 + 2/6)(^6 ., -i,.3y3 + y6)(a;2 + a^ ^ y2)(a,2_ ^^y + 2/«)(a;+y)(r -
y).

43. (^+lV^-lVa-2a:)(a2 + 2aa; + 4a;2).

44. (a;2 + y"-) {x* - x^y" + y^) [x - 2y) [x"^ + 2xy + 4y2).

45. (a:2+ 4)(a,-4-4a:2+16)(a;+l)(a~^-x + l).

*«• (M)(M)(« + ''na^-a6 + 62).



47.

48.
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G^-l)(3^.-i)(f-0(-?-f-'>

49. (x+\)(x^-x+}){x' + 4)(.v + 2){x-2).

60. (a;-l)(a:2 + x+l)(4x2 + 9)(2a: + 3)(2x-3).

XXVIII. b. Page 220.

1. 4x2-49y2 + 42y2-922, ?.. 9a-^ + 2GxV + 4V.
3. 25a^-115a;V + 81y^. 4. 49a;'* - 64a:V + 48xy3 _ 9^,

5. a*-y6. 6. (x + y)* + 4(x + yf+l6. 7. 16a;2(l -4a;2).

8. 48a2{o4_i), 9. a:6_64 ^q a;6_ 729(16.

11. ^-3a2-a;2-^. 12. 64x^{9x-2- 1 ). 13. a^s +aV + a^.

14, l+3^ + x^\ 15. ai2_3a8a.4 + 3^4^ _ 3.12

16. 1 - 2^8 + a;>6. 17. a;^ - 1 4a:^ + 49a:2 - 36.

18. x^-Ux* + 49x'^-36. 19. x^-64. 20. a*- I8a=?>2_,_S16*

21. a^ +P + c^-3abc. 22. 7a; + y + 2.

23. (x*-4a^x'^+l6a*)(x^-2ax + 4a^). 24. 5tc + 7?/-62.

25. a: + 5. 26. 2a;(a;+l). 27. 5(a;-13).

28. (a; + 3)(a:2 + 2a; + 4). 29. (7a;-3)(a:- 1). 30. a-b.
31. x^-3x'h/-3xy'^ + y^. 32. a:'* - 4x2yz + TyV.
33. l+9x2 + 4.?/2 4-6a-y + 2?/-3x. 34. (a;+ l)(a;-3).

35. (2a-5)(2a-7). 36. (a; - a) (a; - 6).

37. a'^ + 9x'^ + 4i/^-6xy + 2aij + 3ax.

38. 9 + 4x'^+\6y^-8xy+l-2y + 6x.

^g
m(w^f3n^^

^^ (3a2 + 62)(a2 4.362).

49. i(V-5g2)(9g2-5i?2). 60. 16a63.
Id

XXIX. a. Page 223

1. x+ c. 2. x'^-ax + b. 3. a:^ + 2fia; - aa- - 2a0.

4. a:2-(^ + gr)a; + 2g'(;)-5') 5. a^- (m + H)a: + TO(w- w).

6. ax+ a+ 1. 7. ar^ + Jar + a^. 8. 2te-(3m-4n)t/.
9. {a + 2)a; + (a+])y. 10. x + b.

11. (ar+l)6 + 3(x + l)H3(a; + l)2 + l.

A2. (m + l)62a;2+(w+l)(m + l)a6a; + (7i + l)a''
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13. {m-\)x + m. 14. mx-n. 18. ap-bq.

16. ax + b. 17. 2ax-3. 18. x + 2ab.

19. (x^-l)(x^-px + q){x'^-qx + p).

20. {pz-(;>-l)}t(;>+l)a: + p}{(P + 2)a;+i3+l}.

21. {(a-3)a: + a+l}{(a-2)x-aHaa:-(a + 4)}.
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XXIX. e. Page 238.

1. 5. 2. 10. 3. -. 4.
-f-.

, 5c ^ d-a* _ 7 "^
, o Q ft

9. ±3a. 10. ±\l—. 11. fe^=27c2.

12. c=a(6-a2)2, d=(6_a2)3, whence c^=aH\ 13. 32.

15. (a;-l)(a:-2)(x-3). 16. (x+ 2)(x-3){x -i).

17. (a; + 2) (a; + 3) (a; +4). 18. {x-3){x-5){x+ '7).

19. (a; -2) (a; -5) (a;+ 7). 20. (a;+l)(a; + 2)(a;- 11).

21. (a;+ l){.3a; + 2)(2a:-l). 22. (a;+2)(3a;- l)(2a;-3).

23. x^-x^y + xh/^-oi^y^ + x^t/^-xy^+ y^.

24. x'' - x^y + x^y"^ - x*y^ + ar*y* - a;^y^+ a;?/^ - y'.

25. a;5+ a:*2/ + ar'i/2 4-a;2t^+ a;2^+ y».

26. 2i? + x''y + o(^y'^ + x^z/^+ a^V+ ^^^ + ^^^ + ^iP + 2/^-

Q
27. a;''+(a-2)a; + a. 28. (a + l)a;2 + ax+ a-3. 29. 6 or g.

30. 13. 34. 3005. 35. -37a^

XXX. a. Page 244.

^i „l «^^
^ 4

- a;* _ 3c''a^ _ a^6» .6
,,,

a*

'^ y'- '' 3^- "• J "• T- ^^-
2^^-

16. a;^. 17. ±. 18. i-. 19. \. 20. ^/a:^.

25. 2 4/6=*.

21

35. ^a^^

21.
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13. 2x^-4 + 3a;"". 14. a^-Sa'-^.

15. a2 + 2a-16a-2-32a-3. 16. I -x^ -2x^ + 2x^.

17. 4a^-8a^-5 + 10a~^ + 3a""i 18. x^ -2x^+ 'kc~^ -8x~^.

19. l-2a-2a^. 20. 2a;^-3x~^-a;~^.

21. 3x-^-3x-^y^+y. 22. 2a;^-3y^ + 4x"^2^*.

23. 9x%-i+2a;^y~^-9. 24. ix-i + l-3y^.

XXX. d. Page 252.

1. a; -4x^-21. 2. 16a;2 - 8 - 15a;-2. 3. 49x^-81y-^

4. x"'y-"-x-"'y^. 5. a^-i + ^a-^. 6. a^ + 2a * + a*.

1
7. a::" -a; ^ + jX-2» 8. 20x^y^ + l3-15x-^-'^.

y o

11. a^-a'-^ + a-' + a-^. 12, a;» + a; <' + ar^-2 + 2a; «-2a; <»•

4

13. 2a + 2(a2-62)i 14, a + b + (a-b)-'^ -2(a + bf(a-b)~^.

15. a;^-3ai 16. x + 3x^ + 9. 17. a*+ 4.

18. a;2<'-2x» + 4. 19. c^+ c~^. 20. l + 2a-i + 4a-2

21. 0^-3^. 22. a;-3-a;-^ + x-i-l.

23. a;^ + a; + a;^ + a;^ + l. 24. x*"-2x^ + 'tx^-&ii^ + l^.

25. a;2+ 2a;-+x-16. 26. 4a:*+ 16x^+16 -9x~'^.

27. 4-x^ + iz+ x\ 28. a2x:_49_42a-«-9a-2'. 29. aV^-2&'^).
2 1

a:^-2
«v*
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9. l^/a^ 10. —L. 11. ijx'^y^. 12. Z'a"

13.

Va:V
14. ^Jjx^K 15. '4/a9, is/a^o. 16. '>«, lo/a^

17. ^x^ «4/aJ8, 34/x8. 18. l5/x3, l^/xio. 19. 'i^^, 'v/^

20. T^/^is^, ^4/^«^. 21. ^125, 4/121, ^13.

22. ^64, 8/81, ^6. 23. ^2, ^2, ^2.

XXXI. b. Page 256.

1.
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17. °izl. 18. 9-8995. 19. 11-1804. 20. 3-7796.

21. 19-5959. 22. 26-8328. 23. 58-7878. 24. -8165.

25. -2887. 26. -0447. 27. -2566. 28. 1-5749.

29. -4032.

XXXI. d. Page 260.

1. 6a;-10v'^. 2. 2x-2sjax. 3. Usjb + b^a.

4. x+y-sfx + y. 5. 30+12^6. 6. 6^/21-46.

7. 6+^/10. 8. 6a -6a;+ 5-^0^. 9. x-l+'^x'-x.

10. x + a-slx'^-a?. 11. da + x-i sia? + ax.

12. l + So-4\/a + 4a2. 13, 2a-2'Jafi^^-.

14. a + a; + 2-3\/a + a;. 15. 2^6. 16. 16 + 6^/10.

17. 4a:-2\/4x2-a2. 18. 2a;2 + 2\/^5^^^.

19. 2m + 2v'7»2-w2_ 20. 13a2 + 562-12\/a^"F.

21. 63-18a;\/14-4a;2. 22. ^x^-2sl\Q3^-\.

XXXI. e. Page 262.

1. 113. 2. -166. 3. 172. 4. -6.

6. a -4b. 6. 90^^-40;. 7. x. 8. 2/p-q.

9. 2x. 10. 25(x"-32/2)-49a2. 11. )ljzhR.

12. V7-2V3 ,3 19 -W2. 14. 2 + ^6-

16. ^. 16. >^. 17. ^. 18. 4 + V15.
y 5 a-a;

19. 5 + V6. 20. 8-V42. 21. ^_^^.
5

22. 3^2-2^3. 23. x-slx'^-y'^. 24. Jx^+ 0^-0.

26 1-^^J^^
26

7o+& + 8\/a^^2
a;2

• 3a + 56

27. 11±.-!4^^±Z. 28. ^3.
x^

29. 2-^3=26795. 30. 11 + 5^/5= 22 18035.

31. V5-\/3= -50402. 32. ^^5 + 2 =4-23607.

S3. ^= 11180.3. 34. ^^^"^ =-09807.
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1.

6.

11.

1.

4.

7.

9.

11.

15.

18.

21.

23.

27.

30.

32.

38.

39.

40.

42.

46.

47.

2a.

±
va

2.

7.

12.

XXXI. i

16. 3

slab. 13,

Page 270.

2ac ^

c2+r

±2. 9.

or 36.

,
ov3

x/7
10. ± \IZ.

14. 5. 16.

XXXII. Page 276.

Rational. 2. Rational. 3.

Imaginary. 5. Imaginary. 6.

x2- 2a; -15 = 0. 8.

a;2-2aa; + a2-52= 0. 10.

l-5.r2 + 2aa;-8a2=r0. 12.

Sum -, difference -^, sum of squares

Equal, but opposite in sign

Equal, but opposite in sign

x2 + 20x + 99 = 0.

12^2 -28a; + 15 = 0.

8a;2-7a;= 0. 13. -\
22

17. a;2-6a; + 4=a

x2+4a;+l = 0. 19. 30a;2+(6a-5fe)x-a6 = 0. 20. 4a;2-16x+9 =
(a?-h''')x^-2{a? + W)x + a^-h'^= (i. 22. 4ra6a:2-2(a2 + 62)a; + a& =a

24.

28.

g2-4pr

7 (3pr - q^

25. - ^„. 26
q* - Aprq^ + 2pV2

P-*

29. P^pip-'^-Sq), Q = q^.

48.

ft2x'-'-(a-'-3aft)a; + 6 = 0. 31. 26-= 9ac.

8a;2-20a='.r;-a«= 0. 36. 1-732. 37. a-2& + 3c.

(i) 6a;2-37a- + 6 = 0; (ii) 6.c2- 35a; + 49 = 0; (iii) 6a;2-49a: + 49=0;
(iv) 6.L-2 - 1.3a: + 6 = ; (v) 6a;2 - .35a; + 25= 0.

(i) k= 8 or 0, the roots are 6 or 2 ; (ii) k= ±2, the roots are t3;
(iii)A;=+|, -f.

(i) a;2-12a: + 32= 0; (ii) a;--4a; = 0. 41. a;— 10r+ 19= 0.

a;2-a;-14 = 0. 43. ax^ -(2al -b)x + (al"-ld-ic):=0.

(i) 3j92=16^; (ii) 4p'^= 25q; (iii) mp"^= (m + l)'^q.

(i) qx^ -px+l=0 ; (ii) z^-{p + q)x+pq — ;

(iii) q-x'^-{p^-2q)x+l=0
;

(iv) qx"^- {p'^-2q)x + q = ;

(v) (7a;--^(^^-3g)a; + q'2= 0;

(vi) x^ - (2m +p) X + (m^ +pm + q) =0 ;

(vii) pa;2-(p2^g)3.^pg,_Q .

(viii) x'^ - 2{p'^ - 2q)x + p"{p'^ - 4g) =0.

i\) 30 ;
(ii) 7a2. 50. 15 or 13 ; 2 or f

.

51. 4.
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XXXIII. a. Page 280.

2
2, -3,

-ljrv/-3 5±J21

2. 2, -1, ^(1±J10).

5.
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12. 0,=:?, 1, 0; w = 7, 0, 1.

13. x= - 1, o±/s/6 ; y= - 1, 1 ± a/-. [It may be shewn that
'^ "

{x+lf = 27{y + lf.]

, 8 ,
2 2±2v^ -2f2<yi5

14. x= 4 or -K, y=l or -g- or a;= =
, y= „

16. a;=16, 1; y=l, 16. 16. x=n, y=±8. 17. x= 2, y=\.

XXXIV. a. Page 286.

1. 6:1. 2. i. 3. 4:1. 4. 17:7. 5. 3:4.
5

6. 5:4. 7. -21, -JS. 8. 11. 9. 27.

XXXIV. b. Page 289.

1. he. 2. —

.

a

5. 4a:. 6. 12xy2.

' 9. 4x2. 10. ea^x.

18. a;=17, y=\\.

Miscellaneous Examples V. Page 290.

1. £_; 1. 5. 4:J2. 8. (1) .r26 + a:-2*. (2) (a + fef.

9. -^. 10. (1) ^. (2) 5. 11. 1. 13. a + b.

15. g = 4. The other root is 1. 16. 1| hours. 19. -1.

20. (1) 2, 3, ^%^; (2) ±1, ±V-3±2v/2.

22. 4|; 1-412. 23. x^-2{a + b)x + 2ab = 0.

24. (1) a, "^Z^" M one root is evident!}' a, and the product of
0- c [_

the roots is
°"[" ~ ^H ; (2) g, p - g.
o-c J

3.
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XXXV. a. Page 296.

7. 36. 8. 32. 9. 25. 11. l-2sq. em.

12. y = 3x. Any point whose ordinate is equal to three times its

abscissa.

14. (i) (8, 5); (ii) (10, 10).

T6. (i)(4,5); (ii) (4, 5) ; (iii) ( -4, - 5) ; (iv)(-4, -5).

16. (i) 17, (ii) 17; (iii) 2-5"
;

(iv) 2-5".

17. (i) and (ii) 5 ;
(iii) and (iv) 17 ;

(v) and (vi) 37.

19. The lines are x= 5, y-8. The point (5, 8).

20. 10. 23. 68 units. 24. 10,13,5,5,3.

26. A circle of radius 13 whose centre is at the origin.

27. 10, 12, 16, 6, 0. At the points (0, 10), ( -5, 0).

21. 32 units of area.

23. 72 units of area.

1. x—l, y = 5.

4. ;r= 3, ?/- -2.

7. x^ -2,1/^4.

10. x= -4, 2/ = 5.

XXXV. b. Page 302.
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9. 3-85 in. ; J 7 in. 10. 54-5°F. ; 86-9° F.; i^=32 + |C.

11, 8-1 in. ; -MSld oz. 12. 86; P= 014H^ + 0-2 ; 225 lbs.

13, 2-49 sq. P
14, 6 p.m., 48 mi. from Toronto. At 4 and 8 p.m.

(i) A 4 mi. behind G ; B6 mi. behind yl. (ii) 4.21 p.m.

15, 4.30 p.m., 18 mi. from O. (i) At 3 and 6 p.m. (ii) 20 mi.

16, (i) 1 p.m., 28 mi. from P; (ii) 20 mi.
;

(iii) 11.30 am.
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62. 94. 63. ^^. 64. ^x^--x.
x^-\ be

65. a:=2l. 66. (1) {x'^+\){x+ 5). (2) (x-\^)[x + \ly).

67. a;:=24,y= 9,z=5. 68. ^J±^, 69. (2a-36 + 2c)2.

7a 3. 71. a? + y'^+ z\ 72. -2ab.

73. 6. 74. (1) 3a;(a; + 9)(x-7). (2) (a + b + l)(a + 6).

p^ + q^' ^~p^ + q^' 8^-1^'

80. 640. 81. l-ix-iix'+ ^a^.
Id 6

82. I 83. ?cc6-4ar*+5•^•'-?a:'-¥a; + 27.
is 4 8 4 4

34. 2a262(a_26)2(2a + 6)2. 85. x= 5.

««• 3^T^- «^- 2aH3a + |. 88. x=2ah, y=SaI,.

89. 3(2x-y)(5x+42/). 90. 25 ten -cent pieces, 30 quarters. 91. 0.

92. x3-ar»+^a;-^. Rem. - ^. 93. 60{p^-g^).

94. (1) (a-265)(a2 + 2a55+ 46i»).
(2) (ar^+a;- l)(ar»-a:+l).

95 x-a~2b 96 (! ^ (2) ?^--^±i).96. a;-a JO. 96. [i, ^^^^. UJ 2(y+ 5)

97,

99.

101. (1)51-. (2) -1. 102. (1) ^(^ + ^)
(2) l+a;-a3.

103. a^-3a + ---,i a--. 104. 1 -5a; + 15?;2 -45.tr*.
a a'' a

105. .f300. 106. {2a - 3?>) (a + 6).

107. (1) 2 or g. (2)
I

or |.
109. 7x2-? + 3.

110. A. 111.
3a:2+7a:-12

.
I

2a - 36 + c
j^QQ^ Twelve minutes past four.

2a2'
• (x2-9)(x2-16)' (a; - 3) (x - 4)"

112. H.C.r. X - 5b. L.C. M. 6 (a; + 3a) (a: - 3a) {x - 5b).
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113. (1) ^ or 2d. (2) 9 or -3. 114. 177. 116. 18 milea.

116. (3x+ 2y)2 + (3a; + 2y)(2a; + 3y) + (2x + 3y)2=I9a;2 + 37xy + 19y'''.

118. (1) (x+y)(x + y){x + y). (2) mn(m-n).

119. (1)
^=

f l]. (2) ^=3' ~oV 120- '^' + ^'-

2/=-l, -3) y=2, -2J

121. (1)1. (2)^. 122. a-b. 123. 435.
x^

124. (1) a; = a±6. (2) x=3, y=2.

125. (1)
^(^ + y + z)

(2) /f+\ . 126. ar'+ (a+2)x+a
z(x-y + z) 4x(ar + l)

127. (1) {x-Sy){x + 8y + \). (2) x^x +
^)

(^a: -?).

128. p-|2-S 129. (1) a;= 4i (2) x=-„ \ ,„ , y= - ° .y

130. x+ a. 131. (1) x"+*+<'. (2) x^y^.

132. $1. 134. X-4+-.
X

136. H.C.F. x^ + a". L.C.M. (a~'+a«)(a:2_4a2)

136. (1) -2y. (2) 3. 137. (x-2a)(jc^ + 2ax + 4a'^){2a+ Sb){2a-3b).

138. (1)3. (2) a; = 105, y=210, z = 420. 139. The difference is 3

140. !X^~4y^-9z^- ]2y^'J. 141. 8 hrs. 36 min.

142. (1) |. (2) « 143. ^Jl+^Ji-l.

^^^^V ^^'t^y-
"''• (1) 4(n^ + s/3). (2)V21+v/14.144.

146. (1) ^=°^^p (2) x=2| or -If, y=-l^ or If.

148. a' - 2a*a;^ + a;'. 149. a^+l. 150. .?.3.

162. 0. 153.
^

(7a;+4)(4x-3)

155. (1) r=--7 or -^. (2) a;= ±5 or ±2^3, y= ±3 or ±^-.

166. (1)0. (2)x^y\ 157. {p + l)x-{p-\). 158
^"

5/>(a;V-l)

159. (1) 1-22". (2) 3" -2". 160. 5 hrs. 57', 47|".

161. 12. 162. (1)
(^«^J.

(2)
I
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163. 1. 164. 1, 5 + ^/7.

165. (3v + 2x) {Sy - 2x) (x + 2)(x--2x + 4){x- 2) {x^ + 2x+ 4).

166. (1)1. (2)^. 167. (1) 1. (2) ^11-^3.

168. H.C.F. 5x2-1. L.C.M. ={bx^-lf('ix^+l){5afi+x+ l).

16D. (1) ^—^. (2) -2|, -8|. 170. $3 and $6 a dozen.

172. 0. 173. (1)
^ + y^ + ^^^

(2) 1.
3uyz

174. 11. 175. (1) n. (2) 2-v'3.

.7G. (1) x=^a; (2) x=±^, ±-
; y=±^, ±-.

177.
«-'^ + ^^^

. 178. (1) c^^ (2) 27. 179. 4 miles an hour.
a"' + x" •

181. -^^.. 1»2. (1) x^ + y^ + xy-l. (2) 1-.
a + c - 26 2a; - 1

183. 3-2x2. 184. (1) 2x. (2) 10.

185. (1) 5, 1. (2) x= 6, 2, 4; y= 2, 6,4. 186. 0.

187. (I) 20f or 16f. (2) x = 3 or ^, y=-\ or %

189. (?ffl+l)x-a. 190. 2.r-—

.

191. + c)(c + a)(a + fc).

192. (1) ^—^ , . (2)

194. Began at Ifi/y' past .*?, and ended 27j\' past 5 ; walkort

2 hours, 10] y minutes.

i.
fPY'^\ 197. (1) 47. (2) ?). 199. 20. 200 9^2 + «2,196

r\0 AV-
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